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Thesis Abstract 

This thesis explores Martial’s dynamic engagement with Roman epigraphic culture 

and interrogates how the poet rethinks the paradoxes of poetic monumentality through 

the lens of textual materiality. It examines the nature, functioning and critical 

consequences of the relationship between literary epigrams and epigraphic texts, 

advancing our understanding of the production, consumption and circulation of poetry 

across different media. The thesis investigates epigraphic strategies in Martial’s 

corpus, including the construction of anonymous readerships as travellers passing by 

epitaphs inscribed upon tombs and the power of epigrams and inscriptions to transform 

the ideological connotations of monumental spaces in the context of damnatio 

memoriae. By pursuing a close comparative analysis of literary epigrams and a range 

of Roman writing habits, i.e., monumental inscriptions, epitaphs and graffiti, which 

Martial identifies with scrawls on walls in chalk or charcoal or with texts neatly incised 

in stone, the thesis investigates key concerns about literary materiality and 

monumentality, authorship and plagiarism, parallel techniques of intertextual allusions 

and the construction of urban spaces which characterise both literary and epigraphic 

contexts. By combining perspectives deriving both from literature and material 

culture, this study reconsiders epigrammatic poetry and epigraphic writing as 

complementary cultural activities which involve not only thematic and generic 

interactions, but also intersecting audiences and interconnected socio-cultural 

phenomena. As well as analysing central concerns of Martial’s epigraphic strategies, 

the thesis explores what changes when we interpret Roman epigrammatic poetry and 

epigraphic habits in dialogue with one another. At the juncture between literary 

criticism and studies in material culture, this project offers insights into the 

distinctiveness of Martial’s poetry and re-considers the value of epigraphic texts as 

central to the understanding of early imperial writing culture.  
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Introduction 

In the ‘theatricalised world of early imperial Rome’, as Boyle defines it, epigram 

represents itself as the ideal medium with which to capture the tensions between 

fleeting amphitheatrical spectacles and durable monumental achievements, the 

ephemeral realities of a rich material culture and the expanding superstructures of the 

imperial machine.1 Throughout his corpus, Martial exploits the identification with and 

thematization of different epigraphic media and forms to conceptualise his poetry as 

positioned between epigraphic permanence and ephemeral materiality: while 

epigram’s epigraphic origins suggest monumental durability, its brevity and 

occasional nature elicit links with ‘the ephemeral, the improvised and the spoken’.2 

Although epigram is deeply rooted in its monumental origins, the broader interaction 

between epigrams and epigraphic culture has received sparse attention.3 My thesis will 

investigate Martial’s multifaceted dialogue with epigraphic texts and explore how the 

poet re-imagines the tropes of poetic monumentality by engaging with a variety of 

writing forms and textual media. It will demonstrate that Martial is a writer fascinated 

not only by complex literary traditions, but also by a much wider writing culture, which 

includes graffiti, inscriptions, engraved objects and official dedications. Martial blurs 

yet also emphasises the boundaries between epigram and a full range of Roman writing 

habits. Epigrams can be post-Callimachean dainty collectibles offered to sophisticated 

readers (9.43-9.44); epitaphs on a street that the weary reader/patron can pass by 

(11.13); or quips scrawled in a public toilet or brothel (12.61). Further, throwaway 

morsels (13.3) make up a cena (10.59), or can be relegated to wastepaper (13.4; 13.5), 

bringing to life Horace’s image of Epistles 2.4 As Horace suggests, adding a satiric 

twist to Catullus 95.8, worthless poems end up as ‘perfume-wrappings’.5  

 

 

 
1 For the theatrical nature of Neronian and Flavian Rome see Boyle (1994) 34-37 and (1995) 99; Lovatt 

(2016); Newlands (2002) 2-8 on the ‘flourishing material culture’, economic prosperity and wealth of 

the Flavian age and esp. 230-235 on the inseparability of spectacle and power; on epigram in the Flavian 

culture, see Fitzgerald (2007) 3 and Rimell (2008). 
2 Fitzgerald (2007) 3; see also Rimell (2008) 2. 
3 On epigram’s monumentality and its intrinsic relationship with monuments see Nisbet (2003) xiii and  

Livingstone and Nisbet (2010). On epigraphic culture in the Roman world see Cooley (2012). 
4 This is a common trope developed in Catull. 95.8 and Hor. Ep. 2.1.269-270: deferar in uicum 

uendentem tus et odores / et piper et quidquid chartis amicitur ineptis. See also Mart. 3.50; 4.86. 
5 See Barchiesi (2005) 326. 
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0.1 quid minus esse potest? epigrammata fingere coepi. Epigram and the 

Subversion of Literary Canons 

In spite of the long-standing critical perception of ‘early imperial Rome’ as ‘a 

palimpsestic world on the verge of dissolution’, of moral decay and intellectual 

impoverishment, culturally the Flavian age was an extremely prosperous period, when 

rich material culture and economic conditions propelled a flourishing literary, 

philosophical and artistic creativity.6 Technological progress and architectural 

programmes were radically changing the visual appearance of empire. The Via 

Domitiana, for instance, represented an icon of commercial advantages and a symbol 

of Domitian’s successes.7 As the Haterii relief found on the Appian Way and now in 

the Vatican Museums testifies, Domitianic Rome was an imperial capital rapidly 

expanding and promoting architectural splendour. The funerary sculpture, which 

commemorates a member of the Haterii family involved in building activities, 

represents the arch of Titus, the Amphitheatre and the Temple of Jupiter Custos in 

construction.8  

 

Figure 1. Relief from the tomb of the Haterii representing five Flavian buildings, including the 

Amphitheatre. Rome, first century AD. Vatican Museums. 

In a cultural climate of monumental rejuvenation and moral legislation, where arena 

spectacles became sites of imperial divine image-making and ‘hierarchical display’,9 

 
6 See Boyle (1994) 83; Newlands (2002) esp. 1-27 on the artistic and economic flourishing in the Flavian 

age; Boyle and Dominik (2003). The recent explosion of Flavian studies has significantly improved our 

understanding of the Flavian age, which is no longer unfavourably classed as ‘Silver Age’ in comparison 

with the Augustan ‘Golden Age’. The most recent studies on the Flavian literary scene include: Zissos 

(2016); Bessone and Fucecchi (2017); Ginsberg and Krasne (2018); Augoustakis and Littlewood 

(2019); Coffee, Forstall, Milić and Nelis (2019). Moreover, recent scholarship has dispelled the myth 

that this was an era of philosophical decline. See, for instance, Dillon and Long (1988); Hadot (1990). 
7 On the impressive building programme initiated by Domitian see Darwall-Smith (1996); Jones (1992) 

79-98; Newlands (2002) 8-17. Besides restoring and erecting temples, Domitian renovated the Palatine, 

improved major infrastructure and inaugurated new buildings for spectacles and games.  
8 Darwall-Smith (1996) 276-277.  
9 Boyle and Dominik (2003) 19; see also Gunderson (1996) and (2003). The arena became an 

ideological symbol of the Flavian regime, a space which exhibited hierarchical divisions and imperial 

power. Public architecture, including the Amphitheatre and the imperial Palace, and public festivals 
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Martial chooses the genre of epigram as a means of poetic expression and creates his 

idiosyncratic version of post-Ovidian epic made up of ‘throwaway’ fragments.10 

Martial’s epigrams are grounded in materiality and embrace the socio-pragmatic value 

of texts as objects. By means of thematic and verbal links, Martial conceives his fifteen 

books as a coherent work, which outmatches Augustan and contemporary epics. While 

the number of twelve books in the main corpus (Books One to Twelve) evokes Virgil’s 

Aeneid, the fifteen-book poetic production, including the Liber spectaculorum, Xenia 

and Apophoreta, rivals Ovid’s Metamorphoses.11 In a context which dismissed 

epigram as a recreational pursuit and gave the lion’s share of poetic authority to epic 

and tragedy, Martial selects epigram as the poetic form that wins him eternal fame and 

through which he can re-imagine the contradictions of poetic monumentality. 

As a sort of σφραγίς to his quasi-epic opus Martial provocatively writes: quid 

minus esse potest? epigrammata fingere coepi, ‘What can be humbler? I start shaping 

epigrams’, 12.94.9.12 Sitting at the bottom of the literary canon, epigram carves out its 

own place after epic, tragedy, lyric poetry, satire and elegy, morphing into all kinds of 

ephemera and embodying post-Catullan nugatory poetics.13 Epigrams, which 

programmatically eschew the literary labor and seriousness of epic works, are ioci, 

nugae and even worth less than nothing (13.2; 14.1). They are as lascivious as the 

games of Flora, as obscene as mimes (1 Praef.; 1.35). The epigrammatic slender muse 

is the ninth of the sisters, dressed in a sordid robe: Finieram, cum sic respondit nona 

sororum, / cui coma et unguento sordida vestis erat, ‘I had done, when the ninth of the 

Sisters, whose hair and dress were stained with unguent, thus made answer’, 8.3.9-10. 

Martial’s self-denigratory poetics respond to but at the same time challenge 

contemporary perceptions of his chosen literary genre, forging a new kind of 

‘epigrammatic’ epic. Martial’s epigram plays with the logics of scale and turns poetic 

 
became sites for the exhibition of rigid social hierarchies and demonstrated an increasing gulf between 

the autocratic powers of the divine monarch and his subjects: see discussion in Newlands (2002) and 

(2003) on Stat. Silv. 1.6 (Roman Saturnalia) and Stat. Silv. 4.2 (Domitian’s Palace).  
10 Rimell (2008); Lorenz (2019). 
11 Fowler (1995) 33. 
12 Martial’s texts are from Lindsay’s (19292) OCT. Unless otherwise specified, translations throughout 

are from Shackleton Bailey’s (1993) Loeb Edition. My emphasis. In book Twelve there are several 

epigrams on critics: 12.2; 37; 43; 47; 61; 78; 88; 94; 95 and on plagiarism: 12.63. As Rimell (2008) 94 

notes, ‘The basic dynamics of Martial’s poetics is its simultaneous shrinking down big to small and 

magnification or elevation of the small’. See also discussion in Craca (2011). 
13 Gowers (1993) 245. On the contemporary debate about epigram’s position in the literary canon see 

detailed discussion in Citroni (1968) and Puelma (1997).  
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hierarchies upside down.14 Although Martial inherits crucial elements of Callimachean 

poetics (4.23), including the cultivation of brevitas in opposition to the magniloquent 

style (tumor, vesica) of epic and tragedy and the conception of light-hearted poetry 

associated with every-day life occasions, he rejects Callimachean stylistic refinement 

(λεπτότης) and doctrina, in favour of a poetry that speaks about men: Sed non vis, 

Mamurra, tuos cognoscere mores / nec te scire: legas Aetia Callimachi, ‘But you don’t 

want to recognize your own behaviour, Mamurra, or to know yourself: you should read 

the Origins of Callimachus’, Mart. 10.4.11-12.15 Martial privileges the lascivam 

verborum veritatem (1 Praef. 9), which captures the multiform realities that his poetry 

partly shapes: Romana simplicitas and latine loqui replace the Alexandrian and 

neoteric principle of tenuitas, while poetry about men and their customs replaces the 

erudition of Callimachean poetry. While Martial seems to be enforcing social order, 

showing a ‘constrained and constraining social vision’, he blurs poetic hierarchies, 

mixing up the poetic and the material, creating a multi-layered web of synergies with 

literary as well as material cultures.16 Across his books Martial provocatively makes 

the agon between humble ‘realist’ epigram and magniloquent epic permeate his 

poetry.17 As Martial writes in epigram 4.49, readers praise epic and tragedy but enjoy 

his epigrams better: ‘Illa tamen laudant omnes, mirantur, adorant.’ / Confiteor: 

laudant illa sed ista legunt, ‘“And yet all the world praises such things and admires 

and marvels.” I admit it: that they praise, but this they read’, 4.49.9-10.18 Towards the 

end of his career, Martial believes in the immortality granted by his genre: at tu 

Romano lepidos sale tinge libellos: / adgnoscat mores vita legatque suos. / angusta 

cantare licet videaris avena, / dum tua multorum vincat avena tubas’, ‘But do you dip 

your witty little books in Roman salt; let life recognize and read of her ways. Never 

 
14 Rimell (2008) 10-11. 
15 For Martial’s take on aspects of Callimachean aesthetics and neoteric poetry see Citroni (1968) 259-

301 esp. 281-283 on the different poetic conceptualisations behind ὀλιγοστιχία; Rimell (2008) 10. 
16 Boyle (1994) 90. Martial’s risqué epigrams demonstrate a conservative attitude towards sexual mores; 

the cycle in Book Five on the lex Roscia theatralis revived by Domitian (5.14; 23; 25; 27; 35; 38; 41 

with Canobbio (2011) ad loc.) shows Martial’s socio-political conservatism and concern with social 

roles in society. Moreover, his address to influential social characters shows ‘conservative ideology’ 

and a ‘firm allegiance to the status-quo, to the maintenance of a system of a Roman property-owning 

class dependent upon the exploitation of slave labour’: see Boyle (1995) 88-89 and Sullivan (1991). On 

the epigrams’ disruption and subversion of literary hierarchies and status in opposition to conservative 

social and political ideology see Rimell (2008) 11. 
17 Canobbio (2017) on Martial’s polarisation of the literary canon into great genres, identified with epic, 

and small genres, identified with epigram; Lorenz (2019). See also Citroni (1968) esp. 263. 
18 Martial explicitly contrasts the mythological themes typical of the higher genres of epic and tragedy 

to his own poetry in 1.107; 4.49; 5.53; 8.3; 9 Praef. 5-8; 9.50; 10.4; 14.1. On Martial’s anti-mythological 

polemic see Citroni (1968) 273-280. 
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mind if you seem to sing with a narrow pipe, so long as your pipe outmatches many 

people’s trumpets’, 8.3.19-22. Unlike the bombast of epic and tragedy, Martial’s 

epigrams reveal an adherence to real life which asserts the thematic worthlessness of 

higher poetic genres, dismissed now as empty fables (vana…ludibria, 10.4.7). In 

contrast with epigram 1.107, where Martial is desidiosus for declining to compose 

greater poetry (1.107.2), in epigram 8.3, the Muse warns him, he will be desidiosus if 

he ceases to write epigrammatic nugae. By making epigrammatic ‘pipes’ eclipse epic 

and tragic trumpets, Martial fully acknowledges the poetic worth of light poetry, 

embracing its realistic themes and levity of style.19 In this productive tension between 

high epic and humble occasional poetry, the occasional can now aspire to become 

immortal. While Statius justifies his smaller scale poetry with the illustrious precedents 

of Virgil’s Culex and Homer’s Batrachomyomachia (exerceri autem ioco non licet?, 

‘But isn’t it permissible to do exercises for fun?’, Stat. Silv. 4 Praef. 28),20 Pliny 

dismisses epigrammatic poetry as an extra-literary activity, an error to restore the 

spirits, a divertissement for political men: uersiculos seueros parum (‘versicles which 

are far from serious’, Ep. 5.3.2).21 Despite contemporary prejudices and Pliny’s 

prophecy in Epistle 3.21.6 – At non erunt aeterna quae scripsit – Martial’s epigrams 

have lived on across centuries, reaching fame and immortality through the tiniest and 

humblest of poetic forms.22 The myriads of epigrams produce instantaneous pictures 

and visual snapshots that add up to create their own distinctive post-epic monumental 

narrative of the heterogeneous reality of Flavian Rome.  

By the time Martial writes, ‘epigram’ had become a ‘catch-all’, but still largely 

unstable poetic form.23 Martial, who until recently has lived on at the margins of 

classical scholarship, side-lined within the Latin poetic canon for his obscenity and 

blatant flattery of Domitian, has attracted new critical attention in recent decades. 

While the finds of the ‘Milan Posidippus’ and the papyri from Oxyrhynchus have 

 
19 A similar metaphorical opposition between avena and tuba for indicating the poetic genres of epigram 

and epic occurs in 9 Praef. 7 and 14.63. For discussion on desidia in epigrams 1.107 and 8.3 and the 

related shift in perception of the relationship between epigram and epic see Citroni (1968) 274-276 and 

Morelli (2018). 
20 Text and translation of Stat. Silvae 4 are from Coleman (1988). My emphasis. 
21 All Latin and Greek texts throughout are from Oxford Classical Texts and translations from Loeb 

editions, unless otherwise specified. Translation of Pliny’s text is my own adaptation. See Citroni 

(1968); Puelma (1997). 
22 Plin. Ep. 3.21.6: Tametsi quid homini potest dari maius, quam gloria et laus et aeternitas? At non 

erunt aeterna quae scripsit: non erunt fortasse, ille tamen scripsit tamquam essent futura. Vale. On 

Pliny’s relationship with Martial see esp. Henderson (2001) 56-87 and Fitzgerald (2018) 108-125. 
23 Milnor (2014) 60.  
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brought about exciting developments in the field of epigram studies, a new wave in 

Latin scholarship has rescued Martial from critical neglect.24 Since Sullivan defined 

Martial the ‘unexpected classic’, over literalist readings of key aspects of his poetry 

have given way to revisionist approaches which interpret the poet’s preoccupations 

with his literary activity and status as a pervasive fiction.25 Since the Nineties, critics 

have focused on Martial’s imperial flattery, his poetic self-representations and issues 

to do with the publication of his epigrams.26 Fowler revealed the risks implied in 

literalist interpretations of the epigrams and successfully discredited White’s ‘libellus 

theory’. While White believed that the extant epigrammatic collections are the 

miscellaneous result of privately pre-circulated booklets (libelli), which were aimed at 

praising patrons as individual gifts and not intended for general publication, Fowler 

interpreted Martial’s imaginings of occasionality and fragmentary circulation as the 

product of a refined literary game.27 Revisionist approaches inform my interpretation 

of Martial’s engagement with epigraphy along with his satirical representation of 

poetic production and consumption in programmatic moments of his career. 

More recently, critics have explored new ways into the themes of textual 

materiality, paradox and poetic monumentality in Martial and have investigated the 

creative role of epigrams in constructing images and perceptions of Rome and vice 

versa.28 While Fitzgerald has argued that the concept of juxtaposition is crucial for 

understanding the paradoxical notion of a book of epigrams, which significantly 

mirrors the complexities of the urban experience, Rimell has demonstrated that mixing 

and transformation are equally important principles for interpreting epigrams.29 

 
24 Most recent monographs are Sullivan (1991); Fitzgerald (2007); Rimell (2008). 
25 Roman (2001) 113. Livingstone and Nisbet (2010) 108-111 on literalist and revisionist approaches to 

Martial.  
26 Martial’s epigrams in praise of emperors have been read literally as a form of blatant flattery. More 

recently and more persuasively, critics have argued that the interpretation of imperial epigrams is 

undermined by the poems they are juxtaposed with and have noted that panegyric epigrams are normally 

paired with satirical poems: see Garthwaite (1990); (1993); (2009). For the publication of the epigrams: 

see White (1974) whose literalist ‘libellus theory’ has been questioned by Citroni (1989), who makes a 

distinction between imperial and non-imperial addressees and believes that collections of epigrams were 

presented to the emperor before the regular publications of the numbered books; Fowler (1995); Roman 

(2001); Nauta (2002) esp. 108-120; Livingstone and Nisbet (2010) 110. 
27 White (1974) 44-48; 56-7; Fowler (1995); Roman (2001). 
28 Along with the proliferation of new commentaries on single books, many articles and monographs 

have appeared in the last two decades. See esp. Nauta (2002) on the production, circulation and 

reception of the epigrams; Roman (2001) and (2010); Fitzgerald (2007); Hinds (2007); Rimell (2008). 
29 Martial’s programmatic adhesion to reality implies a continuous variation of tones, themes and styles 

which results in the composition of collections that mix good, mediocre and bad epigrams. Often Martial 

ironically reflects on the difficulty of writing books of epigrams: … Facile est epigrammata belle / 

scribere, sed librum scribere difficile est, 7.85.3-4. See Galán Vioque (2002) ad loc. See also Mart. 
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Although epigrams jostle as ‘self-contained’ units, ready to move between books as 

‘worldly counterparts’ of the ‘jostling variety’ of urban space, which conflates 

miscellaneous elements into close proximity, they often interact in far more complex 

ways, failing to preserve clear-cut boundaries, ‘infecting’ each other and inviting 

mixing up and merging, contagion and pollution.30  

At the same time, although literary scholars have contributed to the exegesis of 

many crucial aspects and innovations of Martial’s poetry and have stressed the 

fictitious character of his literary persona, the importance and impact of his 

engagement with material culture has often been overlooked.31 In stark opposition with 

the new advancements in the understanding of Martial’s literary innovations, some 

urban topographers and ancient historians have misinterpreted his work as a ‘passive 

repository of historical and archaeological facts’, considering him as a poet from which 

to reconstruct Rome’s habits, topography, socio-political history and material 

culture.32 Recent scholarship on Martial has critiqued literalist approaches to his 

oeuvre, which is far from a transparent window on the social customs and a sourcebook 

of imperial Rome. My project will combine the recent turn in literary scholarship on 

Martial with a focus on material culture. It will explore how Martial engages with 

epigraphy to shape his own poetry and, in turn, how his parodic reflection on epigraphy 

as a medium invites further consideration of epigraphic texts as literature. Studying 

Martial’s epigrams alongside epigraphy presents several challenges, including the 

nature and chronology of epigraphic material. Starting from a discussion of Martial’s 

epigrams and their dialogue with epigraphic evidence, I shall demonstrate that 

epigraphic verses, which are traditionally classed as ‘sub-literary’ and overlooked by 

literary critics, should be interpreted as a crucial part of the study of ancient writing 

culture.33 The complexities and innovations of Martial’s poetry fully emerge when 

 
1.16; 7.81; 10.46. See Citroni (1968) 271-272 on Martial’s reaction against the aesthetic canon of 

aequalitas. 
30 Fitzgerald (2007) 5; Rimell (2008) esp. 22-25, at 15: ‘Crucially, these poems deal frequently with the 

failure to preserve limina, and Martial shows repeatedly how the epigrams themselves interact, rub off, 

‘infect’ each other’. 
31 Literary critics have moved away from Sullivan’s attempt (1991) to reconstruct aspects of Martial’s 

life and times and recognised the value of persona theories in Martial’s work: see esp. Roman (2001); 

Gold (2003); Watson and Watson (2003) 5-7; Fitzgerald (2007); Rimell (2008); Garthwaite (2009).  
32 Livingstone and Nisbet (2010) 110. 
33 See discussion in Cugusi (1985) esp. 165-166, who argues that identifying literary reminiscences in 

the Carmina Latina Epigraphica should underlie any analysis of the CLE. The collection of the Carmina 

Latina Epigraphica and its indices of verbal correspondences between the CLE and literary authors are 

constructed in a way that presumes a directionality of influence and imitation and suggests that the 

anonymous authors of the CLE were imitating clausolae of Latin authors rather than vice versa. Starting 
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compared to epigraphic texts. As Kruschwitz argues, the early empire was 

fundamentally a ‘lettered world’ which stimulated the poet’s literary imagination and 

shaped his literary consciousness.34 As Martial’s engagement with epigraphy suggests, 

we need to consider epigraphy and literature as a whole, rather than two distinct fields, 

in order to understand them as interacting in the same writing landscape.35 

Literary critics have privileged the poet’s cultivated responses to and re-

imaginings of Greek and Latin literary traditions, making intertextuality a crucial 

hermeneutic vehicle for understanding the complexities of his hyper-allusive poetry.36 

Martial’s engagement with Ovid’s poetry of exile, for instance, raises important 

questions about the role of poetry and conditions of speech within the new socio-

political climate of Flavian Rome.37 Despite its primary importance for appreciating 

key aspects of epigrammatic poetry, the dominant critical focus on Martial’s responses 

to higher poetic genres, which implicitly reacts to his long-term marginalisation from 

the literary canon, often risks losing sight of one essential aspect of epigrammatic 

poetry, namely, the inextricability of materiality and textuality.38 In other words, my 

thesis argues that it is only by combining a focus on Martial’s literary intertextuality 

with a developed awareness of the dynamic interactions between epigram and 

epigraphic culture, that we can understand his experiment with the materiality and 

visibility of poetic texts as actors in the world.  

 

 

 

 
from Horsfall (1986), who focuses on the impact of epigraphy on Virgil’s poetry, scholars have moved 

away from the search for poetic clausolae in the carmina epigraphica and investigated the influence of 

epigraphic texts on literature. See also Gómez Pallarés (1992). On the perception of graffiti as sub-

literary products see Baird and Taylor (2011) 5 and Milnor’s discussion (2014) on the creative 

interpretation of the Aeneid in graffiti. 
34 Kruschwitz (2016) 26-28. 
35 Milnor’s study (2014) on the relation between élite literature and graffiti aptly argues that graffiti 

texts should be seen ‘as part of a wider culture of literary consumption’ and brings graffiti authors and 

poetry into focus for classical literary critics. 
36 On hyperallusivity see Rimell (2008) 11; 178. 
37 See esp. Pitcher (1998); Williams (2002); Fitzgerald (2007); Hinds (2007); Rimell (2008). 
38 For instance, Hinds (2007) intertextual reading of the Xenia and Apophoreta with Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses and Hellenistic predecessors privileges highly sophisticated aspects of these epigrams 

over their engagement with material and epigraphic cultures, downplaying the importance of Martial’s 

materialist aesthetics. On the deconstruction of λεπτότης in Hellenistic epigrams see Porter (2011) 271-

312. 
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0.2 Epigram and its Epigraphic Origins 

As early as the archaic period ἐπίγραμμα is encountered as a text inscribed on a 

monument or object. In the Hellenistic age, it progressively migrates from stones to 

books, when major poets such as Callimachus, Posidippus and Asclepiades grant it the 

full status of an autonomous literary and ‘oral-performative’ genre.39 Hellenistic poets 

enrich the semantic and thematic repertoire of epigram, which includes fictitious 

sepulchral and votive poems, with new erotic, hortatory and sympotic themes.40 

Despite the new-found breadth of themes and styles, epigram never completely 

separates itself from its epigraphic ties. Epigrams composed under the empire self-

consciously echo ‘their lapidary ancestors’, showing how the overlap between 

‘epigram’ and ‘inscription’ is an ongoing characteristic of the genre.41 Hellenistic 

writers, moreover, exploit the epigram’s original inseparability of text and monument, 

its brevity and formulaic language, to extensively play with the idea that their poems 

might end up carved on stone, making the line between inscribed and book epigrams 

not easily discernible.42 Greek literary epigrams, which were debasingly defined as 

παιγνία (‘playthings’) in comparison to more elevated poetic genres, and whose 

production kept flourishing throughout early imperial times, were preserved in later 

collections.43 The Greek Anthology, which merges the earlier στέφανοι, the Garland 

of Meleager, composed in 100 BC, and the Garland of Philip, compiled under Nero, 

represents our main body of evidence for Greek epigrams.44  

 
39 Nisbet (2003) xiii. On the semantic development of the world ‘epigramma’ in literary contexts see 

Puelma (1997); on the epigraphic origins of epigram and its development into a literary genre in the 

Hellenistic age see Gutzwiller (1998) 1-14; Bing and Bruss (2007) 1-26; Livingstone and Nisbet (2010) 

5-21. For the history of Latin epigram before Catullus see Morelli (2000). See also Kay (1985) 9-13; 

Sullivan (1991) 78-100. Gutzwiller (1998) argues that the first books of epigrams were scholarly 

collections of previously inscribed texts. 
40 Puelma (1997) 191; Gutzwiller (1998) 3-5. Watson and Watson (2003) 31-36. 
41 Nisbet (2003) xiii. 
42 A clear example is the series of epigrams Anth. Pal. 9.713-742 about Myron’s cow. As Livingstone 

and Nisbet (2010) 8 note, ‘literary epigrams know they come from stone, and are forever throwing out 

hints of making the return trip; but thematic variation within the collection gives the lie to their 

epigraphic nostalgia’. Yet, multiple epigrams composed on the same statue makes their inscriptionality 

unrealistic and paradoxical. See also Höschele (2007) 346 and Bettenworth (2007) on the relationship 

between epigraphic and book epigrams and especially the appropriation of literary epigrams by 

epigraphers. 
43 Sullivan (1991) 78-79; Puelma (1997). 
44 Hellenistic poets began to circulate their own compositions in epigram books from the IV cent BC: 

Gutzwiller (1998) 3-4. For anthologies of Greek epigrams: the Garland of Meleager, compiled in 100 

BC, collected epigrams composed by thirty-three Hellenistic poets in four categories: erotic, epitaphic, 

epideictic, dedicatory; the Garland of Philip, composed 150 years later, collected the verses of fifty 

poets who were active after 100 BC. The two garlands merged into the Palatine Anthology and the 
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When the genre gained popularity in Rome, epigram was already a short and 

witty poetic form which acquired a new satiric twist and a distinctive taste for paradox 

and punchy conclusion that surfaces predominantly in Martial.45 Greek epigrammatists 

active at the imperial court were participating in the social reciprocities of patronage.46 

A generation later, the Neronian poet Lucillius added a satirical strand to epigram, 

which Martial brings to new prominence in his poetry.47 Latin epigram begins with 

epitaphs and inscriptions, as the epitaphs for the Scipios in Saturnian metre 

demonstrate.48 Fictional epitaphs were later written for famous poets, showing 

continuity with a well-established tradition of Hellenistic literature. Neoteric poets 

subsequently exploited epigram for humorous exchanges between poets and political 

invectives.49 Suetonius’ Lives of the Caesars is replete with anonymous mordant 

epigrams directed against public political figures and emperors, while Augustus too 

enjoyed composing an obscene epigram attacking Fulvia’s sexual habits (Mart. 

11.20).50 It is with Martial, nevertheless, that we witness a radical shift in the 

conceptualisation of epigram.51 Although highly reticent about the influence exerted 

by his Greek predecessors, Martial declares himself indebted to the works of Catullus, 

Domitius Marsus, Albinovanus Pedo and Cornelius Lentulus Gaetulicus (1 Praef. 11), 

making epigram a canonised genre with a distinctive Roman character.52 The neoteric 

 
Planudean Anthology, which are collectively referred to as the Greek Anthology, assembled by 

Constantine Cephalas in the tenth century: Sullivan (1991) 81; Watson and Watson (2003) 32. 
45 Watson and Watson (2003) 32. 
46 With Crinagoras, Philodemus and Leonidas, epigram becomes a vehicle for flattering patrons, 

providing Martial with an important model for his own cultivation of patronal relations. Crinagoras, 

client of Octavia, celebrated prominent courtly personages, including the emperor Tiberius; for the 

development of courtly epigram in early empire see Watson and Watson (2003) 32; Fitzgerald (2007) 

27; Rimell (2008) 6. 
47 On the relationship between Martial and Philip’s Garland see Sullivan (1991) 83-84; Watson and 

Watson (2003) 32; Livingstone and Nisbet (2010) 105-108. On the Greek epigrammatists Lucillius and 

Nicarchus see Nisbet (2003). There are a few intertexts between Lucillius and Martial, as noted by 

Sullivan (1991) 86-92. With Lucillius the skoptic epigram becomes a recognised sub-category of 

epigram.  
48 Morelli (2000). 
49 Puelma (1997) esp. 200-201; Sullivan (1991) 94-95; Morelli (2000). The earliest examples of Latin 

epitaphs for poets and illustrious men date to the third century BC: CLE 6; Enn. fr. var. 15-20; Gell. NA 

1.24 on the epitaphs for Plautus, Pacuvius and Naevius. In the second century BC, literary epigrams 

were composed by Q. Lutatius Catulus, Porcius Licinius and Papinius. Later, Catullus, M. Furius 

Bibaculus, C. Helvius Cinna and C. Licinius Calvus produced epigrams which displayed a significant 

Hellenistic influence. On the satiric-invective strand of epigram and its relations to the ἰαμβικὴ ἰδέα see 

Puelma (1997) 203 n. 48. 
50 Puelma (1997); Kay (1985) 13. 
51 Nisbet (2003) xiv. 
52 On Catullus’ influences on Martial as a precursor in the Latin epigrammatic tradition see esp. Swann 

(1994); Fitzgerald (2007) 167-186. There is scanty evidence for the other poets mentioned by Martial 

as models: Domitius Marsus composed short epigrams under the collection Cicuta and the De 

Urbanitate: see Citroni (1975) ad 1 Praef.; Sullivan (1991) 99-100; Watson and Watson (2003) 36. As 
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competing definitions of epigram as nugae, ioci and lusus are programmatically 

defined by Martial as epigrammata. 

The relationship between literature and epigraphy in the Roman world has 

attracted a great deal of scholarly interest recently. Scholars have highlighted how 

Roman poetry fashioned epigraphic verses and have explored the extent to which 

‘embedded inscriptions’ in Roman poetic genres reveal the influence of ‘epigraphic 

consciousness’ on literature.53 Yet, thus far scholarship has been primarily focused on 

the generic and thematic interactions in funerary (literary and epigraphic) texts, 

identifying common tropes and phraseology. This approach has oversimplified the 

relation between poetry and epigraphic culture. Critics interested in detecting the 

presence of literary clausulae in metrical epitaphs have often classed epigraphic poetry 

as a passive imitator of high literary standards.54  

More recently, Ramsby has investigated the deployment of embedded epitaphs, 

votive inscriptions and graffiti within the elegies of Tibullus, Propertius and Ovid and 

has interpreted their engagement with inscriptions as stemming from a desire for self-

monumentalisation and the willingness to firmly embed the elegiac genre in the Roman 

cultural milieu.55 Ramsby discusses the presence of poetic inscriptions in Roman elegy 

as ‘the mimetic representation of textuality’ that, besides facilitating the reader’s 

interpretation of the poem, expresses crucial aspects of the poet’s imaginings and 

projects the drive for immortality and permanence that real-life inscriptions grant to 

human endeavours.56 However, the theoretical frame of ‘mimesis’ is insufficient to 

understand the more complex dynamics between poetry and epigraphy. The analysis 

of invented inscriptions in literary works prevents us from acknowledging the concerns 

and themes that are constitutive both of literary and epigraphic domains and 

perpetuates the interpretation of literature and epigraphy as separate realms. Martial’s 

epigrams articulate a more interactive relationship with epigraphic texts, which 

 
Puelma (1997) 191-194 argues, Hellenistic poets never deploy the term ‘epigramma’ in programmatic 

passages, suggesting exclusion of this genre from the literary canon. Contra Gutzwiller (1998) 3. 
53 On the influence of epigraphy on literature see Buecheler and Lommatzsch (1895-1926); Purdie 

(1935); Lattimore (1962); Courtney (1995); Cugusi (1985); Milnor (2014). On the concepts of 

intermediality and mimesis which show the impact of epigraphic culture on literary authors see esp. 

Barchiesi (1979); Yardley (1996); Dinter (2005); (2011); (2013) and (2019); Ramsby (2007); Erasmo 

(2008); Liddel and Low (2013). For ‘embedded inscriptions’ see Dinter (2011) 8; (2013) 303. 
54 See Buecheler and Lommatzsch (1895-1926) indices and Cugusi (1985). 
55 Ramsby (2007) 39-40. 
56 Ramsby (2007) 10. 
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involves concerns about poetic reception and the ideological construction of urban 

spaces. My thesis moves away from the interpretation of embedded inscriptions as 

sources of poetic memorialisation and demonstrates that we can find the ‘epigraphic’ 

thematised in texts which do not explicitly mimic epitaphs or votive inscriptions. 

Martial takes the epigraphic origins of epigram in multiple directions and evokes the 

epigraphic through a new material imagery.  

By approaching the deployment of poetic inscriptions from the theoretical 

perspective of intermediality, Dinter, following Ramsby, detects the presence of 

‘epigraphic markers’ and ‘altermedial components’ within elegiac and epic texts 

which evoke and construct epitaphic gestures.57 For instance, the epitaphic expression 

tu quoque, which enhances the sepulchral connections of the Greek formula kai su and 

kai se, functions as a ‘systemic marker’ which evokes imminent death but also 

epitaphic memorialisation.58 After detachment from its physical monumental context, 

epigram was opened up to reception and dissection in various poetic genres.59 

Barchiesi’s analysis of Palinurus’ and Caieta’s embedded epigrams in the Aeneid 

(5.870-871; 7.1-4) effectively demonstrates the interactions of epitaphic epigram with 

epic and the ways in which epigram infiltrates epic through specific markers and 

phraseology that bear epitaphic resonances.60  

Although investigation of ‘invented inscriptions’ offers new ways into 

interpreting the influence of epigraphic traditions and Hellenistic epigram on epic and 

elegy, the narrow focus on fictitious epitaphs hinders our appreciation of the more 

dynamic dialogue existing between literature and epigraphy, which involves not only 

verbal and generic interactions and the striving for permanent memorialisation, but 

also questions about poetic production and consumption, visual and monumental 

dimensions of poetry and shared poetic concerns.  

 
57 Dinter (2005) and (2011) 9: ‘The term intermedial connection describes a way to constitute meaning 

through the actual connection, which a medial product (in our case text) can form with the product of 

another medium or a medial system itself’. Dinter (2011) 9-10 explains the difference between 

intertextuality (‘the relation of one literary text to one or several other literary texts’) and intermediality 

(‘an intended and identifiable use or incorporation of at least two usually distinct media in one artefact’) 

and between ‘textual reference’ and ‘systemic reference’. In modern editions of classical texts, 

inscriptions are signalled with capital letters. 
58 Dinter (2011) 13. In the following section of the article Dinter illustrates the evocative function of tu 

quoque, ipse ego, iacet as epitaphic markers across various elegies. 
59 Barchiesi (1979) and Dinter (2005) have argued for ‘generic mixing’ between epigram and epic in 

Virgil’s Aeneid. 
60 Barchiesi (1979) 3-11. 
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My analysis of Martial’s engagement with the epigraphic world clearly shows 

how we may refocus the debate and redress a persistent tendency in scholarship to 

confine critical analysis to ‘embedded inscriptions’ and verbal parallels in literary 

texts. As my thesis shall argue, Martial not only looks at epitaphs as sites for poetic 

self-promotion and authorial monumentalisation;61 he also engages with broader 

epitaphic traditions and graffiti-writing to test out the cultural and political role of 

small-scale poetry and to express a new conceptualisation of poetic activity in the 

Domitianic era. With its monumental origins, epigram provides a privileged site in 

which to explore how epigraphic and literary domains intersect as related aspects of 

Roman writing culture. Critics have recognised that Martial associates epigram with 

epitaphs and inscriptions by using epitaphic formulae and by alluding to ‘the 

inscriptional associations of the form through a number of characteristic figures that 

not only banalize the original but also situate it more specifically in its world’.62 Those 

studies which investigate Martial’s relationship with epigraphic poetry have been 

primarily concerned with tracing verbal and thematic interactions between sepulchral 

epigrams and inscribed poems or identifying those epigrams in the corpus which 

explicitly perform themselves as epitaphs.63  

 My thesis challenges traditional scholarly approaches to the relationship 

between literary epigrams and epigraphic texts by demonstrating that epigrammatic 

poetry and epigraphic writing are complementary cultural activities which involve not 

only thematic and generic interactions, but also intersecting audiences and 

interconnected socio-cultural phenomena. Situated at the juncture between literary 

criticism and material culture studies, my project investigates Martial’s vision of the 

merging of epigram and epigraphy and interrogates how, through his continuous 

dialogue with a range of Roman writing practices and interaction with different textual 

media, from epitaphs to monumental inscriptions, graffiti to instrumentum 

 
61 On the role and function of ‘invented inscriptions’, including epitaphs, votive inscriptions and graffiti 

within Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius and Ovid see Ramsby (2007). Epitaphs: Tib. 1.3.55-56; Prop. 

2.11.6; 2.13.35-36; 4.7.85-86; Ov. Am. 2.6.61-2; Her. 2.147-8; 7.193 and 195-6; 14.129-30; 15.183-4; 

Met. 2.327-8; 14.143-4; Fast. 3.549-50; Tr. 3.3.73-6. See Ramsby (2007) 34 and discussion passim. 

Ramsby (2007) believes that embedded inscriptions reveal elements which, despite their engagement 

with Hellenistic poetic traditions, are firmly situated in the Roman cultural milieu and contribute to 

creating the Roman elegiac movement. Poets compose inscriptions to reflect on a series of social and 

political issues and to self-immortalise themselves. 
62 Fitzgerald (2007) 26. 
63 On Martial’s funerary epigrams and their relationship with the epigraphic context see: Schmoock 

(1911); Cugusi (1985); Gamberale (1993); Puelma (1997); Ciappi (2001); Morelli (2005); Henriksén 

(2006). 
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domesticum, the poet develops the contradictions of (poetic) monumentality.64 The 

thesis identifies what might be termed ‘epigraphic strategies’ in Martial’s corpus: it 

explores the ways in which Martial creates productive associations and a pervasive 

engagement with the epigraphic world and appropriates key concerns and functions of 

inscriptions. I deploy ‘epigraphic strategy’ as a hermeneutic category that envisages a 

more expansive interaction between literature and epigraphy than has been so far 

acknowledged. A close comparative analysis of inscribed and literary epigrams reveals 

concerns and dynamics in epigrammatic poetry and epigraphic contexts that go far 

beyond generic and phraseological links, or ‘mimetic inscriptions’, involving 

permeability but also productive tensions. The gulf between literary critics and 

material culture specialists accounts for the persistent tendency to underplay the 

importance of Martial’s relationship with a wider culture of writing, especially in a 

public, urban context, overlooking his innovative take on the relationship between 

poem and object, the materiality of writing and the concept of embodied poetry, which 

are already crucial issues within epigraphic poetry. Epigram’s material aesthetics and 

Martial’s pervasive playfulness with epigraphic texts urge us to reconsider 

epigrammatic and epigraphic poetry from an interdisciplinary perspective, which 

considers both material and literary aspects of writing.65 While epigraphy will be 

crucial to revealing key aspects of Martial’s poetry, the analysis of his epigrams 

alongside a corpus of epigraphic texts will encourage us to re-evaluate the wit and 

literary worth of inscriptions and to re-assess the importance of epigraphic evidence 

for interpreting literary texts.  

 Across his oeuvre, Martial associates his poetry both with durable and 

ephemeral textual forms and media, inviting contrast and comparison with a range of 

epigraphic texts. Martial enlightens and reflects on the ambiguous nature of his poetry 

as a medium by associating it with the status of epigraphy and by bringing to the fore 

a tension between ephemerality and durability that is already visible in the epigraphic 

context. By harnessing the authoritative and formulaic language of official 

monumental inscriptions, Martial hints at political and ideological messages, while 

monumentalising his own role as poeta vates, whose oeuvre competes with physical 

monuments. Yet, Martial links his epigrams not only with monumental writing, but 

 
64 On the categorization of inscriptions in the Roman world see Cooley (2012) 127-220; on graffiti in 

Campania see Cooley and Cooley (2004) and Cooley (2012) esp. 111-116. 
65 Frampton (2019) 11. 
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also with graffiti, which are traditionally interpreted as lacking any ambition for 

transcendence.66 Despite their extemporary nature, ironically some graffiti prove to be 

as long-lived and as monumental as marble and bronze inscriptions. Martial exploits 

this idea of graffiti in various ways, for even his occasional epigrams, which can be 

pretentiously exchanged, perused and easily disposed of, have been perversely long-

lasting and monumental. The thesis discusses the nuances of this core epigrammatic 

paradox. By investigating how epigram embraces its multiform materiality through 

association with epigraphic culture, we will be invited to reconsider the multifaceted 

nature of early imperial writing culture. As the ERC-funded project ‘Mapping out the 

Poetic Landscape(s) of the Roman Empire’ (MAPPOLA) demonstrates, there is a 

pressing critical urge to re-evaluate ancient poetry as a cultural practice across spatial, 

temporal and social variables.67 

0.3 Epigram as Monumentum 

By recalling its epitaphic origins, epigrammatic poetry proudly fashions itself as a 

marmoreal opus. In the Liber spectaculorum the prophecy unum pro cunctis Fama 

loquetur opus, ‘Fame will tell of one work instead of them all’ (Spect. 1.8), is a 

programmatic statement for Martial’s poetic career as well as a statement about the 

Amphitheatre.68 The praise of the wondrous feat of the Amphitheatre (opus) is 

interwoven with the creation and praise of his own poetic opus, which, composed of 

the humblest and tiniest of poetic forms, equals in size epic works. Indeed, Martial’s 

statement is a witty remake of poetic claims of immortality. Horace’s exegi 

monumentum (Carm. 3.30.1) and Ovid’s iamque opus exegi (Met. 15.871) ironically 

reverberate in Martial’s epigrammatic opus.69 Nevertheless, this claim of literary 

worth is undercut in the posthumous collection of the Apophoreta, where opus blurs 

the boundaries between poem and object and stresses the practical usefulness of 

epigrammatic poetry in the context of the Saturnalia.70   

Martial brings to new heights the paradoxes entailed in poetic monuments and 

the tension between materiality and orality. Epigram is a monumentum (10.2) that 

 
66 See discussion in Milnor (2014) 267. 
67 https://mappola.eu/. 
68 Text and translation from Coleman (2006). 
69 See also Ov. Am. 3.15.19-20. 
70 As noted by Hinds (2007). Mart. 14.1-2: Quo vis cumque loco potes hunc finire libellum: / versibus 

explicitumst omne duobus opus. 
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proclaims permanence and stability: at chartis nec furta nocent et saecula prosunt, / 

solaque non norunt haec monumenta mori, ‘But thefts do not harm paper and the 

centuries do it good. These are the only memorials that cannot die’.71 As Martial 

stresses throughout, when the marbles of Messalla and the regal graves of Licinius will 

decay, his libelli shall be read everywhere (8.3.5-8). Simultaneously, Martial 

acknowledges the superior durability of his epigrammatic verses in comparison with 

physical monuments, because they offer longer-lasting memorials to deceased slave-

boys (1.88.7, monimenta doloris).  

Yet, the context of Book Ten, which Martial presents as a second edition as a 

consequence of Domitian’s damnatio memoriae, implicitly subverts but also 

reinforces the common trope that literary monuments are more permanent than 

material ones. Although it apparently suggests how even poetic monumenta can be 

figuratively subject to erasures, manipulations and alterations in a similar way to 

marble statues and buildings, it nevertheless demonstrates that epigrams are able to 

survive, even though they can be altered. By exploiting the powers of re-labelling and 

the revisionist power of official inscriptions, epigrams transform the ideological and 

political connotations of monumental and urban spaces, offering their own distinctive 

responses to and interventions in the events of damnatio memoriae. In the second 

edition of Book Ten epigrams morph epic highways into epigrammatic paths (9.101; 

10.18) and perform the transition from a Domitianic to a post-Domitianic Rome, 

paralleling the transformative powers of inscriptions. In this political and poetic 

climate, Martial re-imagines the paradoxes of poetic monumentality through the lens 

of epigraphy. 

Monuments in Roman culture were associated with temporal permanence, as 

physical records of history, statements of political power and personal 

commemoration.72 Funerary inscriptions, which often display close interrelations of 

text and image, in particular, hold their primary role as monumenta in the city of Rome, 

embodying material markers of the individuals’ life and achievements for the 

collective memory. At the same time, as Horace and Ovid explore, monuments are 

subject to all sorts of changes and are epistemologically unstable, sites for multiple 

 
71 Rimell (2008) 51-92 on Martial’s take on the trope of poetic monumentality; Milnor (2014) 66-69 on 

monumentum in literary and epigraphic contexts. 
72 Milnor (2014) 66.  
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readings ‘both synchronically and diachronically’.73 From the beginnings of Latin 

poetry, poets comment on their poetic immortality by using the metaphor of 

monumentality for their works, exploiting the competing meanings of the word 

monumentum as simultaneously ‘physical object’ and ‘written record’.74 Ennius 

compared the vainglorious attempts of kings to establish undying fame by setting up 

statues and tombstones with the immortality offered by his own poetry, an image 

which was as old as Pindar.75 This traditional poetic discourse which associates poems 

with (outlasting) monuments and contrasts the transience of physical monumenta with 

the immortal power of poetic songs, is recontextualised in the Augustan age, a time 

when the emperor was turning Rome from a city of brick into more permanent 

marble.76 For Livy, the entire history of Rome is an inlustre monumentum, a ‘visual 

artifact subject to the gaze of its readers’, which encodes events from the past for the 

edification of his own audience (Praef. 10).77 Horace makes the monumentum a site 

for paradoxical reflections on poetic immortality in Odes 3.30 and capitalises on the 

ambiguity of situs at verse 2 as both ‘site’ and ‘decay’, intruding an unsettling sense 

of precariousness and instability that potentially threatens physical as well as literary 

monuments.78 Horace’s monument, as the juxtaposition of situs implies, already 

entails a sense of decay and awareness of the impossibility of securing a complete 

transcendence, overcoming the materiality of poetry. Monuments, whether physical or 

metaphorical, are continuously exposed to multiple interpretations and readings and 

 
73 See Fowler (2000) esp. 198 and 209-211: ‘The essence of the monument is paradoxically its lack of 

monumental stability, the way in which it is constantly reused and given new meaning, and therefore 

its instability to offer a return rather than a new journey’. For the decay of monuments see Aus. Ep. 

32.9-10: miremur periisse homines? monumenta fatiscunt; / mors etiam saxis nominibusque venit. 
74 As Fowler (2000) 197-198 writes, quoting Kraus’ commentary on Livy. See TLL VIII. 1462.28-58 

and VIII. 1464.29-1465.23 s.v. ‘monumentum’ and OLD s.v. monumentum 1 ‘a statue, trophy, building, 

or sim., erected to commemorate a person of event, a monument’; 5 ‘a literary work, book; (esp. pl.) 

writings, literature’. 
75 See Lowrie (1997) 70-76 on Pindar’s Olympian 6 and Pythian 6 in relation to Horace’s Odes 3.30 

and Fowler (2000) on Ennius. 
76 Suet. Aug. 28.3: Vrbem neque pro maiestate imperii ornatam et inundationibus incendiisque 

obnoxiam excoluit adeo ut iure sit gloriatus marmoream se relinquere quam latericiam accepisset, 

tutam uero, quantum prouideri humana ratione potuit, etiam in posterum praestitit. See Rimell (2008) 

esp. 54-55. On the paradoxes ‘clustering around monumentality’ see Fowler (2000) 193-217. 
77 Feldherr (1998) 1. 
78 Fowler (2000) 198 à propos Horace’s famous statement in Odes 3.30: ‘But monumentum obviously 

appropriates to itself metaphorically that with which it is literally contrasted, a dangerous procedure 

which leaves us uncertain what carries over with the metaphor. This is metaphorical marble, not real 

marble. But if real monuments decay, can we be so sure of metaphorical ones? Beneath the surface 

polish lurks the beginnings of decay, the potential for letters and sense to fall off the stone, the inner 

instability which in Horatian diagnostics always waits to betray the smooth marble front’. See also 

Nisbet and Rudd (2004) ad loc. and Rimell (2008) esp. 57-58. 
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therefore unstable. At the end of Metamorphoses 15, Ovid’s monumental epic (opus), 

unharmed by the wrath of Jupiter, natural phenomena and the passing of time (Met. 

15.871-872), is potentially more durable than the bronze tablets on which the future of 

Rome is inscribed (Met. 15.807-815).79 Ovid’s fame will be tossed to the stars and his 

name will survive indelible (Met. 15.875-876).80 In this final coda, Ovid’s fama will 

live on in a less stable but equally powerful form, re-read, re-interpreted and re-

embodied eternally by his readers: ore legar populi, perque omnia saecula fama / 

(siquid habent ueri uatum praesagia) uiuam, ‘I shall have mention on men’s lips, and, 

if the prophecies of bards have any truth, through all the ages shall I live in fame’, Met. 

15.878-879.81 Although the expression ore legar evokes the Ennian prophecy for an 

oral form of immortality, the verb legere suggests a more material dimensions for 

Ovid’s fame, which will be embodied in the reader, who will read his work in material 

copies. The paradoxes of Ovid’s prophecy of immortality emerge clearly when read in 

comparison with Tristia 1.7, where in a scornful gesture the poet figuratively gives his 

epic poetry, left uncompleted by the exile, to the flames. Despite his numerous 

attempts to burn the Metamorphoses (1.7.23-26), however, his epic has survived in 

textual form, in multiple copies: quae quoniam non sunt penitus sublata, sed extant /  

(pluribus exemplis scripta fuisse reor) / nunc precor ut vivant et non ignava legentem 

/ otia delectent admoneantque mei, ‘These verses were not utterly destroyed; they still 

exist – several copies were made, I think – and now I pray that they may live, and that 

they may delight the industrious leisure of readers and remind them of me’, Ov. Tr. 

1.7.23-26.82 As this passage shows, Ovid’s poetry proves to be truly immortal, for his 

own author, let alone Augustus, cannot erase and destroy it.83 Retrospectively, Tristia 

1.7, where writing signifies both the act of poetic composition and the material copy 

which embeds the poetic voice, reveals the paradoxes of the final coda of 

 
79 See Hardie (2004) ad loc. who compares Ovid’s opus exegi with Horace’s exegi monumentum. Both 

expressions invite comparison with Augustus’ architecture and monuments and both epilogues 

showcase an epigraphic turn; Fowler (2000) 195-196; Rimell (2008) 55. 
80 See Hardie (2004) ad loc. on the verbal game with perennis, which evokes the poet Ennius and the 

intertextuality with Catull. 1.10: plus uno maneat perenne saeclo. 
81 My emphasis. Farrell (1999) 139 writes: ‘As he completes his masterwork, the author transcends the 

limits of his mortal body even as his poem transcends the material conditions of the book in which it is 

written. By virtue of this transformation, both the author and his poem attain a more exalted state of 

disembodied immortality as voice and song, respectively’. On the relationship between claims of 

immortality in Ovid’s Metamorphoses 15 and Amores 1.15 and Martial’s epigrams see discussion in 

Williams (2002) 423-424. Mart. 8.3.7-8 is a variation of Ovid’s prophecy of immortality. 
82 My emphasis. 
83 This is a point made by Lowrie (2009) 273. 
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Metamorphoses 15.84 Ovid proclaims a new kind of monumentality, which resides in 

the ever evolving and potentially unstable transformation of readers’ bodies. The 

aesthetics of poetry as pure song and the aspiration for complete liberation from 

materiality are inherently paradoxical, for literary texts (corpora) always survive in 

the interaction with audiences’ vulnerable bodies.85  

 Across his books Martial complicates the paradoxes of the trope of poetic 

monumentality through a pervasive interaction with epitaphic texts. By recreating a 

dialogue with a reader-viator, Martial experiments with the contradictions of living on 

the lips of men and investigates the limits of materiality and monumentality which 

construct both literary and epigraphic discourses. While epitaphs attempt to escape 

forgetfulness by invoking the readerly attention, Martial lives on thanks to and through 

his anonymous reader, who purchases his booklets and carries his epigrams around, 

disseminating his fame across the empire: me tamen ora legent et secum plurimus 

hospes / ad patrias sedes carmina nostra feret, ‘I shall still be read and many a stranger 

shall carry my poems with him to the land of his ancestors’, 8.3.7-8. Stationary 

inscriptions, which, despite striving to protect the physical materiality of the grave, are 

conscious of the instability and decay of material monuments, paradoxically survive 

in the bodily presence and corporeal vulnerability of readers.86 As CLE 618.3 (CIL 

XIII 3689) acknowledges, periit corpus, sed nomen in ore est, ‘the body perishes, but 

fame is on the lips’.87  

 Epigram tests out the possibilities of surviving through an epitaph’s momentary 

dialogue with readers.88 Simultaneously, epigrams and inscriptions voice 

characteristic concerns about their own circulation and reception, but also explore fears 

of being harmed by literary thefts and defacements.89 Malignant interpreters and 

plagiarists are warned to stay away from Martial’s literary space, just as epitaphs 

threaten potential trespassers with satirical memento mori. In the Xenia, through a 

 
84 Lowrie (2009) 273. 
85 Farrell (1999) 139-141 demonstrates how Ovid suggests the irreducible materiality of the 

Metamorphoses in Tristia 1.1 and 1.7, where he presents his work as an incomplete and multi-layered 

material text, suffering all kinds of punishment that physical corpora experience.  
86 Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 5. See esp. Farrell (1999) on Ovid.  
87 All texts of verse inscriptions throughout are from F. Buecheler and E. Lommatzsch (eds) (1895-

1926) Carmina Latina Epigraphica. Leipzig. Unless otherwise specified, translations are my own. Texts 

of prose inscriptions are from the CIL. 
88 See esp. Rimell (2008) 51-93 on the trope of monumentality.  
89 See Milnor (2014) esp. 137-189 on the ways in which themes of authorship, thefts and appropriations 

are alluded to both in literary texts and Pompeian graffiti. 
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colourful invective, speaking pinecones prevent the disrespectful reader-passer-by 

from violating their sacred space: 13.25. Nuces pineae. Poma sumus Cybeles: procul 

hinc discede, viator, / ne cadat in miserum nostra ruina caput, ‘Pine cones. We are 

Cybele’s fruits; go hence, traveller, last our fall come down upon your luckless head’. 

As I shall discuss in Chapter Four, the epigraphic discede viator, which is already 

parodied in Pompeian metrical graffiti (CIL IV 813), manipulates epitaphic rhetoric 

and epitomises Martial’s (satirical) concern with the potential violation and 

contamination of his poetic domain.  

By reinventing epitaphic threats against disrespectful viatores, Martial 

privileges readers’ physical encounters with poetry. He offers a different take on the 

established discourse of poetic monumentality – with its competition between word 

and monument – and lays claim to be even more monumental than his predecessors, 

exploiting epigram’s situatedness on/as monuments.90 For Martial, to be made of 

marble (and monumental, hence material), however, especially in the context of 

ephemeral spectacles and transient entertainments, is now explicitly to recognise 

impermanence and temporality, as much as permanence and durability. This live 

contradiction blurs the boundaries between permanence and ephemerality.  

0.4 Writing on the Body: Stigmata and Graffiti 

Martial finds his own distinctive and contradictory ways to proclaim epigram’s 

durability, inviting contrast and comparison with stigmata inflicted on the readers’ 

body and with instantaneous graffiti. 

Quaeras censeo, si legi laboras, 

nigri fornicis ebrium poetam, 

qui carbone rudi putrique creta 

scribit carmina quae legunt cacantes. 

Frons haec stigmate non meo notanda est. 

                                                        Mart. 12.61.7-11 

I advise you, if you are anxious to be read of, to look for some boozy poet of the dark archway 

who writes verses with rough charcoal or crumbling chalk which folk read while they shit. 

This brow of yours is not for marking with my brand’.91 

 
90 See discussion on the twisted trope of literary monumentality in Lowrie (1997) 71-79; Farrell (1999); 

Fowler (2000); Williams (2002); Rimell (2008) 51-93. 
91 My emphasis. 
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The addressee Ligurra, who is not worth branding with epigram’s satiric brand 

(stigmata), will live on in a trashy graffito, consumed by a public of cacantes: frons 

haec stigmate non meo notanda est, 11.92 Martial sets his élite poetic activity against 

the inferior aesthetics of graffiti poetry produced by ‘drunk’ street poetasters, creating 

productive tensions between sophisticated durable epigram versus uncultivated 

impromptu graffito.93 Unlike rough chalk and charcoal graffiti, easily erasable due to 

the fragility of the medium, epigram threatens to inflict its indelible (satirical) marks 

(stigmata) on Ligurra’s forehead, if only he were deemed to deserve it.94 On the one 

hand, Martial threatens to write over the reader’s body, mimicking the punitive 

purpose of inscriptions (brands and tattoos) on slaves and criminals. On the other, the 

poet distances from but also aligns his poem with the ‘sub-literary’ puns graffitied on 

the walls of public toilets and brothels. Throughout Martial’s corpus, ex-slaves 

unsuccessfully attempt to conceal the inexpungible signs (stigmata) of their servile 

origins with patches (2.29), while famuli with branded foreheads (fronte notatus) 

heroically save their proscribed masters (3.21).95 As these intra-textual occurrences of 

stigma reveal, Martial draws a parallel between the indelibility of the marks impressed 

by his epigrammatic satire and the ancient custom of branding or tattooing the forehead 

of fugitive slaves or criminals as a punishment for their misconduct.96 Stigmata signal 

epigram’s indebtedness to and contamination with the popular poetic traditions of 

versus fescennini and versus populares in Caesarem, re-interpreting the satirical strand 

of epigrammatic poetry that the Greek contemporary Lucillius had made popular in 

Rome.97 Furthermore, it also invites comparison with the poignant character of the 

 
92 My emphasis. Martial similarly attacks the poetaster Ligurinus, who continuously seeks the poet’s 

approval: et stanti legis et legis sedenti, / currenti legis et legis cacanti, 3.44.10-11. 
93 On epigram 12.61 see Gowers (1993) 245; Fitzgerald (2007) 26; Milnor (2014) 240 n. 27; Zadorojnyi 

(2011) esp. 116-117. Martial directs his invectives against another street poetaster in 1.41.11: quod non 

optimus urbicus poeta. See Citroni (1975) ad loc. and Howell (1980) ad 1.41.11; urbicus is used again 

in 1.53.5 in a poem against the plagiarist Fidentinus. As Howell (1980) 196 points out, there must have 

been numerous anonymous poets in Rome who wrote satirical verses, similarly to the later authors of 

‘Pasquinades’. 
94 For the fragility of chalk and charcoal as a medium of writing, which allowed ‘easy erasure simply 

by rubbing or brushing against the wall’, especially in comparison with the temporal durability of 

monumental inscriptions on stone and bronze, see Benefiel (2011) 39.  
95 See Watson and Watson (2003) and Williams (2004) ad 2.29.10: Ignoras quid sit? splenia tolle, leges. 

The slave attempts to hide the marks of punishment with plasters. Fusi (2006) ad 3.21.1: Proscriptum 

famulus servavit fronte notatus; Mart. 10.56.6: tristia saxorum stigmata delet Eros. In epigram 11.84 

stigma ironically defines the cut on the face by an unskilful barber. 
96 On the custom of tattooing and branding the name of the offence on the criminal’s foreheads in the 

Graeco-Roman world see Jones (1987). OLD s.v. noto 1 b: ‘to brand or tattoo (as a sign of disgrace)’. 
97 See Puelma (1997) 203 n. 48 on the influence of Italic satiric poems and songs on satiric epigram; 

Nisbet (2003) on the Greek poets Lucillius and Nicarchus. 
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invectivae ad personam of Lucilius’ and Horace’s satires.98 Martial’s metaphor revives 

the connection of stigma and epigramma with the letters inscribed onto slaves’ 

foreheads made famous in prose fiction along with Suetonius’ perpetua stigmata, 

which are synonymous with the mordacity of Catullus’ political satire directed at 

Caesar and Mamurra.99 Counterintuitively, while the act of inscribing and the practice 

of tattooing and branding (the bodies of readers and critics) suggest permanence, the 

image of the human body links Martial’s poetry with fleshiness and corporeal 

mutability, giving new prominence to the bodily experience of poetry and the concern 

with corpora and corporeal decay that permeate the Ovidian corpus, from the Ars 

Amatoria to the epic of transforming bodies (in nova fert animus mutatas dicere 

formas / corpora, ‘My mind is bent to tell of bodies changed into new forms’, Met. 

1.1-2).100 As Ovid provocatively instructs in his Ars Amatoria, deceptive wives who 

wish to escape their husbands’ vigilant gazes should make confidants carry and hide 

love letters in their bosoms or sandals; or, rather, should inscribe love messages on the 

confidants’ bodies: cauerit haec custos, pro charta conscia tergum / praebeat inque 

suo corpore uerba ferat, ‘should the guardian beware of this, let the confidant offer 

her back for your note, and bear your words upon her body’, Ars am. 3.625-626. 

Alternatively, Ovid encourages spouses to deceive their husbands by using invisible 

ink to write letters that only charcoal will reveal: tuta quoque est fallitque oculos e 

lacte recenti / littera: carbonis puluere tange, leges, ‘A letter too is safe and escapes 

the eye, when written in fresh milk: touch it with coal-dust, and you will read’, Ars 

 
98 For the mordacity of satiric invectives see, for instance, Hor. Sat. 1.4.64-85; Hor. Sat. 2.1.39-47. On 

the ferocious character of iambic verses see Catull. 36.5 (truces uibrare iambos); Hor. Ars P. 79 

(Archilochum proprio rabies armavit iambo) and Carm. 1.16.1-4. In the early empire censorship does 

not allow invectivae ad personam any longer: Pers. 1.119; Juv. 1.150. Under the censorial climate of 

the Flavian age, Martial repeatedly proclaims the innocence of his verses, which by then, under 

Catullus’ and Horace’s influences, had acquired a strong skoptic character in personal and political 

invectives: see Citroni (1975) ad Mart. 1 Praef.; 1.4; 1.5. 
99 On Suet. Jul. 73: Valerium Catullum, a quo sibi uersiculis de Mamurra perpetua stigmata imposita 

non dissimulauerat, satis facientem eadem die adhibuit cenae hospitioque patris eius, sicut consuerat, 

uti perseuerauit. For political epigrams in the late Republic and early empire see Cugusi (1979); 

Cupaiuolo (1989); Horsfall (2003) esp. 38 and 65; Del Giovane (forthcoming). Petron. Sat. 103.2: 

sequar ego frontes notans inscriptione sollerti, ut videamini stigmate esse puniti; in 103.2, the fake 

inscription of runaway slaves that Eumolpos draws on Encolpius and Giton’s foreheads is significantly 

called epigramma: implevit Eumolpus frontes utriusque ingentibus litteris et notum fugitivorum 

epigramma per totam faciem liberali manu duxit; 105: vera enim stigmata credebat captivorum 

frontibus impressa. It is debated whether a single letter or more letters were branded or tattooed, but 

Petron. Sat. 105.2 seemingly suggests the latter. See also Quint. Inst. 7.4.14; Sen. Ben. 4.37.2. Branded 

and tattooed slaves are called inscripti (Mart. 8.75), notati (Mart. 3.21) or litterati: see Williams (2004). 
100 Farrell (1999) 132. On the implications of the authorial and literary corpus for the interpretation of 

the Metamorphoses and the ambition for a final transformation into pure ‘disembodied voice’ see Farrell 

(1999). See discussion on Metamorphoses 15.871-879 in Fowler (2000) 195-196.  
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am. 3.627-628.101 Ovid turns the sensual image of inscribing love letters on the 

confidant’s body into a paradox, when, at the end of the Metamorphoses, read in 

juxtaposition with Tristia 1.7, he imagines his verses embodied in the readers. 

Strikingly, there is a crucial difference between Ovid’s and Martial’s poetics 

of writing on the reader’s body. By imagining his epigrams inscribed in human flesh 

and branding a slave’s forehead, Martial complicates Ovid’s paradoxical post-Ennian 

prophecy of poetic fama living on the lips of men and the image of reading a material 

text, suggesting a separation from materiality and a new embodiment in ever 

metamorphosing bodies and simultaneously acknowledging that the ambition to 

become ‘pure disembodied voice’ may remain frustrated (Met. 15.878-879).102 Via 

epigraphic associations and by recreating tensions between winged orality and textual 

materiality, Martial expresses the punitive drive of his mordant satire and desire to 

destroy which is in stark contrast with Ovid’s scenes of writing desire onto the bodies 

of servants in Ars 3. 

As epigram 12.61 suggests, the polarisation between sophisticated, indelible 

book epigrams and worthless, ephemeral graffiti, looks blurred.103 Not least because, 

like the anonymous ebrius poeta, Martial derives his poetic inspiration from wine and 

produces poems that are drunk party-goers, revellers steeped in wine (5.16.9), or sales 

which thrive in the tipsy days of Saturn’s festival (14.1; 14.63).104 Martial’s nugatory 

poetics, combined with frequent claims of poetic worthlessness, undercut his 

opposition to anonymous graffitists.105 Moreover, permanent epigrams, tortured by 

censorious friends-readers, become as easily erasable as charcoal and chalk graffiti.106 

 
101 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1979). My emphasis. 
102 See Rimell (2008) 59: ‘After Ovid, and Petronius (and even Catullus, with his endless stream of 

kisses), living on ‘in the mouths of men’ counts as both liberation from the material world and as 

sardonic full immersion into fluid corporeality’. Ennius’ self-epitaph uolito uiuos per ora uirum is 

influential in Latin poetic tradition: see Farrell (1999) 132-133 and Rimell (2008) 60. 
103 Fitzgerald (2007) 26 notes how Martial associates epigram and graffito. 
104 Martial repeatedly ironically presents himself as a tipsy urban poetaster. See Mart. 11.6.12-13: 

possum nil ego sobrius, bibenti / succurrent mihi quindecim poetae. On the playful poetics of 

drunkenness and for the symposia as one of the ideal reception contexts for Martial’s poetry see 2.1; 

2.6; 4.82; 5.16; 10.20. See Nauta (2002) 139-140 and 173-179; Rimell (2008) 34-40; Zadorojnyi (2011) 

116. 
105 See Zadorojnyi (2011) 116-117. 
106 See Mart. 1.3.9-10 for liturae: sed tu ne totiens domini patiare lituras / neve notet lusus tristis 

harundo tuos. See Citroni (1975) ad loc. for the identification of the author with the dominus and the 

work as puer, with the important precedents of Hor. Ep. 1.20 and Ovid’s exilic poetry. Mart. 4.10.7-8: 

non possunt nostros multae, Faustine, liturae / emendare iocos: una litura potest; Mart. 7.17. See Galán 

Vioque (2002) ad loc. Similarly, in the Apophoreta epigrams and wax tablets can be deleted and 

inscribed anew, retrospectively anticipating Martial’s authorial intervention in the second edition of 
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Like graffiti, which dwell in public and private spaces, mixing words and images, 

highly poetic lines with quotidian messages and prohibitions, epigrams imaginatively 

inhabit chaotic urban environments, populating theatres, porticoes and markets and 

being recited in the fora and public baths.107 Represented as hastily scribbled between 

dinners and theatrical shows, salutationes and Saturnalian gambling, capturing the 

shouts of the crowd (Spect. 3; 31), metamorphosing mythical heroes into portable 

three-dimensional souvenirs (14.180) and compressing entire epics (and the whole 

Graeco-Roman literary tradition) into portable elegiac couplets (14.183-196), 

Martial’s epigrams figuratively construct and transform the Roman literary landscape 

alongside public epigraphic texts.108 

As I shall discuss throughout, Martial not only exploits the publicly visible 

nature of graffiti to embed his own epigrams in the urban environment. His project 

also envisages a more productive interaction with graffiti poetry that speaks to 

concerns at the core of his poetic agenda.109 In the Liber spectaculorum the ambiguous 

status of gladiatorial graffiti as simultaneously textual and material objects, visual and 

verbal art, frames Martial’s own forging of epigram as a visible medium that fixes the 

transient nature of spectacles.110 However, in tandem with the Apophoreta, Martial 

transforms the reified myth of Leander performed in the arena (Spect. 28-29) into a 

Leander marmoreus (14.180), a three-dimensional portable souvenir, which 

memorialises both the fleeting occasion of spectacles and his own occasional verses. 

 
Book Ten, where old epigrams are figuratively erased and replaced by new ones: delebis, quotiens 

scripta novare voles, 14.7.2. 
107 For the typical combination of high and low registers in graffiti poetry and their conceptualisation as 

‘sub-literary’ texts see discussion in Baird and Taylor (2011); Milnor (2014); Grig (2017) 30. 

The expression per convivia cunta, per theatra occurs in epigram 2.6. See also Mart. 2.1; 5.16; 7.97; 

11.1. 
108 Fitzgerald (2007) and Rimell (2008) on epigram’s role in shaping images and perceptions of Rome 

and the Roman empire. 
109 The article by Roman (2001) is seminal to understanding the functions of textual materiality in 

Martial and the paradoxical aesthetics of epigram, posited between use-directed, material and occasional 

consumption and monumental transcendence and immortality; Fitzgerald (2007); Rimell (2008). See 

also Citroni (1989) on the relationship between epigram and occasion during the Saturnalia. 
110 Graffiti are among the few texts which preserve the material context of their production and it is 

therefore crucial to read them contextually: Baird and Taylor (2011) 3. On the material contexts as 

integral to the interpretation of graffiti see Milnor (2014) 9: ‘One way in which Pompeii’s graffiti differ 

from more traditional texts is that they ‘speak’ not just as literary fragments, but also as part of a very 

particular environment. […] In short, I examine the poems as both textual and material artefacts, as the 

domain of both the literary critic and the archaeologist’. On the modern perception of graffiti as 

‘ephemeral, informal and unsophisticated’ and their unjust seclusion from the epigraphic corpus see 

Baird and Taylor (2011) 5. On graffiti’s satirical takes on monumentality and concerns about their 

temporal durability see Baird and Taylor (2011) 12 and Milnor (2014) esp. 67-71. On Martial’s new 

take on the trope of poetic monumentality see esp. Williams (2002); Rimell (2008) 51-93. 
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Similarly, when scratched onto the marble raisers of the Amphitheatre’s cavea, 

extemporary gladiatorial graffiti, which are traditionally perceived as impromptu, 

become permanent and monumental memorials of the arena games.  

As Milnor emphasises, along with the innovation of the book-roll, epigraphic 

poetry, which was produced, circulated and consumed as simultaneously text and 

object, reinforced the perception of poetry as simultaneously ‘experience’ and ‘object’, 

embodying much of the symbolic materiality of Roman poetry.111 Martial’s radical 

awareness and explicit representation of poetry as object revive an already well-known 

trope of sophisticated small-scale poetry from the Hellenistic period and respond to 

innovations brought about by the book-roll.112 As Martial suggests, codex editions 

provoke new perceptions about the portability and materiality of poetry, which can be 

experienced, exchanged and purchased as text and object. Following Laurens’ 

definition of ‘matérialisme poétique’, Salemme termed Martial’s object-oriented 

epigrams as ‘la poetica degli oggetti’, which focuses on the bundling up and 

intermingling of objects of all kinds. As numerous intra-textual links reveal, the poetry 

of the Xenia and Apophoreta, with its lists of the most disparate objects, serves as a 

programme for later collections.113 Moving beyond Salemme’s ‘poetica degli oggetti’, 

I shall explore how Martial experiments with textual materiality, writing media and 

practices and conceptualises his poetry as a three-dimensional entity that, along with 

many forms of epigraphic texts, participates in and creates the writing culture of 

Flavian age.  

0.5 Thesis Structure 

The thesis begins with an investigation of strategies in the circulation and consumption 

of epigrammatic poetry in different physical media. Chapter One, ‘Consuming 

Epigrams: between Epigraphic Strategies and Literary Conventions’, pursues a 

comparative analysis of epigrams and metrical epitaphs and investigates the readers’ 

agency in the circulation and reception of both epigrammatic and epitaphic poetry. As 

I shall discuss, in epigrams across Books One, Two and Eleven, Martial not only re-

invents epigraphic dialogues with readers who are on the move to explore his 

contemporary success, but also reworks the inscriptions’ engagement with potentially 

 
111 Milnor (2014) 11-12. 
112 Milnor (2014) 11-12. 
113 Laurens (1989) 229; Salemme (1976) and (2005). 
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neglectful readers to voice concerns about poetic contamination, appropriation and 

violation. The constructs of the studiosus lector (1.1) and lassus viator (2.6) 

demonstrate similar paradoxes in the reception of and satirical attacks upon readers 

both within Martial’s Epigrams and epitaphic poetry. Intertextual references between 

inscribed and literary epigrams move away from notions of directionality and 

hierarchies of influence, suggesting instead how epigrams and metrical inscriptions 

are similarly concerned with their reception. 

After exploring how Martial reinvents the Ennian prophecy of living on the lips 

of men through the (epitaphic) interaction with the reader-viator, Chapter Two, 

‘Amphitheatrical Poetics. Power and Monuments in Martial’s Liber spectaculorum’, 

explores how, in the context of the Flavian architectural and political restoration of 

post-Neronian Rome, Martial re-invents the already paradoxical trope of poetic 

monumentality, by simultaneously materialising and monumentalising his poems. 

Within the Liber spectaculorum Martial interprets the dissonant epigraphic voices in 

the Amphitheatre, where official inscriptions and instantaneous graffiti coexist. A 

close reading of Spect. 1-3 and the original official dedication of the Amphitheatre 

(CIL VI  40454 b) reveals that, by reworking monumental inscriptions, Martial carves 

out a role as official court poet for himself and disseminates the Flavian anti-Neronian 

political messages. Simultaneously, his engagement with gladiatorial graffiti in the 

Amphitheatre, which stand in the porous boundary between visual and verbal art, not 

only allows him to explore the visuality of poetry, but also provides an intriguing 

parallel to his own forging of the epigram as a visual medium simultaneously 

embedded in materiality and striving for transcendence (Spect. 30-31). As we shall see 

in the Liber spectaculorum, epigram, which is presented as a munus that can 

accompany but also act as a substitute for the amphitheatrical munera, is a vehicle for 

both self-memorialisation and imperial propaganda. At the same time, however, it 

functions as a medium that voices the impromptu hailing of the arena crowds. By 

encapsulating a paradoxical idea of monumentality, graffiti, which are by nature the 

product of the moment and more fragile in medium, become integral to the 

Amphitheatre and monumental. Here the thesis goes beyond Milnor’s statement that 

‘the Pompeian material’s closest literary analogue, in topics and tone, is the wide‐

ranging oeuvre of Martial’ and that ‘the Roman author’s emphatic urbanism, 

colloquialisms, and interest in everyday social life overlap in many cases with the 
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themes and style of the graffiti texts’, and shows how the parallels between graffiti and 

epigram are not limited to common themes and style, but also lead to a material and 

three-dimensional conceptualisation of poetry.114  

The Flavians’ renewed focus on Rome’s monumental landscape prompts 

Martial to create his own poetic opus and to situate it amongst many other physical 

monumenta. Across his production, as I shall discuss in Chapter Three, ‘Performing 

damnatio memoriae. Martial’s Epigrams Ten Second Edition’, epigram becomes the 

ideal form in which to celebrate the ideological significance of the new architectural 

achievements of the Flavii. In the wake of recent investigations of the relation between 

urban environment and epigram, I explore how Martial, by reworking the heritage of 

Hellenistic epigrams as a vehicle for flattering royal patrons, combines a poetic interest 

in the strategic monumental spaces of Rome with eulogistic aims.115 Such a 

monumental focus on the city of Rome, however, is significantly halted by Domitian’s 

assassination in AD 96. Book Ten, which is presented as a second edition, disrupts the 

usual ‘topographic explicitness’ and reconfigures the relationship with the new 

political regime.116 In this collection, as we shall see, Martial’s apparent silence on the 

monumental cityscape of Rome actively intervenes in and responds to the revisions 

which the city was undergoing as a consequence of damnatio memoriae. The thesis 

demonstrates how the poet ingeniously takes to extremes the original association 

between epigrams and inscriptions as creative agents in the processes of monumental 

revision initiated by Nerva and Trajan. In the context of damnatio memoriae, epigrams 

and inscriptions alike intervene in the production of an alternative narrative of space, 

one deemed to wipe Domitianic connotations away from (architectural as well as 

literary) monuments. I discuss how, by exploring the potential offered by manipulating 

inscriptions, in epigram 10.18 Martial transforms the Domitianic epic Appian Way 

into an epigrammatic and Saturnalian road and changes the political connotations of 

(epigrammatic as well as urban) monumental environments. Similarly, in epigram 

10.28, he exposes the altered nature of Janus’ temple in the Forum Nervae, by 

harnessing the power of re-labelling which inscriptions possess. One of the greatest 

methodological challenges in researching interweaving responses to the events of 

 
114 Milnor (2019) 491. 
115 Coleman (2006). 
116 Fearnley (2003); Roman (2010). 
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damnatio memoriae has been posed by the nature of both the epigraphic evidence 

(erased inscriptions) and Epigrams Book Ten (which is presented as a second edition).  

Martial’s aesthetic of contradiction, where large-scale and epic roads morph 

into small-scale epigrammatic paths, where monumental connotations are turned 

upside down by the epigram’s powerful mordacity, find their culmination in the 

Saturnalian books of the Xenia and Apophoreta. Chapter Four, ‘Compressing and 

Distilling, Quoting and Fragmenting. The Poem-Objects of Martial’s Xenia and 

Apophoreta’ constitutes a fitting epilogue for exploring the core paradoxes of Martial’s 

poetry, for the poet creates a radical experiment with materiality and explores further 

the association of epigrams and graffiti. The characteristic Saturnalian gift-giving lays 

foundations for the interchangeability of poem and munus (as seen in Chapter Two in 

relation to the amphitheatrical munera). Previous chapters discussed how Martial 

forges his own epigram as simultaneously a monumental entity and an ideal medium 

to celebrate the monuments of Rome and a visible and material thing. In these 

collections, the boundaries between object and epigram collapse and Martial thinks 

about poetic tradition through the lens of materiality. By performing ‘an aesthetic of 

fragmentation’ associated with urban graffiti and simultaneously evoking an élite 

quotation culture, Martial disrupts traditional hierarchical categorisation, dismantles 

the critical constructs of ‘sub-literariness’ and suggests wry reflection on the shifting 

status of poetry as a material commodity in the Flavian age.117  

The Conclusion summarises outcomes and results of the thesis and reflects 

further on the advantages of reading Martial’s poetry in an epigraphic frame of 

reference and of viewing material culture through the lens of epigram. A cross-

disciplinary dialogue between literature and epigraphic texts promotes a deeper 

understanding of both Martial’s distinctive project and Roman writing culture in the 

Flavian age.

 
117 See Milnor (2014) 236 on the ‘aesthetic of fragmentation’ in Pompeian graffiti. 
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Chapter One 

Consuming Epigrams: between Epigraphic Strategies and Literary Conventions 

1.0 Introduction 

Martial’s Epigrams stand at the crossroads of different readerships and create 

numerous scenes of readerly consumption. Anonymous readers, influential patrons-

friends and emperor mingle together, creating what Fitzgerald has suggestively termed 

a heterogeneous ‘society of the book’.1 With the expansion of the book trade and a 

proliferating commodification of literature, where books become available in readier 

supply, Martial reflects on the material circulation of his poetic work and imagines a 

democratisation of literary circulation and consumption.2 The most disparate layers of 

society, from élite to lower classes, women to slaves, intellectuals to soldiers, as 

Martial proudly boasts in a post-Ovidian gesture, engage with his epigrams: ille dabit 

populo patribusque equitique legendum / nec nimium siccis perleget ipse genis, ‘He 

will give you to people and Fathers and knights for them to read, and will peruse you 

himself with eyes not altogether dry’, 12.2.15-16.3 Unlike Catullus and Horace, who 

rarely make reference to the book trade and display a reticent attitude towards the 

general public, Martial, following in the footsteps of Ovidian exilic poetry, responds 

to and reflects on the new marketization of literature by offering his epigrams to 

multiform audiences.4 Access to literary culture is now opened up to broader 

 
1 Fitzgerald (2007) 139. On the reception of Martial’s epigrams see Nauta (2002) 91-141. 
2 For the expansion of the book trade and book market see Kenney (1982); Starr (1987) and (1990); 

Citroni (1995); White (2009). As Frampton (2019) 12 suggests, by the beginning of the first century 

AD, the expanding empire made ‘the reading publics of elite authors’ wider. On the representation of 

literary materiality in Martial see Roman (2001). On Martial and the book see Fowler (1995).  
3 Nauta (2002) 131-141; Fitzgerald (2007) 139-166. Mart. 7.97.11-13: te convivia, te forum sonabit, / 

aedes, compita, porticus, tabernae. / uni mitteris, omnibus legeris. Ovid already boastfully proclaims 

that he is writing poetry for wider audiences than his predecessors did (i.e., the populus). See, for 

instance, his proclamation of immortality: ore legar populi, Met. 15.878; cetera certatim de magno 

scripta triumpho / iam pridem populi suspicor ore legi, Pont. 3.4.53-54. While Ovid combines 

Callimachean refined aesthetics with the invocation of a popular public, Horace distanced himself from 

the vulgus. See Hor. Carm. 1.1.32: secernunt populo; Carm. 3.1.1: Odi profanum vulgus et arceo. See 

further discussion in Hardie (2004) ad Ov. Met. 15.878.  
4 Catull. 14b; Hor. Ep. 1.20. On the reading public in imperial times and the relationship between authors 

and readers see Citroni (1995); on Ovid’s influence on Martial’s conceptualisation of his general reader 

see Citroni (1975) ad 1.1; Fitzgerald (2007) esp. 139-142. On Martial’s imagination of a ‘universal 

readership’ see Nauta (2002) esp. 131-141. As Nauta (2002) 136 argues, although mass literacy did not 

exist in the ancient world, there is evidence that lower-status classes, such as artisans, traders, men in 

the army, slaves and freedmen were ‘literate in the wider sense of being readers of books’. Therefore, 

Martial’s inclusion of the populus in his reading public is not ‘unrealistic’, if one considers the role 
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anonymous readerships, who are eagerly committed to Martial’s witty poems and offer 

him love, devotion and glory.5 Nevertheless, as epigram 3.68 suggests, readers are 

often imagined to be fickle in their consumption of epigrams, whose sheer number 

may result in boredom.6 The matrona of epigram 3.68, who was already exhausted by 

the lengthy epigrammatic collection (lassa, 11), finds herself eager to read more, as 

soon as she hears the promise of salacious epigrams (studiosa, 12): si bene te novi, 

longum iam lassa libellum / ponebas, totum nunc studiosa legis, ‘If I know you well, 

you were already weary of the lengthy volume and putting it aside; but now you read 

it with interest to the end’, 3.68.11-12.7 Epigram 3.68 exemplifies the constructed 

reader’s double-edged attitude towards Martial’s poetic production as simultaneously 

enthusiastic or meta-poetically satiated. 

By the time Martial writes, epigram, which is deeply rooted in the Roman 

‘culture’ of ‘gift-exchange’, regulates the relationship of amicitia between poet-clients 

and patrons.8 The book industry and the booksellers at the heart of the Forum 

Transitorium make the social dynamics of poetic patronage coexist with a greater 

circulation of literature, as long as it happens under imperial control, as Martial 

declares in epigram 1.4.7: innocuos censura potest permittere lusus, ‘a censorship can 

permit harmless literary games’.9  

Although recognised as one of the most distinctive features of his poetics, 

Martial’s construction of his anonymous public needs re-consideration in the light of 

 
played by ‘social reading’ (reading aloud in sympotic contexts and recitationes) in the reception of his 

poetry. 
5 Ancient literacy is a highly contested topic in classical scholarship: see the fundamental work by Harris 

(1989) who argues against mass literacy. On a less pessimistic evidence for lower-class literacy, see 

recent discussion in Johnson and Parker (2009), esp. the article by Woolf (2009) 46-68, who 

demonstrates that in the ancient world there were different kinds of literacies. 
6 Martial repeatedly voices concerns about how reading a whole collection of epigrams can cause 

boredom in the reader: 1.118; 2 Praef.; 2.1; 2.6; 4.29.1-2; 4.89;14.2. See Citroni (1988) 13-17 and Fusi 

(2006) ad 3.68. 
7 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). See Fusi (2006) ad 

loc. who highlights the Ovidian model of Ars am. 1.31, in which the poet wards off the matrona from 

the obscene content of the book. 
8 Gold (2003) 612 for the ‘gift-exchange culture’; Fitzgerald (2007) 27; Rimell (2008) 6. 
9 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). On literary censorship 

and freedom of expression under Domitian’s reign see Coleman (1986) esp. 3111-3115, who challenges 

the conceptualisation of Domitian as an absolute autocratic censor. On Domitian’s censoria potestas 

see Citroni (1975) ix-xi with references to epigraphic evidence for the title of censor and censor 

perpetuus in the year 85. On moral censorship see Mart. 6.4.1 (Censor maxime principumque princeps). 

Martial claims that his epigrams are innocent also in 1 Praef. 1-3; 3.99; 7.12; 10.33.  
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epigraphic poetry.10 As Fitzgerald observes, although Ovid is the first author who 

conspicuously addresses an anonymous lector, it is with Martial that the general reader 

is brought to prominence and is made ‘integral to his work’.11 While Ovid relies on a 

wider affectionate public in order to return to Rome from his exile in Tomi and obtain 

Augustus’ forgiveness, Martial’s addresses to anonymous readerships stem from the 

new marketization of literature.12 While scholars have suggested that Martial’s 

conceptualisation of his un-named readers is much inspired by Ovid’s exile poetry, I 

shall argue that the unprecedented centrality of the epigrammatic lector entertains a 

key dialogue with the anonymous reader par excellence, the viator encountered within 

inscriptions.13 Höschele has demonstrated how addressing the epitaphic passer-by, 

which is so integral to epigraphic communication, survives metamorphosed within 

epigrammatic collections, where the epigrams similarly strive to attract the reader’s 

attention.14 As scholars have noted, throughout his production Martial morphs the 

passer-by reading epitaphs on tombs into a meta-literary wanderer within the literary 

space of the epigrams.15 The poet re-invents epigraphic dialogues with moving readers, 

but also opens up the possibilities offered by epitaphs to the mordant wit typical of 

epigrams, putting into play the paradoxes already encapsulated in inscriptions and 

Hellenistic epigrams.16  

In this chapter, I shall explore parallel concerns in the readers’ reception of and 

engagement with poetry in both their lapidary and bookish realisations, in order to 

reconsider poetic creation and consumption within different media, which Martial 

imagines in dialogue with one another. In contrast to previous scholarship which sets 

out to trace verbal parallels between epigrams and inscribed poems, my comparison of 

scenes of readerly reception in Martial’s epigrams and verse inscriptions disrupts 

 
10 Martial directly addresses the anonymous reader in several epigrams across his books: 1.1.4; 1.113.4; 

2.8.1; 4.55.27; 5.16.2; 7.12.12; 9 Praef. 6; 10.2.4-5; 11.2.7; 11.16.1; 11.108.2-4. See Citroni (1975) ad 

1.1.4 and (1995) 465 n. 8. 
11 Fitzgerald (2007) 139-140. Before Ovid and Martial, the only direct apostrophe to the reader appears 

in Catull. 14b. 
12 As Kay (1985) 101 notes, Martial was ‘one of the first authors to write for a general public, as is 

shown by the advertisements for his ‘publishers’. See also Citroni (1995) esp. 440-442; Borgo (2003) 

94-98. Martial explicitly recalls the Ovidian model in epigram 5.16.2 (lector amice, Ov. Tr. 3.1.2). 
13 For analysis of Martial’s relationship with his reading public, see Citroni (1988) 3-39 and (1995) 462-

464; Merli (1993) 229-256; Spisak (1997) 352-363; Canobbio (2007) 207-231. Citroni (1975) ad 1.1.4 

emphasises that the address to the anonymous reader constitutes a major innovation in Latin literature. 
14 Höschele (2007); Bing (2009). On the figure of the passer-by in Greek epigrams see Goldhill (1994); 

Tueller (2008). 
15 Höschele (2007). 
16 Lattimore (1962) 230-237 on the epitaphic addresses to passers-by.  
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discourses of directionality that have so far hindered our appreciation of the 

relationship between literature and epigraphy. Furthermore, it shall illuminate the 

literary wit of inscriptions, suggesting a dynamic interaction in the creation and 

appreciation of epigrammatic poetry across different material contexts.  

Martial’s poetic experiment with a post-Ovidian fragmented epic in the small 

domain of the epigram questions our perception of the categories of ‘literary’ and ‘sub-

literary’. Reading Martial alongside epigraphic verses prompts us to re-evaluate the 

validity of poetic hierarchies in the first century AD. In a cultural setting which 

celebrates the theatrical nature of power, the display of wealth and hierarchic divisions, 

Martial’s oeuvre is made into the privileged site from which to reflect and distort, 

affirm and subvert poetic hierarchy and status. Placed at the bottom of the literary 

canon, epigram becomes attuned to the semiotics of Rome’s re-monumentalisation 

promoted by the Flavians, who, as we shall see in Chapters Two and Three, charged 

monumental spaces with new political meaning.17 

Reading Martial’s work through an epigraphic lens and epigraphic poetry 

through Martial’s epigrammatic lens, prompts new understandings of epigrammatic 

poetry in its different contexts, in which inscribed and book epigrams become 

permeable to one another. In what follows, I shall re-read Martial’s exploration of the 

paradoxes embedded in the act of reading, his addresses to eager or lazy readers and 

the double-edged attitudes towards his public alongside similar concerns in epigraphic 

poetry.  

Section 1.1 explores the new portability and commodification of a book of 

poetry, which the ‘travelling’ reader can carry around with himself. In the context of 

Martial’s poetry, the reader, who is imagined as moving through the book of epigrams 

and physically within the city, evokes the reader of many inscribed epigrams. While 

the epigraphic viator is called upon by inscriptions to stop and read, the epigrammatic 

reader moves through the collection, attracted by small poetic snippets and encouraged 

to pursue his reading activity, taking short-cuts and different paths until he reaches the 

end of the book. Yet, he is potentially distracted by the otiose and convivial contexts 

which are so congenial for epigram. By focusing on the eternalising role of the lector 

studiosus, who features both in Martial’s introductory epigram to Book One and the 

 
17 Boyle and Dominik (2003) 30. 
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sepulchral carmen CLE 2027, section 1.2 explores how epitaphs and epigrams display 

similar attitudes towards anonymous readerships and voice parallel concerns about 

violations, literary thefts and authorship. Section 1.3 discusses how Martial’s satirical 

representation of otiose readers unwilling to engage with epigrams in contexts of otium 

reworks epigraphic dramatization of dialogues between tombstones and neglectful 

viatores. At the beginning of Book Two and in the concluding sequence of Book 

Eleven Martial’s construction of his reader as a lassus viator (2.6.14), a weary traveller 

in his epigrammatic journey, wittily manipulates the epitaphic memento mori, which 

threatens tired or neglectful passers-by. By exploiting the wit already embedded in the 

epigraphic interaction with the reading public, Martial harnesses the potential of 

epigraphic language to represent the need to fend off the reader’s boredom. 

1.1 Defining Boundaries. Moving through and with Epigrams 

As early as Book One, Martial reworks key tropes of epigraphic poetry. By re-

imagining the epitaphic dialogue with an anonymous reader-passer-by and giving a 

mischievous twist to the wanderer of Hellenistic epigrammatic collections, Martial 

advertises the wide circulation and new portability of his poetry. As soon as we embark 

on the liber primus, we immediately become aware of the importance he ascribes to 

the book and the act of reading.18 Martial plays with many images of reception and 

promotes different kinds of consumption of his poetry: commercial advertisements for 

his work coexist with the offering or sending of epigrams to patrons and to the 

emperor.19 While fan-readers acquire the Epigrams in bookshops (1.2; 1.113; 1.117), 

patrons may receive his libelli as gifts (1.52: 1.70) and Domitian will be offered 

epigrams in exchange for a naumachia (1.5). The prose preface of Book One, which 

defends the jocular character of epigrammatic invectives and shields the epigrams 

from charges of obscenity and from the threatening presence of imperial censorship 

(1.4), delimits the boundaries of the book and defines those who will be able to enter 

it.20 Martial wards off the malignus interpres from his poetic games, by preventing 

him from mis-interpreting, appropriating and, to an extent, writing anew – and 

therefore becoming the new author of – his own epigrams: Absit a iocorum / nostrorum 

 
18 Fowler (1995) 31.  
19 Nauta (2002) 131-141. On sending epigrams (mittere) see: 3.1; 3.100; 5.1; 5.30; 6.1; 7.3; 7.80; 7.97; 

9.26. 
20 For the charges against attacks ad personam see esp. Hor. Sat. 1.4 and 2.1; Citroni (1975) ad loc.; 

Howell (1980) ad loc. See Fitzgerald (2007) 71-73 on Martial’s definition of the book’s boundaries.  
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simplicitate malignus interpres nec epigrammata / mea scribat: inprobe facit qui in 

alieno libro ingeniosus / est, ‘My quips are straightforward. I want no interpreter’s 

malice, and beg that nobody writes over my epigrams. It is a scurvy trick to be 

ingenious with another man’s book’, 1 Praef. 6-9.21 This concern with free circulation 

and consumption of poetry has clear parallels in the epigraphic world.22 As we shall 

see throughout, monumental inscriptions and graffiti, which are continuously exposed 

to the agency of readers, prevent passers-by from committing written defacements and 

illegal appropriations. Simultaneously, overly severe readers, who scorn the frankness 

of epigrammatic language and whom Martial irreverently identifies with the stoic 

Cato, are expelled from his epigrammatic theatre: Non intret Cato theatrum / meum, 

aut si intraverit, spectet, ‘Let Cato keep out of my theater; or if he comes in, let him 

watch’, 1 Praef. 15-16.23 The public of the Florales, Martial admits, is warmly 

welcomed to attend these spectacles, for epigrammata illis scribuntur, / qui solent 

spectare Florales, ‘Epigrams are written for those who are accustomed to watch 

Flora’s games’, 1 Praef. 14-15.24 Martial pins down his ideal public, ostracising from 

his literary domain both morally conservative critics, whose attitude is parodically 

embodied in the hypertrophic noses of the people of Rome in epigram 1.3.6 (nasum 

rhinocerotis) and the severi Catones, whose moralistic judgments are strongly rejected 

in a genre that speaks lascivam verborum veritatem (‘the lascivious frankness of 

 
21 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993), which reads inscribat. 

For the implications of scribat on the issues of copyright and authorship and the complex philological 

interpretations of the manuscript tradition, see Citroni (1975) ad loc. who comments: ‘[…] Il malignus 

interpres, attribuendo agli epigrammi un significato che l’autore non intendeva avessero, in certa misura 

li riscrive e ne diventa a sua volta l’autore. Marziale diffiderebbe quindi l’interprete maligno dal 

prendere arbitrariamente il posto dell’autore’. Scribat might also imply that epigrams are written down 

and circulated by the malignus interpres, who wishes to win fame through Martial’s epigrams. As Nauta 

(2002) 121-122 discusses, copyright did not exist in the ancient world: anyone who owned a copy of a 

text was entitled to make their own copies and, to an extent, take control over the text. These conditions 

constituted a constant threat to the author’s work. On plagiarism: Mart. 1.38; 1.52-53; 1.63; 1.72; 7.77; 

10.3; 10.100; 10.102; 11.94; 12.63. Martial attacks those who unfairly ascribe him the paternity of 

invective epigrams in 7.12; 7.72; 10.3; 10.5; 10.33; 12.78 and reflects on the illegal marketization of 

poetry in 1.66; 2.20; 10.102; 12.63. See Howell (1980) ad loc.  
22 Milnor (2014) 137-141 identifies key themes of authorship and plagiarism in both literary and graffiti 

discourses. 
23 For the anecdote of Cato leaving the theatre before a nudatio mimarum, see Val. Max. 2.10.8 with 

Citroni (1975) ad Mart. 1 Praef. 15. For Cato Uticensis as embodying the censorious reader see also 

Mart. 10.20.21; 11.2.1; 11.15.1.  
24 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). On the association of 

epigram and the popular tradition of mimes and games such as the Ludi Florales see also 1.4; 1.35 with 

Citroni (1975) ad loc. and Puelma (1997). As Citroni (1975) ad loc. notes, the connection with the 

licentious character of the Ludi not only underscores Martial’s programmatic poetic choices, but also 

stresses the kind of popular public that he wishes his epigrams to be enjoyed by. 
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language’, 1 Praef. 9).25 By the early empire, poetic books often began with dedicatory 

prose prefaces. Statius prefaced all five books of the Silvae with introductory epistles 

and Martial does so for Books One, Two, Eight, Nine and Twelve.26 Yet, in contrast 

to standard prefaces, which are normally addressed to a specific dedicatee, Martial 

innovatively addresses the preface of Book One to a general, anonymous readership, 

the same who enjoys the lascivious performances of the Ludi Florales. The reader 

might just content himself with the title of the book which immediately precedes the 

prose epistle, or with the preface itself.27 When read in juxtaposition with epigram 1.1, 

where the author presents himself in a satiric self-epitaph, titulus (14) invites reflection 

on its semantic associations with ‘inscription’ and the epitaphic anonymity of Martial’s 

audience.28 The anonymous lector features prominently in the epigrammatic book as 

the ultimate source of his poetic success and fame. The lector studiosus of epigram 

1.1, an enthusiastic admirer of his poetic work, makes his own entrance along with 

another voracious consumer, the reader of epigram 1.2, who wants Martial’s 

epigrammatic libelli to become his journey-companions: 

Qui tecum cupis esse meos ubicumque libellos 

      et comites longae quaeris habere viae, 

hos eme, quos artat brevibus membrana tabellis: 

scrinia da magnis, me manus una capit.  

 
25 The image of the hypertrophic nose, which stands for pedantic literary critics, is reminiscent of Catull. 

13 and already present in Horace’s Sat. 1.6.5; 2.8.64. It features also in Mart. 1.41; 2.54; 12.37; 12.88; 

13.2. See Citroni (1975) ad Mart. 1.3.5-6 and Borgo (2003) 95-96 on Martial’s delimitation of his ideal 

public and the exclusion of lectores tetrici across different books (4.55; 5.2; 6.60; 11.2; 11.16; 11.20). 
26 Citroni (1975) ad 1 Praef. and (1988); Merli (1993); Nauta (2002) 113-120; Borgo (2003). Henriksén 

(2012) ad 9 Praef. Amongst Martial’s prefaces, 1 Praef. is dedicated to anonymous readers; 2 Praef. is 

a parodic take on prose prefaces in dialogue with the stoic Decianus; 8 Praef. is dedicated to Domitian; 

9 Praef. to Stertinius Avitus and Praef. 12 to Terentius Priscus. 
27 As Fitzgerald (2007) 71 puts it, ‘the entering reader accepts an implied generic contract; if he doesn’t 

accept it, he should read no further than the letter (preface), or even the title’. On the chronology of 

Book One see Citroni (1975) ix-xxi, who argues that the collection witnessed at least two different 

editions. The book was revised after its first publication or in a later collection of Books One to Seven 

(dated to AD 93), when Martial’s success was firmly established. Book One dates to the year AD 85/86. 

See also Sullivan (1991) 15 n. 31. The manuscript tradition of the opening sequence of Book One is 

quite complex. While 1.2 and 1.3 are absent from the second family β, where the prose preface is 

immediately followed by 1.3, the third family γ presents the following order: prose epistle; 1.1; 1.2; 

scazons; 1.3. See also Citroni (1970) on epigram 1.3 as the possible original incipit of Book One. 
28 OLD s.v. titulus 1 ‘a flat piece of wood, stone, or other material, inscribed with a notice, identification, 

or other information. A placard, tablet, label, etc.’; 2 ‘an inscription (dist. from the material on which it 

is inscribed) and 3 ‘the title, heading (of a book, chapter, etc.)’; see discussion in Citroni (1975) ad 1.1, 

who identifies titulus as the title of the book and compares 2.93; 12.2; 13.3. Martial deploys titulus also 

in funerary contexts, such as in 1.93.4 (titulo quod breviore legis) and in 10.71.2 (brevem titulum 

marmoris).  
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Ne tamen ignores ubi sim venalis et erres         

      urbe vagus tota, me duce certus eris: 

libertum docti Lucensis quaere Secundum 

limina post Pacis Palladiumque forum. 

                                                           Mart. 1.2 

You who want my little books to keep you company wherever you may be and desire their 

companionship on a long journey, buy these ones, which parchment compresses in small 

pages. Give book boxes to the great, one hand grasps me. But in case you don’t know where I 

am on sale and stray wandering all over town, you will be sure of your way under my guidance. 

Look for Secundus, freedman of lettered Lucensis, behind Peace’s entrance and Pallas’ Forum.29 

Recited at banquets and dinner parties, read in public baths or at the theatre, as 

companions on journeys in Rome or even through the provinces, Martial’s epigrams 

are present everywhere.30 The portability of the codex edition in epigram 1.2, 

epitomised at line four in the hemistich me manus una capit, promotes the new-found 

mobility of epigrammatic poetry, one that exponentially increases the possibilities 

already tested by Horatian and Ovidian poetics of the book.31 While Horace (Ep. 1.20) 

reluctantly sends his liber-puer out into the hands of the people and the Ovid of Tristia 

1.1 and 3.1 addresses the personified books imagining their voyage to Rome, Martial’s 

libelli, light (both in content and format) and mobile, can be carried around in readers’ 

pockets as three-dimensional booklets and spoken on the lips of men as transcendent 

poetry. In an era when poetic monumenta should carve out their place amongst the new 

Flavian marble buildings, poetry survives in the living and perishable bodies of 

readers, who, reading, reciting, ingesting and transforming epigrams, bring to life the 

Ennian prophecy uolito uiuos per ora uirum (fr. var. 17-18 V).32 The post-Ovidian 

idea of poetry’s portability allows Martial to envision numerous different contexts and 

forms of consumption for his epigrams and to engage in an original dialogue with his 

audience, one which invites comparison with the epigraphic context. Epigram 1.2, a 

manifesto for Martial’s materialist conceptualisation of poetry, creates the picture of a 

 
29 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis.  
30 Martial claims that he is read everywhere across the world: 1.1; 3.95 (per oppida); 5.13 (toto orbe); 

5.16 (tota Roma); 5.60; 6.60; 7.76; 7.88 (Vienna); 11.3 (Britannia). 
31 Direct apostrophes to the personified book which is imagined leaving the poet’s secure space to reach 

the outer world are present in Catull. 35; Hor. Ep. 1.20.4; Ov. Tr. 1.1 and 3.1. The trope is reworked by 

Martial: see Citroni (1986); Pitcher (1998) 59-65 on Martial’s debt to Ovid’s poetics of the exile and 

the address of the poet to his book; Hinds (2007) 131.  
32 Quoted by Cic. Tusc. 1.34 and 117; Cato 73. The claim of worldwide renown is a topos: Hor. Carm. 

2.20.21-24; Prop. 2.7; Ov. Tr. 4.10.128. Ennius’ self-epitaph, which promotes the idea of poems 

surpassing monuments, is alluded to and commented on in many passages in Latin literature, amongst 

which Verg. G. 3.9; Hor. Carm. 2.20.21-24; 3.30.1-8; Ov. Am. 3.1.65 and Met. 15.878-9. For discussion 

see Nauta (2002) 132 and Rimell (2008), in particular 55 and 70. 
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reader ready to set off on his journey through Rome to purchase a codex edition of 

Martial’s books.33 Metaphorically, Martial’s reader is starting another journey, 

through the epigrammatic collection. By advertising the multiple advantages of his 

new codex edition, Martial directs his public to Secundus’ bookstore behind the Forum 

Transitorium and Vespasian’s Temple of Peace. Later in the book Atrectus sells the 

latest copy of Martial’s work (1.117).34 The reader who is being informed on where to 

get Martial’s new edition, Fowler suggests, will be reading these directions only if he 

has already acquired the book and therefore becomes central to Martial’s exploration 

of the paradoxes embedded in the act of reading, that is ‘stressed and effaced at the 

same time’.35 Similarly, epigram 14.188 advertises the inherent advantages of another 

portable codex edition:  

14.188. Cicero in membranis. 

Si comes ista tibi fuerit membrana, putato 

   carpere te longas cum Cicerone vias. 

14.188. Cicero on parchment. 

If this parchment will be your companion, suppose yourself to be making a long journey with 

Cicero.36 

Cicero is now compressed in a handy edition, an acquirable object that will accompany 

the reader in his long peregrinations. Martial’s public becomes a new traveller, guided 

by his verses through Rome, even through the farthest provinces of the empire.37 The 

reader embarking on the fragmented world of epigram moves not only in the physical 

urban environment, carrying his books around the streets and monuments which 

epigram inhabits, but also through the material collection of epigrams. The jostling 

variety and pervasive intertextuality of Martial’s poetry stimulates the mental mobility 

of the reader to juxtapose and link the multitude of epigrams in a complex web of 

synergies and to create alternative paths within the book.38 The image of a reader 

 
33 For further discussion see Roman (2001). 
34 Martial mentions the bookseller Tryphon in 4.72; 13.3; Q. Pollius Valerianus: 1.113; Atrectus: 1.117. 

See discussion in Nauta (2002) 122; White (2009) and Milnor (2014) 79, who cites Mart. 1.117.10-12 

and Catull. 37 as evidence for the custom of writing poetry on shops and tabernae. 
35 Fowler (1995) 33-34.  
36 My emphasis. 
37 Comites appears referred to books as travelling companions also at Hor. Sat. 2.3.11-12. 
38 Bing (2009) 141: ‘For epigrams on scrolls – unlike their stationary archetypes – could move about, 

readily disseminated, becoming themselves the “wayfarers” (ὁδοιπόροι, παροδῖται, etc.) that their 

readers had by necessity been before. Because of this newfound mobility, epigram begins to display for 

the first time a pervasive – indeed, exuberant – intertextuality: poets avidly respond to and vary each 

other’s book epigrams in a manner rarely seen between inscribed ones’. 
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travelling through and with epigrams, whose movement is both real and meta-poetic, 

true and fictional, inside and outside the book, evokes the original setting of the 

inscribed epigram aimed at the travelling reader – the epitaphic viator who so often is 

imagined as engaging in dialogues with inscriptions.39 While the viator is called upon 

by inscriptions to stop and read – bearing in mind that this is in itself a paradox, as 

only the passer-by who has already stopped and read may receive the inscription’s 

request – the reader of the epigrammatic book may be attracted by the multitude of 

epigrams and solicited to pursue his poetic journey until he reaches the conclusion of 

the book.40  

Some of the (paradoxical) concerns which Martial voices for the circulation 

and consumption of his epigrams similarly emerge in inscriptions and should therefore 

be re-framed in an epigraphic context to be fully understood. Martial’s depiction of his 

readership can be appreciated only by comparison with its epigraphic counterparts. His 

books, which offer the most diverse scenarios of readerly reception, become 

interpreters of the epigrammatic tradition, where the reader-passer-by survives 

metamorphosed.41 As Fowler suggests, no other ancient poet imagines the material 

circulation and consumption of poetry in the vivid way Martial does.42 If it is true that 

the reader perpetuates the memory of the deceased through the act of reading, Martial’s 

anonymous public similarly ensures him literary success and allows his poetry to 

survive the fleeting present.43 However, in putting into play the monumentality of 

inscriptions, Martial also deploys the figure of the lassus viator who is attested in 

inscriptions and manipulates the concerns of epitaphs, turning them into facetious 

attacks against bored readers. Scenes of readerly reception across the books 

demonstrate the ways in which Martial re-reads and re-frames epitaphic paradoxes, by 

turning them into playful invectives against lazy addressees. The poet himself 

implicitly identifies his reader as a viator in epigram 1.2 (et comites longae quaeris 

habere viae, 2). Furthermore, the Severus of epigram 2.6, who wearily engages with 

the epigrams in their new book form, patently demonstrates the attitude of a tired 

 
39 Mart. 1.118; 2.1; 2.6; 4.89; 7.28; 11.1; 11.106. See Höschele (2007) 333-369. 
40 Höschele (2007) 344. 
41 See Hinds (2007). 
42 See Fowler (1995) 31-58. 
43 Martial’s boasts of contemporary glory are always alluded to by the idea that he is read all over the 

world. In epigram 1.1 Martial is the one whom the studiosus lector reads (quem legis ille, 1.1.1).  
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traveller, unwilling to pursue his reading journey: lassus tam cito deficis viator, ‘Does 

the exhausted traveller flag so quickly?’, 2.6.14.44  

Martial’s fame and renown, his actual existence as a poet, his epigrams, whose 

life is precarious and whose death is around the corner, depend entirely upon the 

reader’s (respectful) agency. As he puts it in epigram 3.9:  

Versiculos in me narratur scribere Cinna.  

Non scribit, cuius carmina nemo legit.  

                                                 Mart. 3.9 

Cinna is reported to write versicles against me. He is not a writer, he whose poems nobody 

reads.45  

While dismissing the little verses Cinna has composed against him, Martial’s 

paradoxical axiom non scribit cuius carmina nemo legit encapsulates an anxiety that 

recurs throughout the books.46 The reality of his own poetic acts relies upon the reader. 

His epigrams are poised between life and death, poetic monuments aiming to outlast 

the present occasion, but also ephemeral material things, whose papers will end up in 

a smoky kitchen and used as wrapping for fish, unless they find the protection of a 

powerful patron.47 Claims to poetic transcendence and permanence coexist with an 

earthly sense of transience. Across his books Martial frequently constructs the reader-

passer-by as a benevolent, affectionate reader, fond of his epigrams, who allows the 

poet to live a glorious poetic career before rather than after death. Akin to the epitaphic 

reader, who rescues the deceased from a moment of forgetfulness through the act of 

reading, the epigrammatic lector studiosus is endowed with the power to perpetuate 

Martial’s name, letting him live on across the centuries: 

lector, opes nostrae: quem cum mihi Roma dedisset, 

 ‘Nil tibi quod demus maius habemus’ ait. 

‘pigra per hunc fugies ingratae flumina Lethes 

et meliore tui parte superstes eris. 

                                                            Mart. 10.2.5-8 

 
44 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). 
45 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). 
46 Fusi (2006) ad loc. highlights the tendentious use of the diminutive versiculi to demonstrate that his 

detractor lacks any poetic talent, so that he is even worthless reading. 
47 See, for instance, Mart. 3.2. On the double-edged nature of epigram as playing with epigraphic 

durability and ephemeral materiality, see Fitzgerald (2007) 3; Rimell (2008); Roman (2010). 
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‘Reader, you who are my riches. When Rome gave you to me, she said: “I have nothing greater 

to give you. Through him you will escape ungrateful Lethe’s idle waters and survive in the better 

part of yourself’.48 

When Martial reflects upon the transcendence and long-lasting legacy of his epigrams 

in comparison with the crumbling physical monuments of Licinius and Cripsus, he 

acknowledges the crucial role of his reader.49 Similarly to inscriptions, for which the 

act of reading is essential to prevent the memory of the deceased from fading away, 

Martial makes the reader the one through whom he will escape the fatal Lethe and 

survive in his better part. 

However, Martial’s epigrams are also positioned as far removed from 

monumental stability and durability, for they can be easily reused for the humblest 

purposes: ne nigram cito raptus in culinam / cordylas madida tegas papyro / vel turis 

piperisve sis cucullus, ‘lest hustled off to a sooty kitchen you wrap sprats in your 

sodden papyrus or become cowl for incense or pepper’, 3.2.3-5.50 In a post-Catullan 

scenario, Martial stages the execution of his libelli in vivid language, evoking another 

premature literary death, that of Volusius’ Annales: at Volusi annales Paduam 

morientur ad ipsam / et laxas scombris saepe dabunt tunicas, ‘But the Annals of 

Volusius will die by Padua where they were born, and will often furnish a loose 

wrapper for mackerels’, Catull. 95.7-8.51 In stark contrast to Cinna’s refined Zmyrna, 

whose fame will ‘travel as far away as the deep-channelled streams of Satracus’ and 

survive across centuries’ (diu saecula peruoluent, 6), Volusius’ Annals, Catullus 

ironically comments, will be deployed to wrap cheap fish.52 Such liquid imagery 

 
48 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). 
49 Similarly, Mart. 8.3. On the Horatian and Ovidian intertexts see Williams (2002) and Rimell (2008) 

53-98. As Williams (2002) 422 notes, the Ovidian intertext is evident in 10.2: Martial’s et meliore tui 

parte superstes eris evokes both Am. 1.15.42, uiuam, parsque mei multa superstes erit and Met. 15.875-

76, parte tamen meliore mei super alta perennis / astra ferar, nomenque erit indelebile nostrum. The 

image of poetic immortality closely recalls Hor. Carm. 3.30.6-7. 
50 My emphasis. Fusi (2006) ad loc.; Barchiesi (2005) esp. 327-328; Rimell (2008) 54. Across his books, 

Martial frequently deploys madidus and imbutus as revelatory of playful poetics, for epigrams can be 

steeped in jokes or ‘tipsy’ compositions which can be easily consumed in sympotic contexts: see Mart. 

3.100.2; 4.86.7-11. For detailed discussion and examples see Citroni (1975) ad 1.39 and Moreno 

Soldevila (2006) ad 4.14. Martial alludes to his libellus’ madidae chartae in epigram 3.100, where the 

slave who carries his book to Rufus’ house finds himself under a heavy rain. The adjective madidus at 

3.100.2 plays with the madidae chartae apt to become wrapping for fish in 3.2. Amongst Martial’s 

intertexts for the image of the chartae ineptae as wrapping for incense see also Hor. Ep. 2.1.269-270. 

See discussion about Martial’s reversal of the Horatian model in Roman (2001) 139-140. 
51 My emphasis. See Barchiesi (2005) 327 on the metaliterary joke of bad poetry as wastepaper in 

Catullus 95 and Martial 13.1. 
52 Catull. 36.18-20 consigns Volusius’ bad poetry to fire: at uos interea uenite in ignem, / pleni ruris et 

inficetiarum / annales Volusi, cacata carta. For a thorough analysis of Martial’s relationship with 

Catullus see Swann (1994). Martial explicitly mentions Catullus as his model in 1 Praef. 14; 7.99.6-7; 

10.78.14-16. 
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becomes a trope for bad poetry in the Augustan age. Horace imagines his ferocious 

iambic verses as either burnt in flames or flooded in water ‘as a penalty for libel’ rather 

than for their bad quality: O matre pulchra filia pulchrior, / quem criminosis cumque 

voles modum / pones iambis, sive flamma / sive mari libet Hadriano, ‘O daughter 

more lovely than your lovely mother, put an end to my scurrilous invectives in 

whatever way you please – flames or, if you like, the Adriatic Sea’, Hor. Carm. 1.16.1-

4.53 Martial humorously reinvents as well as parodies the poetic trope of bad poetry’s 

watery fate. Domitian is imagined as paradoxically throwing the (worthless) epigrams 

that Martial offers in the uneven exchange for a naumachia into amphitheatrical waters 

(1.5). Similarly, the Nymphs amusingly show Martial the liquid destiny of his poetry: 

‘Nympharum templis quisquis sua carmina donat, / quid fieri libris debeat ipse monet’, 

‘“Whosoever gives his poems to Nymphs’ temples tells us himself what should be 

done with his books”’, 9.58.7-8. Natare becomes the key verb for drowning worthless 

chartae into water, as becomes clearer in epigram 14.196. Moreover, Martial puts into 

play the gesture of epic poets who burned their substandard poetry in epigram 1.107.54  

Poetry without readers does not exist, especially in this new era, in which 

Martial interrogates repeatedly the role and limits of his poetry in relation to imperial 

power. The same concerns and anxieties are at stake within inscriptions. These call out 

for the attention of the viator to escape oblivion, for the act of reading itself propitiates 

and rescues the dead from being forgotten. Both epigrammatic and epigraphic readers 

are charged with the power to intervene in the living-on of poetry. By mis-interpreting, 

appropriating and writing over verses engraved on stone or epigrams circulated in book 

format, the reader’s agency is crucial to determining the fate of poetry. Martial’s 

readers are imagined as actively manipulating the content and size of his own books, 

by consuming epigrams in a desultory manner.55 As Martial suggests, by ironically 

undermining the literary coherence and worth of his booklets, we can browse and 

select the items that appeal to our taste: praetereas, si quid non facit ad stomachum, 

 
53 My emphasis. See Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) ad Hor. Carm. 1.16 who argue that Catull. 36.4 ff. is 

a close precedent for this ‘piece of academic humour’. The topos is well known across Greek and Latin 

literature: see esp. Tib. 1.9.49; Ov. Tr. 4.10.61; Juv. 7.24. 
54 Ov. Tr. 1.7.15-16 regarding the Metamorphoses and Virgil’s request for the Aeneid. See Citroni 

(1975) ad loc.; Rimell (2008); Morelli (2018). 
55 See Hinds (2007); this is already a feature explored within Hellenistic poetry, when the book as a 

medium for poetry empowers the reader, who gains more control over the text and its reception. See 

Callim. (57.1-2 Pf.): ‘He [= the reader] may imagine it for himself and thus cut short the length of the 

song. But what he replied to his question, that I shall narrate’. See discussion in Höschele (2007) 339-

340.  
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‘if anything is not to your taste, just pass it by’, 13.3.8;56 or change the book’s fate: 

pars nova maior erit: lector, utrique fave, ‘the greater part will be new. Reader, wish 

well to both’, 10.2.4. Moreover, the role of the reader determines the poet’s fortune 

(and poverty): Seria cum possim, quod delectantia malo / scribere, tu causa es, lector 

amice, mihi, / qui legis et tota cantas mea carmina Roma, ‘If I prefer to write what 

gives pleasure, though I could be a serious poet, you, friendly reader, are my reason, 

you, that read and recite my verses all over Rome’, 5.16.1-3. Most importantly, when 

Martial publishes and makes his epigrams public, he loses control over his texts, 

which, much like graffiti and inscriptions in the urban environment, are continuously 

exposed to all sorts of threats, appropriations and distortions.57 In a threatening 

reflection about (lost) authorship and the consequences of freer poetic circulation and 

consumption, malignant interpreters can project a nigra fama upon Martial, by 

attributing to him malicious versicles and invective epigrams: Procul a libellis nigra 

sit meis fama, / quos rumor alba gemmeus vehit pinna, ‘May black fame be far from 

my little books, that jewelled report wafts on white wings’, 10.3.9-10. Alternatively, 

voicing concerns about poetic thefts and plagiarism and the wider issues related to 

ancient conditions of publication, street poetasters mis-appropriate authorship and 

mis-interpret epigrams, blurring the boundaries between the author’s and reader’s 

control over the text: Quem recitas meus est, o Fidentine, libellus: / sed male cum 

recitas, incipit esse tuus, ‘The little book you are reciting, Fidentinus, belongs to me. 

But when you recite it badly, it begins to belong to you’, 1.38.58  

The (after)life and future of Martial as a poet, who identifies insistently with 

his own work, is (metaphorically and physically) placed in his readers’ hands: me 

manus una capit, ‘one hand grasps me’, 1.2.4; sufficit in vestras saepe redire manus, 

‘I am content to come back often to your hands’, 9 Praef. 8.59 In both instances, the 

physical qualities of the book entail programmatic statements about epigrammatic 

poetry, which is light-hearted both in content and format, in stark contrast with epic 

 
56 Similarly, …fac tibi me quam cupis ipse brevem, 10.1.4; Quo vis cumque loco potes hunc finire 

libellum, 14.2.1. 
57 See Nauta (2002) 131-141 on the issues entailed in ancient publication. Many epigrams are dedicated 

to literary plagiarism in Book One: see 1.29; 1.38; 1.52; 1.53; 1.66; 1.72. On malicious versicles falsely 

ascribed to Martial: 7.12; 7.72; 10.3; 10.5; 10.33; 12.78.  
58 My emphasis. Similarly, Mart. 2.20 expresses the idea that as soon as the book is purchased and 

recited by a reader, the author loses the literary ownership of his text: Carmina Paulus emit, recitat sua 

carmina Paulus. / nam quod emas possis iure vocare tuum. 
59 See also 6.1.5: magnas Caesaris in manus venire; 6.60.2: meque sinus omnes, me manus omnis habet; 

11.1.8: contingunt tibi si manus minores?  
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bombast. Nonetheless, Martial plays with his readers, who are the resource for his 

present fame, but also a multiform identity whose expectations he satirises: ‘Ista tamen 

mala sunt.’ Quasi nos manifesta negemus! / haec mala sunt, sed tu non meliora facis, 

‘“But the stuff is bad.” As though I were denying what is plain to see! Yes, these are 

bad; but you don’t make better’, 2.8.7-8.  

Martial’s multifaceted and ambivalent addresses to his anonymous reader, who 

is conceived in many respects as a reader-viator, find interesting counterparts in 

inscriptions, whose imaginings of the act of reception are as rich and complex as 

Martial’s. While calling out to the reader for attention and greeting him, attacks or 

ironical attitudes are nevertheless traceable within inscribed epigrams. A set of 

formulae in epigraphic poetry, such as et tu, viator, precor parce tumulum (‘and you, 

traveller, I beg you, do not harm this tombstone’, CLE 1883.2, CIL VI 9274), draws 

attention to the possibility that tombs might be desecrated or damaged and that the 

dead might be disturbed. Threats of physical punishments and satirical memento mori 

are directed against disrespectful readers-viatores, who are prevented from illegally 

appropriating or damaging the physical existence of the tombstone, which represented 

a physical symbol of immortality, a claim for identity in the physical and literary 

landscapes of Rome.60 Martial brings to prominence the paradoxes of reading explored 

by epigraphic poetry. Close comparative analysis of scenes of readerly reception in 

epigrams and inscriptions will reveal a discourse of permeability, a cultural dynamic 

operating in both the production and consumption of poetry across different media. 

The constructs of the studiosus lector and the lassus viator will demonstrate similar 

anxieties about and satirical attacks towards readers in Martial’s Epigrams and 

epigraphic poems and make us aware of how Martial re-frames the ‘epigraphic’ in his 

epigrammatic world. 

 

 

 

 

 
60 Lattimore (1962) 106-125 and Del Hoyo (2014). 
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1.2. Self-Epitaphs, Poetic Glory and Violations 

As I have discussed throughout, lasting ambitions and poetry which is ready to be 

consumed at dinner parties (2.1) and is vulnerable to premature death in a blackened 

kitchen (3.2) coexist within the Epigrams, creating an ongoing tension between poetic 

transcendence and ephemerality, which reworks a familiar Horatian trope. Poetry for 

convivia and poetry as monumentum (10.2) cohabit Martial’s books. We shall now 

examine how Martial tests out his poetic immortality through the dialogue with a 

studiosus lector-viator. 

Thanks to his affectionate public, which buys him and carries him around in its 

pocket, Martial rejoices in popularity and renown in his own lifetime. Even Rome, he 

admits, resounds with his verses: Laudat, amat, cantat nostros mea Roma libellos, / 

meque sinus omnes, me manus omnis habet, ‘My Rome praises my little books, loves 

them, recites them. I am in every pocket, every hand’, 6.60.1-2. When the reader 

crosses the threshold of Book One, Martial greets him by boasting of his renown 

throughout the world, the anonymous reader and Martial being mutually connected by 

the very act of reading.61  

Hic est quem legis ille, quem requiris, 

toto notus in orbe Martialis 

argutis epigrammaton libellis: 

cui, lector studiose, quod dedisti 

viventi decus atque sentienti, 

rari post cineres habent poetae. 

                                     Mart. 1.1 

You read him, you ask for him, and here he is: Martial, known the world over for his witty little 

books of epigrams. Devoted reader, the glory you have given him while he lives and feels comes 

to few poets to their ashes.62 

In this hendecasyllabic σφραγίς, Martial proudly pictures himself as toto notus in orbe 

while ‘living and feeling’ (viventi atque sentienti, 5), a privilege that few poets receive 

 
61 Nauta (2002) 131-141 on Martial’s boasts for present success amongst a wide readership. Similar 

claims for his dissemination amongst a vast audience both in Rome and in the whole world: 3.95; 5.13; 

5.16; 5.60.5; 6.60; 6.64.25; 7.17.10; 7.88; 7.97; 8.61.5; 9.97.1-2; 10.2; 10.9.3-4; 11.24.6-8; 12.2; 12.3.3-

4; 12.11. 
62 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
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after death.63 The image of the ashes vividly captures the destiny which awaits both 

the poet’s body and the material existence of poetic corpora.64 Nonetheless, as 

discussed earlier, Martial satirises the epic gesture of consigning his name and opus to 

flames in epigram 1.107, for he can thrive in present success, thanks to his public of 

fan readers. As Martial writes in Book Five in response to his patron Regulus, only 

rarely can poets count on present fame, for envy prevents readers from appreciating 

contemporary authors: ‘Esse quid hoc dicam, vivis quod fama negatur / et sua quod 

rarus tempora lector amat?’, ‘“What am I to make of the fact that fame is denied to 

the living and few readers love their own times?”’, 5.10.1-2.65 If the reader was left at 

the threshold of a theatre, precisely Martial’s epigrammatic theatre at the preface of 

Book One, he is now imaginatively confronting the poet’s road-side epitaph, 

anticipating the image of the travelling reader of epigram 1.2 (et comites longae 

quaeris habere viae, ‘and you desire their companionship on a long journey’, 2). In 

form and content, as well as in the address to the reader and in the crucial role attributed 

to the act of reading, epigram 1.1 evokes the epigraphic origin of the epigram, the 

epitaph.66 Epitaphic rhetoric and post-Ovidian claims for contemporary renown 

intermingle in an auto-celebratory ‘non-epitaph’ where Martial’s lector studiosus 

becomes the guarantor of his eternal fame.67  

As Goldschmidt and Graziosi emphasise, like all tombs, poetic auto-epitaphs, 

which ‘have their roots in wider cultural practices’, ‘are sites of reading that invoke 

the authorial (lost) presence’.68 Latin literary texts proliferate with poetic auto-

 
 63 Similarly, 3.95.7-8: ore legor multo notumque per oppida nomen / non expectato dat mihi fama rogo; 

5.16.3: qui legis et tota cantas mea carmina Roma; 8.3.7-8: me tamen ora legent et secum plurimus 

hospes / ad patrias sedes carmina nostra feret; 8.61.3: orbe cantor et legor toto. Such expressions draw 

heavily on Ovid’s statements for worldwide renown: Ov. Am. 1.3.25; 1.15.8. See Citroni (1975) and 

Howell (1980) ad loc. 
64 Post cineres similarly found in Prop. 3.1.35-36: meque inter seros laudabit Roma nepotes: / illum 

post cineres auguror ipse diem.  
65 Canobbio (2011) 15 and ad loc. Martial recognises the exceptionality of his condition of popular poet, 

who is granted glory in life: see also 5.10; 13; 15; 16; 19. 
66 Citroni (1975) ad loc. highlights how the formula hic est has an epigraphic character, for it frequently 

appears in the CLE; contra Howell (1980) ad loc. who interprets hic est as the formula used by a ‘passer-

by who recognises a famous man in the street’. The possibility that the epigram accompanied a portrait 

of the author, as is the case for Martial’s bust in 9 Praef. in Stertinius Avitus’ library and in 14.186 

(Vergilius in membranis), has been ruled out. 
67 Fitzgerald (2007) 101. 
68 Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 6. On the role and function of ‘invented inscriptions’ see Ramsby 

(2007). Self-epitaphs: Tib. 1.3.55-56; Prop. 2.11.6; 2.13.35-36; 4.7.85-86; Ov. Am. 2.6.61-2; Her. 

2.147-8; 7.193 and 195-6; 14.129-30; 15.183-4; Met. 2.327-8; 14.143-4; Fast. 3.549-50; Tr. 3.3.73-6. 

See also the epitaphs of Ennius (fr. var. 15-20 V), Naevius, Plautus and Pacuvius (Gell. NA 1.24: trium 

poetarum illustrium epigrammata), which had Callim. Epigr. 35 as a model, and discussion in Puelma 
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epitaphs, which identify themselves with imaginative spaces for self-fashioning and 

authorial representation. Poetic tombstones function as ‘extensions’ of literary works; 

they are physical claims for corporal mortality and poetic immortality.69 From Ennius’ 

uolito uiuos per ora uirum, through the pseudo-Virgilian ille ego, qui quondam, to 

Tibullus’, Propertius’ and Ovid’s self-epitaphs, poets imagine the death of the author 

as a gesture towards a liberation from bodily decay and written materiality and as 

precondition for achieving a transcendent immortality.70 And yet, a poet cannot fail to 

acknowledge that he can only survive in the ‘bodily physicality’ and corporeal 

mutability of readers.71  

By re-inventing the tradition of poetic auto-epitaphs, in a game of one-

upmanship, Martial apparently trumps all his literary predecessors, for he will not wait 

to die in order to proclaim his own immortality. In this fictional auto-epitaph, Martial 

exploits the epitaphic dramatization of dialogues between the deceased and living 

readers to represent himself as a poet of contemporary success. Just as visitors of 

tombstones are transformed into living ‘mouthpieces for the deceased’ by reading his 

recorded deeds aloud, so, to an extent, the anonymous reader, who has purchased 

Martial’s book, lends his voice to the poet’s pseudo-epitaphic elogium.72 The 

anonymous audience and poet interrelate through the medium of the book in a 

commercial transaction mediated by booksellers and, most importantly, by the act of 

reading: Martial is the one you read, quem legis ille (1.1.1). The reader is strategically 

brought to prominence as responsible for Martial’s renown all over the empire. Martial 

is already enjoying his literary afterlife in Rome and the empire, a poetic success which 

will live forever in his readers’ memories.73 Not only do Rome’s streets resonate with 

his epigrams, but also Vienne (7.88), the distant Britannia (11.3) and Vindelicia 

 
(1997) 200-201; Courtney (1993) 47-50; Morelli (2000) on the role of Ennius’ self-epitaphs in the 

development of epigram as a genre.  
69 Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 8. 
70 Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 5: ‘At the same time, the tomb can also mark a moment of liberation. 

To adapt the words of Roland Barthes, when it comes to a poet’s burial, the death of the author most 

clearly signals the birth of the reader. Barthes’ celebrated essay, ‘The Death of the Author’, was 

primarily concerned with the free play of texts once liberated from authorial control’. Ramsby (2007); 

Houghton (2013). 
71 Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 5. See esp. Farrell (1999) on Ovid.  
72 Milnor (2014) 73 and Feldherr (2000) for the infinite ‘re-readability’ of the inscription as a way for 

the deceased to perpetuate his memory among the living. 
73 Rimell (2008) 59. Such self-confident poetic auto-representation which relies on a vast affectionate 

reading public has been regarded as a far too positive claim for an introductory poem coming just after 

the publication of the Liber spectaculorum, Xenia and Apophoreta and has been considered as a later 

addition. See Citroni (1970) and (1975) ad 1.1.  
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(9.84.5), conquering those lands that testified Ovid’s deathly exile.74 If glory, in fact, 

means having to die first, Martial is in no hurry, Vos tamen o nostri ne festinate libelli: 

/ si post fata venit gloria, non propero (‘But you, my little books, don’t be too eager. 

If glory comes after death, I am in no hurry’, 5.10.11-12).75  

By reaching the ranks of Greek and Latin poets who received immortal fame 

post fata and by insinuating that he is not interested in glory, if it comes at the cost of 

death, Martial is, in fact, wittingly re-asserting his contemporary literary success by 

including his own name within a catalogue of the most glorious poets. The juxtaposed 

reading of epigram 5.13 makes the punchline of poem 5.10 even more ingenious: sed 

toto legor orbe frequens et dicitur ‘Hic est’, / quodque cinis paucis hoc mihi vita dedit, 

‘Furthermore, I am much read all the world over and people say “It’s he”; what the 

grave has given to few, life has given to me’, 5.13.3-4.76 

 In his poetic self-praise and claim to worldwide renown, Martial is 

manipulating Ovid’s proud assertion in toto plurimus orbe legor, ‘throughout the 

world I am most read of all’, Tr. 4.10.128.77 Although epigrams 5.10 and 1.1 recall 

Ovid’s proclamation of contemporary fame, Martial satirises Ovid’s self-confident 

statements in 5.10.10 with an appropriative and distorting reading, affirming that only 

Corinna knew her Naso, norat Nasonem sola Corinna suum.78 

Martial’s poetic self-representation of 1.1 triumphantly opens his first 

collection of miscellaneous epigrams, where an eager reader is generously thanked as 

the one responsible for his success. The reader who enters the book chances upon 

Martial’s distinctive tombstone, in which epitaphic aspects mingle together, playing 

 
74 Strikingly, Martial takes pride in being read by the Getae in epigram 11.3, a populace which is 

characterised by Ovid as illiterate and incapable of understanding, speaking or reading Latin. In these 

claims of worldwide renown, even to the farthest lands of the empire, Martial purposefully reverses one 

of the motifs of Ovidian exilic poetry, namely, his relegation to inhospitable lands amongst barbarian, 

uncultivated and belligerent populaces (Sauromatae and Getae) and his longing for the capital and its 

culture. See Ov. Tr. 3.3.5-6; 3.10.5-6: Sauromatae cingunt, fera gens, Bessique Getaeque, / quam non 

ingenio nomina digna meo!; 3.14.48-50: et videor Geticis scribere posse modis. / crede mihi, timeo ne 

sint inmixta Latinis / inque meis scriptis Pontica verba legas; 4.1.93-94; 4.6.47; 5.2.67-68; 5.5.28; 5.7.9-

20 and 41-64. 
75 Williams (2002) 430. See references to Am. 1.15. See also Fusi (2000) and Canobbio (2011) ad loc. 

See also Mart. 8.69.3-4: ignoscas petimus, Vacerra: tanti / non est, ut placeam tibi, perire. 
76 As Williams (2002) 431 argues, ‘Martial’s non propero at poem 5.10 is no modest statement that he 

is ready to wait for fame, but rather the cocky utterance of one who already knows that he is famous, 

and thus need not to be anxious about the distant future’. 
77 Canobbio (2011) ad loc.  
78 Ov. Tr. 4.10.121-122: tu mihi, quod rarum est, vivo sublime dedisti / nomen, ab exequiis quod dare 

fama solet. See discussion in Williams (2002) and Fusi (2000) esp. 316-322. 
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with the readerly expectations of the genre: what is an epigram in the end if not 

memory of the dead chiselled out on a gravestone? On his reading journey, the reader 

will however become aware of what an epigram used to be and what Martial makes 

out of this genre. Introducing himself as a voice speaking from the dead through the 

quintessential epigraphic hic est quem legis ille, Martial recalls the attention of the 

lector-viator with the apostrophe lector studiose.79 Unlike real tombstones, which ask 

the reader to stop and read to commemorate the deceased, Martial’s epitaph greets his 

reader to thank him for his present success. Unlike the viator who is solicited to stop 

his journey in order to read, Martial’s lector is invited to pursue the reading activity 

by continuing his journey. Epigrams act as fragmented monuments asking for the 

reader’s attention. Is Martial dead? Not yet. Intentional contrast between epitaphic 

rhetoric, embedded in the epigraphic hic est, which immediately sets the reader in a 

funerary context, and the viventi atque sentienti of line 5, generates a mordant wit: 

Martial declares that he is alive and famous through epitaphic form.80 This epigram 

shows how Martial plays with and subverts the most traditional epigraphic features of 

the genre: the boundaries between ‘literary’ and ‘epigraphic’ are blurred. By 

interpreting this poem as a fictional auto-epitaph, the reader, many times invoked by 

Martial as guarantor of his fame, is a metaphoric viator who stops in front of an 

inscription. As we progress through the book, fame and (non-)death are often 

intertwined. Many epigrams throughout Book One allow Martial to comment on fame 

during life. Epigram 1.25 describes the achievement of literary fame during one’s own 

lifetime through the character of Faustinus, an alter-ego of Martial, the successful and 

very much alive poet. 

post te victurae per te quoque vivere chartae  

  incipiant: cineri gloria sera venit.  

                                               Mart. 1.25.7-8 

Your pages will live after you; let them also begin to live through you. Glory comes late to the 

grave. 

Glory, Martial admits, comes late to the grave. By exhorting Faustinus to publish 

(edere) his verses, Martial is encouraging him to let his work live through him, 

 
79 See Citroni (1975) ad loc. 
80 Citroni (1975) ad loc. notes that the hic with which the poem opens gestures towards an epitaph and 

quotes a series of examples form the Carmina Latina Epigraphica. Nevertheless, he does not compare 

the epigram to a self-monumentalising epitaph. 
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following in Martial’s footsteps, who has not waited for death before rejoicing in his 

poetic glory.81 Epitaphs for slaves, heroic deaths and suicides interlock in a book which 

is much concerned with fame.82 The stoic Decianus will become famous even without 

committing suicide: nolo virum facili redemit qui sanguine famam, / hunc volo, laudari 

qui sine morte potest, ‘I am not for the hero who bought fame with easy blood, I am 

for him who can win glory without dying’, 1.8.5-6.83 The past, embodied in both 

Thrasea’s and Cato’s suicides, is rejected in favour of a tangible, immediate fame, 

which does not presuppose death. Decianus is a man to be praised sine morte (laudari 

qui sine morte potest), as is Martial in 1.1.5 (viventi atque sentienti).84 Nonetheless, 

the epitaph which Martial composes for the slave Alcimus, epigram 1.88, rescues the 

dead from the risk of oblivion by way of his verses: accipe, care puer, nostri 

monimenta doloris (‘take, dear boy, memorials of my sorrow’, 1.88.7).85 Martial 

offers to Alcimus not the ‘tottering masses of Parian stone’ (non Pario nutantia 

pondera saxo, 3), but eternally ‘green meadows’ always watered by the poet’s tears 

(quaeque virent lacrimis roscida prata meis, 6). Not a marble monument, which time 

and weather will efface, but an everlasting green garden, a cepotaphium (‘cepotaph’) 

is dedicated to the memory of the deceased, whose name will be engraved forever in 

Martial’s verses.86 Through his immortal poetry, which outmatches the inherent 

instability of monuments, Alcimus will live on forever (hic tibi perpetuo tempore vivet 

honor, ‘This honor for all time shall live for you’, 8).87 As we come to appreciate, 

Martial deploys the construct of the reader-viator to commemorate his poetic 

achievements and to represent his stellar career as relying upon an affectionate public. 

 
81 Edere is the verb used for ‘publishing’ in Mart. 1.91; 2.6; 4.33; 6.85. See discussion in Nauta (2002) 

120-131. 
82 Fitzgerald (2007) 77. 
83 My emphasis. On stoic themes in Book One: 1.8; 13; 21; 24; 39; 40; 42; 61; 78 with Citroni (1975) 

xxv and ad loc. who associates the presence of Stoicism to Martial’s relationship with the literary circles 

of Seneca and the Pisones. 
84 My emphasis. Fitzgerald (2007) 77. 
85 My emphasis. 
86 Cepotaphia and floral gifts were frequently offered to the deceased and carried a particular 

symbolism, a promise of immortality against human vulnerability and decay: see Cumont (1942) 219-

220; Purcell (1987); Lattimore (1962) 126-141. For cepotaphia see TLL III. 848.83-849.4 s.v. 

‘cepotaphium’. Cepotaphia are frequently mentioned in inscriptions. 
87 See Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad loc. As in 1.88, Antulla is commemorated through a 

cepotaph (hos…hortos, 1.114.1; breve rus udaque prata, 1.114.2; Hoc nemus aeterno cinerum sacravit 

honori / Faenius et culti iugera pulchra soli, 1.116.1-2. Funerary epigrams in Book One: 78; 88; 93; 

101; 114; 116. A full list of epitaphs in Martial is provided by Henriksén (2006) 361, who distinguishes 

between epigrammata sepulcralia and epicedia. Across Martial’s books funerary epigrams, including 

those poems which reproduce the form of a sepulchral inscription, are numerous: 1.114; 1.116; 5.34; 

6.18; 6.28; 6.52; 6.76; 7.40; 7.96; 10.53; 10.61; 10.63; 10.67; 10.71; 11.13; 11.69; 11.91. See discussion 

in Schmoock (1911); Morelli (2005); Henriksén (2006).  
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Yet, he also recognises the superior and longer-lasting legacy of his epigrams in 

funerary contexts in comparison to the stationary stone counterparts. Furthermore, the 

figure of the viator allows the poet to bring to the fore an unprecedented physicality, 

portability and three-dimensionality of his epigrams, both within and outside the book, 

which make them closely comparable to epigrams inscribed on monuments. 

Martial is very much alive, as his poetry is. His poems, even his juvenilia, will 

survive thanks to the lector (and the bookseller Valerianus):  

Quaecumque lusi iuvenis et puer quondam 

apinasque nostras, quas nec ipse iam novi, 

male conlocare si bonas voles horas 

et invidebis otio tuo, lector, 

a Valeriano Pollio petes Quinto, 

per quem perire non licet meis nugis. 

                                              Mart. 1.113 

If you wish to lay out good hours badly and have a grudge against your leisure, reader, you will 

seek whatever verses I once scribbled as a young man and a boy, my rubbish which I no longer 

know myself, from Quintus Pollius Valerianus, who will not let my trifles perish.88 

His nugae have not perished thanks to Valerianus, the bookseller who has published 

them, and yet they will live through the reader. The living on of Martial’s trifles is 

echoed by another eternal escape from oblivion by means of the reader. Epigram 1.114 

constitutes along with 1.116 a cycle that commemorates the premature death of 

Faenius’ daughter. Not only shall Antulla’s father live (vivat, 6) to cherish her bones, 

but Antulla herself will be blessed by everlasting memory through Martial’s 

eternalising poetry and the eternalising function of the reader, who, by reading, will 

allow the memory of the dead to escape forgetfulness: condidit hic natae cineres 

nomenque sacravit / quod legis Antullae, dignior ipse legi, ‘Here he buried his 

daughter’s ashes and consecrated the name you read, Antulla’s; it were more fitting 

that his own be read’, 1.114.3-4.89 Likewise, in the extra-funerary context of epigram 

 
88 My emphasis. 
89 My emphasis. Henriksén (2006) 349 defines 1.114 as a descriptio sepulcri and 1.116 as a proper 

epitafium sepulcralium, which recreates an epitaphic inscription: a brief description of the cepotaph is 

followed by the legal specification that the tomb will be the property of Antulla’s family and by the 

characteristic formulaic warnings against illegal appropriations by intruders. On funerary cycles 

commemorating the mors immatura see Mart. 5.34 and 37 (Erotion); 9.74 and 76 (Camonius); 10.50 

and 53 (Scorpus). Lamentations for premature deaths and, more specifically, parents mourning the 

burial of their children as a ‘dislocation of the natural and proper order of life’ is a common theme in 
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1.1, hic est quem legis ille ascribes immense value to the act of reading, proclaiming 

the essential role of the reader, both epitaphic and epigrammatic.90 The reader has the 

power, on the one hand, to rescue the name of Antulla from complete forgetfulness, 

and, on the other hand, to bestow success on Martial, fixing his name (nomen) 

eternally. The parallel reading of quod legis in Antulla’s epitaph (1.114) and quem 

legis of epigram 1.1 reveals Martial’s intentional reversal of epitaphic rhetoric, 

allowing us to imagine his anonymous readership, directly addressed as lector 

studiosus (1.1.4), intentionally constructed as a passer-by confronting an inscription.91 

Strikingly, a studiosus lector is asked to perform acts of duty and sympathy towards 

the deceased and his tombstone in a metrical epitaph from Bologna. 

 

Figure 2. Funerary stele representing a suarius watching over his pigs (CLE 2027), between first 

century BC and first century AD, Bologna. 

 
epitaphs: see full discussion with bibliography and examples in Lattimore (1962) 187-191. The final 

vivat ut ossa colat (1.114.6) appears in the same metrical position in CLE 2118.6 (CIL XIII 5657 V 

cent. AD) and resounds as a conceit, while the hemistich dignior…legi (1.114.4) expresses the grief of 

parents who are forced to bury their children and echoes the common epitaphic formula debuit ante 

legi: see for instance CLE 1212 (CIL IX 3071); 1479 (CIL IX  2425); 1483 (CIL X 4437); 1484 (CIL X 

461); 2127-2129 (CIL VI 35653). For further discussion see Citroni (1975) ad 1.114. On the eternalising 

role of Martial’s verses: Mart. 5.15.3-4 and 5.25. 
90 My emphasis. 
91 Studiosus is curiously applied to readers of nugatory poetry, such as obscene epigrams (3.68) and 

Virgil’s Culex (14.186).  
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Sic tibi quae uotis optaueris, omnia cedant, 

studiose lector, ne uelis titulum uiolare meum 

CLE 2027 (CIL XI 6842) 

May you obtain anything you asked for, devoted reader, if you do not violate my tomb.92 

This metrical inscription dated between first century BC and first century AD is 

engraved on a stele above a low relief representing a pastoral scene, a suarius watching 

over a herd of pigs, who we can probably identify with the deceased. It addresses a 

reader, a studiosus lector, who will be blessed and obtain everything he desires, if he 

does not violate the tomb. Epigraphic texts direct curses against the disrespectful or 

neglectful passer-by. Occasional intruders are warned to stay away from the private 

space of the tomb with highly formulaic expressions. Formulae such as h(uic) 

m(onumento) d(olus) m(alus) a(besto) not only demarcated the legal character of the 

grave, underscoring ownership and right to burial, but also prevented the passer-by 

from dishonouring it.93 Numerous epitaphs request the reader not to physically outrage 

the tomb and curse potential trespassers with a set of colourful invectives.94 While 

angry divinities are invoked to punish those who illegally appropriate tombs and bury 

bodies where they are not permitted, physical uneasiness and painful deaths may be 

threatened to those who do not respect the grave.95 As early as the Republican period, 

epitaphs voice genuine concerns about the protection of the tomb. The verse 

inscription CLE 120 (CIL XI 4010) – Eus tu uiator, ueni hoc et queiesce pusilu. / 

Innuis et negitas? tamen hoc redeudus tibi, ‘You, traveller, come here and rest shortly. 

You nod and then say no? However, you have to come back here’ – demonstrates how 

conventional addresses to wayfarers could turn into sarcasm, by reinforcing the 

rhetoric of the memento mori, which is transformed into a powerful admonishment that 

 
92 My emphasis. For the dating of the inscription see Colafrancesco and Massaro (1986). 
93 Lattimore (1962) 106-125 and 256-258 (memento mori). The formula h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) 

n(on) s(equitur), which designates the inheritance of the tomb as property and which Trimalchio wishes 

to be inscribed upon his tombstone, occurs in Petron. Sat. 71. 
94 On prohibitions against excretion see for instance the Roman CIL VI 29848b, duodeci(m) deos et 

Deanam et Iovem / Optimu(m) Maximu(m) habeat iratos quisquis hic mixerit aut cacarit; CIL III 1966; 

CIL IV 7716; CIL VI 13740. On prohibitions against written defacement see CIL VI 29942, inscriptor 

rogo te ut transeas hoc monumentum…; CLE 195 (CIL IX 575), et tu (sis) felix, scriptor, si hic non 

scripseri[s; CLE 196 (CIL V 1490), ita valeas, scriptor, hoc monimentum praeteri; CLE 835 (CIL IX 

3331), parce opus hoc, scr]iptor, ita te uota sequantur; CLE 1466 (CIL X 6193), parce opus hoc 

scriptor, tituli quod luctibus urgen[t; CIL VI 29943, ut tu hoc monumento ne quit inscribas. See further 

discussion and examples of the tag cacator, cave malum and various threats against excretion and 

defacements in the context of Pompeian graffiti in Milnor (2014) 51-60.  
95 For a full list and discussion see Del Hoyo (2014) 810. 
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death is inevitable.96 As the passive periphrastic construction highlights, returning to 

that sepulchral monument represents an ineluctable destiny. The concluding punchline 

seems to be anticipated by the request quiesce, which encloses a double-edged 

meaning, if read with the concluding threatening remark tamen hoc redeudus tibi. The 

verb quiesco, which occurs repeatedly in funerary contexts to indicate the peaceful rest 

of the deceased, seems to conceal the idea that reading the lines engraved in the 

monument will offer a physical pause to the traveller’s journey. In addition, it entails 

a disquieting allusion to an eternal (mortal) sleep, as if the deceased speaking through 

the tomb were warning the viator about the dreadful consequences of his neglectful 

attitude, reminding him of the ineluctability of human fate.97  

Amongst many exemplary carmina epigraphica which attack intruders, CLE 

1799 (CIL VI 29945) is particularly significant, insofar as it reveals important aspects 

of the physical and material agency of the reader upon tombstones and protects the 

material realities of the grave: Quisque huic titulo manus intulerit, sale et aqua 

desideret, ‘Whoever lays a hand on this grave, may he lack both salt and water’.98 This 

Roman carmen intimidates any who might desecrate the tomb with a paradoxical curse 

that explicitly threatens to punish the reader’s physical intrusion. Manus intulerit 

becomes a clear manifestation of the tactile dimension of the reader’s engagement with 

inscriptions. Remarkably, the direct apostrophe to the reader found in the inscription 

CLE 2027 recalls Martial’s apostrophe to a lector studiosus of epigram 1.1.4. The 

codes of referentiality between the epigraphic metrical text and Martial’s epigram 

emerge quite patently, with the inscription twisting the studiosus lector into a 

benevolent reader capable of respectful treatment of the gravestone. Martial’s dutiful 

reader, the lector studiosus, appears in a new thematic and metrical context, with the 

inversion of the order adjective-noun.  

However, what is concealed beyond this verbal parallel? While Morelli argues 

for a direct influence of Martial on this epitaph, as the syntagm lector studiose is 

considered as a distinctive expression of Martial, I would suggest that this linguistic 

echo unveils parallel concerns about violated authorship.99 The links between the 

 
96 My emphasis. On this inscription in particular see Morelli (2017) 111-147.  
97 Gregori (2008) on the viator in Roman inscriptions; Morelli (2017).  
98 Translation by Potthoff (2016). See also Lattimore (1962) 123. 
99 Morelli (2005) 163 argues that CLE 2027 (CIL XI 6842), as already suggested by Lommatzsch (1895-

1926) in the third volume of the Carmina Latina Epigraphica, ‘shows the influence of the famous lector 

studiose in Martial 1.1.4’. Nevertheless, because the inscription is perhaps contemporary to Martial, it 
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carmen from Bologna and Martial’s epigram are enriched by the reading of 1.116. The 

tomb as inviolable space, expressed by ne uelis titulum uiolare meum, finds its 

manifestation in Martial’s epitaph for the young Antulla: si cupit hunc aliquis, moneo, 

ne speret agellum: / perpetuo dominis serviet iste suis, ‘If any man desires this plot of 

land, I warn him not to hope; it will serve its lords in perpetuity’, 1.116.5-6. 

Metaphorically, even the poetic space of Martial is inviolable, as he declares in the 

preface of Book One: the malignus interpres is rejected from Martial’s epigrammatic 

book (absit, 6) and Cato is asked not to enter it (non intret, 15). Interlopers are warned 

to stay away from his epigrammatic space, as are plagiarists, who are repeatedly 

attacked for appropriating Martial’s verses and, somehow, violating his literary 

space.100 Epigrams and epitaphs alike, therefore, arguably share similar anxieties about 

contamination, competition and distributed authorship, for epigrams, monumental 

epitaphs and wall graffiti can all be equally written over, misplaced and erased. By 

being (actually and metaphorically) on display in public spaces, they are repeatedly 

exposed to unwanted readerly engagements, engendering responses from readers-

viewers.101  

The interaction between epigraphic and epigrammatic domains is much more 

problematic than critics have tended to acknowledge. Verbal parallels reveal similar 

preoccupations in literary and epigraphic contexts. The examples mentioned above 

demonstrate, for instance, a similar concern about the physical engagement with 

poetry: not only is the epitaphic reader of CLE 2027 depicted as physically interacting 

with the monument, but the inscription itself is imagined as changing the fate of the 

reader, whose desires will be fulfilled unless he materially damages the tombstone.  

The carmen CLE 2027 conceals a reciprocal exchange between inscription and 

reader, a do ut des relationship. Similarly, Martial’s anonymous reader is continuously 

challenged and asked for more in return for his poetry. Taces dissimulasque? (‘You 

say nothing and pretend not to hear?’, 11.108.4) he asks the reader, who plays deaf to 

Martial’s request to pay his debts (Lector, solve, ‘Pay up, reader’, 11.108.4). In the 

context of imperial control over literary production, the idea of inviolability runs 

 
is not possible to argue for a certain direction of influence. The nexus studiosus lector appears also in 

Ap. Met. 11.23: Quaeras forsitan satis anxie, studiose lector, quid deinde dictum, quid factum. 
100 See Fitzgerald (2007) 93-97; Rimell (2008) 41-50. 
101 See Mart. 1.3 on the consequences of publishing epigrams with Rimell (2008) 206; Benefiel (2011) 

on the interactive dialogues between graffiti; Milnor (2014) 137-141. 
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throughout the Epigrams as a concern in sepulchral contexts (1.116), but at the same 

time as a constant anxiety about violation of the literary space – in terms of poetic 

contamination and plagiarism. When freed from authorial chains and sent into the 

world (1.3), the epigrams are imagined as becoming omnipresent and publicly visible 

texts that, like graffiti and inscribed public writing, share preoccupations with being 

fully exposed to readerly interactions, distortions and manipulations: Quid, stulte, 

nostris versibus tuos misces? / cum litigante quid tibi, miser, libro?, ‘Fool, why do you 

mix your verses with mine? What do you want, wretch, with a book at odds with 

itself?’, 10.100.1-2.102 Readers can re-read, re-copy and claim their own authorship 

over the epigrams, committing literary thefts (quae tua traducit manifesto carmina 

furto, ‘and it holds your poems up to scorn as a manifest theft’, 1.53.3).103 Even the 

studiosus lector, an eager admirer of epigrammatic poetry, is at risk of becoming the 

violator of literary authority, a fur (‘thief’) of Martial’s verses.104 Therefore, the close 

comparative readings of CLE 2027 and Martial’s epigrams enrich our interpretation of 

the permeable aspects of book and stone epigrams, which interlock on multiple levels. 

Similar attitudes towards readers and anxiety about desecration complicate the 

relationship between this epitaph and Martial’s work. First of all, a lector studiosus, 

devoted to Martial’s poetry and yet always potentially in danger of appropriating and 

changing his epigrams, is called into play by both texts as a reader admiring Martial 

who gives him glory thanks to his reading activity. Moreover, the epigraphic request 

ne uelis titulum uiolare meum, already found in epigram 1.116 (ne speret agellum, 5), 

multiplies throughout the Epigrams, which are very much concerned to delimit the 

boundaries of the books and to select who is allowed in and who is not. Underlying 

both poems is a double-edged approach to the reading public: a benevolent attitude 

towards the lector studiosus is paired with parallel attacks against potential trespassers, 

who may intrude the literary and even sepulchral spaces. Furthermore, the reading of 

lector studiosus in CLE 2027, supported by a metrical epitaph from Baetica (CIL II2 

737, AE 2002, 167), where a studiosus viator is requested to propitiate the dead with 

 
102 On publishing texts in the ancient world see Nauta (2002) 121. 
103 Fitzgerald (2007) 93-97 on plagiarism, authorship and poetic thefts; Rimell (2008) 23; 27-28; 40-50 

on plagiarism. 
104 See, for instance, Mart. 1.53.11-12 against the plagiarist Fidentinus: indice non opus est nostris nec 

iudice libris, / stat contra dicitque tibi tua pagina ‘Fur es.’; Mart. 1.66.1: Erras, meorum fur avare 

librorum. See Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad loc. 
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the formula sit tibi terra levis while moving around the tomb, reveals that Martial’s 

address to his anonymous lector reworks a quintessential epigraphic feature.105  

Reading Martial in an epigraphic frame of reference allows a better 

understanding of the epigraphic paradoxes and scenes of reception which he 

manipulates in his epigrams. On the other hand, re-reading epitaphic poetry in parallel 

with Martial’s epigrams sheds light on the appealing literariness and wit of 

inscriptions. As a result of the juxtaposed readings of these poems, epigram 1.1 

illuminates Martial’s construction of a reader-passer-by and the twist of epitaphic 

anxieties and physical engagements with poetry. This hypothesis is more explicitly 

suggested by the prose preface of Book Nine. Martial composes a short inscription to 

be engraved on his bust, which the consular Stertinius Avitus had commissioned for 

his own library, in an epigram extra ordinem paginarum.106 

‘Ille ego sum nulli nugarum laude secundus, 

quem non miraris, sed puto, lector, amas. 

maiores maiora sonent: mihi parva locuto 

sufficit in vestra saepe redire manus.’ 

                                      Mart. 9 Praef. 5-8 

“I am he whose trifles are praised second to none, whom, reader, you do not wonder at, but 

whom, methinks, you love. Let greater men sing greater themes: I speak of little things and am 

content to come back often to your hands.”107 

The ille ego formula, which is well-known from the pseudo-Virgilian opening of the 

Aeneid, is a canonical formula in poetic texts and the carmina epigraphica. Employed 

by Martial in several funerary epigrams, it becomes an expression of poetic self-

representation, a trope shared by literary and epigraphic texts.108 As the epitaphic ille 

ego sum reveals, this epigram, which performs itself as an inscription carved onto a 

 
105 CIL II2 737 (AE 2002, 167): … [tu qui perlegis hun]c titulum studiose viato(r) / [dicas praeteriens] 

sit tibi terra levis. 
106 See Henriksén (2012) ad loc. 
107 My emphasis. 
108 Ille ego qui quondam gracili modulatus auena / carmen, et egressus siluis uicina coegi / ut quamuis 

auido parerent arua colono, / gratum opus agricolis, at nunc horrentia Martis / arma uirumque cano…  

The lines ascribed to Virgil are not found in early manuscripts; the first testimony is the Codex Bernensis 

172 (IX cent. AD), where the lines appear as marginalia inserted by a later hand: see discussion in 

Austin (1968) 107-115. Scholars reject the Virgilian paternity of these lines and argue that they were 

composed as a short inscription intended to accompany the bust of Virgil in the frontispiece of a copy 

of the Aeneid. Martial’s 9 Praef. and 14.186 provide a useful testimony for the custom of placing 

portraits of poets in private libraries and in frontispieces of manuscripts accompanied by inscriptions: 

see Plin. HN 35.9-10; Henriksén (2012) ad Mart. 9 Praef.  
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work of art, namely the author’s bust, serves a programmatic function. It positions 

Martial as an epigrammatic author.109 Similarly to the prose preface of Book One, 

Martial makes a firm self-defence of epigram as a poetic genre.110 Ingeniously, the 

general reader, who shows appreciation for his post-Catullan nugae (amas), features 

as the addressee of this epigram-inscription. Therefore, the experiences of Martial’s 

reading public and the reader-passer-by who happens to confront the inscribed bust 

coincide as in the pseudo-epitaphic authorial presentation of 1.1.111 Via a strategic 

recusatio, Martial devotes his poetic talent to the composition of those nugae which 

will acquire him if not the reader’s admiration (miraris), at least his sincere love and 

devotion (amas).112 Talented epic poets (maiores) will sing loftier themes (maiora), 

but Martial, in a striking post-Ovidian attitude, will be second to none in his smaller-

scale (parva locuto) epigrammatic art, nulli nugarum laude secundus, 5.113 By 

recalling the implied erotic relationship between the studiosus lector and Martial of 

epigram 1.1, where studium conceals a form of love and poetic appreciation similar to 

the present one, the reader allows Martial to deserve a place in the library of Stertinius, 

amongst Virgil and Ovid.114 As we shall see in the context of the Saturnalian inversions 

of social, political and literary hierarchies, epigram engages in a continuous poetic 

agon with epic.115 Epic is set against epigram, while refined and grandiose poetry are 

rejected in favour of down-to-earth little poems. Yet, by expressly contrasting epics 

and epigrams, Martial brings these two poetic genres closer, declaring for himself a 

successful and stellar career, second to none of the greatest epigrammatic and epic 

poets. As in epigram 1.1, the epitaphic ille ego sum, which is much deployed in 

Augustan poetry, and the direct apostrophe to the reader in direct speech evoke the 

 
109 As Ciappi (2001) 602 points out, the ille ego qui formula is typically found within funerary 

inscriptions to introduce a direct speech imagined to be pronounced by the deceased. Examples are CLE 

250 (CIL IX 3375); 325 (CIL VI 1693); 409; 426 (CIL VI 1372); 427; 463 (CIL VI 13481); 1110 (CIL 

VI 10098); 1186 (CIL XIV 510); 1222 (CIL VI 11407); 1273 (CIL XI 1122); 1423. Henriksén (2012) 

ad loc. Martial deploys this syntagm in several funerary epigrams: 7.96.1; 9.28.2; 10.53.1. 
110 See Puelma (1997) on Martial’s deployment of epigrammata as a programmatic poetic choice; 

Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad loc.  
111 Henriksén (2012) ad loc. 
112 On Martial’s rejection of epic themes and bombast see esp. 4.49; 10.4. See Citroni (1968); Dinter 

(2019). 
113 Ov. Tr. 3.3.73-76: Hic ego qui iaceo tenerorum lusor amorum / ingenio perii Naso poeta meo, / at 

tibi qui transis ne sit grave quisquis amasti / dicere Nasonis molliter ossa cubent. On Ovid’s self-epitaph 

see Ramsby (2007) 111-112; Houghton (2013). For the programmatic use of nugae in reference to light-

hearted poetry see Catull. 1.3-4. For occurrences of nugae in Martial see Henriksén (2012) ad 9 Praef. 

n. 27.  
114 Henriksén (2012) ad loc. 
115 See discussion in Chapter Four. 
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idea of a reader-passer-by.116 In epigram 1.1 and in the preface of Book Nine alike the 

address to the anonymous lector, which is deeply rooted in the epitaphic origin of 

epigram, is intimately revelatory of Martial’s playfulness with and manipulation of the 

epigraphic tradition. In his introductory epigram Martial demonstrates how he 

playfully subverts, re-invents and re-shapes the ‘epigraphic’ in his epigrammatic 

world. The epitaphic rhetoric adopted in epigram 1.1 and the dead voice of the poet 

who addresses the lector-viator through the grave, offer a wicked twist to poetic auto-

epitaphs and disclose how Martial’s anonymous public is often constructed as a reader 

of epitaphs on tombstones.  

1.3 Lassi Viatores and Meta-Poetic Satiety 

As we have seen throughout, Martial frequently constructs the reader-passer-by as a 

benevolent, affectionate reader, who allows the poet to live a glorious career before 

death. The anonymous reader who admires Martial’s work nonetheless runs the risk of 

appropriating and distorting his verses, committing literary theft and harming his 

poetic authorship (…nec epigrammata / mea scribat, 1 Praef. 7-8). In these instances, 

Martial’s preoccupations with violations of literary boundaries are interwoven with the 

fears voiced by roadside epitaphs of being misappropriated, physically damaged or 

written over by disrespectful passers-by.117 Martial’s relationship with his reader is 

fundamentally double-edged. As we shall see shortly, not only does Martial praise his 

studiosus lector for granting him literary success, but, in response to authorial 

uncertainties about the new circulation of epigrams in book format, he also satirically 

represents his public as bored or difficult to please.118 As a hasty traveller, the otiose 

reader, who used to enjoy individually circulated epigrams, is now unwilling to engage 

with them as part of a coherent collection. On these occasions, rather than representing 

the small poetic Callimachean domain and the aesthetic principle of μέγα βιβλίον μέγα 

κακόν, brevitas becomes instrumental in encouraging the reader to pursue his meta-

literary journey and is associated with the need to fend off readerly boredom.119 Ovid 

 
116 Ille ego is much used in Latin poetry: see, for instance, Tib. 1.6.31; Prop. 4.9.38; Ov. Ars am. 2.451; 

Am. 2.1.2; Met. 1.757; 4.226 and 15.500; Ov. Tr. 4.5.12; Pont. 1.2.33; 1.2.129; 4.3.11-17; Stat. Silv. 

5.5.38; Theb. 11.165; Sil. Pun. 11.177. On poets’ first-person self-epitaphs and their role in authorial 

representation see Tib. 1.3.55-56; Prop. 2.13.35-36; Ov. Tr. 3.3.73-76 with Ramsby (2007).  
117 See Milnor (2014) esp. 137-141. 
118 See Williams (2004) ad 2.1.11; 2.6. See also 3.68.11-12 and 11.107. See discussion about the 

different forms of circulation and publication of epigrams in Citroni (1988) and Nauta (2002) 131-141. 
119 Martial voices satirical concerns in various epigrams about the possibility that a collection of 

epigrams might bore his readers: 1.45; 1.118; 2.6; 4.29; 4.82; 7.85. On criticism of long epigrams see: 
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too, ironically presents the advantages of brevity in the epigram prefaced to the revised 

edition of the Amores: Qui modo Nasonis fueramus quinque libelli, / tres sumus; hoc 

illi praetulit auctor opus. / ut iam nulla tibi nos sit legisse uoluptas, / at leuior demptis 

poena duobus erit, ‘We who erewhile were five booklets of Naso now are three; the 

poet has preferred to have his work thus rather than as before. Though even now you 

may take no joy in reading us, yet with two books taken away your pains will be 

lighter’, Am. Ep. 1-4.120 In a self-mocking tone, which closely anticipates Martial’s 

self-denigratory attitude, Ovid alleviates the readers’ sufferings by cutting his book 

down to size, reducing his literary opus to three booklets. 

Paradoxically, Martial pursues brevitas up to the point that he almost writes 

nothing: Scribere me quereris, Velox, epigrammata longa. / ipse nihil scribis: tu 

breviora facis, ‘Velox, you complain that I write long epigrams, and yourself write 

nothing. You make shorter ones’, 1.110.121 Martial provocatively responds to the 

criticism of Velox ‘the Fast’, by composing a sharp and pointed elegiac couplet.122 In 

these contexts, Martial deliberately plays with the epigraphic counterpart of the reader 

of inscriptions, the viator or hospes, who is normally required to take a moment to read 

just a few lines: paulisper requiesce (CLE 1591, CIL IX 903), paulisper consiste (CLE 

2024, CIL III 14886), pauca legas (CLE 1125, CIL IX 3358) are common expressions 

in the epitaphic rhetoric which strive to stimulate the reader in his reading activity. In 

all these requests another aspect of the readerly engagement with inscriptions emerges: 

the dimension of time involved in the act of reading.  

By imagining his lazy reader as a hasty traveller passing by an inscription, 

Martial voices paradoxical concerns about his reception that wittily intersect with the 

epigraphic fear of being ignored and remaining un-read. Martial harnesses the potential 

 
1.110 with Citroni (1975) ad loc.; Mart. 2.77; 3.83; 6.65; 9.50; 10.59. See Williams (2004) ad 2.1; 

Citroni (1988); Borgo (2003) 46-57 on brevitas presented by Ovid, Statius and Martial as a stylistic 

choice motivated by the need to prevent the reader’s boredom, which is, in fact, a literary trope. See 

also Borgo (2003) 41-47 on modestia and fastidium. 
120 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1977). My emphasis. 
121 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
122 See Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad loc. on the contemporary debate about the appropriate 

length of epigram. On Martial’s reaction against the canon of aequalitas and epigrammatic brevity see 

esp. 2.77 and 10.59 with Citroni (1968) 269-270. Neger (2014) discusses 1.110 in relation to Greek 

models in the Anthologia Palatina. On brevitas in Martial’s corpus see Borgo (2003) 47-57. Similarly, 

epigram 6.65.3-6 teases the readerly taste for brevitas and vindicates the right to write epigrammata 

longa: ‘Sed tamen hoc longum est.’ Solet hoc quoque, Tucca, licetque: / si breviora probas, disticha 

sola legas. / conveniat nobis ut fas epigrammata longa / sit transire tibi, scribere, Tucca, mihi. On 

epigrammata longa see the volume by Morelli (2008). 
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of epigraphic language to represent the need to fend off the reader’s boredom, which 

is by now a post-Ovidian literary trope, and exploits the wit already embedded in the 

epitaphic interaction with the reading public. By vying for the reader’s interest, 

Martial’s attitude towards his bored reader, which exploits the traditional conception 

that inscriptions aimed at a supposedly indifferent audience, responds to a self-

deprecatory strategy.123   

The epilogues of Books One (1.117-118) and Eleven (11.106-108) and the 

proemial section of Book Two (2 Praef. and 2.6) host several consumers of 

epigrammatic poetry: the avid reader, the busy patron and the bored viator are all 

imagined as consuming epigrams. In contrast with the studiosus lector, who grants the 

poet popularity, Martial alludes here to the epigraphic model through his dialogue with 

these distracted and potentially bored readers in an attitude of affected modesty.124 The 

construct of the reader-passer-by allows Martial to paradoxically defend but also to 

advertise his poetry. As Canobbio suggests, the epilogues of Book One and Eleven 

host a multitude of readers who show indifference or are ill-disposed towards Martial’s 

work. By creating precise verbal and thematic correspondences between the readers 

represented in epigrams 1.117 and 1.118 and those who inhabit the final sequence of 

Book Eleven, 11.106-108, Martial, as critics argue, gestures towards a fresh poetic 

start under the auspices of Nerva’s reign.125 The repetition of satis and satur in 

epigrams 1.118 and 11.108 spurs us to investigate how the idea of meta-poetic satiety 

relates to the epigraphic context. Bing has argued that epigraphic texts, which strive 

for attracting the readers’ attention by addressing them directly, are likely to have been 

extensively ignored by passers-by. Similarly, Walsh believes that readerly indifference 

 
123 On the presupposed indifference of passers-by to the content of inscribed epigrams see esp. Walsh 

(1991) and Bing (2009). Citroni (1988) interprets the beginning of Book Two as genuinely concerned 

with the reception of Martial’s epigrams in the new book form. Differently from the Liber 

spectaculorum, Xenia and Apophoreta, in which Martial plays with the practical usefulness of his 

epigrams, at the beginning of Book Two he creates a new dialogue with the readers, who now consume 

his epigrams not just as impromptu compositions but as literary products that find their natural place 

and form of communication in the book-format. However, Citroni considers this concern as limited to 

the beginning of the circulation of Martial’s epigrams whose uncertain relationship with his readership 

has a diachronic development. This concern has significantly less space in subsequent collections, 

where, instead, Martial proclaims his fame amongst the wider public. See also Merli (1993) and 

Canobbio (2007). However, the preoccupation with readerly reception occurs repeatedly throughout 

Book Eleven, when the assassination of Domitian creates new insecurities for Martial.  
124 Kay (1985) ad 11.106. 
125 Parallels between the concluding epigrams of Books One and Eleven are already noted by Kay (1985) 

287 and Canobbio (2007) 220, who writes: ‘Il libro XI, pertanto, è la prima raccolta del ‘dopo 

Domiziano’ e ciò potrebbe spiegare le analogie riscontrabili a livello di explicit con il libro I, quasi che 

Marziale abbia voluto marcare una sorta di secondo inizio’. 
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and an inherent lack of interest in the messages engraved on stone is a ‘basic 

precondition of epitaph’ which Callimachus repeatedly satirises.126 However, this 

traditional view has underplayed the more complex ways in which epigraphic poetry 

works. The apostrophe to the wayfarer is a crucial feature of verse inscriptions through 

which we can grasp the innovative structure and literary aspects of epigrams engraved 

on stone.127  

It is not surprising that these collections are more deeply concerned with the 

reader’s responses to the epigrammatic book. While in Books One and Two the 

satirical scenes of reception reveal concerns about the circulation of epigrams in book 

form, the preoccupation in Book Eleven with poetic consumption emerges anew in 

connection with a changed political climate.128 Domitian’s downfall in AD 96 

resonates with new insecurities for Martial’s role as a court poet and, ultimately, poses 

new challenges to his own position in the system of imperial literary patronage.129 

When Martial publishes Book Eleven in 96, after withdrawing the first edition of Book 

Ten, dated to 95, he negotiates his poetic position with the new political power by 

newly addressing his affectionate anonymous readership, while anticipating his 

political and poetic dislocation from the city of Rome.130 A close comparative reading 

of epigrams across Books One, Two and Eleven alongside verse inscriptions attacking 

potentially neglectful readers will illuminate how Martial manipulates and 

appropriates the witty potentials of epigraphic poetry to ironically attack his otiose 

readers in programmatic moments of his literary career.  

 
126 See Bing (2009); Höschele (2007) 344-349 demonstrates that many inscribed epigrams display 

paradoxical addresses to the wayfarer which are worth investigating and through which inscriptions find 

their own ways of transcending ‘their subliterariness’. Walsh (1991) 77-105. The epitaphs composed 

by Callimachus for the misanthrope Timon parody the epitaphic striving for attention and satirise the 

common epitaphic requests to stop-by, read and perform acts of sympathy and duty: see, for instance, 

Anth. Pal. 7.317; 7.320. 
127 On the figure of the viator as integral to inscriptions see esp. Lattimore (1962) and Gregori (2008). 

On the importance of addresses to the passers-by as a quintessential feature of inscribed epigrams 

inherited and brought to new prominence by Hellenistic epigrammatic collections see Höschele (2007). 
128 See discussion in Citroni (1988); Merli (1993); Nauta (2002) 93 and 132-133; Canobbio (2007). The 

contrast between Martial’s proclamation of fame in 1.1 and the defensive stance in Book Two is striking. 

Citroni (1988) and Nauta (2002) explain these authorial paradoxical attitudes by dating epigram 1.1 to 

a later date, possibly after the publication of Book Two: see discussion in Williams (2004) 5. 
129 On Martial’s reaction to regime change in AD 96-98 see esp. Fearnley (2003); König (2018) and 

Rimell (2018a). 
130 Canobbio (2007) esp. 219-223 argues that the presence of anonymous readers in Books Ten and 

Eleven recalls the beginnings of Martial’s career, a time when the relationship with the emperor was 

less intimate. See discussion about Martial’s second edition and his relationship with Domitian and the 

new Nervan-Trajanic regime in Chapter Three. 
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At the end of Book One we encounter the satirical representation of a failed 

commercial transaction between author and reader where both contracting parties end 

up defeated (1.117). A character simply identified as Lupercus asks Martial to lend 

him the latest epigrammaton libellum, a periphrasis which provocatively advertises the 

title of the poet’s entire work (argutis epigrammaton libellis, 1.1.3).131 In response to 

the stinginess of Lupercus, who would send a slave-boy to pick up the latest copy of 

the epigrams, Martial depicts an up-hill journey to his own apartment in the Quirinal 

(ad Pirum, 6) and redirects both Lupercus and his anonymous public to Atrectus’ book 

shop in the nearer area of the Argiletum. His doorsteps, covered in writings that 

advertise the poets’ bestsellers, offer the passer-by a poetic consumption in excerpts: 

scriptis postibus hinc et inde totis, / omnis ut cito perlegas poetas, ‘with its doorposts 

completely covered by advertisements, so that you can read the entire list of poets at a 

glance’, 1.117.11-12.132 There, as Martial tells us, Atrectus sells a refined copy of his 

epigrams for only five denarii. The affair between Lupercus and Martial, however, 

wittily ceases, because Lupercus, even Martial admits, is not so stupid as to acquire 

the book: 

Occurris quotiens, Luperce, nobis, 

‘Vis mittam puerum’ subinde dicis, 

‘cui tradas epigrammaton libellum, 

lectum quem tibi protinus remittam?’ 

Non est quod puerum, Luperce, vexes. 

longum est, si velit ad Pirum venire, 

et scalis habito tribus sed altis. 

quod quaeris propius petas licebit. 

Argi nempe soles subire Letum: 

contra Caesaris est forum taberna 

scriptis postibus hinc et inde totis, 

omnis ut cito perlegas poetas. 

illinc me pete. Nec roges Atrectum –   

hoc nomen dominus gerit tabernae –: 

 
131 Citroni (1975) ad loc. 
132 White (2009) 277. Similarly, Hor. Sat. 1.4.71 and Ars P. 373 refer to inscribed pillars to advertise 

new poetry. See Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad loc. 
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de primo dabit alterove nido 

rasum pumice purpuraque cultum 

denarîs tibi quinque Martialem. 

‘Tanti non es’ ais? Sapis, Luperce. 

                                    Mart. 1.117   

Whenever you come my way, Lupercus, you say straight off: “May I send a boy for you to give 

him your little book of epigrams? I’ll return it to you as soon as I’ve read it.” Lupercus, you need 

not trouble the boy. It’s a long way for him to come to Ad Pirum and I live up three flights of 

stairs, long ones too. You can look for what you want closer to hand. No doubt you often go 

down to Argiletum. Opposite Caesar’s Forum there’s a shop with its doorposts completely 

covered by advertisements, so that you can read the entire list of poets at a glance. Look for me 

there. Ask for Atrectus (that being the name of the shop’s proprietor), and he will hand you from 

the first or second pigeonhole a Martial, shaved with pumice and smart with purple, for five 

denarii. “You’re not worth it,” you say. You’re a man of sense, Lupercus.133 

The concluding ironic statement of this epigram, in which Martial himself 

paradoxically agrees with Lupercus’ ‘you are not worth it’, recalls the poet’s self-

mocking response to another selfish reader at the end of Book Four, who does not want 

to pay up for Martial’s nugae: ‘Aes dabo pro nugis et emam tua carmina sanus? / non’ 

inquis ‘faciam tam fatue.’ Nec ego, ‘“Am I to give cash for rubbish”, you say, “and 

buy your verses in my right mind? I’ll be no such fool”. No more will I’, 4.72.3-4. 

Martial agrees with Quintus that he is not worth money in a self-debasing attitude. In 

these satirical scenes Martial spotlights the downgraded status of his poetry, which, 

identified with cheap entertainment, is not deemed worth paying for.134 Martial’s 

expectations of financial rewards for his poetry are constantly disappointed by selfish 

anonymous readers who like epigrams better when they come gratis, ‘free of charge’ 

(et tantum gratis pagina nostra placet, 5.16.10).135 Unlike patrons and amici, Martial’s 

post-Ovidian lector amicus does not offer the poet financial support. Rather, he 

provides him with glory and poetic success.136 

Lupercus’ haughty ‘tanti non es’ (1.117.18), which reverberates in the later 

‘non faciam tam fatue’ (4.72.4), is vividly evoked by the disparaging attitude of 

 
133 My emphasis.  
134 Citroni (1975) ad loc. 
135 See Moreno Soldevila (2006) ad 4.72.3. Similar expressions are found in Mart. 1.29.3: gratis tibi 

carmina mittam; 2.20; 12.63.7: nec gratis recitet meos libellos. See Citroni (1975) ad 1.29 and Canobbio 

(2011) ad 5.16. 
136 See Fitzgerald (2007) 154-162 who argues that anonymous readers and emperor alike are external 

to the dynamics of poetic patronage and commodified relations of amicitia. ‘In these two poems [i.e., 

5.15 and 5.16], the disembedded, commodified, or aestheticized relation between poet and reader 

interferes with the reciprocal model of relations between patron and client. Both emperor and lector 

stand aloof from the mutual responsibilities of amicitia’ (161). 
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another reader who features in epigram 11.106. The pointe encapsulated in the verb 

sapere, which verbally connects these epigrams, links the Lupercus willing to read 

Martial but not ready to pay for it and the patron Vibius Maximus, who is given 

permission to skip even the four lines dedicated to him.137 In recreating the same 

fulmen in clausula with the verbs Sapis, sapisti, Martial is self-deprecatingly sharing 

the reluctant attitude of his readers. 

Vibi Maxime, si vacas havere, 

         hoc tantum lege: namque et occupatus 

et non es nimium laboriosus. 

       Transis hos quoque quattuor? sapisti. 

                                           Mart. 11.106 

Vibius Maximus, if you have no time to say hello, read only this; for you are a busy man and 

not over-industrious. Do you pass-by these four verses too? You show your sense.138  

The lexical texture of this epigram interacts with epigraphic poetry. Martial is here 

mocking his own work, which is not worth paying for in 1.117 and not even worth 

reading in the present poem, but he is also teasing Vibius, who will miss the point of 

the joke if he does not read it. In arguing against White’s ‘libellus theory’, according 

to which Martial presented private patrons with small collections of epigrams before 

their formal publication in the book, Nauta convincingly shows that the current 

closural position of the epigram heightens the pointedness and wit underlying the 

literary trope of the busy patron (namque et occupatus, 2), whose negotia prevent him 

from engaging with Martial’s nugae.139  

As a dominant theme running through this Saturnalian book, which discloses 

Martial’s insecurities about patron-client relations in the aftermath of Domitian’s 

assassination, the poet encounters over-industrious potential patrons and lazy readers, 

 
137 As Nauta (2002) 118-120 notes, 11.106 belongs to a concluding sequence of the book which 

explicitly reflects on different readers’ reception and consumption; Fitzgerald (2007) 165-166. 
138 My emphasis. 
139 White (1974) 47 argues that this epigram is ill-suited in the present position, for Vibius would have 

had to unroll the entire volume before finding the piece dedicated to him and before learning that he 

was allowed to limit his reading to these four lines. Kay (1985) 284 supports White’s theory that the 

epigram should have been placed at the head of a collection of epigrams privately presented to the 

patron. The current position of the epigram, at the end of the book, creates a joke for further intersecting 

readerships, not for Vibius. Citroni (1988) 58-59 and Merli (1993) 253 believe that the epigram gains 

its significance if considered as part of a previous un-published private collection. Contra and more 

convincingly, Fowler (1995) 47 and Nauta (2002) 119. See also discussion in Fitzgerald (2007) 144- 

146, who argues that we should ‘consider’ the poem’s ‘fictions in terms of the relations between 

different readers of the same book’ (145). 
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who equally leave this liber otiosus unrolled and unread.140 Since Vibius is too busy, 

Martial paradoxically encourages a desultory reading of his book and allows him to 

read only this one epigram. The punchline expressed by sapisti (4) enhances the 

humorous tone. Vibius, who is imagined passing over everything else in the book (hos 

quoque, 4), is complimented by Martial for having neglected the poem he has just 

read.141 In this epigrammatic satirical scene Martial not only underscores his role as 

poet-client who seeks the patronage of the influential man, but also harnesses 

epigraphic language to mock the patron’s attitude as reader. 

However, as Fitzgerald argues, a further paradox is at work here: Vibius is 

‘here hailed not only as though by a petitioner with a libellus (think of Augustus and 

the graeculus), but also as a passer-by is hailed by an epitaph’.142 Martial’s epigram 

seems to function as an epitaph trying to escape readerly indifference.143 The epigram 

calls out for the passer-by’s attention, putting into play the dimension of time involved 

in the engagement with monuments and also the notion of reading small-scale poetry 

at times of leisure: si vacas havere, he asks Vibius. Both the verb transire (4) and the 

request hoc tantum lege (2) echo linguistic features which are likely to be found in 

verse inscriptions and call into play the paradoxes at the core of epigraphic requests to 

the reader to stand still and read.144 The syntagm hoc tantum lege (2) points to the 

epitaphic mode of attracting the viator by reassuring him that reading will take just a 

few moments.  

Epitaphic compression and shortness become – as in Martial – instrumental to 

preventing a reader’s boredom or unwillingness to approach the epigrams. A few 

examples from the Carmina Latina Epigraphica will show the ways in which the poet 

appropriates epigraphic expressions to spur his readers in their reading activity. 

Tu qui secura procedis mente, parumper 

   siste gradum quaeso uerbaque pauca lege. 

illa ego quae claris fueram praelata puellis, 

 hoc Homonoea breui condita sum tumulo, 

 
140 Mart. 11.1.6: nec Musis vacat, aut suis vacaret. See Kay (1985) ad loc. Similarly, Mart. 11.107.1-2.  
141 Nauta (2002) 119. 
142 Fitzgerald (2007) 145. 
143 Fitzgerald (2007) 145. 
144 Höschele (2007) 353. 
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cui formam Paphie; Charites tribuere decorem, 

 quam Pallas cunctis artibus erudiit. 

nondum bis denos aetas mea uiderat annos, 

 iniecere manus inuida fata mihi. 

nec pro me queror hoc, morte est mihi tristior ipsa 

 maeror Atimeti coniugis ille mei. 

‘sit tibi terra leuis, mulier dignissima uita 

 quaeque tuis olim perfruere bonis’.   

                       CLE 995 a (CIL VI 12652)  

You who make your way with nothing on your mind, halt briefly, please, and read a few words. 

I, that Homonoea who had been given the palm over famous women, am laid to rest in this small 

tomb. To me Venus gave beauty, the Graces comeliness; Athena trained me in every 

accomplishment. My youth had not yet seen twenty years when grudging destiny laid hold of 

me. I do not make this complaint for myself; that grief of my husband Atimetus is more bitter to 

me than death itself. ‘May earth lie light on you, woman who deserved life and enjoyment of 

your blessings long ago’.145 

This elegant Roman epitaph, dating to the first century AD, set up by Atimetus 

Anterotianus for himself and his wife Claudia Homonoea, includes a complex series 

of speech acts: the opening dialogue between the deceased woman and the wayfarer 

(lines 1-2 and 11-12) is followed by an exchange between husband and wife (CLE 995 

b). The voice of the deceased Claudia, speaking through the stone, requires the 

traveller to stop for a moment (parumper siste gradum) and read only a few lines 

(verbaque pauca), a special pleading, given the length of the epitaph. The following 

verses encapsulate the biographical information of Claudia Homonoea, snatched away 

from life at the age of (not yet) twenty by the envious hand of fate, nondum bis denos 

aetas mea uiderat annos, / iniecere manus inuida fata mihi, ‘My youth had not yet 

seen twenty years when grudging destiny laid hold of me’, 7-8. To the initial request 

for sympathy, the viator is imagined uttering a wish for the deceased: ‘sit tibi terra 

leuis, mulier dignissima uita / quaeque tuis olim perfruerere bonis’, ‘May the earth lie 

light on you, woman who deserved life and enjoyment of your blessings long ago’, 11-

12. The dialogue between Claudia Homonoea and the viator, whose act of reading 

performs a commemorative function, is a crucial feature of epitaphs, which, lining the 

roadsides, seek to be rescued from oblivion.146  

 
145 Translation by Courtney (1995) 169. My emphasis. 
146 Lattimore (1962) esp. 230-237; on the figure of the viator as addressee of epitaphs, see the landmark 

work of Tueller (2008); Gregori (2008) 3-115. See also the commentary by Courtney (1995) 378-379. 
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While the deceased directly addresses the reader in CLE 995, there are 

instances in which it is the gravestone itself that speaks in the first person. The earliest 

attestation from the Roman world dates to Republican times: 

Hospes, quod deico, paullum est, asta ac pellege. 

heic est sepulcrum hau pulcrum pulcrai feminae. 

nomen parentes nominarunt Claudiam. 

suom mareitum corde deilexit souo. 

gnatos duo creauit: horunc alterum 

in terra linquit, alium sub terra locat. 

sermone lepido, tum autem incessu commodo. 

domum seruauit. lanam fecit. dixi. abei. 

                                  CLE 52 (CIL VI 15346) 

Stranger, what I have to say is brief, halt and read it. This is the unlovely tomb of a lovely woman. 

Her parents gave her the name Claudia. She loved her husband with all her heart. She gave birth 

to two sons; one of them she leaves on earth, the other she places beneath it. She was charming 

in conversation and modest in gait. She kept to the house and made wool. This is all I have to 

say; be on your way.147   

The famous epitaph for Claudia, a devoted wife and mother of two sons, has attracted 

much scholarly attention for its unconventional engagement with the reader.148 Unlike 

the previous carmen, the tombstone is here directly addressing the wayfarer (hospes, 

1), who is invited to stand still (asta, 1), read through (pellege, 1) and then leave (abei, 

8). The conciseness of the poem (quod deico paullum est, 1) and the related promise 

of the few instants involved in the act of reading urge the traveller to engage with the 

text. After having accomplished his duties, the passer-by is hastily dismissed by the 

concluding imperative abei, which is likely to anticipate the more assertive and 

‘aggressive’ attitudes towards the potentially careless readers which mark later 

imperial epitaphs.149 As we have appreciated, in many an epitaph brevitas is used as 

to compel an (otherwise disinterested) passer-by to read: cur tantum proper(as)?, ‘why 

do you hasten?’ (CLE 513.2, CIL XI 627). The expression parumper siste addressed 

to the traveller in the epitaph CLE 995 highlights how, paradoxically, only the passer-

 
147 Translation by Courtney (1995) 47. My emphasis. The speaking tomb: CLE 848.1-2 (CIL VI 33919 

a): Adulescens, tam etsi properas, hic te saxsolus / rogat ut se aspicias, deinde ut quod scriptust legas; 

CLE 53.1 (CIL VI 32311): Rogat ut resistas, hospes, te hic tacitus lapis. For further Republican 

examples see Lattimore (1962) 232 n. 128 and Massaro (1992) 88-90. 
148 On CLE 52 (CIL I 1007) see Massaro (1992) 78-114; Courtney (1995) 234-236; Kruschwitz (2013) 

193-195. 
149 Kruschwitz (2013) 194.   
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by who has already stopped in front of the inscription and read will receive the request 

of roadside monuments.150 

Yet Martial does not confine the address to the reader-viator to funerary 

contexts. The satirical representations of a lazy and neglectful readership, the question 

of time involved in the act of reading and the paradoxes ingrained in the epitaphic 

dialogues are re-imagined by Martial, who satirises his disengaged audience in 

programmatic passages which defend or ironically represent the literary worth of his 

epigrams.151  

In epigram 11.106, accordingly, Martial appropriates the conventional 

epigraphic modes of addressing an indifferent reader moving along a road. The verb 

transire in 11.106.4 acquires a meta-literary function. In epigraphic contexts the 

periphrasis tu qui transis (like tu qui praeteris or praeteriens) refers to the viator, the 

(potential) reader who, in passing-by, accidentally encounters a roadside epitaph. Such 

indications are normally combined with requests to read the epitaph (lege); look upon 

the tomb (aspice); utter a wish that earth may lie light upon the dead (dice sit tibi terra 

levis); or shed tears in an act of sympathy towards the deceased (flete meos cineres).152 

Epigram 11.106 exploits the epigraphic overtones of the verb transire to signify the 

meta-poetic movement of the influential patron Vibius Maximus, who, moving in the 

three-dimensional literary space created by the epigrams and along the collection, is 

represented as passing by the lines addressed to himself. However, as Fitzgerald notes, 

unlike inscriptions, which only name the deceased and dedicatees, the epigraphic 

anonymous addressee is here hailed by name.153 The question with which the reader is 

left is: who is here playing the role of the traditional viator? The anonymous reader, 

who reads the poem pretentiously ignored by the named and busy patron, embodies 

Martial’s meta-literary viator in his poetic journey towards the end of the 

epigrammatic collection.154 

    

 

 
150 Höschele (2007) 344. 
151 On Martial’s sepulchral epigrams see Henriksén (2006) esp. 358-361. 
152 Lattimore (1962) 230-237; Morelli (2017) 123-125 esp. n. 60 on the use of the verb praeterire in 

Martial’s funerary and extra-funerary contexts, whereby it stresses the hasty attitude of distracted 

readers, who wish to pass by the epigrams: see, for instance, 11.13 and 13.3. 
153 Fitzgerald (2007) 144-145. 
154 A point made by Fitzgerald (2007) 145. 
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 Frequens uiator saepe qui transis lege 

                         CLE 123.1 (CIL II 3181) 

    Assiduous traveller who often pass by, read.155 

The fragmentary CLE 123, a funerary stele for the auriga Aelius Hermerotus from 

Hispania Citerior, offers a clear example of the use of the verb transire as referring to 

a traveller along a road called aloud by the epitaph to read it.156 While roadside 

inscriptions invite acts of sympathy from the passer-by and voice resentment for those 

who disregard such prayers, Martial ironically concludes that Vibius’ heedless 

engagement with his epigram-epitaph is wise. Martial exploits the epigraphic model 

to amplify the final joke, in which he agrees that his poetry is pretentious and pointless. 

Both in epigram 1.117 and 11.106 Lupercus and Vibius sapiunt: they are not 

just wise for not having bought or read Martial, but they also have good taste. Martial 

is possibly playing here with the double meaning of sapere as both ‘to have knowledge 

of, to have discernment’ and ‘to taste, to have flavour’,157 hinting at the metaphor of 

poetry as ephemeral food.158 In epigram 5.16 Martial explicitly identifies his poetry 

with convivial entertainment: at nunc conviva est comissatorque libellus, ‘But as it is, 

my little book is a dinner guest or reveller’, 5.16.9.159 The book is a companion for 

drinks and banquets, to be praised by everyone, to be paid for by no one. In a similar 

vein, at the beginning of Book Eleven, Martial’s poetic inspiration, he declares, derives 

from the sheer number of wine-glasses: possum nil ego sobrius; bibenti / succurrent 

mihi quindecim poetae, ‘I can do nothing sober, but when I drink, fifteen poets will 

come to my aid’, 11.6.12-13.160 Martial’s mordant poems taste as bitter as vinegar, 

they are tinged in sal (wit) and fel (bile) and they are (as tasty as) spicy foods: infanti 

melimela dato fatuasque mariscas: / nam mihi, quae novit pungere, Chia sapit, ‘Give 

 
155 My emphasis. 
156 Walsh (1991) 79. 
157 OLD s.v. sapio 1 c ‘(absol.) to have a good taste’; 6 ‘to be intelligent, show good sense’; 6 c ‘if you 

are wise, if you have any sense’.  
158 Sapio and satur populate the collections of the Xenia and Apophoreta, where Martial uses food 

metaphors for his own poetry and assimilates epigrams with foodstuff in a very explicit way: see Gowers 

(1993); Rimell (2008) esp. 157. 
159 Gowers (1993) 245; Canobbio (2011) ad loc. 
160 Elsewhere, Martial presents himself as the poet of sympotic divertissements: see Puelma (1997) 193, 

Anth. Pal. 7.425 and Catull. 50.1-6: Hesterno, Licini, die otiosi / multum lusimus in meis tabellis, / ut 

conuenerat esse delicatos: / scribens uersiculos uterque nostrum / ludebat numero modo hoc modo 

illoc, / reddens mutua per iocum atque uinum. 
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honey apples and insipid figs to baby: my taste is for the Chian, that knows how to 

sting’, 7.25.7-8.  

At the end of Books One and Eleven, the verbal links between sapis, sapisti 

and satis, satur seal the image of poetry as food, expressly pointed out in 10.59, where 

Martial serves his epigrammatic dishes to a lector gulosus, who skips (transis) over-

long poems: Non opus est nobis nimium lectore guloso; / hunc volo, non fiat qui sine 

pane satur, ‘I don’t want a reader with too fine a palate; give me the man who doesn’t 

feel full without bread’, 10.59.5-6.161 As we shall see in Chapter Four, debased and 

materialistic conceptions of poetry find one of the clearest claims in 13.2, where poems 

are and are not poems: non potes in nugas dicere plura meas / ipse ego quam dixi. 

Quid dentem dente iuvabit / rodere? carne opus est, si satur esse velis, ‘but you can’t 

say more against my trifles than I have said myself. Why gnaw tooth with tooth? You 

need flesh if you want to fill your stomach’, 13.2.4-6.162  

Vibius Maximus’ indifferent attitude towards Martial’s poetry is closely 

echoed by Septicianus in the following epigram, 11.107, who pretends to have read 

Martial throughout and gives him back his book quasi perlectum, 2: 

Explicitum nobis usque ad sua cornua librum  

   et quasi perlectum, Septiciane, refers. 

omnia legisti. Credo, scio, gaudeo, verum est. 

   perlegi libros sic ego quinque tuos. 

                                                 Mart. 11.107 

You bring the book back to me unrolled to its horns as though you had read it through, 

Septicianus. You have read everything, I believe it, I know it, I’m delighted, it’s true. In the same 

way I read through your five books. 

The epigram creates a ring composition with the opening section of the book. Like 

Parthenius who has left the book unread and unrolled, vadas et redeas inevolutus, 

(‘You would go and return unrolled’, 11.1.4), Septicianus has returned Martial’s 

manuscript unwound, 11.107.2.163 Underlying both these satirical representations of 

busy patrons and lazy readers are the different conditions of poetic production and 

 
161 My emphasis.  
162 My emphasis. 
163 See Kay (1985) ad loc. 
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imperial patronage after Domitian’s assassination.164 Parthenius, who had been 

previously asked to introduce Martial’s books into Domitian’s library, had been 

involved in the palace conspiracy against the last of the Flavians.165 Martial’s decision 

to address him at the outset of a book dedicated to the newly acceded Nerva crucially 

illuminates the shift in the poet’s political engagement with the imperial court, 

(pretentiously) forgetful of the Domitianic past and welcoming a new era of 

unrestrained epigrammatic and Saturnalian frankness. Previously imagined reaching 

magnas Caesaris manus (6.1.5), the book, now in the Porticus Quirini, will content 

itself with the manus minores (11.1.8) of a few potential readers, who will eventually 

turn to the epigrams, once the chariot-racing gossip has ceased: sunt illic duo tresve 

qui revolvant / nostrarum tineas ineptiarum, / sed cum sponsio fabulaeque lassae / de 

Scorpo fuerint et Incitato, ‘There are two or three there to unroll the bookworms 

breeding in my trifles, but only when the betting and gossiping about Scorpus and 

Incitatus is played out’, 11.1.13-16.  

In opposition to this (ironic) deprecation of his literary opus, Martial’s satirical 

stance towards his readership is counterbalanced by epigram 11.108, where a 

voracious reader invites Martial to offer up more epigrams.  

Quamvis tam longo possis satur esse libello, 

   lector, adhuc a me disticha pauca petis. 

sed Lupus usuram puerique diaria poscunt. 

   Lector, solve. Taces dissimulasque? Vale. 

                                                  Mart. 11.108 

Reader, although you might well be satiated with so long a little book, you ask me for a few 

couplets more. But Lupus demands his interest and the boys their rations. Pay up, reader. You 

say nothing and pretend not to hear? Goodbye.166  

Ironically disregarding Martial’s post-Callimachean principle of the ὀλιγοστιχία, an 

avid reader wishes for more couplets. Similarly to the Lupercus of epigram 1.117, 

however, he pretends not to hear, as soon as Martial asks for money to pay his debts 

back to Lupus: lector, solve. Taces dissimulasque? Vale. With this ingenious epilogue, 

 
164 Book Eleven, published in December 96, is addressed to Nerva, who acceded to power immediately 

after Domitian’s assassination in September 96. The lascivious and obscene tone of Book Eleven is 

interpreted as a (political and poetic) unrestrained freedom achieved after 15 years of Domitian’s 

censoria potestas.  
165 See Kay (1985) 52-54. On Martial’s relationship with Parthenius see also Mart. 4.45; 4.78; 8.28; 

9.49.  
166 My emphasis. 
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Martial draws our attention to the materiality of epigram, which is downgraded to the 

status of a purchasable object, whose excessiveness in number runs the risk of turning 

the book into a μέγα κακόν.167 As Martial ironically comments, what is the point of 

writing and consuming epigrams, whose main quality should be brevitas, if they are 

collected into a book? (Disticha qui scribit, puto, vult brevitate placere. / quid prodest 

brevitas, dic mihi, si liber est?, ‘He who writes distiches wishes, I suppose, to please 

by brevity. What use is brevity, tell me, if it’s a book?’, 8.29). The opening line 

quamvis tam longo possis satur esse libello in 11.108.1, therefore, illustrates Martial’s 

(satirical) concern for an overly long book, which may result in a bored reader.168  

The final section of Book Eleven, therefore, combines a tone of mock modesty 

with a teasing attitude towards the readership, in which Martial satirises the reader’s 

meta-poetic satiety.169 One final connection can be detected between the epilogue of 

Books One and Eleven, which are both concerned with their own reception. The 

voracious reader of 11.108 winks at the Caedicianus of 1.118 who, dissatisfied with 

just a hundred epigrams, is imagined asking for more: 

Cui legisse satis non est epigrammata centum, 

   nil illi satis est, Caediciane, mali. 

                                                  Mart. 1.118 

He for whom reading a hundred epigrams is not enough, will never have enough of a bad thing, 

Caedicianus.170     

Quamvis tam longo possis satur esse libello, 

lector, adhuc a me disticha pauca petis. 

                                            Mart. 11.108.1-2 

Reader, although you might well be satiated with so long a little book, you ask me for a few 

couplets more.171 

The etymological connection between satis of 1.118 and satur of 11.108 makes the 

relationship between these two consumers even more evident.172 Furthermore, satis 

 
167 Kay (1985) ad loc. 
168 Martial repeatedly reflects on the concept of the book of epigrams. If the main advantage of epigram 

is its shortness and compression, a book of epigrams may be counterintuitive. Martial problematises the 

epigrammatic brevitas in both 8.29 and 1.118. See Citroni (1968) 282-28. 
169 See Kay (1985) ad 11.108 and Nisbet (2003) 71-72 on Mart. 1.118 in relation to Lucillius’ epigrams. 

According to Nisbet, Martial’s epigrams moaning about the difficulty for the readers to digest entire 

epigrammatic booklets is a rhetorical move to advertise his artful variatio.  
170 My emphasis. 
171 My emphasis. 
172 Canobbio (2007) 227. 
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and satur meta-poetically signal the end of these two collections, which, being the 

longest of Martial’s output, ironically bring to life Callimachus’ μέγα βιβλίον μέγα 

κακόν.173 These readers are satiated by Martial’s poetry. The double meaning 

concealed in sapis at epigrams 1.117 and sapisti of 11.106 is reinvigorated in satis, 

satur, suggesting the metaphor of poetry-as-food, of fleshy and material epigram, well-

suited to convivial entertainment.  

To some extent, the theme of readerly satiety at the end of Book One resurfaces 

at the beginning of Book Two. The prefatory epistle creates a fictional scenario where 

Martial imagines himself and the philosopher Decianus conversing about the necessity 

of prose prefaces for a book of epigrams. The proemial section of this book is very 

much concerned with the theme of readerly boredom and how to prevent it by making 

brevitas an instrument of self-defence.174 After agreeing with Decianus that a long 

prefatory epistle would be unnecessary for a book of epigrams, which are able to speak 

for themselves, Martial follows his friend’s advice, so that ‘any who chance upon this 

book will have you to thank that they don’t come through to the first page worn out’ 

(2 Praef. 14-15):175  

Debebunt tibi si qui in hunc librum inciderint, / quod ad primam paginam non 

lassi pervenient. 

                                                                                               Mart. 2 Praef. 14-15 

The language deployed here brings forth the idea of a reader-viator, who happens 

(inciderint) to read Martial as an occasional traveller who accidentally confronts an 

inscription.176 Through the metaphorical use of epigraphic language, Martial 

represents his poetry in an attitude of affected modesty, as if his worldwide success 

were still to be ascertained. On the grounds of recusatio, he is here suggesting in a 

prose preface that there will be no prose preface. The depiction of the potentially bored 

reader as viator to explain the risk of being full and bored by a long book of epigrams 

is even clearer in epigram 2.1, where Martial sarcastically enumerates the advantages 

of writing and publishing a brevis libellus. The reader who occasionally happens to 

read his epigrams will be at least consoled by their brevitas: tertia res haec est, quod 

 
173 See Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad 1.118 and Kay (1985) ad 11.108. 
174 Williams (2004) ad 2 Praef.; 2.1 and 2.6. 
175 My emphasis. 
176 Höschele (2007) 351 demonstrates that the notion of the reader-traveller is made explicit by Martial 

at 2.6 and at the beginning of Book Two. I take up her point to demonstrate that Martial’s construction 

of a reader viator showcases a much more complicated relationship with epigraphic poetry.  
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si cui forte legeris, / sis licet usque malus, non odiosus erit, ‘The third thing is that if 

you happen to be read to somebody, you may be thoroughly bad, but you won’t be 

annoying’, 2.1.7-8.177 The hemistich si cui forte legeris mirrors the epigraphic 

expression found both in CLE 1085.1 (CIL VI 17056), si quis forte legit titulum and 

CLE 1086.1 (CIL VI 19175), si quis forte leget titulum (‘if anyone will happen to read 

this epitaph’). 

The fil rouge of readers’ boredom or satiety, present in epigram 1.118, is 

pursued in the preface of Book Two and in epigram 2.1 and strategically resurfaces in 

2.6. It responds to Martial’s initial concerns pertaining to the new kind of circulation 

for his epigrams in the form of the published book.178 While in the preface Martial 

displays a tone of mock modesty (si cui forte legeris) and in 2.1 he claims that, despite 

brevitas, many readers will find the book overwhelmingly long (Ei mihi, quam multis 

sic quoque longus eris!, ‘Ah me, how many will think you long even so!’, 12), in 

epigram 2.6 he harshly attacks Severus’ weariness: I nunc, edere me iube libellos 

frames the epigram and becomes a refrain directed against Severus, who, despite 

urging Martial to publish his epigrams, fails now to appreciate them.179 The metaphor 

which associated a bored reader with a viator who has no inherent interest in reading 

inscriptions patently emerges in epigram 2.6, where the relationship between the 

reader of epigrams and the passer-by bears Martial’s σφραγίς:180 

         I nunc, edere me iube libellos. 

         lectis vix tibi paginis duabus 

         spectas eschatocollion, Severe, 

         et longas trahis oscitationes. 

         Haec sunt, quae relegente me solebas       

         rapta exscribere, sed Vitellianis, 

         haec sunt, singula quae sinu ferebas 

         per convivia cuncta, per theatra, 

         haec sunt aut meliora si qua nescis. 

         Quid prodest mihi tam macer libellus,       

 
177 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
178 Citroni (1988); Nauta (2002). 
179 Williams (2004) ad loc. 
180 Höschele (2007) 350. 
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         nullo crassior ut sit umbilico, 

         si totus tibi triduo legatur? 

         numquam deliciae supiniores. 

         lassus tam cito deficis viator, 

         et cum currere debeas Bovillas,               

         interiungere quaeris ad Camenas? 

         I nunc, edere me iube libellos. 

Go ahead, tell me to publish my little books! You have hardly read a couple of pages, Severus, 

and you are looking at the final sheet and fetching lengthy yawns. These are the pieces you 

used to grab as I read them and to copy, on Vitellian tablets at that. These are what you used to 

carry in your pocket one at a time to every dinner party, every theatre. These are they, or perhaps 

some better that you don’t know of. What good is it to me, a little book so slender that it is no 

thicker than any roller stick, if it would take you three days to get through all of it? Never was 

an aesthete so languid. Does the exhausted traveller flag so quickly? When you ought to drive 

to Bovillae, do you want to change horses at the Camenae? Go ahead, tell me to publish my little 

books!181  

The enthusiastic Severus, who used to enjoy Martial’s epigrams and carry them around 

at the theatre and to banquets in his pockets, is now a lazy reader, yawning after having 

read just two pages. He embodies the ‘languid’ and indolent lover (deliciae supiniores) 

and a tired viator in his reading journey, immediately reaching the eschatocollion.182 

Just as the traveller stops at Camenae in his extremely brief journey to Bovillae, so 

Severus loses interest in Martial’s brief collection after merely two pages (paginis 

duabus).183 The shortness of the journey epitomises the brevity of the book. While 

Severus used to admire Martial’s individual epigrams when they were recited at 

banquets and theatres (per convivia cuncta, per theatra, 8), he now fails to enjoy 

reading the same poems collected in the published book.184 Although perfectly suited 

to being consumed and listened to in sympotic contexts and social gatherings by a 

diner as pure entertainment, Martial’s epigrams are rejected as a work of literature by 

Severus, who is depicted as an otiose lover unwilling to read and having no time to 

pay attention to the newly collected epigrams. Eager Severus, who used to ‘seize’ 

Martial’s epigrams like girls (rapta, 6), who lovingly carried the epigrams in his lap 

 
181 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
182 OLD s.v. delicia 1 ‘an activity or sim. which affords enjoyment, a pleasure, delight’; 3 ‘a person of 

whom one is fond, sweet-heart, favourite, pet’; OLD s.v. supinus 5 ‘(fig. of persons, their qualities, etc.) 

showing no activity or interest, passive, languid, supine’; see Quint Inst. 10.2.17, otiosi et supini. As 

Rimell (2008) 136 points out, deliciae is a topic word in Roman love poetry, as in Catullus’ deliciae 

meae puellae, Catull. 2.1.  
183 Williams (2004) ad loc. 
184 Williams (2004) ad loc. 
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(sinu ferebas, 7), has now ended his love affair with the epigrams.185 In an intertext 

with Ovid’s erotic poetry, as rapta at line 6 and deliciae supiniores at line 13 suggest, 

Martial imagines a metaphorically erotic relationship between Severus and his poems. 

Nevertheless, the lazy reader looking for entertaining poetry during periods of otium 

can embody his worst reader if taken to the extreme. As Martial parodically reveals to 

his friend Pudens, his collections of epigrams run the risk of satiating and tiring the 

reading public: Opstat, care Pudens, nostris sua turba libellis / lectoremque frequens 

lassat et implet opus: ‘Their number, dear Pudens, works against my little books and 

their frequent appearance wearies and cloys the reader’, 4.29.1-2.186 Similarly, in 

epigram 3.67, which along with 3.68 signals a ‘proemio al mezzo’ that announces a 

new section of the book dedicated to obscene material, Martial figuratively 

admonishes the slow journey of his lazy readers-sailors (pigriores, 3.67.2) among the 

placid waters of his booklet. Simultaneously, he encourages the matron, wearied by 

the number of chaste epigrams (lassa, 3.68.11), to pursue her reading activity through 

the new spicy epigrams.187 In comparing his Severus to a lassus viator, therefore, 

Martial appropriates and manipulates the anxieties voiced by inscriptions, the concern 

about facing a traveller not inclined to read.  

As three sepulchral epigrams testify, the nexus lassus viator was certainly part 

of the epigraphic repertoire. 

Quamuis la[ss]e uiator, rogo ne graueris et tumulum 

                                                           contempla meum, 

lege et moraris, iam aliquid resciueris. 

                                            CLE 77.1-2 (CIL III 9733) 

Although tired, traveller, I beg you, do not regard it as a burden and contemplate my tomb, read 

and linger, you will already have learnt something.188 

 

 

 
185 OLD s.v. rapio 6b ‘to seize (as to deprive of), snatch away’; OLD s.v. sinus 2 ‘the fold of a garment 

over the breast or the breast itself as the part where a person, etc., is held as a demonstration of affection, 

for protection, etc.’. Martial imagines the affectionate reader as carrying his book in their bosoms in 

3.2; 3.5; 6.60. See Williams (2004) ad loc. 
186 My emphasis. Williams (2004) ad loc.; Rimell (2008) 134-136 suggests that Martial 2.6 

intertextually evokes Ov. Am. 1.2; 1.5. 
187 Mart. 3.67.1-4: Cessatis, pueri, nihilque nostis, / Vatreno Rasinaque pigriores, / quorum per vada 

tarda navigantes / lentos tinguitis ad celeuma remos. See Fusi (2006) ad loc. for the possible meta-

poetic interpretation of the epigram.  
188 My emphasis. 
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Heus tu, uiator lasse, qu[i] me praetereis, 

cum diu ambulareis, tamen hoc ueniundum est tibi. 

                                   CLE 119 (CIL I 1431, V 4111) 

You, weary traveller, who pass me by, although you will walk for a long time, however, you 

will have to come back here.189 

tu qui praeteriens, [legis]ti, lasse uiator, 

  sit tibi lux dulcis et mihi terra leuis. 

               CLE 1125.10-11 (CIL IX 3358) 

Tired traveller, you who passing by read (this), may life be delightful for you and earth light on 

me.190 

These three verse inscriptions address a lassus viator, who, although lassus, is asked 

to stop his journey and read. The act of reading creates an occasion for the physical 

rest of the passer-by, who has an excuse to interrupt his own journey. Both the epitaphs 

CLE 77 and CLE 1125 combine the pathetic appeal to read and rest (moraris) with the 

good wish for the wayfarer (uale et bene facito uitae, dum fatum uenit, CLE 77.6; sit 

tibi lux dulcis, CLE 1125.2). Like the epitaph CLE 120 mentioned above, the 

Republican CLE 119 paradoxically engages with its readership and threatens the 

neglectful audience with a malignant and far from consolatory memento mori, tamen 

hoc ueniundum est tibi, 2.191  

Martial heightens the paradoxes already concealed by the epitaphic dialogue 

with the anonymous wanderer at the outset of Book Two, deploying the figure of a 

tired traveller and otiose lover to depict his potentially hostile readership, while 

bringing forth the concerns for the publication of his epigrammatic libelli. The Severus 

of 2.6, however, has come to a standstill in his reading ‘journey’, already tired after 

just two pages of epigrams. Nonetheless, by exploiting the ambivalent meaning of 

lassus, Martial complicates and enriches the scenario offered by inscriptions, where 

the act of reading offers the traveller an excuse to pause and physically rest, while the 

epigram becomes the cause of the reader’s tiredness. The otiose sympotic context for 

which Martial imagines his reception in epigrams 2.1 and 2.6 may result, conversely, 

in the risk of overly lazy readers. The idea of stopping before inscriptions (lege et 

moraris, CLE 77) is paradoxically adopted by Martial, who wants his travelling reader 

 
189 My emphasis. 
190 My emphasis. 
191 Lattimore (1962) esp. 257; Morelli (2017) 120 on moriundust. For hoc est ueniundum tibi see CLE 

83 (CIL IX 2128); CLE 242 (CIL XII 5270); CLE 1097 (CIL VI 24368). 
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to stop before his book and read. But Severus is already tired (deficit, 14) at the very 

beginning of Book Two, precisely like a satur lector who, at the end of Book Four, 

‘grows querulous and weary’, queriturque deficitque:    

Iam lector queriturque deficitque, 

iam librarius hoc et ipse dicit 

         ‘Ohe, iam satis est, ohe, libelle’. 

                         Mart. 4.89.7-9 

Already the reader grows querulous and weary, already the very copyist says “whoa, there’s 

enough, whoa, now, little book!” 

As these cases demonstrate, Martial reworks the construct of the lassus viator typical 

of inscriptions and appropriates an epigraphic concern about potentially bored readers, 

tired by the excessive lengths of books and meta-poetically satiated. As in inscriptions 

brevitas becomes the ultimate defence against lazy and indifferent readers. However, 

the contexts in which Martial deploys the epigraphic construct of the lassus viator 

present a stratification of meanings which undermines the epitaphic rhetoric, 

complicates the scenario offered by inscriptions and manipulates the epigraphic 

repertoire, by making it distinctively epigrammatic. As shown above, both sapis and 

sapisti at the end of Books One and Eleven play on the double meaning of the verb 

sapere as ‘to have knowledge of, to have discernment’ and ‘to taste, to have flavour’; 

satur and satis of epigrams 1.118 and 11.108 both hint at the idea of a reader who has 

had too much; but even more patently, epigrams 2.1 and 2.6 suggest that his poetry 

can be consumed at convivia, as ephemeral, impromptu poetry-food. With a tone of 

mock modesty, Martial engages with the epigraphic tradition and brings to light a 

bored reader who overlaps with the figure of the hasty viator, the privileged 

interlocutor of inscriptions. In the end, Martial’s Epigrams continuously play with the 

tension between the ephemerality of poetry as material and fleshy and the transcendent 

ambition for poetic monumentality, where his poems, precisely as outlasting marble 

inscriptions, would want to escape the menace of eternal oblivion and the encounter 

with the lazy passer-by. Martial’s paradoxical positioning of epigram makes us wonder 

whether to believe the request not to pass by his epigrammatic monuments, as in 

epigram 11.13 noli nobile praeterire marmor, ‘do not pass this noble marble by’, or to 

the ephemeral, material nature of his poetry, as claimed in Xenia 13.3.8: praetereas, si 

quid non facit ad stomachum, ‘if anything is not to your taste, just pass it by’.  
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1.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has compared scenes of readerly reception in book and stone epigrams. It 

has revealed that epigrammatic and epigraphic poetry interact to a much greater extent 

than is traditionally acknowledged, revealing parallel concerns about poetic 

survivability in the dialogue with readers of epitaphs. Furthermore, book epigrams and 

inscriptions display similar preoccupations about literary thefts and violations, 

authorship and free circulation. Epigrams in different material contexts are imagined 

by Martial as more permeable to one another. The readers of both epigrams and 

epitaphs have the power to make poetry live on through and thanks to them. The 

address to the anonymous reader, which is a constitutive feature of inscribed epigrams, 

is brought to new prominence by Martial, who emphasises the paradoxes at work in 

the act of reading and manipulates the anxieties at the core of epitaphic poetry, 

experimenting with poetic transience and transcendence in the monument-obsessed 

context of Flavian Rome. Moving away from the scholarly tendency to trace verbal 

parallels, close reading of book and stone epigrams reveals shared paradoxes and 

anxieties in the poetic reception and consumption of epigram in its different media and 

spotlights a much more complicated relationship between ‘epigraphic’ and ‘literary’ 

than the one conventionally envisaged by modern scholarship. Through his lector 

studiosus Martial explores numerous ways of surviving in the ephemeral present, while 

rejoicing in contemporary popularity. The studiosus lector of CLE 2027, who recalls 

the reader bestowing success upon Martial, becomes a reader capable of treating a 

gravestone respectfully. The interpretation of the carmen from Bologna is enriched by 

the reading of Martial’s 1.116, where discourses of violability, both literary and 

epitaphic, come into play, demonstrating parallel epigrammatic anxieties and similar 

physical engagements with poetry. Conversely, by manipulating and appropriating 

epitaphic addresses to the lassus viator, Martial ironically attacks his bored and lazy 

readers in a self-deprecatory attitude, especially in epigram 2.6, where Severus 

embodies the passive reader par excellence. While inscriptions offer a physical rest for 

the exhausted viator, Martial’s epigrams subvert and distort this possibility, becoming 

themselves the cause of the reader’s tiredness. Martial’s reader-passer-by is therefore 

the new wanderer in both his epigrammatic books and the new monumental Rome of 

the Flavian age, the figure through which the poet tests his poetic (after)life and re-

frames the ‘epigraphic’ in his epigrammatic world. As we shall see in Chapter Two, 
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‘Amphitheatrical Poetics. Power and Monuments in Martial’s Liber spectaculorum’, 

Martial had already made the Flavian Amphitheatre an arena where he could 

experiment with his own epigram as paradoxically positioned between monumental 

permanence and fleeting ephemerality. By echoing the official messages of the 

monumental inscriptions of the Amphitheatre and making the spectacular realities of 

the arena visible through association with gladiatorial graffiti, epigram becomes the 

ideal medium with which to capture Flavian theatrical realities. 
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Chapter Two 

Amphitheatrical Poetics. Power and Monuments in Martial’s Liber 

spectaculorum 

2.0 Introduction 

As Boyle and Dominik suggestively argue, ‘Rome was always a theatrical or even 

amphitheatrical culture in which performance, role-play, display and viewing were 

constitutive features’.1 With the accession of the Flavians, a new claim was made for 

the primary role of spectacles in the workings of political power: in particular, the 

Roman Amphitheatre was a key site for the exhibition of Caesar’s rulership and 

authority. 

Spectacles, which permeated every aspect of Roman public life, are 

commemorated across different media in the ancient world, including monuments, 

inscriptions, literary texts and art objects.2 Martial’s Liber spectaculorum plays its own 

distinctive role in the creation of the ‘Flavian discourse of spectacle’.3 As scholars 

have emphasised, epigram, which is witty and pointed, represents an ideal literary form 

to extol the thaumastic and paradoxical aspects of the spectacles, whose allegorical 

significance Martial interprets in order to celebrate the Flavian political ideology.4 By 

expanding and shrinking, multiplying and halving perspectives, Martial creates ‘visual 

snapshots’ of the arena games, putting on display the sense of impermanence within 

the Amphitheatre, a (monumental) meeting place between the dying and living.5  

 
1 Boyle and Dominik (2003) 60. As Newlands (2002) 230 puts it, ‘Spectacle was integral to the 

monarchical or imperial process, for by impressing and captivating the people, it persuaded them to 

acquiesce in a political system where power was unevenly distributed. The political cannot then be 

separated from the spectacular’. 
2 Bergmann and Kondoleon (1999) 10. 
3 On the Flavian ideology of spectacle see Newlands (2002) esp. 230-235; 235-259 on Silvae 1.6 and 

(2003) 499-522; Lovatt (2016) 361-375. 
4 Rosati (2006) esp. 46-47; Fitzgerald (2007) 34. Citroni (1988) 8 argues that already in the Liber 

spectaculorum Martial entertains a dialogue with the imperial court: ‘Ma è probabile che il Liber de 

spectaculis, in cui Marziale assume quasi un ruolo di poeta ufficiale, di portavoce di importanti temi di 

propaganda e di culto imperiale, presupponga a sua volta un rapporto con la corte. […] Naturalmente, 

il Liber de spectaculis avrà portato a un decisivo incremento del suo favore presso la corte, e sarà stato 

determinante per il conseguimento dei benefici imperiali’. On the ideological and symbolic 

interpretation that Martial offers of Titus’ inaugural games and his imperial celebration see Moretti 

(1992) and Canobbio (2011) 11. 
5 As Fitzgerald (2007) 35 points out, ‘simultaneously exalting and deflating, the epigram pits a 

wondrous and ephemeral present against a past drained of its substance, and Martial is able to make an 

implicit claim for the epigram as the appropriate form for this content’; 45-47 on Pailler (1990) and the 

comparison between epigrams and photographs; Rimell (2008) 59-65. 
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Critics have stressed the ‘pictorial nature’ and visual dimensions of the 

amphitheatrical epigrams in the Liber spectaculorum and Coleman has argued that this 

book privileges vision as a mode of poetic reception.6 Nevertheless, on the one hand, 

the significance of Martial’s transformation of his spectacles into material counterparts 

in the later collection of the Apophoreta has generally gone unremarked. The points of 

contact between the two collections offer insights into Martial’s self-memorialising 

strategies, while stimulating our understanding of the epigram as simultaneously a 

visible thing and a (transcendent) marmoreal entity. On the other hand, Martial’s 

deployment of visual symbols from the amphitheatrical world evokes a yet unexplored 

engagement with gladiatorial graffiti. The ambiguous status of gladiatorial graffiti as 

simultaneously objects and texts, visual and verbal art offers a fitting parallel to 

Martial’s own forging of the epigram. As Milnor notes, Martial’s ‘emphatic urbanism’ 

and his ‘interest in everyday social life’ make the style and themes of epigram and 

graffiti interact with one another.7  

In this chapter, I shall explore how Martial engages wittily with recognisable 

visual arts and integrates visual and material symbols from the amphitheatrical world 

into his poetry, envisaging the epigram as an expansive narrative medium through 

which the reader gains a new and distinctive experience of the games. The poetic 

reminiscences of the Liber spectaculorum in the Apophoreta highlight how the poet 

retrospectively morphs his own spectacles into visual artefacts, portable and 

exchangeable apophoreta, exploring the materiality of his epigrams. The mythical re-

enactments, already reified in the arena (and in Martial’s book) experience a further 

material afterlife. While the amphitheatrical Leander (Spect. 28-29) metamorphoses 

into a marble ‘souvenir’ with which to remember both Titus’ spectacles and Martial’s 

own poetic debut (14.181), the myth of Orpheus is evoked by and metonymically 

 
6 Coleman (2006) lxxxii: ‘The emphasis on the book, and on reading as the means of reception, is 

evident in Xenia and Apophoreta – understandably so, since these epigrams purport to be gift-tags – and 

it is a recurrent theme in the numbered books of Epigrams. But in the Liber spectaculorum the emphasis 

is upon neither reading nor hearing, but watching. The tone is that of breathless reportage. The poet is 

encapsulating the experience of the spectacles for an audience of vicarious spectators’; Fitzgerald (2007) 

45-48; Rimell (2008) esp. 63. On the use of verba videndi see Siedschlag (1977) 25-26. 
7 As Milnor (2019) 491 notes, Martial stresses his role as writer of books and strenuously defends the 

authorship of his epigrams in ways that are startingly different from the anonymous character of graffiti. 

On the nature of graffiti as simultaneously textual and material objects and the importance of 

contextualisation, see Baird and Taylor (2011) 3 and Milnor (2014) 9. As Baird and Taylor (2011) 3 

observe, ‘graffiti may also mark time and space, and are one of the few forms of writing from the ancient 

world which preserve the material context of their production’. 
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encapsulated into a lyre, a gift for a rich patron (14.165-166).8 While Hinds has 

demonstrated that in the Apophoreta Martial reworks key tropes of Augustan mythical 

poetry through an ingenious epigrammatic compression, I shall investigate how the 

metamorphosis of the arena spectacles into three-dimensional art objects allows 

Martial to explore the dense materiality of his poems, while exploring self-

monumentalisation.9 To an extent, Martial transforms the imperial munera (spectacles 

and gladiatorial shows given to the people of Rome as gifts) into poetic munera, to be 

exchanged in the Saturnalian context. As Roman emphasises, the underlying principle 

behind Martial’s earliest collections is the ‘interchangeability of munera (= gifts, 

whether that means hospitality gifts (xenia), Saturnalian gifts, or the amphitheatrical 

munera of the emperor) and poems’.10 Through the reification of his amphitheatrical 

verses within a collection such as the Apophoreta, Martial is making a claim for the 

materiality of his epigrams. Moreover, by transforming imperial munera into 

epigrammatic gifts, Martial celebrates his role of poeta vates and explores the ways in 

which he can produce his own spectacles for the reading public in comparison to and 

even in competition with the emperor’s benefactions. Nevertheless, the association of 

his epigrams with marble elicits the contradictory poetic trope of poems as monuments 

and evokes both the permanence and impermanence of the epigrammatic medium. As 

we shall see, Martial’s textual conversion of Leander’s fabled swim into a marble 

figurine finds an interesting counterpart in the material world, when both the exploits 

of Carpophorus and the two-horned rhino inspire the iconography of the frieze from 

the architrave of the Templum Divi Vespasiani.11 From Spect. 1 onwards the poet 

embeds the epigrammatic tension between material and monumental natures in the 

word opus, which simultaneously evokes the Amphitheatre and Martial’s literary 

monumentum.12  

The poet’s exploration of the visual and material qualities of his epigrams is 

made clearer when he puts on stage the gladiatorial combat between Priscus and Verus 

(Spect. 31). Much of the epigrammatic language used here draws from the gladiatorial 

world. While scenes of gladiatorial combats are disseminated across a wide range of 

visual media, it seems relevant that the Amphitheatre’s marble seating orders were 

 
8 Hinds (2007) 142-144. 
9 Hinds (2007). 
10 Roman (2010) 94. 
11 Rodríguez Almeida (1994). 
12 Coleman (2006) ad loc. On Martial’s creation of a monumental opus see Lorenz (2019) 531. 
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interspersed with gladiatorial graffiti, some of which have survived. As we shall see 

in Section 2.4, although the extant graffiti mostly date to the IV and V centuries AD, 

it is likely that visitors left their impromptu depictions of gladiatorial shows as early 

as the dedication of the Amphitheatre, as further epigraphic evidence from the cavea  

suggests.13 Paradoxically, even though graffiti are traditionally associated with 

impermanence and subjectivity, they have proven to be as long lasting as marble 

inscriptions for us, becoming integral to the monumental essence of the 

Amphitheatre.14 As I explored in the introduction, epigram 12.61 demonstrates that 

Martial was well aware of and played with the ancient conception of epigrams as 

graffiti, which were perceived as being similar in their content, extemporary nature 

and tone.15 In this chapter I shall argue that Martial explores further the interactions 

between these two forms of writing and their commemorative functions. Like graffiti, 

which exist as texts as much as material objects and which are scribbled in the hic et 

nunc, Martial masters his epigrams as simultaneously embedded and transcendent, 

occasional yet enduring poems with which to hail the new Flavian dynasty and 

remember the political meaning of the games.16 Although epigrams and graffiti are 

hastily composed as ephemeral divertissements, they both eternally memorialise the 

arena shows.  

These epigrammatic contradictions play with and are framed by the 

Amphitheatrical coexistence of two epigraphic voices: that of the official inscriptions, 

which responds to political and ideological needs; and that of graffiti, which survive 

as impromptu memories of the imperial games. Martial, I argue, re-enacts this 

epigraphic tension. While Spect. 1-3 are deeply imbued with the Flavian political 

ideology and rework the official inscriptions of the Amphitheatre, Spect. 30-31 interact 

with the (less authoritative) graffiti-culture encapsulated in the monument. Martial’s 

engagement with the Amphitheatre and its epigraphic record lays the foundation for 

 
13 See discussion in Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 523-534 cat. 18-33. The inscriptions on the marble raisers 

of the seating orders which allotted specific sectors of the cavea to different social groups date to the I-

II centuries AD. Only a few examples date to the III cent. AD, when, following the fire of 217, some 

sectors of the cavea and the related inscriptions were reconstructed: see EAOR VI 171-183 cat. 14.1-

23. 
14 Traditional scholarly interpretations of graffiti as ‘ephemeral, informal and unsophisticated’, whose 

anonymity is often associated with a vox populi, whose medium and message are fragile and whose 

nature is ‘sub-literary’ are being challenged: see Baird and Taylor (2011); Milnor (2014).  
15 On parallels drawn between epigrams and graffiti by contemporary scholarship see Milnor (2014) 

and (2019). 
16 On graffiti’s concerns about monumental stability see Baird and Taylor (2011) 12 and Milnor (2014) 

esp. 67-71. 
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later discussion of the relationship between epigram and inscriptions in the context of 

damnatio memoriae, where Martial will appropriate the power of inscriptions to 

modify the political connotations of monumental spaces to communicate highly 

political messages.   

Section 2.1 of this chapter will be devoted to a brief examination of Martial’s 

liber manuscript tradition and its contextualisation within the political significance of 

the Amphitheatre. Section 2.2 will analyse the opening sequence Spect. 1-3, which 

reveals Martial’s own idiosyncratic representation of the Amphitheatre in relation to 

official inscriptions and Flavian political propaganda. Section 2.3 will explore 

techniques of epigrammatic temporality and investigate how Martial plays with time, 

which is simultaneously compressed and stretched. Martial’s mastering of poetic time 

in relation to the spectacles is key to understanding the distinctive experience of the 

games that the book creates for its readership and will constitute a necessary premise 

for appreciating the relationship between epigrams and graffiti, which similarly master 

time: they both capture the ephemeral spectacles in extemporary forms of writing and 

media. However, their monumental context makes the arena games live on across 

centuries. In section 2.4 I will read Spect. 30-31 and gladiatorial graffiti found in the 

Roman Amphitheatre in juxtaposition. Finally, my discussion will turn to Martial’s 

reworking of his spectacle-epigrams in the collection of the Apophoreta (section 2.5).  
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2.1 The Liber’s Manuscript Tradition 

The liber’s complex manuscript tradition has posed numerous philological and 

interpretative problems. One branch only of the manuscript tradition (α) transmits the 

text, which is lacunose, corrupt and mutilated.17 The title,18 the division between 

epigrams, the identity of the Caesar addressed by Martial and ultimately the events 

celebrated by the poet, have been the focus of scholarly debates.19 Since Martial never 

explicitly names either Caesar or a specific occasion, scholars have identified the 

emperor as either Titus or Domitian.20 Extensive parallels between the events 

commemorated in the Liber spectaculorum and Suetonius’ and Dio’s accounts of 

Titus’ games for the inauguration of the Amphitheatre in 80, have led critics to infer 

that the collection is to be ascribed to Titus’ reign.21 The atmosphere of awe and 

novelty promoted by Spect. 2 has encouraged this hypothesis. The Amphitheatre is 

 
17 Coleman (2006) xxi-xxv: the Liber spectaculorum is the only collection within Martial’s manuscript 

tradition to be exclusively preserved via florilegia. Six witnesses survive: T (florilegium Thuaneum) 

transmits the Liber spectaculorum under the heading of Lib I. As Coleman argues, a collection of short 

poems invited excerption. The textual transmission via florilegia, therefore, accounts for the incomplete 

status of the libellus (which is significantly shorter in comparison with the following collections). 

Nevertheless, despite its lacunose state, the opening sequence and concluding epigrams show 

intertextual links which suggest a ring composition and seem to have been preserved intact. 
18 The florilegia do not preserve any title for the excerpta. In his edition Carratello (1981) proposes the 

generic epigrammaton liber as a working title instead of the competing definitions of liber de 

spectaculis or Liber spectaculorum. In order to distinguish it from Tertuallian’s book De spectaculis, 

Coleman (2006) xxviii adopts the title Liber spectaculorum. This hypothesis is supported by the fact 

that Martial speaks of xeniorum libellum (13.3.1) within book Thirteen and thereafter designates his 

books with numbers. 
19 The boundaries between epigrams have generated much discussion and have resulted in different 

editors adopting different numbering systems and calculating the total number of epigrams accordingly. 

Coleman (2006) has restored the text to a total number of 36 epigrams. Different numbering systems 

reflect uncertainties on whether to treat consecutive epigrams on the same theme as discrete. Following 

Carratello (1981) and based on Martial’s internal criteria of composition, Coleman convincingly assigns 

different numbers to each pair of epigrams on the same theme. Furthermore, she restores Spect. 31 and 

33 in the sequence, which are absent in one branch of the manuscript tradition (the manuscripts 

descending from the lost archetype K), whilst excising an epigram attributed to Martial by a scholiast 

to Juv. 4.38. See Coleman (2006) xx-xxi. Unless otherwise specified, for Martial’s texts and translations 

in this chapter I have used Coleman (2006) throughout. 
20 See detailed discussion in Coleman (2006) xlv-lxiv, who ingeniously, though not convincingly, 

proposes that we should conceive the collection as not necessarily composed for one specific occasion, 

nor for only one emperor. For the wider reading-public the historical ‘Realien’ of the identity of Caesar, 

who attracts Martial’s gaze across the epigrams, might have represented a less important concern than 

the marvels of the spectacles, whoever their editor was (lvi). 
21 Suet. Tit. 7.3; Dio 66.25 on Titus’ inauguration games, which, according to Dio, lasted 100 days, with 

9,000 beasts killed and historical battles, such as the one between Athenians and Syracusans and 

between Corinthians and Corcyreans were re-staged. Coleman (2006) xlix compares the inaugural 

events celebrated by historical traditions and Martial’s Liber. For Titus’ date see Citroni (1975) and 

(1988) esp. 6; Carratello (1981); Della Corte (1986); Sullivan (1991); Fitzgerald (2007) 34; Rimell 

(2008). For detailed discussion of Titus’ or Domitian’s date see Coleman (2006) xlv-lxiv with n. 92, 

who argues that the extant liber conflates privately circulated ‘mini-collections’ which celebrated the 

provision of spectacles under Titus’ and Domitian’s reigns during the first four or five years from the 

opening of the Amphitheatre (lix-lxiv). 
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captured in its expansive process of surging up (erigitur moles, 2.6) from an area where 

construction is still in progress. Allusions to pegmata (‘scaffolding’, 2.2) and to the 

presumably just-completed baths of Titus (uelocia munera thermas, ‘swift blessing of 

the baths’, 2.7) create a sense of continuous growth and progress which suggests that 

the Amphitheatre was perhaps not yet complete.22 Most importantly, Martial’s 

articulation of the Flavians’ anti-Neronian propaganda in a series of now-then 

antitheses in Spect. 2 and his personal re-elaboration of epigrams circulated under Nero 

which demonised the Domus Aurea are arguably prompted by recent events.23 While 

epigrams 1-5 and 34 suit well the inauguration of the monument, both the celebration 

of the emperor’s divine powers and the presence of cross-references between the Liber 

spectaculorum and the Domitianic collection of the Apophoreta (notably, the Leander 

episode of Spect. 28 and 29 occurs again in 14.181) have projected the ghostly 

presence of Domitian on to the collection as a possible dedicatee. Although possible 

links between the two-horned rhino’s exploits in Spect. 11 and 26 with the iconography 

of the Domitianic rhino coin-issue have prompted critics to post-date the book to 

Domitian’s reign, the extant literary record, alongside the compelling arguments 

presented for the book’s introductory sequence and the hypothesis that Spect. 11 and 

26 are later interpolations, reasonably rule out this latter possibility.24 

Fatal charades, venationes, animal displays, gladiatorial munera and aquatic 

games recreate the marvellous reality of Martial’s epigrammatic amphitheatre. Not 

 
22 Coleman (2006) xlvi; Chomse (2018) 395; interestingly, Rodríguez Almeida (1994) identifies the 

pegmata (‘scaffolding’) mentioned by Martial in a marble low relief found nearby the Palazzo della 

Cancelleria, in which he recognises a depiction of the Amphitheatre before scaffoldings were removed: 

see esp. 211-217. For the discussion of pegmata as either stage-machinery or scaffolding see Coleman 

(2006) ad Spect. 2.2, who argues that this must refer to scaffoldings. ‘[…] Pegmata celsa are scaffolding 

on the crest of the Via Sacra, being put up (crescunt) for the Arcus Titi: Martial’s guided tour of the 

Flavian monuments on the site of the Domus Aurea proceeds smoothly from the Colossus (1), via the 

Arcus Titi (still under construction, 2) to the Flavian amphitheatre (also not yet completed, though 

already in use, 5), with the Thermae Titi (7) overlooking it to the north and the Porticus Claudia (9) to 

the south’. 
23 Coleman (2006) xliv. 
24 Coleman (2006) liv-lvi. The Domitianic small denomination of the coin, a bronze quadrans, which 

represents a unique two-horned rhino, should have achieved a vast dissemination (RIC II.208 cat. 434-

5 and pl. VII/108). The emperor’s title Germanicus and the nomenclature dates the coin issue between 

AD 83 and AD 85. The exceptionality of the rhino, chosen as a symbol in Domitian’s coins, finds 

support in Martial’s Apophoreta 14.53 and suggests that both Spect. 11 and 26 could be post-dated to 

AD 83-85. It is not clear whether these epigrams are interpolations or if this is material composed by 

the poet to praise Domitian. Nevertheless, post-dating the entire collection to the reign of Domitian and 

identifying Martial’s record with un-recorded Domitianic spectacles seems, ultimately, unconvincing. 

The opening sequence, with its reference to the recently finished monument and its atmosphere of 

novelty, alongside the surviving literary evidence, which coincides with Martial’s record to a great 

extent, constitute a more compelling argument for dating the collection to Titus’ reign and makes the 

Domitianic date highly improbable.  
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only does the book function as a record of Titus’ games, but also, by means of 

juxtaposition and variation and through an original use of temporality, it reproduces 

an idiosyncratic experience of the spectacles for its readership. The sequence of the 

epigrams within the book creates a compressed succession of spectacles which, despite 

being largely reminiscent of Titus’ inaugural games, is the product of a selection and 

expansion of real events. The book offers a distinctively epigrammatic re-enactment 

of the shows, one which puts on display the most paradoxical and remarkable events 

of the arena.  

The epigram, through its multiple standpoints, can either slow down or 

accelerate the pace of single events. Therefore, the sense of speediness and excitement 

that runs throughout the book is counterbalanced by an epigrammatic experiment with 

slowing time down. Epigrammatic time will be crucial for understanding Martial’s 

strategies of self-memorialisation in the Apophoreta. Furthermore, by mastering time, 

Martial investigates the idiosyncrasies of the epigrammatic medium (in comparison 

with other material and visual media) in preserving the memory of the spectacles. The 

swift composition of Martial’s book, presented, like graffiti, as dashed off in the here 

and now to please Caesar (subitis, festinat, Spect. 35), is heightened by the speed and 

thrill with which people from all over the world hasten to converge upon Rome’s new 

amphitheatre (festinauit Arabs, festinauere Sabaei, ‘The Arab has come hurrying, the 

Sabaei have come hurrying’, Spect. 3.7; i nunc et lentas corripe, turba, moras!, ‘go 

now, crowd, and carp at sluggish delays!’, Spect. 26.12).25 With the same marvellous 

speed (parua mora est, ‘after a brief delay’, Spect. 27.6), land morphs into sea in the 

magic-making world of the Amphitheatre, which Martial charges with an expansive 

energy. The monument is represented as a work in motion, crystallised in the (ongoing) 

process of rising from the heart of the city up to the constellations which ‘the starry 

Colossus’ saw ‘close at hand’ (Spect. 2.1-2).26 Simultaneously, the epigram can 

 
25 The translation of Spect. 26 is my own adaptation of Coleman (2006). 
26 Chomse (2018) 395 draws attention to Martial’s representation of the Amphitheatre ‘in a language 

that emphasises sublime categories including height or expansiveness (celsa, diffusas ...umbras), visual 

wonder (conspicui, miramur), and marvellous growth or creative energy (crescunt, erigitur, uelocia, 

explicat)’. On the ‘Colossus of Nero’ see Plin. HN 34.45; Suet. Nero 31. The identification of the 

Colossus is much disputed, for it seems uncertain whether it was an image of Helios or a portrait of 

Nero in the likeness of Helios. While LTUR I s.v. Colossus: Nero (C. Lega) 295-298 identifies it with 

a colossal bronze statue of Nero set up by the emperor and located in the vestibulum of the Domus 

Aurea, Smith (2000) 536-538 agrees with Bergmann that the literary testimony of Pliny and Suetonius, 

on which scholarly consensus about the identification of the Colossus with Nero’s portraiture is based, 

does not confirm any secure associations of the monument with the emperor. Instead, it is likely that 
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expand and suspend the temporal frame of a single show into multiple epigrammatic 

perspectives, or visual ‘snapshots’.27 Pailler, followed by Fitzgerald, introduces a 

comparison between epigram and snapshot, capturing the similar ways in which they 

allow different points of view on a single event. The visual imagery which Martial 

deploys ‘exalts the memory of an ephemeral instant’, by capturing the transient present 

in a dynamic and visually powerful succession of epigrams.28 Speaking like a member 

of the audience and partaking in the acclamations of the crowd, the poet amplifies the 

political rhetoric of the spectacle: wild animals behave tamely in response to Caesar’s 

divine presence; lands morphs into sea, commanded by Caesar’s will, while 

combatants are all awarded the victory by Caesar’s clementia.29 Every amphitheatrical 

trick finds its justification in the imperial powers to govern over the marvellous aspects 

of the arena. As Moretti argues, ‘la politica degli spettacoli diviene qui, dunque, anche 

spettacolo della politica’.30 After this preliminary discussion of the composition of the 

Liber spectaculorum, which is key to understanding Martial’s treatment of the arena 

shows, we shall now delve into the opening sequence of the book. By harnessing the 

language of the Amphitheatre’s monumental inscriptions, Martial explicitly celebrates 

the political significance of the Flavian monument, while promoting his role as poet 

laureate, singer of the marvels of this new age.  

2.2 Hailing the Flavian Amphitheatre 

Upon his return from the campaign in Judaea in 71, Vespasian greeted a Rome largely 

ravaged by the Great Fire of AD 64, the civil conflicts of the years 68-69 and deeply 

marked by Nero’s architectural exaggerations.31 Vespasian’s interventions in the city, 

which sought connections with the Julio-Claudian dynasty, emphasised the restoration 

of the imperial machine to its fullest abilities. Rome’s new monuments, which acted 

as visual reminders of the Flavian recovery of the empire from its momentary collapse, 

were imbued with a spirit of renewal.32 The Amphitheatre, which was itself a 

fulfilment of an Augustan project, was the ideological symbol of the start of a new 

 
the Colossus, originally intended to depict Nero, was completed under Vespasian in the likeness of 

Helios when the emperor fell in disgrace. 
27 Fitzgerald (2007) 45-46 following Pailler (1990). 
28 Fitzgerald (2007) 46. 
29 See Coleman (2006) and Fitzgerald (2007). 
30 Moretti (1992) 55. 
31 LTUR I s.v. Amphitheatrum (R. Rea) 30-35; Darwall-Smith (1996) 76-90; Packer (2003) 167; Chomse 

(2018). 
32 Suet. Vesp. 8.1; Chomse (2018) 388. 
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grandiose era, an opus publicum in opposition to Nero’s privatisation of large public 

areas.33 It stood at the heart of Rome as a message of imperial euergetism and was 

carefully presented as the material outcome of the Flavian victory in Judaea. The sack 

of Jerusalem in AD 70 offered Vespasian a ready-made opportunity to conceal the 

memory of the recent turmoil of the years 68-69 and to celebrate his successful 

suppression of the provincial revolt.34 Such a propagandistic manoeuvre is mirrored 

by the original dedicatory inscription of the Flavian Amphitheatre, which Alföldy has 

brilliantly restored:35    

I[mp(erator)] T(itus) Caes(ar) Vespasi[anus Aug(ustus)] 

amphitheatru[m novum (?)]  

[ex] manubIs [fieri iussit (?)].  

                                                      CIL VI  40454b 

The emperor Titus Caesar Vespasianus Augustus ordered the new amphitheatre to be constructed 

out of the spoils of war.36  

The epigraphic text identifies the spoils of the Judean war, brought to Rome in a 

triumphal procession in AD 71, as the financial resource for the building. The 

expression ex manubiis, which occurs again in the dedication of the Trajan’s Forum, 

evokes the republican and Augustan custom of exploiting war incomes for public 

buildings, while highlighting Vespasian’s propagandistic aims.37 The original 

dedication of the monument in bronze letters has been reconstructed from the peg-

holes still visible on the surface of a fifth-century inscription engraved on a marble 

block which commemorates the restoration of the Amphitheatre by the urban praefect 

Rufius Caecina Felix Lampadius during the reign of Theodosius II and Valentinian 

 
33 Suet. Vesp. 9.1; Darwall-Smith (1996) 76; Boyle and Dominik (2003) 5. In Rome the first permanent 

stone amphitheatre was the one of Statilius Taurus (29 BC), while in Pompeii it was known as early as 

Sullan times. Other amphitheatres, such as the one of Nero, were wooden and temporary. Several stone 

amphitheatres, which date to the I century AD and which are modelled on Rome’s Amphitheatre are 

those of Puteoli, Verona, Pula, Arles and Nîmes. 
34 Moretti (1992) 55; Coleman (2006) 72-73; Lowrie (2009) 301-305 on the function of spectacles as 

means of political representation and propaganda. 
35 Alföldy (1995) 195-226 and Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 39-41 cat. 1a. Alföldy’s interpretation and 

reconstruction of the text is now widely accepted. Titus completed and inaugurated the Amphitheatre 

after Vespasian’s death in March 79. The two phases of the Flavian inscription read: CIL VI 40454a. 

I[mp(erator)] Caes(ar) Vespasi[anus Aug(ustus)] / amphitheatru[m novum (?)] / [ex] manubIs 

(vac.)[fieri iussit (?)]; CIL VI 40454b. I[mp(erator)] T(itus) Caes(ar) Vespasi[anus Aug(ustus)] / 

amphitheatru[m novum (?)] / [ex] manubIs (vac.) [fieri iussit (?)]. See also Coleman (2006) lxv-lxvi. 
36 Translation from Coleman (2006) lxv. My emphasis. 
37 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 41 cat. 1a. For the dedication of Trajan’s Forum and the expression ex 

manubiis referred to the Dacian wars, see Gell. NA 13.25.3. 
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III.38 As scholars have argued, the inscription constitutes a ‘double palimpsest’.39 The 

dedication of the monument, previously ascribed to Vespasian, was later credited to 

Titus through the insertion of the praenomen T(itus) between Vespasian’s official 

titles, Imperator and Caesar.40 Therefore, Martial’s presentation of the building as a 

generous benefaction to the people of Rome (deliciae populi, quae fuerant domini, 

Spect. 2.12) and as a ‘gift of the emperor’ (Caesareo…amphitheatro, Spect. 1.7) 

responds to and resonates with imperial propaganda, which sought not only to present 

the civil strife of the years 68-69 as a ‘Bellum Neronis’, but also to enhance the public 

memory of the success over Judaea.41 

With these premises in mind, it is now useful to turn to the prefatory epigrams 

of the Liber spectaculorum, which present the Flavian Amphitheatre and introduce 

themes which are central to Martial’s amphitheatrical poetics and the relationship he 

creates between monument and epigram, official inscriptions and epigrammatic 

poetry. The opening sequence of the book, Spect. 1-3, represents a coherent 

introduction to the collection. The epigrammatic focus shifts from the ecumenical 

context of the Amphitheatre to its physical setting in Rome and to the vast and 

heterogeneous spectatorship.42 Spect. 1 envisages the Amphitheatre as surpassing all 

the world’s wonders; Spect. 2 locates the monument both physically and ideologically 

within the urban fabric of Rome, contextualising the political superimposition of the 

Flavians on Nero’s Golden House and fostering (the desired) connections with the 

Julio-Claudian dynasty; Spect. 3 brings the reader into the cosmogonic vision of the 

arena, where the world is miniaturised and captured within Titus’ new architectural 

feat.  

 

 

 

 
38 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 41 cat. 1a, explains that fieri iussit is an expression commonly found in 

private funerary inscriptions. Only rarely it is deployed for imperial dedications of streets, sacred 

buildings and monuments of public utility. For the fifth-century inscription (CIL VI 1763 = CIL VI 

32089a) see Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 42-43 cat. 3. 
39 As noted by Coleman (2006) lxvi. See discussion in Alföldy (1995) 195-226; Orlandi (2004) EAOR 

VI 39-41 cat. 1a. 
40 Coleman (2006) lxv. 
41 See Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 1 and 2 and Chomse (2018) 390 on the Bellum Neronis. 
42 Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 1; Fitzgerald (2007) 37-40; Rimell (2008) 116-119 on the opening sequence 

of the Liber spectaculorum. 
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Barbara pyramidum sileat miracula Memphis, 

  Assyrius iactet nec Babylona labor, 

nec Triuiae templo molles laudentur Iones; 

  dissimulet Delon cornibus ara frequens, 

aëre nec uacuo pendentia Mausolea 

  laudibus immodicis Cares in astra ferant. 

omnis Caesareo cedit labor amphitheatro: 

  unum pro cunctis Fama loquetur opus. 

                                                     Mart. Spect. 1 

Let barbarous Memphis stop talking about the miracle of the pyramids; Assyrian toil is not to 

vaunt Babylon, and the soft Ionians are not to garner praise for Trivia’s temple; let the altar of 

many horns say nothing about Delos, and do not let the Carians lavish extravagant praise on the 

Mausoleum suspended in empty air and exalt it to the stars. All labour yields to Caesar’s 

amphitheatre: Fame will tell of one work instead of them all.43 

Martial claims the superiority of the Amphitheatre to the most popular monuments. In 

a characteristic priamel, the Pyramids, Babylon, the temple of Trivia, the tomb of 

Mausolus, all the world’s marvels are exhorted in a prophetic gesture to fall silent in 

order to let deity Fame speak of one work only: the wondrous opus of the 

Amphitheatre.44 The concluding verb of utterance loquetur (8) underscores the silence 

to which the (glorifications of other) monuments are relegated: sileat (1), iactet nec 

(2), nec…laudentur (3), dissimulet (4), nec… laudibus…ferant (5-6).45 The topos of 

present outdoing past recurs in the book as a leitmotif, captured in the tension between 

singing and falling silent.46 Throughout, present amphitheatrical realities put to silence 

ancient myths: prisca Fides taceat: nam post tua munera, Caesar, / haec iam feminea 

uidimus acta manu, ‘Let ancient testimony fall silent: for now that we have witnessed 

your games, Caesar, we have seen these feats performed by a woman’s hand’, Spect. 

8.3-4.47 Similarly, at the very end of the collection, Caesar’s naumachia in the stagnum 

of Augustus eclipses the spectacles of his predecessors.48 The personified Fucine Lake, 

 
43 My emphasis. 
44 Coleman (2006) ad loc. observes that the most significant antecedent for Martial’s Spect. 1.1 is Anth. 

Pal. 9.58, which develops the praise for the Temple of Artemis as the most grandiose amongst the Seven 

Wonders. See also Rimell (2008) 116 n. 50 and Neger (2014) 332-334.  
45 Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
46 Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 6.2 and 34. 
47 My emphasis. See also Spect. 6.2: uidimus, accepit fabula prisca fidem. 
48 Martial’s explicit reference to the stagnum supports a Titus’ date of the collection, since Suet. Tit. 7.3 

and Dio 66.25 report that Titus staged naval battles there, fostering connections with the Julio-

Claudians. Conceivably, Spect. 31-34 narrate spectacles that took place at Augustus’ stagnum: see 

Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
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where Claudius re-enacted the battle between Sicilians and Rhodians and Nero’s 

stagna, where the emperor restaged the battle of Salamis, are injuncted to be silent, 

for, after Titus’ aquatic marvels in Augustus’ stagnum, they have nothing to be 

boastful about: Fucinus et Teucri taceantur stagna Neronis: / hanc norint unam 

saecula naumachiam, ‘Boasting about Fucinus and Trojan Nero’s pools has to stop: 

posterity is to know just this one naval battle’, Spect. 34.11-12.49 By calling into play 

winged Fama and by referring to labor at the beginning and at the end of the collection 

(Spect. 1.7-8; Spect. 34.1), Martial confers an epic overtone on the epigram, in a game 

of literary one-upmanship.50 Martial alludes to the literary immortality of his verses in 

this programmatic piece, through which the Amphitheatre will be endowed with 

perennial fame.51 The concluding line of Spect. 1, Fitzgerald argues, encapsulates a 

double pun. Martial exploits the ambiguity concealed in the preposition pro, which 

simultaneously summons the meaning of ‘one instead of all others’ and ‘one on behalf 

of all others’.52 Therefore, the new Flavian building will not merely replace, but also 

represent all the other wonders on the lips of posterity.53  

A further double meaning is condensed in the final word opus, which summons 

up both the meaning of ‘architectural’ and ‘literary work’.54 Martial’s hailing of the 

Flavian achievement is wittily intertwined with the allusive celebration of his own 

 
49 My emphasis. See Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
50 Lovatt (2016) 365 notes that labor, which appears in Spect. 1 and 34, is a key word in Virgil’s 

Georgics. Martial repeatedly opposes the Augustan otium, under whose conditions the literary labor in 

high literary genres is made possible to the desidia which the poet-cliens is forced to by the mechanisms 

of imperial patronage, which do not allow for labor: Mart. 1.107 and 8.3. See Morelli (2018) esp. 5-6. 
51 As the poet puts it in Book Five, his epigrams bestow eternal fame, quem chartis famaeque damus 

populisque loquendum?, 5.25.5. Coleman (2006) 12. 
52 Fitzgerald (2007) 38. 
53 Coleman (2006) ad loc.: ‘This is an appropriate climax to the programmatic poem in a collection that 

will itself help to construct a posterity for its subject by endowing it with literary immortality’. 
54 OLD s.v. opus 9 c ‘the product of labour or activity, a creation or handiwork applied to a literary 

production’ and 10 ‘a building, structure, erection (esp. of a public nature)’. See Neger (2014) 334. This 

point has been duly emphasised by Rimell (2008) 117: ‘The grandiosity of the Colosseum is always 

relative to other monuments, just as (and this is always the larger point, as spelt out in 4.29) the opus of 

this book may be said to be, or claims to be, epic vis-a-vis its epigrammatic predecessors’. Mart. 4.29.1-

2: Opstat care Pudens, nostris sua turba libellis / lectoremque frequens lassat et implet opus; Mart. 

7.84.6-8 differently opposes the artistic opus to the literary endurance of the epigrammatic verses: 

certior in nostro carmine vultus erit; / casibus hic nullis, nullis delebilis annis / vivet, Apelleum cum 

morietur opus. A similar negotiation between word and marble appears in epigram 8.3.5-8, where 

Martial asserts the superior durability of his own work to the tombs of Messalla and Licinius. Similarly, 

10.2 compares literary immortality with the more impermanent fame which monuments can offer to the 

human striving for eternity. Significantly, Martial calls his tenth book, which has suffered damnatio 

memoriae, opus (Festinata prior, decimi mihi cura libelli / elapsum manibus nunc revocavit opus, 

10.2.1-2). In 14.2, opus ambiguously prefigures the conflation between poem/object in the context of 

Apophoreta.  
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poetry, a literary masterpiece with which he not only celebrates the dawn of a new 

dynasty and its monumental achievements, but also offers the image of himself as the 

‘ideologist of the regime’.55 The architectural metaphor, alongside the reminiscence of 

Horace’s Odes 3.30.2 encapsulated in line 1 (pyramidum), evokes the trope of poem 

as monument and the related sense of instability which permeates the Augustan literary 

imagination.56 As we shall see, by materialising his verses in the collection of the 

Apophoreta, Martial acknowledges both that his epigrams can be embedded in a dense 

and ephemeral materiality and that they can be made of marble, with all the implied 

contradictions. Moreover, the epigram can give voice to official epigraphic 

propaganda, by presenting the Flavian buildings, including the Bath of Titus, as 

imperial gifts (munera, Spect. 2.7; deliciae populi, Spect. 2.12), in response to the 

original dedication of the monument as a manubial benefaction.57 Yet, by speaking as 

a member of the audience, Martial creates epigrams dashed off in the here and now, as 

an immediate response to the games, eliciting the private voice and impromptu nature 

which is typical of graffiti culture. As Milnor notes, ‘unlike state records of decrees or 

dedications, both funerary inscriptions and wall writings employ a distinctly ‘private’ 

authorial persona – that is, both claim the attention of the reader not on the strength of 

public authority but on behalf of an individual and subjective voice’.58 The particular 

nature of graffiti, which preserve the original context of production, invites us to read 

these texts as physical remains of the ‘act of inscribing them’.59 The ambiguity 

concealed in the word opus reminds the reader that the Liber spectaculorum is far from 

a simple celebration of the emperor, but rather represents a stage for Martial’s poetic 

 
55 Rosati (2006) 47: Martial uses his ‘mythopoetic abilities not only to perpetrate the ephemeral and to 

amplify the ideological message of the spectacles, but above all he puts himself forward as their creative 

interpreter’. 
56 By mentioning the pyramids in line 1, Martial was evoking in the reader’s literary memory at least 

Horace’s famous proclamation to have written a monument ‘more lasting than bronze, more lofty than 

the regal structure of the Pyramids’, exegi monumentum aere perennius / regalique situ pyramidum 

altius, Carm. 3.30.1-2. Coleman (2006) ad loc. argues that the emphatic position of the pyramids has 

an allusive poetic force. The sense of instability, which was already part of the discourse of poetic 

monumentality and that will be characteristic of the Amphitheatre (and of the epigrammatic medium) 

throughout, is allusively suggested from the opening line of Spect. 1. Augustan literary reminiscences 

permeate this epigram in a literary game which not only asserts the superiority of the Flavian 

Amphitheatre to its predecessors’ architectural statements within the city, but also puts forward the 

poet’s own claim for grandiosity in comparison with his literary predecessors. As noted by Coleman 

(2006), Frontinus regarded the usual comparison between the aqueducts of Rome and the pyramids 

‘with indignation’: tot aquarum tam multis necessariis molibus pyramidas uidelicet otiosas conpares 

aut cetera inertia set fama celebrata opera Graecorum, Aqu. 16. 
57 CIL VI 40454b.  
58 Milnor (2014) 11 and 137-189. 
59 Milnor (2014) 12. 
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career, an ideological space where imperial and literary authorities, the power of 

marble and written art are negotiated.60  

A Virgilian intertext complicates further the interpretation of the last line of 

Spect. 1. Unum pro cunctis Fama loquetur opus evokes the episode of Palinurus’ 

death at the end of Aeneid Five, where Palinurus’ life is sacrificed to Neptune as a 

condition for the safe journey of the Trojans to Italy: unus erit tantum amissum quem 

gurgite quaeres; / unum pro multis dabitur caput.’, ‘One only shall there be whom, 

lost in the flood, you will seek in vain; one life shall be given for many’, Aen. 5.814-

815.61 Commanded by Neptune, Somnus descends, brings Palinurus guiltless dreams 

and promises him to take his duties (munera) in his stead: ‘pone caput fessosque oculos 

furare labori. / ipse ego paulisper pro te tua munera inibo.’, ‘“Lay down your head 

and steal your weary eyes from toil. I myself for a space will take your duty in your 

stead.”’, Aen. 5.845-846.62 Finally, Somnus defeats Palinurus’ resistance by shaking 

over his temples a bough ‘dripping with Lethe’s dew’ (Lethaeo rore, 854) and throws 

him into the sea. Palinurus’ cries for help remain unheard by his comrades who are 

brought to safety by Aeneas. Taking over the command of the fleet, he mourns the 

misfortunes of his friend in an epitaphic gesture: ‘o nimium caelo et pelago confise 

sereno, / nudus in ignota, Palinure, iacebis harena.’, ‘“Ah, too trustful in the calm of 

sky and sea, naked you will lie, Palinurus, on an unknown strand!”’, Aen. 5.870-871.63 

Like those who die in the sea, Palinurus will lie without a name and grave in ignota 

harena. As Barchiesi and Dinter have emphasised, by conflating epic and epigram and 

by eliciting in the reader’s mind the tradition of epitaphs engraved on cenotaphs for 

those who died in shipwrecks, these concluding lines recreate an ‘oral epitaph’ for the 

hero and provide the aetiology of Cape Palinurus.64  

 
60 Rosati (2006) 49. 
61 My emphasis. On the Virgilian passages narrating the deaths of Palinurus, Caieta and Misenus, which 

display clear epigrammatic textures, see Barchiesi (1979) and Dinter (2005) 156 who defines Virgil’s 

playfulness with the epigrammatic tradition ‘embedded epi(c)gram’. On Palinurus’ sacrifice and its 

parallels with Aen. 1.582-585, where the loss of the steersman is for the safety of many, and Romulus 

and Remus in Ennius’ Annals see Nicoll (1988). 
62 My emphasis. 
63 My emphasis. 
64 Barchiesi (1979) 6: ‘Queste coordinate stilistiche (apostrofe, pathos, isolamento formale del distico), 

si aggiungono al carattere tematico della battuta di Enea, che definisce la situazione tipica della morte 

per acqua: il giacere insepolto e senza nome, su una spiaggia ignota’. Dinter (2005) 158: ‘Aware of the 

conventions of epigram Virgil inserts a nautical type of epigram and plays an Ergänzungsspiel with the 

reader, who can easily conjure up a ‘standard’ epigram for Palinurus with the information given’. 

Examples of epitaphs for shipwrecked are, for instance, Anth. Pal. 7.271; 286; 497; 539. 
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Martial transposes the memory of Palinurus from an unknown land (ignota 

harena) to the illustrious amphitheatrical harena, which disposes of the ephemeral 

lives of gladiators and venatores for mass consumption and exchanges old myths for 

new thaumastic events.65 By capturing an epigrammatic moment in Virgil’s epic, 

Martial creates a complex intertextual game of allusions to Palinurus’ sacrifice, which 

corroborates the desired connections between epic and epigram. Martial exploits the 

idea of substitution that runs across the Virgilian text. Not only is Palinurus’ life 

snatched away to ensure the safety of his companions (unum pro multis dabitur caput, 

814), but also Somnus takes on his munera (pro te tua munera inibo, 846), while 

Aeneas becomes the new helmsman instead of Palinurus. Therefore, in Spect. 1 

Martial’s substitution of caput with opus invokes a disquieting image that reworks and 

reconverts the Virgilian passage, by making the links between epic and epigram 

proliferate.66 While the life of one man only was lost to save the lives of many, the 

praises of the world’s wonders will yield to the celebration of the Amphitheatre. But, 

more to the point, Martial’s evocation of Virgil (unum pro cunctis) introduces an 

irrational idea of sacrifice, which invites us to wonder whether this is not a way for the 

poet to prefigure the execution of prisoners in the role of mythical and literary heroes 

and, ultimately, of the poetic past. In addition, Martial’s allusions to substitution and 

sacrifice at the end of Spect. 1 elicit the memory of Nero as a scapegoat for the Flavian 

propaganda, which intentionally ‘sacrificed’ the image of the last of the Julio-

Claudians to blur the events of the civil war.67 By reversing the oblivion brought by 

Somnus and Lethe to Palinurus, Martial paradoxically suggests that there can be no 

forgetting without remembering, that his own literary game can only exist in 

comparison with and remembering that literary tradition which he provocatively 

purports to be surpassing. Just as the Flavian Amphitheatre could not exist without 

(differently) recalling the Neronian past, so Martial could not (imaginatively) 

superimpose on a literary tradition without remembering, quoting and reworking it.68 

With Virgil’s episode, Martial draws out further associations between epic and 

epigram, making epic epigrammatic and vice versa. As we have appreciated, in Spect. 

 
65 Harena is used several times in the Liber spectaculorum: Spect. 4; 6; 11; 13; 24.  
66 Pers. comm. Dr. David Fearn (12/2019). 
67 Chomse (2018) 390. 
68 Rimell (2008) 118: ‘The image of what lies beneath the foundations of the Colosseum stays with us, 

and it is difficult to erase the idea we explored in chapter 2 of monument (and epigram) as palimpsest, 

each new structure in some way absorbing as well as covering up and cancelling out the old’. 
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1 Martial simultaneously exploits the political message of the Amphitheatre’s official 

dedication and literary intertexts in order to promote the Flavian monument alongside 

his own opus. I will now turn to Spect. 2, which, by reworking epigraphic verses 

circulated anonymously under Nero, expresses more explicitly the political value of 

the Amphitheatre. 

Martial plays his own distinctive role in presenting the Amphitheatre as an anti-

Neronian symbol in the city. From the international vision of the Amphitheatre in 

Spect. 1, the epigrammatic focus shifts to its physical and ideological setting in 

Rome:69 

Hic ubi sidereus propius uidet astra colossus 

   et crescunt media pegmata celsa uia, 

inuidiosa feri radiabant atria regis 

   unaque iam tota stabat in urbe domus; 

hic ubi conspicui uenerabilis amphitheatri 

   erigitur moles, stagna Neronis erant; 

hic ubi miramur uelocia munera thermas, 

   abstulerat miseris tecta superbus ager; 

Claudia diffusas ubi porticus explicat umbras, 

   ultima pars aulae deficientis erat: 

reddita Roma sibi est et sunt te praeside, Caesar, 

   deliciae populi, quae fuerant domini. 

                                                        Mart. Spect. 2 

Here, where the starry colossus sees the constellations close at hand and a lofty framework rises in the 

middle of the road, the hated halls of a cruel king used to gleam and in the whole city there was only 

one house standing. Here, where the awesome bulk of the amphitheatre soars before our eyes, once lay 

Nero’s pools. Here, where we marvel at the swift blessing of the baths, an arrogant estate had robbed 

the poor of their dwellings. Where the Claudian portico weaves its spreading shade marks the point at 

which the palace finally stopped. Rome has been restored to herself, and with you in charge, Caesar, 

what used to be the pleasure of a master is now the pleasure of the people.70 

 
69 As Darwall-Smith (1996) 82-83 argues, the epigram is extremely important for mapping the 

‘topography of the valley of the Colosseum’; the Baths of Titus (LTUR V s.v. Thermae Titi / Titianae  

(G. Caruso) 66-67), the Temple of Divus Claudius (LTUR I s.v. Claudius, Divus, Templum (Reg. II) (C. 

Buzzetti) 277-278), the Atrium of the Domus Aurea and the Colossus of Nero (LTUR I s.v. Colossus: 

Nero (C. Lega) 295-298) have been recognised in these lines, while pegmata at line 2 have been 

interpreted as either scaffolding for the Arch of Titus or for the conversion of Nero’s Atrium into the 

Horrea Piperataria or stage machinery. I find the interpretation of Coleman (2006) ad loc. of pegmata 

as scaffolding more convincing. The media uia at line 2 has been identified with the Via Sacra.  
70 My emphasis. 
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Rising on the lake of Nero’s Domus Aurea (stagna Neronis, 6), the Amphitheatre 

establishes a sharp contrast between Neronian and Flavian times, in which the palace 

of Nero was turned into a spectacular public venue.71 The antithetic pairs of now/then 

(note the triple anaphora hic ubi) underscores how the unum opus of the Amphitheatre 

now substitutes the unaque domus, Nero’s Golden house.72 The pun which Martial 

develops on Nero’s una domus suggests that the poet had intentionally reworked key 

themes of imperial ideology. A few anonymous verses are known to have been 

circulated under Nero’s reign which were openly satirising the excessiveness of his 

Domus Aurea.73 The anonymous couplet, preserved by Suetonius, runs: 

Roma domus fiet: Veios migrate, Quirites, 

  si non et Veios occupat ista domus. 

                                                Suet. Nero 39.2 

Rome will become a single house: move to Veii, citizens. If that house doesn’t occupy Veii too.  

This anonymous poetic text represents a witty invective directed against Nero’s lavish 

Domus Aurea, whose construction had not only morphed Rome into a single private 

house, but also potentially threatened to conquer Veii. By alluding to the sack of Rome 

by the Gauls and the episode of Camillus resisting to move to Veii, this pasquinade 

represents Rome as a ravaged capital, dominated by one house only.74 Nameless 

defamatory verses reveal interconnected responses to imperial censorship. Political 

graffiti and anti-Caesarean lampoons preserved in Suetonius’ Lives of the Caesars are 

traditionally associated with popular anti-hegemonic voices.75 Yet, individuals from 

different socio-political backgrounds could appropriate anonymous verses, making 

their ascriptions to urban masses or élites extremely controversial. As the graffiti on 

Brutus’ statue (Suet. Jul. 80.3) and the couplet mocking Antoninus Pius (CLE 881, 

CIL VI 1208) emphasise, in an autocratic climate these texts functioned as élite and 

non-élite vehicles for political dissent.76 The anonymous nature of these verses 

emphasises how the epigram could function as a means for political flattery but also 

 
71 On Nero’s Domus Aurea see LTUR II (A. Cassatella) 49-50. See Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
72 As noted by Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
73 This comparison has been already pointed out by Coleman (2006) 30 and Fitzgerald (2007) 32. See 

also Nisbet (2003) 140-141, who stresses the satirical attack by Martial upon the extravagances and 

excess of Nero’s Domus and notes a similar pointed comment in Tac. Ann. 15.43.1. 
74 Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
75 Courtney (1993) labels these verses as versus populares. 
76 As pointed out by Zadorojnyi (2011) and Del Giovane (forthcoming), the anonymous nature of graffiti 

and especially political verses allows us to interpret them as the product of the élite as much as the 

people.  
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as a (mocking) vehicle to communicate political dissent.77 These texts populated the 

urban environment in either written or oral forms and stimulated active responses from 

the readers-viewers. Thanks to their pointedness and memorability, they were 

presumably learnt and (graphically or orally) reproduced: Multa Graece Latineque 

proscripta aut vulgata sunt, ‘Of these many were posted or circulated both in Greek 

and Latin’, Suet. Nero 39.2.78 It is not hard to imagine how such pointed verses could 

be welcomed by the Flavian regime. Martial, who perhaps alludes to this pasquinade 

in Spect. 2, plays further on the unum pro cunctis of Spect. 1. While Fame will speak 

of the Amphitheatre as usurping and encompassing all the world’s marvels, the verse 

unaque iam tota stabat in urbe domus in Spect. 2.4 exemplifies the shift from Nero’s 

private occupation of public space for his own personal pleasures (domini) to the 

complex of the Amphitheatre, erected for the entertainment of many (populi):79 

deliciae populi, quae fuerant domini, 12.80 As Roman notes, Martial’s language voices 

the ‘keystone of Flavian propaganda’.81 He fosters the image of Nero as the tyrannical 

usurper (feri regis, 2.2; superbus ager, 2.8), while exalting the democratic move of the 

Flavians.82  

Not only had the massive building incorporated Nero’s palace, but it also 

sought to ‘revive the Augustan ideology of the splendour of public building’, creating 

continuities with the Julio-Claudians, as the allusion to the Claudian porticus suggests 

(Claudia diffusas ubi porticus explicat umbras, Spect. 2.9).83 Yet this epigram also 

functions as a ‘palimpsestic’ map of Rome:84 remnants of the Neronian city lurk 

beneath the Amphitheatre, teaching the reader that substitution could not be simply 

equated with erasure.85 Martial redirects our attention to the transition from the 

Neronian to the Flavian era, anticipating his distinctive move in the second edition of 

 
77 Fitzgerald (2007) 32. See Milnor (2014) 138-189 on authorship and anonymity in graffiti. 
78 On the verses quoted by Suetonius, see Cugusi (1979) 879-887; Cupaiuolo (1989) 53-54; Morelli 

(2000) 288-90; Zadorojnyi (2011) 120-30. On anonymous poetic texts as political slogans in the early 

empire (as a response to the new imperial censorship) see Del Giovane (forthcoming). 
79 Fitzgerald (2007) 39; Rimell (2008) 117-118. On the populist move in the erection of the Colosseum 

see Boyle and Dominik (2003) 16. 
80 Gunderson (2003) 652. 
81 Roman (2010) 94.  
82 Suet. Vesp. 9.1. See Coleman (2006) ad loc.; Chomse (2018) 389.  
83 Boyle and Dominik (2003) 6-7 on Vespasian taking both Augustus and Claudius as models; Rimell 

(2008) 119 on Martial’s role in promoting the Flavians’ associations with the Julio-Claudians; Roman 

(2010) 93 n. 30 notes that Spect. 2.2.9 evokes Ov. Fast. 6.639-648 (on the Porticus of Livia). 
84 Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 2. 
85 Rimell (2008) 118. 
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Book Ten, where his epigrams perform the transformation of Domitianic into post-

Domitianic monumental spaces.  

 Spect. 3, which concludes the prefatory sequence, moves from the physical 

setting of the Amphitheatre within the city to the spectacle of a cosmopolitan 

audience.86 This epigram illuminates further the ways in which Martial interacts with 

the official inscriptions in the cavea of the Flavian Amphitheatre and with poetic 

passages, promoting simultaneously the international fame of the Flavians’ and of his 

own opus. Scholars have emphasised that the Amphitheatre represents the whole 

imperial world, a point that Martial develops through a nexus of literary reminiscences 

to poets from Pindar to Virgil and Ovid.87 

Quae tam seposita est, quae gens tam barbara, Caesar, 

  ex qua spectator non sit in urbe tua? 

uenit ab Orpheo cultor Rhodopeius Haemo, 

  uenit et epoto Sarmata pastus equo, 

et qui prima bibit deprensi flumina Nili, 

  et quem supremae Tethyos unda ferit. 

festinauit Arabs, festinauere Sabaei, 

  et Cilices nimbis hic maduere suis. 

crinibus in nodum tortis uenere Sugambri, 

  atque aliter tortis crinibus Aethiopes. 

uox diuersa sonat populorum, tum tamen una est, 

  cum uerus patriae diceris esse pater. 

                                                          Mart. Spect. 3 

What people is so far removed and so barbarous that there is no spectator from it in your city, 

Caesar? The farmer of Rhodope has come from Orphic Haemus, the Sarmatian has come, fed on 

draughts of horses’ blood, and he who drinks the headwaters of the Nile, discovered at last, and 

he whom the wave of furthest Tethys pounds. The Arab has come hurrying, the Sabaei have 

come hurrying, and here the Cilicians have been sprayed with their own mist. The Sugambri 

have come with their hair curled in a knot, and the Ethiopians with their hair curled in another 

 
86 Gunderson (1996) 133 for the concept of the arena as a ‘symbolic space functioning to represent a 

select, idealised version of the empire to the audience. As far as geography was concerned, Rome was 

a small point at the centre of a vast empire. This physical relationship was inverted, however, on the 

day of the show: an orderly construct of Roman society ringed its own empire, contained, controlled 

and choreographed’. 
87  The intertext with Ovid has already been pointed out by Coleman (2006), the allusions to Virgil have 

been observed by Hinds (2007) 152. The intertext with Pindar has been pointed out to me by Dr. David 

Fearn.  
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way. The speech of the peoples sounds different and yet, when you are hailed as the true father 

of the fatherland, they all then speak as one.88 

Martial shows the reader the international audience of the Amphitheatre: Quae tam 

seposita est, quae gens tam barbara, Caesar, / ex qua spectator non sit in urbe tua?, 

‘What people is so far removed and so barbarous that there is no spectator from it in 

your city, Caesar?’, Spect. 3.1-2. The opening rhetorical question, directly addressed 

to Caesar as a compliment, enhances the exotic character of the Amphitheatre, which 

was compared to the pyramids of the barbara Memphis in Spect. 1, and reveals an 

encomiastic strategy that was already mastered by Pindar: οὐδ᾿ ἔστιν οὕτω βάρβαρος 

/ οὔτε παλίγγλωσσος πόλις, / ἅτις οὐ Πηλέος ἀίει κλέος ἥρωος, εὐδαίμονος γαμβροῦ 

θεῶν, ‘and there is no city so alien or of such backward speech that it does not hear 

tell of the fame of the hero Peleus, the blessed son-in-law of the gods’, Pind. Isthm. 

6.23-25.89 In each case, the allusion to both foreign cultures and to the ‘Tower of Babel 

motif’ underscores a comparable eulogistic rhetoric, whose implications are evident. 

There is not such a remote people in the world (barbara, βάρβαρος / uox diuersa 

populorum, παλίγγλωσσος) – and implicitly less civilised – who is not acquainted with 

the fame of the hero Peleus, as much as with the new myth of the Amphitheatre and 

Caesar’s wonders.90 The multitudes of Sarmatians, Arabs, Sabaei, Cilicians, Sugambri 

and Ethiopians hasten (festinauit, festinauere, 7) towards Rome to unanimously hail 

their emperor as pater patriae: uox diuersa sonat populorum, tum tamen una est, / cum 

uerus patriae diceris esse pater, ‘The speech of the peoples sounds different and yet, 

when you are hailed as the true father of the fatherland, they all then speak as one’, 

Spect. 3.11-12.91 As Fitzgerald emphasises, the miscellaneous and heterogeneous 

voice of the empire (uox diuersa, 11) will be here reduced to one unified uox (tum 

tamen una est, 11) under the emperor’s rulership.92 The experience of the spectacle, 

therefore, creates a cohesion which such a gathering of foreigners would not 

experience otherwise.93 This negotiation between Roman and foreign identities creates 

 
88 My emphasis. 
89 Pers. comm. Dr. David Fearn (12/2019). My emphasis. 
90 For the ‘Tower of Babel motif’ see Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
91 My emphasis. 
92 Fitzgerald (2007) 38; Rimell (2008) 117. 
93 Fitzgerald (2007) 41. On the unifying force of the arena see also Gunderson (1996). 
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a fitting ring composition with Spect. 1, in which one monument will replace many 

(unum pro cunctis, Spect. 1.8).94 

Urbs and orbs conflate in the gigantic structure of the Amphitheatre, in a 

remake of Ovid’s hyperbolic nempe ab utroque mari iuuenes, ab utroque puellae / 

uenere, atque ingens orbis in Vrbe fuit, ‘Why, youths and maidens came from either 

sea: the mighty world was in our city’, Ars am. 1.173-174.95 Ovid’s celebration of the 

ecumenical spectatorship on the occasion of Augustus’ re-enactment of the battle of 

Salamis in 2 BC reverberates in Martial’s verses, which not only blur the boundaries 

between Amphitheatre and Rome (in urbe tua), but also allude to the idea that Rome 

is a microcosm of the empire.96 

The arena offers an ideological space where identities, the relationship between 

observing and being observed, spectacle and spectator are constantly put into play.97 

Spect. 3.3 mirrors the ambiguous position of the audience as simultaneously itself 

spectacle and spectator. The Rhodope farmer arrived from the Orphic Haemus 

(Orpheo…Haemo, 3) (disquietingly) prefigures the bloodthirsty stage execution of the 

prisoner ‘Orpheus’ (Orpheo…theatro, Spect. 24.1).98 The poem functions as an 

epigrammatic rewriting of Ovid’s Metamorphoses Eleven, which anachronistically 

compared the hero’s dismemberment by the Thracian women to an amphitheatrical 

venatio.99 Like the allusions to the sacrifice of Palinurus in Spect. 1, with its unsettling 

exchange between caput and opus, the Ovidian echoes in Spect. 24 insinuate a collapse 

between spectator and spectated, spectator and victim, offering an insight into the most 

violent and brutal aspects of the sanguinea harena, ‘bloody arena’, Spect. 13.1.100 

 
94 See Newlands (2002) 244 for the Amphitheatre as ‘a paradigm of the empire’ where hierarchical and 

social divisions, but also the position of conquerors of the Romans and the subaltern position of 

conquered peoples, are put on display. 
95 My emphasis. 
96 On the Battle of Salamis staged in Augustus’ stagnum see RGDA 23. As Hardie (2012) 322 puts it, 

‘the circular form of the Colosseum already evokes the orbs over which the emperor rules’. Lovatt 

(2016) 366. 
97 Rimell (2008) 120. On the simultaneous existence of spectare and spectari in the arena see Plaut. 

Poen. 337: sunt illi aliae quas spectare ego et me spectari volo and Ov. Ars am. 1.99: spectatum ueniunt, 

ueniunt spectentur ut ipsae. (My emphasis). 
98 Coleman (2006) 176; Hinds (2007) for a close intertextual reading of Spect. 24 and Ov. Met. 11; 

Rimell (2008) 119-120. 
99 Ov. Met. 11.25-28: …structoque utrimque theatro / ceu matutina ceruus periturus harena / praeda 

canum est; uatemque petunt et fronde uirentes / coniciunt thyrsos non haec in munera factos. (My 

emphasis). 
100 Rimell (2008) 120 argues that Martial’s language in Spect. 3 with the intertext with Spect. 24 works 

to point out a collapse not only of spectator/spectated, but also spectator/victim, men/beasts. Sanguinea 

harena seems to be a variation of Ovid’s tristis harena of the busy forum in which gladiatorial combats 
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Martial’s poetic allusions to Ovid are important to understand how the poet reifies 

mythical events in his book, offering a new material dimension to the spectacles of the 

arena, where myth is downgraded to the status of ‘observable experience’.101 As we 

shall see later, Martial anticipates his transformation of imperial munera and mythical 

enactments into Saturnalian gifts, suggesting that he is, along with the emperor, an 

editor of spectacles. 

A sense of speed and excitement is to be drawn out from the anaphoric uenit, 

uenit et (3-4) and by the polyptoton et qui, et quem (5-6), which, in contrasting 

outside/inside, distant lands/Rome, anticipate Martial’s focus on the (no less exotic) 

performances. Foreign people hurry towards Rome and her Caesar, festinauit Arabs, 

festinauere Sabaei (7). As Hinds has argued, the line evokes Virgil’s depiction of the 

imagined procession of conquered nations before Augustus: omnis Arabs, omnes 

uertebant terga Sabaei, ‘all Arabians, all Sabaeans, turned to flee’, Aen. 8.706.102 

Martial’s allusion to Virgil’s ideological context in the shield of Aeneas suggests an 

implicit comparison between Caesar and Augustus, Martial and Virgil, and, ultimately, 

between epigram and epic: ‘The effect of this strand of allusions is perhaps to enhance 

the imagery of microcosm in Spect. 3, to set epigram in dialogue with epic, and to 

transfer prestige from one poetic and imperial icon to another’.103  

Despite the rhetorical exaggerations which permeate the present epigram and 

its international audience, epigraphic evidence within the Amphitheatre, across the 

provinces and Italy (mainly from Pompeii) demonstrates that spectators were expected 

to travel significant distances to watch the games.104 A set of inscriptions from the 

marble risers of the seating orders in the Amphitheatre, which have been mostly dated 

between the first and third centuries AD, when the monument was restored after the 

great fire of 217 AD, allots seating spaces to various social groups according to the lex 

Iulia theatralis (Suet. Aug. 44) and the lex Roscia theatralis revived under Domitian, 

 
were sometimes displayed, Ars am. 1.163-164: hos aditus Circusque nouo praebebit amori, / sparsaque 

sollicito tristis harena foro. 
101 Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 6. 
102 Verg. Aen. 8.720-3: ipse sedens niueo candentis limine Phoebi / dona recognoscit populorum 

aptatque superbis / postibus; incedunt uictae longo ordine gentes, / quam uariae linguis, habitu tam 

uestis et armis. 
103 Hinds (2007) 152. 
104 Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980); Cooley and Cooley (2004) esp. 48-57 on the announcements of shows 

both within and outside Pompeii. 
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including delegations from outside Rome.105 That hierarchical and social divisions 

were enforced in the Amphitheatre finds its testimony in CIL VI 32098b that reads 

Equiti[bus] Rom[anis]. This specimen proves that the lex Roscia theatralis, according 

to which the first fourteen rows were assigned to knights, was observed since the 

inauguration of the Amphitheatre.106 Collective names in the dative and more rarely in 

genitive or nominative case, followed by the measurement in feet and submultiples of 

a foot (semis and unciae) of the width of allotted sectors, were engraved on the marble 

risers of the steps in various seating orders.107 The inscription CIL VI 32098e, found 

in the seat number five of the Amphitheatre, reads [Hos]pitib[us publicis] and 

confirms that such seating blocks were reserved to delegates who had a privileged 

relationship with Rome (hospitium publicum).108 Similarly, clientes coming from 

colonies and municipia under the jurisdiction of Rome and the Gaditani (inhabitants 

of Gades, the modern Cadiz), who had their own official representatives in Rome, 

were entitled to occupy specific sectors of the cavea, as further inscriptions 

demonstrate (CIL VI 32098f; CIL VI 320981-m).109 

Martial’s careful construction of the prefatory sequence of the book evokes a 

complex of passages in Latin literature, which allows him to give an allure of epic to 

his epigrammatic opus and ultimately, to the Flavian Amphitheatre, which was meant 

to be interpreted as a fulfilment of an Augustan project.110 Nevertheless, as we have 

seen, within these opening epigrams Martial embeds epigraphic elements found both 

within and outside the Amphitheatre. He plays with anonymous verses circulated 

against Nero and presents the monument as an imperial gift (munus), evoking Titus’ 

original dedication of the monument (ex manubiis). The representation of a 

cosmopolitan audience, moreover, heightened by an engagement with Pindar, Ovid 

and Virgil, carves out an official role for the epigram as a vehicle for celebrating the 

 
105 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 171-172; in general, for social seating within the Amphitheatre see 

Darwall-Smith (1996) 88-89 with reference to the Acta Arualium (CIL VI 32363) which demonstrates 

that laws on seating were in place immediately upon inauguration; Gunderson (1996) 123-126; Coleman 

(2006) 40. The lex Iulia theatralis was applied in amphitheatres and theatres across the empire. See CIL 

XI 432d+b (Rimini) in Gregori (1989) EAOR II 93-94 cat. 76 a-b-c; CIL XII 714; 3316-3317 in Vismara 

and Caldelli (2000) EAOR V 59-63 cat. 40 and 43-44. For Martial’s cycle on Domitian’s lex Roscia 

theatralis see: 5.8; 14; 23; 25; 27; 35; 38; 41 with Canobbio (2011) ad loc.  
106 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 174-175 cat. 14.2. 
107 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 171-182 cat. 14.1-23. 
108 Darwall-Smith (1996) 88-89: ‘On the inscription, the seating is assigned not by actual seats but by 

allotted space, and that is offered on all levels’. Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 176 cat. 14.5. 
109 Clientes: EAOR VI 176-178 cat. 14.6 Client(ibus vel -es)[- - -]; Gaditani: EAOR VI 179 cat. 14.11a 

Gaditanorum [- - -?]; 14.11b Gaditan [orum - - -?] and 14.12 [- - -]A[ - - -?]. 
110 Suet. Vesp. 9.1; Darwall-Smith (1996) 76; Boyle and Dominik (2003) 5. 
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new dynasty and its achievements. Furthermore, it responds to the authoritative voice 

of official inscriptions engraved on the marble surfaces of the cavea, whereby groups 

of different social extractions were allotted specific seating sections according to 

status, provenance, age and gender. Nonetheless, Martial’s offering of his 

compositions as extempore gifts to the emperor and his playful engagement with visual 

symbols from the amphitheatrical world suggest that the poet was interacting with less 

official forms of writing, namely, graffiti. Scratched onto the seats of the Amphitheatre 

as impromptu memorials of the spectacles, these provide a suitable parallel to Martial’s 

own conception of the epigram. As we shall see later in the chapter, Martial’s epigrams 

recreate the tension between authorised and subjective forms of writing, permanent 

and official inscriptions versus instantaneous and subjective graffiti, which cluster 

around the Amphitheatre’s space.  

Before turning to Martial’s exploration of the monumental and material 

qualities of his epigrams in comparison with graffiti and to the materialisation of his 

verses in the Apophoreta, we shall now examine the epigram’s distinctive use of time. 

Martial’s manipulation of time enables us to understand the differences between 

experiencing the games in the Amphitheatre across different media and in literature. 

Martial is interested in the potential for his epigrams to perpetuate the spectacular and 

ephemeral events of the arena in contrast with other media, including tokens, 

inscriptions, graffiti and iconographic representations. He manipulates the perception 

of time, compressing, accelerating or slowing time down. Epigrammatic brevitas 

captures the timespan of Titus’ hundred-day programme of spectacles in thirty-six 

swiftly composed epigrams, reducing a single show to an epigrammatic vignette.111 

Nevertheless, the juxtaposition of epigrams on the same spectacle plays with slowing 

time down, ‘perpetuating the ephemeral’ nature of a single stage-enactment and the 

memory of imperial benefaction.112 In the following section I shall explore how 

Martial masters time in order to claim for his epigrams a distinctive role in 

 
111 See discussion in Newlands (2002) 227-259 on Statius’ allegedly swift composition of Silv. 1.6 to 

capture the wonders of Domitian’s banquet in the Amphitheatre. 
112 As Coleman (1998) 15-36 explains in her article, sponsors of games sought to perpetrate the memory 

of their benefactions and spectacles. Epigraphic evidence and the iconographic representations of 

selected scenes of the shows, including paintings, frescoes and mosaics, attest the custom of 

commemorating the liberalitas of the sponsors in different material media. See, for instance, the 

grandiose Magerius mosaic from Smirat and discussion in Dunbabin (1978). In contrast with ‘static art’, 

literary commemorations, especially the epideictic genre, achieved ‘the greatest potential for 

dissemination’ (Coleman (1998) 28). 
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memorialising the spectacles, while creating the premise for his different engagement 

with time in Leander’s enactment in the collection of the Apophoreta. This is 

particularly important for appreciating the ways in which Martial explores both the 

similarities and differences between inscriptions or graffiti as writing forms. In this 

book, as we shall see in section 2.5, by remembering the Leander of the Liber 

spectaculorum anew in the Apophoreta, Martial suspends time and investigates how 

the amphitheatrical show and his epigrammatic hero can live on both in the book form 

and in the literary memory of readers. When Martial transforms imperial munera into 

Saturnalian apophoreta, he turns epigram into an eternal memento of the games, but 

also into a cheapened and miniaturised version of the emperor’s munera.  

2.3 Epigrammatic Time 

While foreign spectators hurry towards Rome in Spect. 3, the delatores are expelled 

from both the Amphitheatre and the city. Spect. 4-5 introduce the reader to 

epigrammatic temporality, for the particularity of a moment is captured in two 

consecutive epigrams.113 The epigrammatic lens zooms in on the parade. While the 

first four-line epigram explains how the exile which delatores once inflicted upon their 

victims is now imposed on them (et delator habet quod dabat exilium, ‘The exile that 

he used to inflict is now the informer’s own’, Spect. 4.4), the second and shorter 

epigram uses the poetic pointedness typical of the genre to compliment the intervention 

of the emperor, who bans the informers from the city of Rome, in an act of protection: 

Exulat Ausonia profugus delator ab urbe: / haec licet impensis principis adnumeres, 

‘The informer flees into exile from the Ausonian city; you can add this to the emperor’s 

outlay’, Spect. 5.114 As Fitzgerald points out, Martial’s epigrams offer multiple 

standpoints from which to interpret a single event.115 The speediness of spectators 

coming to Rome is reversed in this epigrammatic pair, which extends and perpetrates 

the time of the parade. The experiment with excited speed and temporal suspension 

runs throughout the book.   

The triptych dedicated to the pregnant sow, that, fatally wounded, gives birth 

to a piglet offers a clear example of the epigram’s multiple perspectives on a single 

 
113 Coleman (2006) ad loc. and Fitzgerald (2007) 42-45. 
114 On the paradoxical closure of the epigram, according to which the exile and expropriation of the 

delatores provide the imperial fiscus with new income, see Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
115 Fitzgerald (2007) 46 on Pailler. 
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event that the poet exploits to praise Caesar’s powers over nature.116 In three 

increasingly short epigrams (Spect. 14; 15; 16), Martial narrates the miraculous 

incident, giving progressive pointedness to the paradox of life in death: sus pariter 

uitam perdidit atque dedit, ‘a mother pig simultaneously lost and bestowed life’, Spect. 

15.2.117 This hunting scene, which supposedly occupied a short time span within the 

exceptional programme of the inaugural spectacles, ends up in being immortalised in 

an epitaphic-like memorial that re-enacts the crucial moment of the sow’s death and 

the piglet’s birth in three different poetic moments. The pace of the show is both sped 

up and slowed down. While a single moment in a wider hunting show is compressed 

into a series of short epigrams, the climactic instant of the sow’s death is paradoxically 

stretched in time, infinitely repeatable at each new reading. Therefore, through 

Martial’s idiosyncratic shaping of poetic time, we clearly appreciate how the 

experience of a spectator at Titus’ games is substantially different from that of a reader 

within the epigrammatic collection. The reader actively intervenes in the creation of 

meaning: by editing the book, consuming anew or ignoring poems, he is in control of 

the reception of Martial’s spectacles, which multiply the perspectives on a single 

amphitheatrical event, alternatively accelerating and decelerating its pace.118 While the 

moment of the sow’s death is staged in three consecutive ‘epitaphic’ instantaneous 

images, in a way that creates temporal suspension, the piglet in epigram 16 is 

represented in a fatal run, hastening towards life: nec iacuit partus, sed matre cadente 

cucurrit, ‘her progeny did not stay lying down, but as its mother began to fall it ran 

off’, Spect. 16.3.119  

 
116 The technique of ‘theme and variation’, as Coleman (2006) ad loc. points out, is a common trope in 

Greek and Latin Anthologies and can be related to the epigraphic origin of the epigram as dedication or 

epitaph, ‘in which a basic formula was modified to match the specific occasion’. Within Martial’s poetic 

output the cycle on the lion and the hare, which scholars have duly interpreted as a meta-literary 

rendering of the panegyric relationship between the poet and the imperial power, varies a single theme 

in seven different epigrams, juxtaposed to further thematically heterogeneous epigrams (1.6; 14; 22; 48; 

51; 60; 104). On the similar construction of the cycle of the wounded sow and the cycle of the lion and 

the hare see Coleman (2006) esp. 127. 
117 Analysis of the triptych in Coleman (1998) 21-24, who notes that Martial’s string of epigrams on the 

sow and piglet exploits the taste for ‘casus mirabiles’ typical of Hellenistic epigrams; Fitzgerald (2007) 

46-47 and Rimell (2008) 112-114 on the numeric paradoxes distilled in these epigrams. The paradox of 

life in death both in the human and animal realms is already developed in Greek contemporary epigrams: 

Anth. Pal. 7.168; 9.268; 9.311. See Coleman (2006) 127-128. 
118 See Fitzgerald (2007) 35. 
119 My emphasis. As Coleman (1998) 24 points out, the ‘antithesis’ between cadente and cucurrit and 

the image of the running piglet create a hyperbole to stress the wondrous realities of the arena, since 

piglets can barely move after birth. 
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As the triptych of the sow demonstrates, Martial creates a different experience 

of the games for his readers and explores the distinctiveness of the epigrammatic 

medium in preserving the spectacles. Martial heightens the paradoxical and the 

wondrous and exploits the marvels of the arena to emphasise the numinous powers of 

Caesar, who alone can govern the natural, animal and the divine. Nevertheless, 

rapidity in the arena can have dangerous consequences. This is the case of a lion which, 

trying to escape the beast-fighter Carpophorus, hurries towards the spears and finds its 

death:  

hunc leo cum fugeret praeceps in tela cucurrit. 

   i nunc et lentas corripe, turba, moras! 

                                            Mart. Spect. 26.11-12 

A lion trying to escape from him raced full tilt into the spears: go now, crowd, and carp at 

sluggish delays!120 

While the piglet runs towards life (matre cadente cucurrit, Spect. 16.3), the lion’s race 

leads him to death (in tela cucurrit, Spect. 26.11).121 Lentas moras counterbalances 

the lion’s precocious death and creates a temporal bridge with the following spectacle. 

After only a brief delay, a late spectator (serus spectator, Spect. 27.1), will admire how 

land and sea will rapidly turn into one another: parua mora est, dices ‘hic modus 

pontus erat’, ‘After a brief delay you will say, ‘Here just now there was sea’, Spect. 

27.6.122 Only the emperor’s arena can guarantee such a prodigiously rapid 

metamorphosis, transforming land into sea and vice versa to host a naval battle.123 As 

the epigrams in this section have shown, Martial plays on time to heighten the sense 

of awe and admiration in a monument which is captured in its eternal growth (erigitur 

moles, Spect. 2.6). Time is slowed down and accelerated, creating a clear distinction 

between the experience of games in the collections in comparison with real shows and, 

ultimately, with visual and material media. While spectators scratch graffiti on the 

marble risers of the Amphitheatre’s cavea during the intervals between the spectacles, 

Martial captures the arena shows in epigrammatic snapshots. Yet, occasional epigrams 

 
120 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of Coleman (2006). My emphasis. 
121 In Spect. 24 the forests run at Orpheus’ song: silua cucurrit, Spect. 24.3. My emphasis. 
122 My emphasis. 
123 See Coleman (2006) ad loc. for the concluding ἀδύνατον which underscores Titus’ prodigious 

flooding and draining of the arena in order to enact the naumachia between Corcyreans and Corinthians 

(as recounted by Dio 66.25). The key precedent for morphing land into sea is represented by Xerxes 

(Anth. Lat. 461). The intertexts between Spect. 27 and Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Met. 1.314-315 and Met. 

2.262-263) noted by Hinds (2007) emphasise how the arena spectacles take on a wondrous dimension 

that eclipses mythical and literary past. 
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and impromptu graffiti have eternally preserved the amphitheatrical games for us. It is 

with the mythological spectacles, however, that Martial plays with time to draw out 

the wondrous sights of the arena. In the extant intra-textual links with the Apophoreta, 

as we shall see in section 2.5, Martial explores a further aspect of time, that of 

durability alongside and in opposition to ephemerality. By rewriting the mythological 

enactments of the arena in this collection, Martial investigates what thematic repetition 

in time achieves for his epigrams, while envisaging his epigrammatic renderings of the 

spectacles as a vehicle for living on and monumentalising his work (and fame).  

2.4 Priscus(a) Fides vs Amphitheatrical Ver(us)itas: Martial and Gladiatorial 

Graffiti 

Martial’s exploration of the monumental and material qualities of the epigrammatic 

medium in comparison with other visual media is problematised in one of the 

concluding epigrams of the collection, which highlights how the epigram expresses 

the more subjective and less authoritative epigraphic voice of the Amphitheatre: that 

of gladiatorial graffiti. The paradox of graffito as less durable in medium and message, 

and yet gaining (monumental meaning) from its physical embeddedness in the 

Amphitheatre allows Martial to explore further the contradictions at the heart of the 

Flavian monument, but, above all, of the epigrammatic medium.124 

Towards the end of the book (Spect. 27-30), the reader finds a section dedicated 

to the aquatic games, which includes a naval engagement, Leander’s swim (Spect. 28-

29) and the aquatic display of the Nereids, who decorate the waters with various 

formations: Lusit Nereïdum docilis chorus aequore toto / et uario faciles ordine pinxit 

aquas, ‘A well-trained troupe of Nereids was frolicking all over the surface and 

decorating the compliant water with various formations’, Spect. 30.1-2. Their dance 

creates the recognisable forms of oars, ships, stars and broad sails such as to deceive 

the spectators’ view: credidimus remum credidimusque ratem, / et gratum nautis sidus 

fulgere Laconas / lataque perspicuo uela tumere sinu, ‘we believed in the oar and we 

believed in the ship, and the star – the Dioscuri – shining its welcome to sailors, and 

 
124 On the different kinds of authority performed by monumental inscriptions and graffiti see Milnor 

(2014) 2-3: ‘Certainly graffiti can be distinguished from canonical literature in the sense that they are 

emphatically material, fixed in time and place, and are thus as much objects as texts. At the same time, 

however, a graffito is clearly something different from (to use an ancient example) an inscription on 

architrave of a temple […]. Both of these texts are profoundly material, and deeply embedded in their 

particular location, but they speak with a voice of authority which graffiti by definition lack’. See also 

Funari and Garraffoni (2009) 186. 
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the broad sails billowing in distinctive folds’, Spect. 30. 4-6.125 The final line implies 

that the Nereids learnt these performances not from Thetis, but from a more powerful 

divinity, the emperor (aut docuit lusus hos Thetis aut didicit, ‘Either Thetis taught 

these feasts, or else she learnt them’, Spect. 30.8).126  

With this epigram, which exalts both the Nereids’ ability to produce visual 

images in the water and, by extension, the epigrammatic visual renderings of such 

exploits, Martial is laying a foundation for Spect. 31, which draws upon material 

symbols of the gladiatorial world. Furthermore, the use of the verb pingere arguably 

anticipates the comparison between Martial’s gladiatorial epigram and the gladiatorial 

graffiti preserved in Amphitheatre, which disclose the subjective feelings of 

spectators. The verb deployed to refer to the Nereids’ act of depicting the waters with 

images (pinxit) vividly evokes the ways in which graffiti authors proclaim their own 

authorship. A clear example is provided by a gladiatorial graffito scratched in room 8 

of the Paedagogium on the Palatine Hill, which reads:127 

a) Antigonus  

lib(er) (pugnarum) XX, c(oronarum) XII;  

Superbus lib(er) (pugnarum) I. 

b) Casuntius  

dicet: accede! 

c) Pingit 

Zozzo (!) 

a) Antigonus, free, fought 20, won 12. 

 Superbus, free, fought 1. 

b) Casuntius says: fight! 

c) Zozzo decorated it.128 

 

 

 
125 My emphasis. 
126 Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
127 Sabbatini Tumolesi (1988) EAOR I 90-91 cat. 107; Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 229-230 cat. 304; 

AE 1989, 64. The graffito is now lost. Sabbatini Tumolesi (1988) proposes to date the graffito to I-II 

century AD according to the fact that the gladiators are liberi (see also AE 1988, 29). Solin and Itkonen-

Kaila (1966) date the graffiti of the Paedagogium to the II-III century AD.  
128 The translations provided for the graffiti are my own, unless otherwise specified. Although the 

signature pingit Zozzo is not visible from the picture provided here, Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) cat. 

304 and the fourth volume of the CIL report the author’s signature as part of the graffito text.  
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Figure 3. Graffito representing an arbiter inciting a gladiatorial combat between a retiarius and 

a contraretiarius, room 8, Paedagogium, Rome. 

 

The graffito represents a gladiatorial fight between the retiarius Antigonus and the 

contraretiarius Superbus. The arbiter Casuntius, holding a wooden rudis and a trident, 

urges both gladiators to fight (accede). Zozzo is the pictor who proclaims his 

authorship over the graffito.129 The verb pingere primarily refers to a depicted 

representation or to the act of decorating and painting.130 Nonetheless, graffiti writers 

often use pingit / pinxit along with scripsi / scripsit and feci / fecit to label their verbal 

and visual creations with their own signatures.131 Solin and Itkonen-Kaila demonstrate 

that several graffiti from the Paedagogium deploy pingere as a claim of authorship: 

Pitholaus / Digonus ueneti / pingit Fortunatus Afer labels a circus scene depicted by 

the painter Fortunatus Afer.132 Similarly, a signature completes a ship scratched on the 

walls of Pompeii, Rufio Sitti P(ubli) ser(uus) haec naue(m) pinxset, CIL IV 1847.133 

Solin adds also the example of an African mosaic: [S]abinianus Senurianus pingit et 

paimentat (pauimentauit) (AE 1961, 202c).134 While pingere is well attested in graffiti, 

 
129 The name Zozzo is pro Sozon or Zozon (Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 230 cat. 304); cfr. CIL VI 

29680 (Zozontis).  
130 OLD s.v. pingo 3 c ‘(of coloured things’) to decorate, embellish’; ‘to represent pictorially’. The OLD 

quotes Mart Spect. 30 as an example. See also Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 227 cat. 299: pin(git)?; 

CIL IV 7535: Lucius pinxit; CIL IV 9049a. 
131 Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 226 cat. 298; for scribere see Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) cat. 

362. See Baird and Taylor (2011) 3: painted graffiti, which are called dipinti, are considered a category 

of graffiti. 
132 Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 226 cat. 298. 
133 Both these instances were paintings made on the walls of the Paedagogium and Pompeii with a 

stylus: see Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 46. 
134 Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) 226-227 cat. 298. 
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verbs such as facere and scribere are commonly deployed by graffiti artists. Although 

game notices were painted on the walls of Pompeii, scripsit is the common way for 

professional scriptores of signing the edicta munerum: scripsit Celer sing(ulus) ad 

lunam.135 Martial writes in the following way against a poetaster circulating verses 

under his name: et cum fateri Furia iusserit verum, / prodente clamet conscientia 

‘Scripsi.’, ‘And when the Fury commands him to confess the truth, let conscience 

betray him and let him cry out: “I wrote it.”’, 10.5.18-19. The verse clearly parodies 

claims of authorship and the issues of free circulation and reception, while pointing to 

the difficulty of controlling the epigrams, once they leave their master.136  

Therefore, when Martial stages the epigrammatic metamorphosis of the 

Nereids into different formations, he implicitly suggests that the water becomes a 

canvas/wall which offers no obstacles to their describing patterns and, metaphorically, 

to his own verses. It is tempting to interpret the verb pingere at line 2 of Spect. 30 as 

providing a thematic and formal link to the juxtaposed Spect. 31, where Martial plays 

more explicitly with the constitutive elements of graffiti culture: scripsit and pingit 

become proclamations of authorship for graffiti-writers, as the Roman specimen from 

the Paedagogium just analysed demonstrates. Furthermore, the Nereids’ 

metamorphoses into ships in Spect. 30.4 (credidimus remum credidimusque ratem) 

evoke a collapse between iconographic and textual elements that find a parallel in 

parietal graffiti, where ‘visual and verbal elements could be turned into one another 

before the very viewer’s eye’.137 In the visual environment of the streets and private 

spaces of Pompeii, numerous graffiti-writers transformed their own signature into the 

picture of ships, or in a human profile, creating a ‘flexible’ interplay between letters 

and images, verbal and visual arts, reading and viewing.138 Martial’s Nereids, 

therefore, are metaphorically appending their own signature to the decorations that 

they will form in the Amphitheatre’s water/canvas, while paving the way for the 

 
135 See Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 27-28 cat. 5 Scr(ipsit) Aemilius Celer sing(ulus) ad luna(m); 7; 10; 

22; 44, scr(ibo) corrado ub(ique); 61; 74; 82. See also Milnor (2014) 138-189 on anonymity and 

authorship in graffiti. 
136 The Carmina Latina Epigraphica are normally anonymous. There are, however, instances in which 

we can recover claims of authorship. Expressions such as fecit, versus fecit, scripsit occur in quite a few 

cases: for a survey, see Cugusi (1985) 23-24. Graffiti are concerned with authorship and with recording 

names. 
137 Kellum (1999) 291. 
138 CIL IV 4755: Crescens architectus (ship); CIL IV 9008b: Sum Max[imus] (nose and forehead of a 

man’s profile); See Cooley and Cooley (2004) 74; Kellum (1999) 290-291: ‘The flexible relationship 

between word and image is one of the best indications, I think, that Roman associative practises of 

depicting and viewing were far more protean than our own’. 
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parallel with graffiti that is made explicit in Spect. 31. Martial’s epigram is imbued 

with visual formations, verbal and sound symmetries which make the reader 

appreciative not only of the literary quality of the text, but also of its visual dimensions. 

Visual symbols and paratextual elements played a crucial role in the comprehension 

of epigraphic texts. The layout of inscriptions was integral to their communicative 

effectiveness, for readers were first called to view and thereafter read the text.139  By 

recreating visual symmetries and patterns that anticipate the combat’s outcome 

between Priscus and Verus Martial aligns his text to gladiatorial graffiti.140 As we shall 

see later for the spectacles re-enacting the myths of Leander, Europa and Orpheus, 

Martial is interested in the three-dimensional rendering of the games and in the three-

dimensional consumption of his epigrams. This is poetry that projects an acute 

awareness of itself as an experience alongside or instead of the experience of attending 

the games. Nevertheless, the epigrammatic production of visual patterns and its 

interest in objects make it a concrete thing, which can be as much read as viewed.141 

By evoking graffiti and exploiting the verbal and visual language of such spontaneous 

forms of writing, Martial explores the nature of his poems as simultaneously texts and 

objects: as Milnor emphasises, ‘graffiti stand in the porous boundary between visual 

and verbal art, material as much as literary artefacts’.142 By reproducing the material 

and visual aspects that are constitutive of gladiatorial graffiti, Martial puts into play 

the relationship between word and image that is inherent to graffiti and stresses the 

tension between authoritative and public writing versus private and subjective graffiti 

that construct the Amphitheatrical epigraphic record. 

Spect. 31 stages a (metaliterary) combat between the two gladiators Priscus and 

Verus. Martial’s playfulness with material objects from the gladiatorial world and the 

distinctive conflation of words and images in this epigram have generally gone 

 
139 On the importance of the layout and paratextual elements of verse inscriptions in Pompeii see 

Kruschwitz (2008) 225-264 and Agosti (2015) on late antique inscriptions. 
140 As Agosti (2015) esp. 18-20 highlights, the textual layout of Greek verse inscriptions from the late 

antiquity was crucial for texts’ communicative effectiveness and for the reader’s comprehension of the 

content. The act of observing a text already entailed exegetic mechanisms: ‘[…] Altrettanto importante 

è la disposizione materiale – intesa sia come mise en texte sia come presenza di indicazioni paratestuali 

(punti, diplaì, croci etc.) –, che assume un valore significante, essendo per il lettore un ausilio 

nell’individuazione delle caratteristiche formali e dei punti essenziali del testo. […] Per molte iscrizioni 

metriche tarde vedere delle parole significative costituiva il primo passo verso l’interesse per l’intero 

testo e per la comprensione di esso’. 
141 See Milnor (2014) 11-12. 
142 Milnor (2014) 26. 
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unremarked. However, the epigram’s symmetries and evocation of gladiatorial 

symbols corroborate the analogies between epigram and graffito.143  

Cum traheret Priscus, traheret certamina Verus, 

  esset et aequalis Mars utriusque diu, 

missio saepe uiris magno clamore petita est; 

  sed Caesar legi paruit ipse suae 

(lex erat ad digitum posita concurrere palma): 

  quod licuit, lances donaque saepe dedit. 

inuentus tamen est finis discriminis aequi: 

  pugnauere pares, succubuere pares. 

misit utrique rudes et palmas Caesar utrique: 

  hoc pretium uirtus ingeniosa tulit. 

contigit hoc nullo nisi te sub principe, Caesar: 

  cum duo pugnarent, uictor uterque fuit. 

                                                              Mart. Spect. 31 

While Priscus continued to draw out the contest, and Verus likewise, and for a long time the 

struggle was evenly balanced on both sides, discharge was demanded for the stout fighters with 

loud and frequent shouting; but Caesar obeyed his own law (the law was that once the palm had 

been set up the fight had to proceed until a finger was raised): he did as he was allowed, making 

frequent awards of plate. Still, a resolution was found for the deadlocked contest: equal they 

fought, equal they yielded. To both Caesar awarded the wooden sword and the palm: thus 

courage and skill received their reward. This has happened under no emperor except you, Caesar: 

two men fought and two men won.144 

Although gladiatorial munera were supposed to continue until one of the contestants 

raised his finger to acknowledge his defeat – lex erat ad digitum posita concurrere 

palma – or until the editor of the games was convinced to spare the spectators’ 

favourite, the combat between Priscus and Verus extended itself for a long time 

without a clear winner.145 Martial stresses the memorable quality of this contest 

implicitly celebrating the ‘even-handedness’ of the emperor, who decided to reward 

 
143 Nauta (2002) 407-408. 
144 My emphasis. 
145 Numerous media attest the defeated gladiator in this gesture: see the Zliten mosaic and gladiatorial 

graffiti both in Rome and Pompeii. Both Priscus and Verus are attested as names of gladiators: Gregori 

(1989) EAOR II 70-71 cat. 53: the inscription – now in the Museo Civico di Viterbo – is a libellus 

gladiatorius: each gladiator is accompanied by the mention of victories (vicit), reprieve (missio), the 

number of fights and death (periit). The letter forms and the absence of coronae allow us to date this to 

the I cent. AD, suggesting a possible identification of the Verus mentioned in this libellus with Martial’s 

Verus. See Coleman (2006) 220. For a graffitied libellus gladiatorius commemorating the outcome of 

various gladiatorial fights of the same munus in Pompeii see Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 71-74 cat. 32 

(CIL IV 2508). 
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both gladiators with rudis (the wooden sword) and palmas (palms), symbols of both 

reprieve (missio) and gladiatorial victory.146 The apostrophe to Caesar at line 11 

focuses the reader’s attention on the supernatural presence of the emperor, who has 

produced such an unexpected outcome: contigit hoc nullo nisi te sub principe, Caesar:/ 

cum duo pugnarent, uictor uterque fuit, ‘This has happened under no emperor except 

you, Caesar: two men fought and two men won’, Spect. 31.11-12. The equal discrimen 

(7) elicits a parallel with the cruel outcomes of Caesarea discrimina saeua Dianae 

(‘the cruel engagements of Caesar’s hunts’, 1) in Spect. 14, where a wounded sow 

gives birth to a piglet. Martial’s game on symmetries and asymmetries occurs again in 

Spect. 23: the emperor, moved by the spectators’ plea, (pars heac…pars illa, 1) gives 

proof of magnanimity, by allowing both the gladiators Myrinus and Triumphus to 

appear on stage and engage in a combat:147  

Cum peteret pars haec Myrinum, pars illa Triumphum,  

  promisit pariter Caesar utraque manu. 

non potuit melius litem finire iocosam. 

  o dulce inuicti principis ingenium! 

                                            Mart. Spect. 23 

While some were wanting Myrinus, some Triumphus, Caesar, with other hand, promised both 

alike. He could not have put a better end to the good-natured dispute. How amenable is the 

disposition of our invincible leader!148 

The symmetrical division of the spectators calling for Myrinus or Triumphus, 

emphasised by the parallel cola in line 1 (pars haec … pars illa) finds its solution in 

the gladiatorial fight, allowed by Caesar’s dulce ingenium (4).149  

Similarly, the equal engagement between Priscus and Verus is visually 

recreated by the symmetrical disposition of words within Spect. 31: the anaphoric 

imperfect subjunctive traheret of verse 1, which temporally emphasises the continuity 

 
146 Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
147 See Coleman (2006) on the different interpretations offered by scholars, who believe the protagonists 

to be either bestiarii or gladiators. Ville (1981) 288 argues that they are gladiators. Both Myrinus and 

Triumphus are attested as gladiators in different periods: Myrinus is known from Tiberius’ reign; 

Triumphus from Trajan’s reign. See Ville (1981) 309 on gladiatorial namesakes: ‘Des gladiateurs ont 

pris des noms des champions: le Triumphus qui combattit sous Titus a peut-être repris le nom du 

Triumphus qui fit sa carrière sous Tibère; de même, le Myrinus que Martial évoque vers 101 (XII.28) a 

pu vouloir rappeler le Myrinus qui parut vingt ans plus au munus inaugural du Colisée’. Martial 

mentions Myrinus the gladiator, which is probably the same Myrinus of Spect. 23, in epigram 12.28.7-

8: nuper cum Myrino peteretur missio laeso, / subduxit mappas quattuor Hermogenes. 
148 My emphasis. 
149 Coleman (2006) ad loc.; Lovatt (2016) 366. 
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in time of the encounter and its inconclusive outcome, the reiteration of pares at line 

8 and the anaphora utrique at line 9 visually reproduce the gladiators’ comparable 

capacities in the match and anticipate the combat’s outcome, exploiting the visual and 

pictorial dimensions of gladiatorial graffiti.150  

The epigram’s position in the collection and the speaking-names of Priscus and 

Verus encourage, I argue, a metaliterary reading of the text. Within the book, the so-

called ‘fatal charades’ play a dominant role: heroes from the mythical past are executed 

and the refrain quidquid fama canit, praestat harena tibi (Spect. 6) wittily frames many 

poems throughout in a formulaic manner.151 In this epigram, Priscus allusively refers 

to the fabula prisca (Spect. 6.), the fabled myth, while Verus implicitly alludes to the 

amphitheatrical veritas that, by reifying, staging and making it visible, has outdone 

myth.152 Caesar’s influence has ingeniously reconciled both the mythical past and the 

wondrous realities of the Amphitheatre in the present. The opposition between old 

poetic and mythical stories and the present spectacles finds its (only apparent) 

resolution and reconciliation at the end of this epigrammatic gladiatorial combat. In 

the adjacent epigram, Carpophorus’ exploits are compared with those of mythical 

hunters, suggesting that the spectacles are (again) superior to myth: Saecula 

Carpohorum, Caesar, si prisca tulissent, ‘If former ages had borne Carpophorus, 

Caesar’, he would have successfully accomplished all the heroic deeds of Theseus, 

Hercules, Bellerophon, Jason and Perseus (Spect. 32.1). 

The ephemeral and disposable lives of both these (meta-literary) gladiators are 

immortalised not only in elegiac couplets, the metrical form of epitaphic 

commemoration par excellence, but are also preserved in comparable ways in 

gladiatorial graffiti, which have been found within the Flavian Amphitheatre. The 

visuality of this epigram and the gladiatorial symbols with which Martial consciously 

intersperses his epigram – such as rudis, palmae and lances – alongside the reference 

to the Nereids depicting various formations in the water (Spect. 30), invite comparison 

with gladiatorial graffiti scratched onto the seating orders in the cavea of the Flavian 

Amphitheatre. These artefacts, which are traditionally represented as ephemeral in 

medium and message and as more impermanent than monumental inscriptions, have 

 
150 Coleman (2006) ad loc.  
151 While Fame sings old myths, the arena realises but also outdoes such heroic deeds: Mart. Spect. 6; 

8; 9; 17; 24; 32. 
152 Fitzgerald (2007) 48 interprets Priscus and Verus as nomen omen. 
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offered a long-lasting memorialisation of the short lives of gladiators within a 

monumental environment.  

As Orlandi shows in her landmark work on the epigraphic evidence from the 

Amphitheatre, the building proliferates with inscriptions.153 Alongside the official 

epigraphic records of the various building phases of the Amphitheatre and inscriptions 

on the risers of steps related to the loca, according to which spectators of different 

social extractions were allotted specific seating sections in the cavea on the basis of 

status, rank, age and gender, examples of gladiatorial graffiti have been found 

scratched onto the seating orders, stairs, marble slabs and statue bases of the 

Amphitheatre.154 As the inscriptions engraved on the marble risers of the steps in the 

cavea reveal, spectators used to entertain themselves with board games in the intervals 

between shows: tabulae lusoriae, checkboards and board games of various kinds, 

including the duodecim scripta, boards for nought and crosses, which are still visible 

on the marble slabs of the steps, provide evidence for the ways in which the audience 

experienced the arena games.155 By capturing the transient nature of imperial games, 

the graffiti disseminated across the Roman Amphitheatre offer modern viewers a 

mediated experience of the shows. Unlike official forms of writing, graffiti embed 

private and intimate perceptions and gain meaning from the physical context in which 

they are inscribed. Although they perform a different kind of authority, their 

embeddedness in the monumental space of the Amphitheatre makes them to an extent 

no less monumental than official inscriptions.156 As in many amphitheatres in Italy and 

the provinces, spurred by the arena shows and within the intervals between the 

different games, spectators represented in the here and now the highlights of 

gladiatorial munera, either as endorsements of their favourites, or as an impromptu 

memento of the combat. Depictions of gladiators are normally accompanied by very 

synthetical forms of writing: the name of the combatants, the number of victories and 

fights, whether they won, were reprieved or died are usually combined with visual 

symbols representing acclamations for the gladiators.157 It is not surprising that the 

boundaries between iconographic and verbal messages collapse, with letters 

 
153 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI. 
154 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 523-534 cat. 18-25.  
155 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 531 cat. 30. For further tabulae lusoriae see EAOR VI 143 cat. 10.27 and 

a marble step which was rediscovered in 2001 (inv. 441375). 
156 Milnor (2014) 12.  
157 Cooley and Cooley (2004) 57. 
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transforming into pictorial elements and vice versa. There are, however, circumstances 

in which no text labels the drawings of gladiators.  

Both in Rome and Pompeii, gladiatorial graffiti are disseminated across various 

areas of the towns: in Rome, besides the Flavian Amphitheatre, the Basilica 

Argentaria, the Paedagogium, the Domus Tiberiana and the Ludus Magnus offer 

evidence for many gladiatorial drawings.158 All these graffiti, however, have been 

dated to between the II and the IV century AD. Despite their late dating, it is very 

likely that the culture of graffiti writing was already spread in Rome well before the 

II-III centuries AD. In the nearby Pompeii, destroyed in AD 79 by the eruption of 

Vesuvius, the popularity of gladiatorial shows is well attested. The Amphitheatre, the 

peristyle of the ‘House of the Gladiators’, where graffiti have been attributed to 

gladiators themselves, the surfaces of many tombstones outside the Nucerian and 

Herculaneum Gates provide us with crucial evidence for the production and 

dissemination of these texts.159 Many of the surfaces of these tombs host the edicta 

munerum (notices for the games) of towns in the Campanian region.160 Nola, Nuceria, 

Puteoli, Herculaneum and Cumae advertised their own forthcoming spectacles in the 

necropolis just outside Pompeii, so that the announcements could be visible to passers-

by as much as to Pompeian inhabitants.161 Besides the advertisement strategies, the 

spatial environment in which graffiti and game notices intermingle evokes the original 

function of Republican spectacles, which were offered as munera to the deceased in 

 
158 For the Flavian Amphitheatre: Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 523-541 cat. 18-25 (graffiti gladiatorii); 

cat. 26-31 (graffiti la cui pertinenza all’ambito gladiatorio è incerta); cat. 32-33 (iscrizioni di incerta 

interpretazione); cat. 34-36 (Ludus Magnus); for the Paedagogium: Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966). 
159 Funari and Garraffoni (2009) 187 ff. for gladiatorial graffiti within Pompeii’s Amphitheatre. The 

columns of the peristyle of the ‘House of the Gladiators’ (reg. V, ins. 5), the gladiatorial training schools, 

are scratched with graffiti by gladiators and offer a record for the variety of gladiators performing at 

Pompeii. These graffiti record the name of the combatants, their fights and victories. Most importantly, 

they present themselves as successfully engaging with women, celebrating their sexual ‘prowess’. Boyle 

and Dominik (2003) 63 and Kellum (1999) on the idea that gladiatorial munera offered sexual pleasures 

(voluptas) – cfr. the ambiguous meaning of gladius – and of gladiators as sexual heroes. See for example 

CIL IV 4342: Suspirium puellarum / t(h)r(aex) / Celadus Oct(avianus) III | (coronarum) III; CIL IV 

4345: Puellarum decus / Celadus t(h)r(aex); CIL IV 4353: Cresce(n)s retia[rius] puparum nocturnarum 

mat[tin]ar[um] aliarum / ser atinus medicus; CIL IV 4356: T(h)r(aex) / Celadus reti(arius) Cresce(n)s 

puparru[m] dominus. See Cooley and Cooley (2004) esp. 66. Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 107-109 cat. 

78: V k(alendas) aug(ustas) Nuceriae Florus vic(it), / XIIX k(alendas) sept(embres) Herclanio vicit. 

This graffito, found in the House of Gladiators, records the victories of Florus. It has been interpreted 

as inscribed by the gladiator himself, in a self-celebration of his own victories. See Cooley and Cooley 

(2004) 55-61. 
160 The edicta munerum are extremely formulaic in content and language: date, name of the sponsor 

(editor), type of show and further attractions constitute the common scheme. Some of them are signed 

by the scriptor. See Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) and Cooley and Cooley (2004) 48-65. 
161 Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 14 and 119. 
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the context of the funerary processions. This finds confirmation in the tombstone of 

Umbricius Scaurus in Pompeii, outside the Herculaneum Gate. Although current 

scholarly debate prevents us from advancing a secure hypothesis on its identification, 

the stucco relief on the tomb arguably commemorates scenes of gladiatorial combats 

and hunting, each labelled with inscriptions, which were perhaps held on the occasion 

of Scaurus’ munus funebre (Munere [N(umeri) Fes]ti Ampliati die summo 

(pugnaverunt), ‘For the spectacle of Numerius Festus Ampliatus, on the last day 

fought’.162 The funerary context for the representation of such gladiatorial shows 

encapsulates an (uncomfortable) association between spectacles and death, ephemeral 

arena shows and marble memorials.163  

Implicitly, the Flavian Amphitheatre, which preserves the memory of these 

fights through pictorial and verbal graffiti, becomes itself a gigantic metaphorical 

tombstone, a memorial for the lives of the gladiators and venatores. A good variety of 

gladiatorial graffiti, mostly dated to the IV and V century AD for the style of the 

representations and paleographical aspects, have been rediscovered in the 

Amphitheatre. The great fire of AD 217 and many rebuilding phases of the monument 

may account for the late dating of the texts preserved in the seating orders.164 As 

evidence from Pompeii along with the inscriptions of loca dating to the I and II 

centuries AD suggest, however, graffiti were already part of the amphitheatrical 

writing environment as early as the opening of the Amphitheatre.165 Drawings of single 

 
162 CIL IV 1182; Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 62-67 interprets the die summo as equivalent to supremo 

die vitae rather than the last day of a longer munus, protracted across various days. Contra Cooley and 

Cooley (2004) 57, based on the evidence that games organised by Ampliatus are advertised elsewhere 

in Pompeii. Various interpretations have been offered on the reasons why Umbricius decided to 

commemorate N. Festus Ampliatus’ munus: a. Umbricius was an editor of the games too; b. Umbricius 

wished to commemorate one of his favourite games; c. the munus was commissioned to N. Festus 

Ampliatus by Umbricius’ father to commemorate his son’s death. Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 133: 

‘Infine sembra di poter riscontrare in un documento pompeiano (cat. n. 29) ormai di età imperiale, anche 

un retaggio di onorare i defunti con munera gladiatoria; […] Abbiamo una straordinaria 

documentazione, verosimilmente di età claudia, dell’uso di arricchire le celebrazioni di uomini illustri 

con i combattimenti gladiatori’. 
163 On the artistic decision to display gladiatorial munera on tombstones in the early imperial age see 

Sabbatini Tumolesi (1980) 66. For the commemoration of gladiatorial games see also the (still very 

much discussed) opus tabularum. There is a clear difference between the edicta munerum, which are 

the product of professional scriptores, and graffiti, which offer an insight into a spontaneous form of 

writing (132). 
164 Darwall-Smith (1996) 76 on the fire on 23 August 217, which severely damaged the building. 

Although the Amphitheatre was later reconstructed in its original design, the interior and especially ‘the 

fragments of marble’ are to be ascribed to a later date, after the fire. The last gladiatorial show took 

place in 404 and the last hunt in 523. 
165 Note that the inscriptions related to loca are datable to the I-II centuries AD. This suggests that the 

practice of inscribing (both officially and less officially) the seats of the Amphitheatre was already 

widespread during the first phases of life of the monument.  
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gladiators labelled by their names (Blastus, Delicatus, Honorus) and symbols of 

victory and acclamations share the spatial environment with more complex scenes of 

fighting, normally depicting two standing gladiators.166 

Martial’s perfect parallelism between Priscus and Verus and the visual 

symmetries recreated by the epigram, in which we overhear the crowd’s acclamations 

(magno clamore), finds an interesting equivalent in a graffito scratched in the arena’s 

seats, dating to the IV-V century AD.167 Two standing gladiators, both awarded with 

the rudis, are surrounded by symbols of acclamations and victory (crowns, palms and 

laurels) and accompanied by three inscriptions:168 

a)  

[- - -]+li mor= 

            [- - -]us 

R. 1: [I]unior 

b)  

Limeni  

nika  

PE 

 

c)  

Quintus  

vicit. 

CIL VI 32260b 

 

 

 
166 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 523-528 cat. 18; 19; 20; 24; 25: gladiatorial names accompanied by 

symbols of victory; EAOR VI 524-527 cat. 21; 22: fighting gladiators. There are several drawings whose 

ascription to the gladiatorial world is still very much an open question: cat. 23; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 

32; 33. Cat. 30 is particularly interesting, as it shows a tabula lusoria; the inscription Quintus arguably 

refers to the signature of the author. 
167 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 524-526 cat. 21. On the extemporary nature of graffito see Milnor (2014) 

68. Graffiti are the product of a moment, distinguished from other public and authoritative forms of 

writing and closely related to immediacy and intimacy.  
168 The text is reported as in Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 524-526 cat. 21. CIL VI 32260b reads: iVͶIOR / 

Limeni Nika PE / Quintus uicit. Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 525 explains: ‘Un controllo più accurato del 

testo a) non solo non conferma la lettura proposta dal Corpus, ma non consente nemmeno di mantenere 

l’interpretazione delle lettere così ottenuta come nome proprio del personaggio sulla sinistra: non si 

conoscono infatti cognomina latini o greci terminanti in -limor o -limorus’. Although the two figures 

are commonly identified as gladiators (see Langner (2001) and Orlandi (2004) cat. 21), the depiction of 

them holding wands raises the possibility of identifying the two figures as arbiters (adiutores). 
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Figure 4. Graffito representing two standing gladiators, accompanied by symbols and inscriptions, 

scratched on a marble slab, cavea of the Flavian Amphitheatre, Rome. 

 

The fragmentary status of the stone, currently preserved in the storeroom of the 

Amphitheatre in order II (Inv. 375835), does not allow a reconstruction of inscription 

a) which should label the figure on the left. What seems readable is -iutor. Based on a 

comparison with graffiti from Pompeii, however, such as CIL IV 5279 and 5282, 

which read tu mortus es / tu nuga es, Orlandi interprets inscription a) as an invective 

against the adversary.169 According to Orlandi, the proposed restoration [- - -]li 

mor/[tu]us would find corroboration in further examples of wishes for defeat found 

within the Amphitheatre, in which adjectives such as nuga, iocus and delicatus are 

interpreted as offences directed against rival gladiators.170 

Inscription b) offers the example of exhortation for the victory of Limenius, 

whose name is combined with the Latin transliteration of the Greek verb νίκα and by 

the monogram PE, which reads either p(alma) e(t) l(aurus) or p(alma) e(t) 

f(eliciter).171 This monogram, labelled by Orlandi as an ‘ideogramma con valore di 

 
169 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 524-526 cat. 21. 
170 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 523-524 cat. 19 (Delicatus); 526-527 cat. 22 (iocus); 528-529 cat. 26 

(nugas). 
171 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 524-626 cat. 20-21. Similar exhortations in CIL VIII 10479; CIL X 8303, 

Limeni nika / Limeni ζ[ή]σ[ης] / Λιμένι ζήσες; CIL X 8059; CIL X 2061. As Gigante (1979) 48, νίκα is 

traditionally deployed in inscriptions which record chariot races or related to the circus; as an invocation 

of victory in Pompeii for the actor Paris and for Glaphyrinus (CIL IV 1664: Nica Glaphyrine). 
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amuleto’, which results from the combination of the letters P, E/F and L, is well 

attested in the late-antique iconography of gladiators as a formulaic acclamation.172 

The material objects of gladiatorial reward, such as palms and laurels, visually conflate 

in a highly symbolic letter, while each gladiator is accompanied by a convex object 

adorned with small circlets that can be identified with a crown and a rudis.173 The 

textualization of these symbols appears particularly clear in Martial’s epigram, which 

not only recreates visual symmetries, but also morphs objects which are normally 

represented as pictorial elements in gladiatorial graffiti into words: Martial’s palmas 

and rudis translate into words the monogram PE and the wooden sword, while the 

victory verbally represents the laurel-wreaths. By stimulating visual responses in the 

reader/viewer through visual symmetries and by acting as a reminder of the gladiatorial 

engagement, the epigram appropriates the playfulness with iconographical elements 

converting into verbal elements, which is typical of graffiti (lances, Spect. 31.6; rudes 

et palmas, Spect. 31.9).174 Epigram and graffiti recall the memory of the show, 

stimulating the audience to live anew, imagine and participate in the ephemeral shows. 

Inscription c) has been interpreted as the addition of a different hand and has 

been read as Quintus vicit. Close analysis of Langner’s picture of the graffito, however, 

suggests instead the reading Quintus fecit, which could be interpreted as the graffitist’s 

signature.175 Arguably, this hypothesis is corroborated by two additional examples 

from the Amphitheatre: Lupercus fecit (EAOR VI cat. 28b) and the cognomen Quintus 

scratched upon a tabula lusoria (CIL VI 32257) demonstrate that graffiti authors were 

inclined to claim the authorship of their drawings.176 

Graffiti, which are both visual and verbal artefacts, objects and texts, testify to 

the enthusiastic engagement of spectators, who, in attending the games, left visible 

marks of their support for their favourites. These graffiti responses to the spectacles 

 
172 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 524-527 cat. 20-21-23. 
173 See Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 117 for the various interpretations proposed for the monogram. For a 

similar synthetical representation of a laurel wreaths via the monogram see Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 

524 cat. 20. 
174 Lanx and patera are typical vessels awarded to victorious gladiators. Lances appear in the Magerius 

mosaic, each accompanied by monetary rewards. Martial dedicates another poem to lanx in Apophoreta 

14.97. See Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 31. 
175 Langner (2001) Tab. 47 fig. 943-944.  
176 Orlandi (2004) EAOR VI 529-530 cat. 28: a) [- - -]ticianus [- - -]+us; b) Lupercus fecit. This can be 

interpreted as the author’s signature on the drawing in a proclamation of authorship. Similarly, Orlandi 

(2004) EAOR VI 531 cat. 30 (Orlandi believes that this last specimen might commemorate a famous 

gladiator rather than the name of a graffitist). 
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highlight the spontaneous and immediate nature of such forms of writing, which differ 

from the extant forms of public and authoritative written documents with which the 

Amphitheatre is populated and are an expression of a subjective rather than collective 

voice. Similarly, Martial represents himself as a member of the crowd, dashing off 

epigrams in the here and now to please the emperor, addressing the protagonists of the 

games and the emperor from one of the seating rows of the Amphitheatre. As the 

graffiti-authors were responding to the visual environment surrounding them, so 

Martial was interacting with and responding to the thrilling atmosphere of the arena. 

In the context of the Amphitheatre, Martial aligns his experience with that of graffiti 

writers, demonstrating how his epigrams can be embedded in the spectacular space of 

the Amphitheatre like graffiti, becoming an equally paradoxically long-lived memorial 

of the fleeting pleasures of the arena. As we have seen in the introduction, although 

Martial contrasts the high literary quality of the epigram with the verses scratched into 

the city walls by nasty poetasters, it is the poet himself who introduces a parallel 

between epigrammatists and graffiti-writers, epigram and graffito. In epigram 12.61 

Martial clearly draws a distinction between a sophisticated poet of epigrammatic 

verses and the author of shabby graffiti. By disavowing any possible interaction 

between these two forms of writing, however, Martial draws our attention to the 

existing links in themes and tones between epigrams and graffiti, which were 

perceived as being closer than Martial admits.177 Priapea 2, which shows numerous 

intertextual links with Martial’s work, places emphasis on the connections between 

epigram and graffiti.178 As Morelli shows, the carmen, which resounds with Martial’s 

formulation of labor and otium, puts into play the poetic otium and the traditional 

consumption of poetry in the book form. The otiose poet, in a self-effacing technique 

that pushes further epigram’s pretentious worthlessness, invites the reader into 

Priapus’ temple, whose walls the poet has scratched with verses like a scariphator, a 

graffiti author. Martial’s epigram patently degenerates into a graffito in the Carmina 

Priapea. As Morelli writes:  

 
177 Morelli (2018) n. 60. 
178 Ludens haec ego teste te, Priape, / horto carmina digna, non libello, / scripsi non nimium laboriose. 

/ nec Musas tamen, ut solent poetae, / ad non virgineum locum vocavi: / nam sensus mihi corque 

defuisset, / castas, Pierium chorum, sorores / auso ducere mentulam ad Priapi. / ergo quidquid id est, 

quod otiosus / templi parietibus tui notavi, / in partem accipias bonam, rogamus. (Priap. 2); my 

emphasis. Morelli (2018) 1-23. Text from Codoñer Merino and González Iglesias (2015). 
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‘Egli [i.e. the poet] si pone non di fronte al lettore, ma al suo fianco, all’interno dello 

spazio consacrato di questa nuova poesia, a contemplare insieme a lui l’enorme mentula 

del dio. Al pari di un qualunque sfaccendato, di uno scariphator perditempo, egli entra 

nel tempio di Priapo e graffisce i suoi ruvidi versi. Come è stato ben notato, c’è una 

‘autodegradazione’ della poesia epigrammatica a incondito ‘graffito’, una messa in scena 

che ben veicola e introduce l’oscenità dei contenuti; anche questo motivo è già 

marzialiano’.179 

Both epigram 12.61 and Carmina Priapea 2 suggest that epigram could be perceived 

as sharing substantial qualities with graffiti already in antiquity. This seemingly 

corroborates the idea that, despite attributing a superior poetic quality to his epigrams, 

Martial was intentionally aligning his experience in the amphitheatre to that of graffiti 

writers, in order to suggest that his epigrams could be virtually scratched on the walls 

of the Amphitheatre, like graffiti. However, epigrams can claim to be speedier than 

graffiti, for writing on stone, even in a desultory way, does not equal the rapidity of 

scribbling epigrams with a stylus on papyrus or wax tablets. As we shall see in Chapter 

Four, Martial exploits the graffiti-like nature of epigrams and explicitly turns poetry 

into short graffiti in order to re-imagine the literary tradition in the context of the 

Saturnalia. If Priapus’ temple becomes a poetic space in the Carmina Priapea, the 

Amphitheatre appears as a writing environment, in which spontaneous and ephemeral 

wall writings have become integral to its monumental architecture. Within the 

monument, the authority of official inscriptions recording the building phases and 

architecture of the monument and extemporary graffiti all share the same 

representational space, a venue that already reinforced social hierarchies and put on 

display power relations amongst Romans and foreigners, Romans and emperor.  

By association with their material context, extempore graffiti, whose physical 

embeddedness in space and material context is integral to their interpretation, have 

become monumental, endowed with a memorialising function which can be compared 

to that of epigrams.180 The disposable lives of the epigrammatic Priscus and Verus, 

Triumphus and Myrinus, and the graffiti’s Quintus and Limenius, encapsulated in the 

monumental environment of the Amphitheatre, embedded in its marble seating orders, 

have lived on across the centuries. Although the extant graffiti evidence within the 

Amphitheatre is scarce and mostly dates to the IV-V century AD, it is not hard to 

 
179 Morelli (2018) 11. 
180 On the importance of a contextual reading for graffiti see Baird and Taylor (2011) and Milnor (2014). 
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imagine how the games would have stimulated similar responses in previous centuries 

and to picture both epigrams and graffiti as an immediate product of the wondrous 

realities of the arena. To an extent, Martial’s epigrams and graffiti share a paradoxical 

conceptualisation of monumentality: if they are both occasional, ephemeral in nature, 

they gain monumentality by association with their context, integral to the monumental 

feat of the Amphitheatre. Martial wittily plays with such material textualities and 

engages with visual symbols to the effect that he embeds his poems in a dense 

materiality. He also endows his poems with a longer-lasting legacy, sculpting his 

verses out of marble. As Kellum demonstrates, gladiators were ‘cultural heroes’ of 

everyday life in Pompeii: ‘The gladiatorial combats in the amphitheatre, the circus 

games, the theatrical performances were not spectacles that existed apart from and in 

opposition to the quotidian world of streets, but rather ritualised extensions of a 

spectacular culture that pervaded all aspects of Roman urban life’.181 In the Liber 

spectaculorum, Martial celebrates these new heroes, who outdo the myths of old ones. 

Through association with graffiti, Martial offers a wicked twist to poetic 

monumentality, preserving the fleeting spectacles in a medium which is by nature 

occasional and ‘impermanent’, yet marmoreal and monumental. Epigrams and graffiti 

alike, which show a flexible relation between the visual and the verbal, act as proxies 

for the memory. By recalling the particularities of a moment and stimulating the 

reader’s and viewer’s evocation and participation in absentia in the arena marvels, 

epigrams and graffiti are simultaneously textual and material objects capable of 

rescuing the otherwise forgettable protagonists of the arena from oblivion. As I shall 

discuss in the section to follow, by rewriting his verses and mythical enactments of the 

Liber spectaculorum in the collection of the Apophoreta, Martial explores the 

monumental dimension of his epigrams and investigates further the implications of 

morphing imperial munera into epigrammatic gifts. 

 

 

 

 
181 Kellum (1999) 291. 
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2.5 Epigrammatic Monumentalisation: Self-Memorialising Strategies in 

Spectacles and the Apophoreta 

Mythological re-enactments are central to the book’s (encomiastic) goals. The myths 

of Pasiphae (6), Laureolus (9), Daedalus (10) and Orpheus (24-25) become one of the 

major attractions of the arena – the manifestation of Caesar’s ‘mythicising influence’ 

over reality and, by extension, over the poetic-mythical tradition.182 As Coleman 

argues, capital offenders (damnati ad bestias) were executed or punished in the arena 

for popular enjoyment as mythical heroes in what she terms ‘fatal charades’.183 Insofar 

as myth escapes the realms of belief, its verification in the arena is an opportunity for 

Martial to praise the emperor’s miraculous powers.184 Martial’s representation of myth 

points in two directions. Caesar’s marvels confirm mythical stories and reconcile myth 

and truth in arena performances: as Spect. 31 has demonstrated, Priscus and Verus are 

both awarded Caesar’s palm. In addition, through the very act of making myth visible, 

the amphitheatrical marvels trump and replace the fabled episodes.185 Here Martial 

draws out a further meaning from the game of substitution and replacement operating 

in Spect. 1, as winged Fame will hand down to posterity the events consumed within 

the Amphitheatre ‘instead of all others’ and ‘on behalf of all others’ (unum pro cunctis 

Fama loquetur opus, Spect. 1.8). 

A crucial aspect of these epigrams on ‘fatal charades’ lies in the close 

intertextual dialogue that they display with the Saturnalian collection of the 

Apophoreta. The mythical enactments of Europa, Orpheus and Leander receive 

treatment in both the Liber spectaculorum and the Apophoreta. Coleman has 

emphasised that Martial praises Caesar for the ‘reification of myth’ in the arena.186 

Nevertheless, Martial investigates the material dimension and afterlife for some of the 

mythological spectacles through intentional echoes within Book Fourteen. Martial 

metamorphoses his epigrammatic spectacles into exchangeable ‘take-away’ gifts by 

 
182 Rosati (2006) 43: ‘The attribution of divine powers to the emperor, with consequent mythicising 

influence on reality … is replaced by a world with a mythical basis, which is essentially the myth of the 

imperator’. 
183 Coleman (1990b) 44-73, esp. 62-67 on the Liber spectaculorum.  
184 Nauta (2002) 405; Fitzgerald (2007) 48-57; Hinds (2007) 147-154; Rimell (2008) 62; Lovatt (2016) 

367. 
185 On the ‘cross-fertilization’, thematization and incorporation of epigram in dramatic genres, including 

tragedy and epic, see Dinter (2005) and (2019) 145-162. See especially 149-150 on the concept that 

epigram Anth. Pal. 7.354, in the fashion of an epitaph for Medea’s children, ‘lends truth to the story 

tragedy transmits’, by focusing on the material realities of the gravestone and its inscription. 
186 Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 6. 
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means of intra-textual allusions. The poet retrospectively re-writes and adds a precise 

material and visual three-dimensionality to his spectacles in the collections of the 

Xenia and Apophoreta, which play on their non-literary status and blur the distinctions 

between epigram and object. By doing so, Martial heightens the role of his literary 

opus as both permanent and impermanent, transcendent and densely material.  

It comes as no surprise that the (already) ambiguous opus of Spect. 1, hinting 

at both the architectural feat of the Amphitheatre and Martial’s epic-epigram, 

reverberates at the very beginning of the Apophoreta: Quo vis cumque loco potes hunc 

finire libellum: / versibus explicitumst omne duobus opus, ‘You can finish this booklet 

where you like and when: every work is unfolded in two verses’, 14.2.1-2.187 As Leary 

points out, the opposition between epigrammatic light verses encapsulated in a 

libellum and literary masterpiece (opus) enhances the humour in these lines, where 

Martial both stresses and effaces the literary worth of his work.188 The poet suggests 

that each couplet is a poetic opus. Simultaneously, he blurs the boundaries between 

word and object, text and material thing, emphasising the occasional usefulness of his 

poem-tags.189 The quasi-epic statement at the outset of the Liber spectaculorum (unum 

pro cunctis Fama loquetur opus, Spect. 1.8) is ironically recontextualised in a 

collection that Martial ironically presents as a gift-catalogue of poems-objects.190 It is 

precisely in this double-edged use of opus as literary as well as architectural and 

artwork that we begin to appreciate Martial’s idiosyncratic formulation of a core 

paradox that is kept alive throughout his poetic production.  

  Hinds has already pointed out that Martial rewrites Ovid’s Metamorphoses in 

the Apophoreta and the Liber spectaculorum, to the effect that he creates a distinctive 

‘synthesis’ between text and artwork, epigram and object or gift-label.191 I want to take 

up this point to explore how the intra-textual links between the Liber spectaculorum 

and the Apophoreta offer new insights for the interpretation of self-memorialising 

strategies.192 Martial’s rewriting of his spectacles offers the poet a way to investigate 

 
187 My emphasis. Translation by Leary (1996). 
188 Leary (1996) ad loc. and Roman (2001) esp. 136: ‘At the furthest horizon of literary materialism, 

the work is no longer a fabric of interconnected motifs available to the synthetic understanding of a 

general reader, but a collection of disparate items, each applied to their own, occasional use’. 
189 As noted by Hinds (2007) esp. 139-141. 
190 Hinds (2007) 139-144. 
191 Ibid. 
192 Salemme (1976) and (2005) is the standard study on the intra-textual links between the Xenia and 

the Apophoreta and the following heterogeneous numbered collections. He labels this phenomenon as 
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the material and visual dimensions of his epigrams and simultaneously to (un)balance 

his conceptualisation of (literary) monumentality. 

The first enactment that the reader encounters in the liber entails the mythical 

intercourse between Pasiphae and the bull:  

Iunctam Pasiphaen Dictaeo credite tauro: 

  uidimus, accepit fabula prisca fidem. 

ne se miretur, Caesar, longaeua Vetustas: 

  quidquid Fama canit, praestat harena tibi. 

                                                 Mart. Spect. 6 

You must believe that Pasiphae did couple with the bull of Dicte: we have seen it happen, the 

age-old myth has been vindicated. Don’t let ancient Tradition vaunt herself, Caesar: whatever 

Legend sings, the amphitheatre offers you.193 

In Spect. 6, the story of Pasiphae, which had a long-standing literary tradition, is 

condensed into epigrammatic form, debased to the level of visible experience 

(uidimus, 2) and confirmed by the imperial spectacles.194 Martial’s poetic attitude 

anticipates his (post-Callimachean) disavowal of myth, proclaimed aloud in 4.49 and 

10.4.195 In these programmatic pieces, Martial overtly opposes his own poetry to the 

vana ludibria (‘empty sham’, 10.4.7) of myth and tragedy.196  

 
‘poetica degli oggetti’: ‘[…] Marziale sembra usare un certo numero limitato di stilemi che tendono a 

ricorrere nella sua ‘scrittura’. […] Accanto a questi urgono, nella costituzione del suo messaggio 

poetico, gli oggetti minutamente elencati e descritti in Xenia e Apophoreta, che si rivelano di importanza 

fondamentale nello svolgimento della poesia di Marziale: i libri xiii e xiv costituiscono quasi un 

avantesto, dotato di autentica capacità generativa nei confronti dei futuri sviluppi poetici di Marziale, 

quasi raccolta di punti nodali pronto ad immettersi, tramite una forza irradiante, in un circuito. […] Alla 

base dell’opera di Marziale sono dunque prevalentemente Xenia e Apophoreta con le loro ‘schede’ di 

oggetti che negli altri libri, tramite il processo rievocativo del poeta, entrano in più articolate strutture, 

secondo stilemi, moduli formali costanti, che vengono considerati insieme con i significati di cui sono 

veicoli’ (105-106). Salemme (2005) 9 similarly investigates the echoes of Martial’s Xenia and 

Apophoreta within his twelve-book production. In the Liber spectaculorum we see how the ‘poetica 

degli oggetti’ is already in nuce and how Martial uses his literary memory to evoke his own spectacles 

in the Apophoreta. Salemme (1976) 111 notes a poetic intertext between Spect. 1.1-2 and 8.36.1-3 and 

considers the liber as at the origin of the internal literary reminiscences. He fails to notice, however, 

that the liber is already interspersed with visual and material objects which Martial will evoke 

throughout his books, giving them a new material dimension in the poetic catalogue of the Apophoreta. 

In sum, I argue, the ‘poetica degli oggetti’ exists even before the Xenia and the Apophoreta. Links 

between the Liber spectaculorum and the Apophoreta are: Spect. 6; 18; 19; 14.180 (Pasiphae, Europe 

picta); Spect. 11 and 26; 14.52-53 (two-horned rhino); Spect. 24; 14.165-166 (Orpheus); Spect. 28-29; 

14.181 (Leander). 
193 My emphasis. 
194 Verg. Ecl. 6. 46-60; Ov. Ars am. 1.289-326; Ov. Met. 8.131-137. Coleman (2006) 62; Hinds (2007) 

147-148. 
195 For Martial’s anti-mythological poetics see Citroni (1968) esp. 274-281; Salemme (1976) 102-104; 

Hinds (2007); Mattiacci and Perruccio (2007). Martial expresses his reproach for myth and tragedy in 

favour of poetry which adheres to reality in numerous epigrams: 4.49; 5.53; 8.3; 9.50; 10.4. 
196 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). 
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This tension between reality and myth, epigram and fabled stories, permeates 

Martial’s narrative of the games. In the re-enactment of Pasiphae’s story, the fabled 

myth has come true in the arena, accepit fabula prisca fidem, Spect. 6.2.197 The god-

like presence and superhuman powers of the emperor allow myth to be offered up to 

spectators and to be confirmed by the present shows, quidquid Fama canit, praestat 

harena tibi, Spect. 6.4. Caesar, framed by miretur and Vetustas (3), is imagined as 

trumping the personified past. He embodies the ‘trait d’union’ between divine and 

human, (ancient venerable) myth and (present spectacular) reality.198 If the story 

escaped our belief, now that we have seen it (uidimus) reified (and textualized) in the 

arena, we believe it.199 Artistic depictions of Pasiphae’s story are known from the walls 

of Pompeii, suggesting that Martial had already a set of pictorial representations from 

which to create his own minimalistic but vivid rendering of the myth.200  

The verification of Pasiphae’s intercourse with the Dictaeus taurus in Spect. 6, 

alongside the underlying encomiastic rhetoric of ‘the myth on earth represented by the 

imperator’, anticipates the spectacle of the heavenward flight of a bull with the beast-

fighter ‘Alcides’, Spect. 18-19.201 In this epigrammatic pair, the emperor’s spectacular 

hoisting of a bull ad aethera (Spect. 18.1) is compared with Jupiter’s mythical 

metamorphosis into a iuuencus to rape Europa: Caesaris atque Iouis confer nunc, 

Fama, iuuencos: / par onus ut tulerint, altius iste tulit, ‘Now, Fame, compare the steers 

of Caesar and Jupiter: while they carried equal burdens, Caesar’s carried his higher’, 

Spect. 19.3-4.202 Caesar’s bull, which lifts the bestiarius ‘Alcides’ in astra is 

proclaimed superior to the Jupiter-bull, which carried Europa per aequora, as he has 

achieved a greater altitude (altius).203 The bull’s spatial suspension media harena 

 
197 Prisca fides is a syntagm that we find in Verg. Aen. 6.878: heu pietas, heu prisca fides inuictaque 

bello; Aen. 9.79: dicite: prisca fides facto, sed fama perennis.  
198 Coleman (2006) 68. 
199 Lovatt (2016) 367. 
200 Coleman (2006) 63. The myth of Pasiphae was well known in Pompeii, as the widespread artistic 

renderings suggest: depictions are found, among the others, in the Casa del Menandro, in the Casa di 

Meleagro, in the ‘Gran Lupanar’. 
201 Rosati (2006) 48. For the idea that the Dictaeus taurus contains a possible allusion to Jupiter (born, 

according to one version, on the Mt. Dicte) and that it prefigures the god’s abduction of Europa see 

Coleman (2006) 66. If we interpret the Dictaeus taurus as referring to Jupiter, the juxtaposition between 

Spect. 6 and 18-19 is based on Martial’s deployment of the mythical tradition. 
202 Moretti (1992) 57 interprets the spectacle as the representation of Hercules’ apotheosis. See Coleman 

(2006) ad loc.  
203 Similarly, another suspension in mid-air is in Mart. Spect. 13.4-6 (a bear dying in sanguinea harena 

trapped into birdlime): nec uolet excussa lancea torta manu; / deprendat uacuo uenator in aëre 

praedam, / si captare feras aucupis arte placet. 
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recalls the fate of another bull tossed into the air by a two-horned rhino: quantus erat 

taurus, cui pila taurus erat!, ‘What a great bull that was, for which a bull was but a 

toy!’, Spect. 11.4.204 By attributing the arena marvels not to stage artifices, but to 

Caesar’s moral force, Martial enhances the atmosphere of awe (non fuit hoc artis, sed 

pietatis opus, ‘(it) was a work not of artifice but of devotion’, Spect. 18.2).205 Once 

again, as in Spect. 1, it is personified Fame who establishes the primacy of the 

portentous games (and of imperial power) in the amphitheatre over the legendary past, 

whether literary, mythical or architectural.206  

The myth of Europa at the beginning of Spect. 19.1, Vexerat Europen fraterna 

per aequora taurus, which serves as a parallel to the exploits of the Caesaris iuvencus, 

is offered a new epigrammatic rendering in the ‘quasi-ekphrastic’ section of the 

Apophoreta which is dedicated to works of art, including mythological paintings and 

statuettes (14.170-182).207 Clay figurines (sigillaria) were originally exchanged as part 

of Saturnalian gift-giving and it is therefore relevant that the epigrammatisation of 

mythical characters and scenes plays such a crucial role within the Apophoreta 170-

182.  

14.180. Europe picta. 

Mutari melius tauro, pater optime divum, 

  tunc poteras Io cum tibi vacca fuit. 

14.180. Painting of Europa. 

You could better have been changed to a bull, most excellent Father of the Gods, when Io was 

your cow. 

Mutari is the key verb which dominates the epigram and underscores a series of 

mythical but also amphitheatrical metamorphoses: while Pasiphae had disguised 

herself into a wooden heifer to couple with the real Dictaeus taurus in Spect. 6, Jupiter 

morphs into a bull to abduct Europa, creating a thematic bridge with Spect. 19. The 

god’s metamorphosis into a bull would have been more successful when Io was a cow, 

 
204 Similarly, Spect. 22.2: sustulerat raptas taurus in astra pilas. 
205 In Spect. 20 the elephant’s spontaneous kneeling is attributed to the animal’s feeling the presence of 

the emperor. Moretti (1992) 57: ‘Marziale esclama che tale volo non fuit…artis, sed pietatis opus, con 

una già significativa trasformazione della tecnologia spettacolare in prodigio miracoloso, in ordine a 

quella che viene rivelandosi come una tecnologia degli spettacoli’. 
206 Hardie (2012); Lovatt (2016) 367: ‘It is important that Fama does the comparing: the author does 

not take credit for this potentially blasphemous claim, but leaves it up to rumour, while emphasising the 

fact that the spectacle deserves a worldwide audience, and implying that the spectacles enshrine epic 

feats’. Moretti (1992). 
207 Leary (1996) ad 14.180; Hinds (2007).  
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ironically concludes Martial.208 Mutari can be read in a meta-literal sense: the main 

conceit is that the epigram is showcasing its own material status and is virtually 

morphing beyond recognition into an objet d’art. As we gather from the start of the 

Apophoreta, expensive and cheap gifts, texts and objects, epigrams and titles are 

juxtaposed and mingled together.209 It is significant that the series of works of art, 

14.170-182, encapsulates references not only to myth, which is programmatically 

disavowed at the beginning of the collection and yet permeates the book throughout;210 

but also suggestive allusions to the mythical enactments performed into the arena. The 

myth of Europa, verified in the Amphitheatre and in two spectacle-epigrams on the 

‘flying bull’ (Spect. 18-19), is evoked anew in this epigram which puts painting and 

text into dialogue.211 The explicit superiority of Caesar’s bull is sustained in the grand 

and ironic address to Jupiter in 14.180: if he had been the best father of gods (pater 

optime diuum), he would have ‘timed his metamorphosis into a bull better’, in order to 

deceive Hera and successfully mate with Io.212 Myth, which was already made visible 

thanks to Caesar’s ‘mythopoetic’ powers, acquires here a new material dimension, 

textualised in the form of a visible, portable and exchangeable work of art.213 That 

Martial intentionally alluded to the spectacles of the arena seems to be confirmed by 

the juxtaposition of Europa’s painting with the statuette of Leander (14.181), whose 

fabled swim, as we shall see shortly, appears in the Liber spectaculorum.  

Later in the book, when the heroes Daedalus, Laureolus and Orpheus are 

executed, their myths become the ‘empty’ and desecrated frames for gory capital 

punishments. Deviance from myth and ironic inversion of the tradition afford Martial 

the opportunity to degrade the poetic past. Daedalus, whose heroic wings become a 

mere theatrical adornment for a capital offender, is mauled by a Lucanian bear (quam 

cuperes pennas nunc habuisse tuas!, ‘How you must wish you had your feathers 

now!’, Spect. 10.2). Orpheus’ mythical enchantment of nature – repserunt scopuli 

 
208 Leary (1996) ad 14.180. Jupiter had turned Io into a cow to hide his love affair from Hera. As soon 

as the goddess found out, she asked Io as a gift, preventing the god from seeing her again. 
209 Hinds (2007) 140-142. 
210 Mart. 14.1.11-12: vis scribam Thebas Troiamve malasve Mycenas? / ‘Lude’ inquis ‘nucibus.’ 

Perdere nolo nuces. See Leary (1996) ad loc. Although myth is disavowed, it plays a key role in the 

book: the series of works of literature hosts Homer, Virgil, Ovid (14.183-196). The section on statuettes 

and paintings is informed by myth and shows a clear epigrammatic appropriation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses (14.170-182): see Hinds (2007) esp. 140-146. 
211 Leary (1996) ad loc. believes that the epigram is referring to a statuette rather than a painting. 

Representations of Europa are well attested in the Porticus Pompeii. See also Mart. 2.14; 3.20: 11.1. 
212 Leary (1996) ad loc.; Hinds (2007) 143-144. 
213 Rosati (2006) 47. 
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mirandaque silua cucurrit, ‘cliffs crawled and wood ran forwards, a wonder to 

behold’, Spect. 24.3 – is ironically proved ineffective, when an ungrateful bear, 

oblivious to his music, tears him apart (ipse sed ingrato iacuit laceratus ab urso. / 

haec tantum res est facta παρʼ ἱστορίαν, ‘but he fell, torn apart by an unappreciative 

bear. This was the only thing that happened contrary to the story’, Spect. 24.7-8).214 

The traditional myth is given a sardonic twist (παρʼ ἱστορίαν), for, as in Spect. 9, which 

re-stages the myth of Laureolus, it is a bear who mauls Orpheus rather than the 

Thracian women (nuda Caledonio sic uiscera preabuit urso, ‘gave up his defenceless 

entrails to a Scottish bear’, Spect. 9.3).215 

Orpheus’ mythical enactment is metonymically invoked in an epigrammatic 

sequence in the Apophoreta entitled cithara (14.165-166):216  

14.165. Cithara. 

Reddidit Eurydicen vati: sed perdidit ipse,  

   dum sibi non credit nec patienter amat.                                             

14.165. Lyre. 

It gave Eurydice back to the bard; but he lost her himself, not trusting himself nor loving in 

moderation. 

14.166. Idem. 

De Pompeiano saepe est eiecta theatro 

   quae duxit silvas detinuitque feras.                                       

14.166. Same. 

It has often been thrown out of Pompey’s theatre – the instrument that drew forests and held wild 

beasts. 

Through a series of intra-textual links with Spect. 24, the lyre, a high-value gift in the 

Apophoreta, recalls Orpheus’ episode in the amphitheatre, on which Martial casts a 

further ironic light: Orpheus is represented through the lyre, the instrument which had 

cost him his life in the arena.217 While it once enchanted silvas et feras (14.166.2), 

 
214 For unappreciative animals which attack their magistri, see Spect. 12.1: Laeserat ingrato leo perfidus 

ore magistrum. Moretti (1992) 58-59: that the arena offers Caesar everything that the Mount Rhodope 

had seen in Orpheo theatro adds an epic overtone (‘Nell’uso di questo termine anche l’antico mito 

prende la forma di uno spettacolo avvenuto nel tempo antichissimo degli dèi e degli eroi. […] È l’alto 

monte Rodope che osserva il dispiegarsi del mito di Orfeo che si svolge ai suoi piedi: non mi pare 

casuale l’accostamento col nome dell’imperatore che, dall’alto del suo palco e della sua visuale 

privilegiata, osserva ai suoi piedi lo svolgersi degli spettacoli’). 
215 On the philological conjecture proposed by Housman for Spect. 24.8 see detailed discussion in 

Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 24. 
216 Coleman (1990a) 62-63; Leary (1996) ad 14.165-166; Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 24-25; Hinds 

(2007) 142 on the Ovidian intertext.  
217 Vatem-uati (Spect. 24.6-14.165.1); Orpheo…theatro-Pompeiano theatro (Spect. 24.1-14.165.1); 

silua-siluas (Spect. 24.3; 14.166.2). 
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stage-Orpheus’ music is now incapable of influencing the ungrateful bear (ingrato 

urso, Spect. 24.7). De Pompeiano saepe est eiecta theatro (14.166) confirms how such 

a portentous song for the ‘vates-pantomime Orpheus’ becomes worthless in the context 

of the Amphitheatre.218 Orpheus’ myth, which was already debased to create a stage 

setting for a damnatus ad bestias, finds a new and cheaper reification in the 

Apophoreta (despite being a rich man’s gift). Martial’s verses from the Liber 

spectaculorum are materialised into an object to be exchanged during the Saturnalia. 

Through literary reminiscences Martial is simultaneously memorialising his verses and 

offering them a different and more densely material afterlife. 

A clear fracture is discernible between the empty poetic past and the ‘myth’ of 

the new sovereign. Old heroes become victims, while new ones take central stage: 

Carpophorus, Myrinus and Triumphus, Priscus and Verus are the real stars of these 

games. But, above all, Martial’s creative imagination is captured by Caesar, without 

whose presence these prodigies could not be realised.219 Although departure from the 

mythical tradition serves a debasing function in the cases of Daedalus and Orpheus, 

this is turned into an imperial compliment when Leander’s story is brought to life in 

the Amphitheatre.  

The pair of epigrams (Spect. 28-29) stages Leander’s fabled swim as an 

unconventional amphitheatrical spectacle. Leander, who secretly swam every night 

from Abydos to Sestos to visit Hero, died one night in a storm. His fatal journey, 

however, is here spared by the clemency of Caesaris unda, ‘Caesar’s wave’:  

Quod nocturna tibi, Leandre, pepercerit unda, 

  desine mirari: Caesaris unda fuit. 

                                                 Mart. Spect. 28 

Stop marvelling that the night’s wave spared you, Leander: it was Caesar’s wave.  

The traditional outcome of myth is given a wry twist, which constitutes an occasion 

for Martial to flatter the supernatural powers of Caesar over nature. Not merely fierce 

beasts and humans, but even the sea yields to his command.220 

 
218 Leary (1996) ad 14.166: ‘The suggestion might be that the cithara itself is sound: it once enchanted 

nature and wild beasts; but the players of M’s day, being inferior to Orpheus, are faulty’. 
219 Rosati (2006) 47: ‘He [i.e. Martial] shows that he is able of creating continuity between the myth of 

the past, fixed in the collective memory, and the mythical dimension of the new world, the dimension 

created by the sovereign’. 
220 Many epigrams in the Liber spectaculorum represent wild beasts behaving tamely and performing 
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Inversion of the mythical tradition reads here as a manifestation of Caesar’s 

clementia.221 

Cum peteret dulces audax Leandros amores  

  et fessus tumidis iam premeretur aquis, 

sic miser instantes adfatus dicitur undas: 

  ‘parcite dum propero, mergite dum redeo.’ 

                                                    Mart. Spect. 29 

When Leander in his daring was on the way to his sweetheart and, in his exhaustion, was already 

being overwhelmed by the swelling waters, the poor fellow is said to have addressed the towering 

waves as follows: ‘Spare me while I am on the way there, drown me on the way back’.222 

Both Spect. 28 and 29 pare down to epigrammatic brevitas Ovid’s story of Leander 

and Hero. Leander’s plea to the sea in the concluding pentameter of Spect. 29, ‘parcite 

dum propero, mergite dum redeo’, alludes to Ovid’s famous passage in Leander’s 

letter to Hero, in which he foresees his destiny: ‘Siqua fides uero est ueniens hinc esse 

natator, / cum redeo, uideor naufragus esse mihi. / hoc quoque si credes, ad te uia 

prona uidetur; / a te cum redeo, cliuus inertis aquae’, ‘Believe me, it is true: going 

hence I seem a swimmer, but, when I return, a shipwrecked man. This too, is true, will 

you but believe: toward you, my way seems ever inclined, away from you, when I 

return, it seems a steep of lifeless water’, Ov. Her. 18.119-22.223 Leander’s direct 

speech is reduced to an epigrammatic refrain which encapsulates his hopes and fears 

 
spontaneous acts of duty in response to Caesar’s miraculous presence: non facit hoc iussus nulloque 

docente magistro: / crede mihi, nostrum sentit et ille deum, Spect. 20.3-4. Martial exploits events which 

go against the normal course of nature and the amphitheatrical tricks to celebrate Caesar. The (pius and 

supplex) elephant’s kneeling in the arena is interpreted by Martial as an act of deference and spontaneous 

worship rather than the effect of training. In a metaliterary way, the elephant is presented as a subject 

of Caesar, who performs the oriental gesture of proskynesis to pay homage to the ruler: Coleman (2006) 

156-158. Orpheus’ enchantment of wild nature and beasts is transferred onto Caesar’s divine charisma, 

who has a ‘mythicising influence over nature’. For similar acts of spontaneous worship see Spect. 33, 

where a (supplex) doe, stopping before Caesar, is rescued from the attacks of Molossian dogs, which 

similarly recognise Caesar’s divinity: numen habet Caesar: sacra est haec, sacra potestas. / credite: 

mentire non didicere ferae, Spect. 33.7-8. Nevertheless, the aggressive behaviour of a lion mauling his 

trainer (Spect. 12) and of a tigress killing a lion, whose violence is ascribed to her proximity to humans 

(postquam inter nos est, plus feritatis habet, Spect. 21.6) requires Caesar’s intervention, who punishes 

the lion. Martial spells out a moral for humans, blurring the boundaries between beasts and men, all 

equally surrendering to Caesar’s godly powers: quos decet esse hominum tali sub principe mores, / qui 

iubet ingenium mitius esse feris!, Spect. 12.5-6. Relevant to the (meta-literary) theme of imperial power 

over wild animals is the cycle on the lion and the hare, scattered throughout Book One. See Nauta (2002) 

esp. 406-412; Rosati (2006) esp. 43-47.  
221 Note how the invitation ne se miretur of Spect. 6.3, which was referred to Caesar in the context of 

amphitheatrical confirmation of Pasiphae’s myth, is now turned into desine mirari addressed to Leander 

in a scene of mythical inversion. 
222 My emphasis. 
223 My emphasis. Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
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and, lastly, the ineluctability of his destiny.224 The story of Leander, which is already 

stretched across two epigrams in the Liber spectaculorum, is reworked once more in 

epigram 14.181, in a pointed and even shorter version. There, Leander is 

monumentalised as a marble statuette which depicts him mid-journey: 

14.181. Leandros marmoreus. 

Clamabat tumidis audax Leandros in undis: 

  ‘Mergite me fluctus cum rediturus ero.’ 

14.181. Leander in marble. 

Bold Leander cried amid the swelling waves: ‘Drown me, ye billows, when I am on my way 

back’. 

In this elegiac couplet, where a quasi-epitaphic brevitas heightens the poem’s 

pointedness, Martial materialises the spectacle displayed in epigrams 28-29 and makes 

it three-dimensional.225 Leander’s movement within the amphitheatrical waters is 

permanently fixed into a marble objet d’art, a rich man’s gift.226 The liquidity of 

Leander’s enactment within the Amphitheatre heightens the contrasts with his 

metamorphosis into a solid figurine of marble. His scenic liquid movement is turned 

into a Saturnalian marmoreal paralysis. Alongside Europe picta (14.180), which was 

already reminiscent of the spectacular bull’s flight staged in Spect. 18-19, Leander is 

offered a material afterlife in the collection of the Apophoreta, in the section dedicated 

to the sigillaria, the small statuettes which were traditionally exchanged in the context 

of Saturnalian gift-giving (14.170-182). Yet, despite its marmoreal fixity, the hero is 

endowed with a voice which eternally reiterates his plea to the sea and imbues him 

with a vitality that only poetic words could lend him. This short gift-poem is 

intertextually related to both Spect. 29 and Ovid’s Heroides 18: ‘mergite dum redeo’ 

(Spect. 29.4) is recalled by ‘mergite me…cum rediturus ero’ (14.181.2), while the 

reference to the storm is made clear by the elliptical reference to tumidis undis 

(14.181.1) that alludes to tumidis aquis of Spect. 29.2.  

Within the Apophoreta Martial is ingeniously rewriting himself, investigating 

the material and visual qualities of his epigrams. By alluding to the verses from the 

Liber spectaculorum in the Saturnalian catalogue-poetry, Martial hints at the equally 

 
224 Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
225 Salemme (2005) 15-16. 
226 Leary (1996) ad loc. believes that this epigram describes a marble relief ‘which would allow for 

easier depiction of a drowning swimmer’ rather than a statuette. See also Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 29, 

n. 1. 
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literary and material role of epigram in social exchanges between poet and patron: as 

Milnor writes, ‘the joke is especially funny given the social role which epigram had 

taken on by the late first century CE, as guests might send a poem in a note as a thank-

you after a dinner or a night spent at a patron’s house’.227 Not only is the Leander of 

the Apophoreta a (figurative and textual) statuette to be exchanged as a gift in the 

context of the Saturnalia, but already the epigrammatic pair on the mythological 

enactment in the Liber spectaculorum implicitly underscored a negotiation between 

poetic and imperial munera. Martial offers the emperor his epigrams in return for the 

wondrous imperial shows both in Spect. 35 and in epigram 1.5, playing on the double 

meaning of munus. Games were given as gifts from the emperor or patrons, while 

epigrams both accompany or substitute gifts for emperors, friends and patrons. In 

epigram 1.5 Martial satirises the (disbalanced) ‘do ut des’ relationship with Domitian. 

Martial’s ‘epigrammatic’ emperor is imagined receiving the poems during a naval 

battle and responding with an ironic conceit: Do tibi naumachiam, tu das 

epigrammata nobis: vis, puto, cum libro, Marce, nature tuo, ‘I give you a sea fight, 

you give me epigrams. Methinks you want to be in the water with your book, Marcus’, 

1.5.228 By playing with imperial and poetic munera, respectively a grandiose naval 

engagement and a humble short epigrammatic collection, Martial makes a joke on the 

disbalanced exchange of two very different kinds of munera. At the same time, he 

ironically comments on the ‘watery’ destiny of his own work, while putting on display 

a (desired) proximity to Domitian.229 Through the fictitious dialogue and the direct 

address Marce, the poem creates the impression of intimacy between poet and 

emperor. 

As we have seen throughout, many of Martial’s spectacles, by way of literary 

evocations and precise poetic reminiscences, are materialised within the collection as 

small objects to be taken away as gifts. With the retrospective reification of his 

spectacle-epigrams Martial demonstrates that the ‘poetica degli oggetti’ was inherent 

to the epigrammatic communication as early as the Liber spectaculorum, providing the 

reader with a key to interpreting his epigrams as artefacts.230 

 
227 Milnor (2014). Mart. 3.2.1: Cuius vis fieri, libelle, munus? The book is a munus to be offered to 

Faustinus. 
228 My emphasis. See Lorenz (2019) 523. 
229 See Citroni (1975) and Howell (1980) ad loc. 
230 Salemme (1976) 111. 
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The Leander of the spectacles is crystallised in his eternal movement, while 

Martial’s own verses gain a monumental and marmoreal quality, despite their 

proclaimed occasional nature (Spect. 35). Although the hero is commonly represented 

as swimming, no statuette of Leander has been found in the archaeological evidence.231 

By verbally creating this artefact, rather than ekphrastically describing it, Martial 

becomes a poeta creator and tests the creative powers of poetry which can construct 

what is otherwise possibly lacking in the material world. This reading, I argue, is 

encouraged by epigram 13.3. As we shall see in Chapter Four, the poet puts forward 

the concrete, material substitution of physical gifts with his own verses in the Xenia: 

Haec licet hospitibus pro munere disticha mittas, / si tibi tam rarus quam mihi 

nummus erit, ‘You can send these couplets to your guests instead of a gift, if sesterces 

are as scarce with you as they are with me’, 13.3.5-6.232 Here, the slippage between 

epigram and thing, literature and reality, text and object is made explicit. 

To an extent, when Martial creates a Leander marmoreus (and a poetic 

miniaturised monument) out of words, he is simultaneously stressing and effacing that 

‘competition between word and marble’, poems and monuments that is so integral to 

the discourse of poetic monumentality and its striving for (material) transcendence.233 

By associating Leander, his ephemeral performance in the amphitheatre and the 

epigrammatic verses with marble, Martial is both acknowledging the materiality of the 

epigram, metamorphosed into a gift for the Saturnalia, and evoking the contradictory 

trope of poem as monumentum.234 This conceit finds clear expression in the topical 

opening of Book Ten, issued in the context of damnatio memoriae: solaque non norunt 

haec monumenta mori, ‘only these monuments do not know death’, 10.2.12.  

Martial hints here at the notorious instability of monuments, subject as they are 

to erosion and destruction over time.235 Leander’s marble statuette, through which 

Martial demonstrates his strategies of self-memorialisation, also suggests that poetry 

cannot achieve a complete (material) transcendence. As Horace famously suggests in 

Odes 3.30, poetic words will always survive in the (inherently epitaphic) dialogue with 

a living reader, in the ‘full-bodied physicality’ of future readerships: Non omnis moriar 

 
231 Lehmann (1945) 265 and Coleman (2006) ad loc. 
232 See Leary (2001) ad loc. My emphasis. 
233 Rosati (2006) 50. 
234 Mart. 14.1.5-6: divitis alternas et pauperis accipe sortes: / praemia convivae dent sua quisque suo. 
235 Fowler (2000) 211; Rimell (2008) 51-93 on the paradoxical trope of monumentality. 
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multaque pars mei / uitabit Libitinam; usque ego postera / crescam laude recens..., ‘I 

shall not wholly die, and a large part of me will elude the Goddess of Death. I shall 

continue to grow, fresh with the praise of posterity’, Carm. 3.30.6-8.236  

On the one hand, Leander’s ephemeral spectacle in the arena is given a more 

permanent record in Martial’s Liber spectaculorum, whose verses preserve this 

temporary performance beyond the particularities of time and space. On the other 

hand, Martial’s Leander marmoreus keeps alive the paradox of what it means to be a 

poetic monument. Pindar famously negotiates this contradictory trope in Nemean 5, 

which puts into play the freedom of the poetic imagination versus the stability of 

material statuary, winged poetic essence vs the stillness of the body: Οὐκ 

ἀνδριαντοποιός εἰμ᾿, ὥστ᾿ ἐλινύσοντα ἐργάζεσθαι ἀγάλματ᾿ ἐπ᾿ αὐτᾶς βαθμίδος 

ἑσταότ᾿, ‘I am not a sculptor, so as to fashion stationary statues that stand on their 

same base’ (Nem. 5.1-2).237 Pindar’s statement finds an implicitly different solution in 

Martial, who becomes the metaphorical sculptor of his own verses.   

The epigrammatic pair dedicated to Leander in the Liber spectaculorum shows 

the epigram’s distinctive temporality and visuality: a single moment is sliced up into 

two consecutive epigrams and time is slowed down to capture different perspectives 

of the same event. The first elegiac couplet gives the reader a glimpse into the spectacle 

in order to stress the divine nature of the emperor: Caesaris unda fuit, ‘It was Caesar’s 

wave’, Spect. 28.2. The moment of Leander’s rescue is expanded and enriched in the 

following epigram: the verb propero, which both evokes the lover’s haste and 

Leander’s sudden fate amidst the towering waves (instantes…undas, Spect. 29.3), 

clashes with the multiple perspectives of epigram. Within the Apophoreta, we hear the 

story again, from a different angle, when Martial transforms the amphitheatrical 

Leander and his spectacular swim into a monumental object. Epigram and Leander, 

now materialised in marble, become portable and exchangeable, precisely as the 

highlights of the spectacles.  

Martial’s metamorphosis of Leander into a marble figurine and his prediction 

for a more monumental afterlife find an unexpected parallel within the frieze from the 

 
236 Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 5; see also Rimell (2008) esp. 53-59. 
237 See Goldschmidt and Graziosi (2018) 10. 
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architrave of the Templum Divi Vespasiani.238 In his article ‘Marziale in marmo’, 

Rodríguez Almeida argues that the decoration of the temple’s architrave exhibits 

amphitheatrical scenes which can be identified with episodes celebrated by Martial in 

the Liber spectaculorum.239 Amongst the cultic instruments and vessels visible in the 

decoration, an urceus, divided into two registers, features a bestiarius, prepared to 

attack a lion and a leopard with his venabulum (upper register) and a two-horned rhino 

confronting a bull (lower register).240  

 

Figure 5. Section of the frieze from the architrave of the Templum Divi Vespasiani decorated 

with cultic vessels, Rome, before AD 87. On the left urceus representing on the upper 

register a bestiarius prepared to assault a lion, on the lower register a rhino confronting a 

bull. 

As Rodríguez Almeida suggests, the scenes represented on this urceus arguably 

portray the enactments of two stellar protagonists of Titus’-Martial’s amphitheatrical 

shows: namely Carpophorus of Spect. 17 and 32 and the African rhino of Spect. 11 

and 26.241 Martial favourably compares the venator’s marvellous exploits against 

lions, leopards and bulls with those of mythical hunters such as Meleager, Theseus, 

 
238 The Templum, in the Forum Romanum, was commissioned by Titus and probably dedicated by 

Domitian around AD 86. Terminus postquem: 79-80; terminus ante quem: 87. For detailed discussion 

see LTUR V s.v. Vespasianus, Divus, Templum (S. De Angeli) 124-125. The frieze from the architrave 

is now displayed in the Tabularium on the Capitoline: see also Rodríguez Almeida (1994) esp. 201-

2013 and Coleman (2006) 105-106. 
239 As argued by Rodríguez Almeida (1994) 197-217. Domitian completed and dedicated the Templum 

Divi Vespasiani to Vespasian and Titus. The project arguably begun under Titus in 79, soon after 

Vespasian’s death and recalled the temples for the deified members of the Julio-Claudian dynasty: 

Darwall-Smith (1996) 97-99 and 154-156. Part of the frieze decorated with sacrificial scenes and 

‘spectacles’ still survives. 
240 The visible cultic vessels on the temple decoration are galerus, aspergillum, urceus, patera, malleus, 

securis: see Rodríguez Almeida (1994) 201 and discussion in Coleman (2006) 105-109 with Pl. 21 for 

details of the urceus. 
241 Rodríguez Almeida (1994) 197-203: ‘È ben difficile considerare casuale la presenza di scene dei 

giochi anfiteatrali sul secondo, ove si tenga presente che il doppio registro sembra un concentrato delle 

meraviglie cantate da Marziale per le venationes dell’anno 80’. (203); Coleman (2006) 105-106. 
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Bellerophon, Perseus and Hercules both in Spect. 17 and 32: Herculeae laudis 

numeretur gloria: plus est / bis denas pariter perdomuisse feras, ‘Let the glorious 

deeds of Hercules be enumerated: it is more to have subdued twice ten savage beasts 

all at once’, Spect. 32.11-12.242 Likewise, an epigrammatic couplet depicts a two-

horned rhino tossing a bull into the air like a straw dummy (quantus erat taurus, cui 

pila taurus erat!, ‘What a great bull that was, for which a bull was but a toy!’, Spect. 

11.4; iactat ut impositas taurus in astra pilas, ‘like a bull tossing a load of dummies 

to the stars’, Spect. 26.6).243 By representing the arena games on the architrave of the 

temple, the temple’s iconography would have paid homage to Vespasian, whose death 

prevented him from attending the inauguration of the Amphitheatre. Furthermore, 

Rodríguez Almeida suggests that Martial’s powerful poetic renderings of the shows 

might have inspired the decorative patterns of one of the crucial cultic monuments of 

the Flavii, prompting reflection on the visual appeal and pictorial qualities of his verses 

and confirming the role of official court poet that the poet had mastered for himself.244  

However, whether the vessels on the frieze purposely evoke Martial’s episodes must 

remain an open question.245 Instead, the two-horned rhino’s sensational 

amphitheatrical performance must have elicited visual and literary responses that are 

preserved for us in the temple’s frieze and Martial’s miniaturist cycle (Spect. 11 and 

26). As Coleman explains, it seems unlikely that the frieze of the temple 

commemorates events that did not occur under Vespasian’s reign.246 Nevertheless, the 

suggestive interplay between the temple’s iconography and Martial’s epigrams 

certainly reveals a crucial strategy in representing the spectacles. Material and literary 

media capture and preserve in three-dimensional and marmoreal ways the ephemeral 

shows, functioning as a locus of memory for a public of readers-viewers. Imbued with 

 
242 The compliment to Caesar is implicit, for it is the emperor who allows such talented stars to perform 

in the arena and to eclipse the mythical heroes: see Coleman (2006) 236. 
243 In the same self-memorialising technique, Martial transforms the rhino’s exploits into a valuable 

drinking vessel, an oil flask of rhinoceros horn in Apophoreta 14.53: Rhinoceros. Nuper in Ausonia 

domini spectatus harena / hic erit ille tibi cui pila taurus erat. The hemistich cui pila taurus erat creates 

a perfect symmetry with cui pila taurus erat of Spect. 11.4. See Coleman (2006) ad loc.; Leary (1996) 

ad 14.52-53. 
244 Rodríguez Almeida (1994) 203: ‘Avremo allora la prova definitiva che, nel fissare il ricordo delle 

principali scene dei giochi inaugurali dell’80 d.C., il Liber spectaculorum di Marziale è servito da guida 

in una operazione di ornato cultuale di un momento della casa dei Flavi’. 
245 See Coleman (2006) 105-106 who points out that Martial’s Spect. 11 and 26 might have been later 

Domitianic interpolations in the collection. 
246 Coleman (2006) 106: ‘But whether or not this poem and its companion (Spect. 26) are indeed part 

of a Domitianic component in the collection, perhaps we should see the decoration not as a record of 

events being projected back into Vespasian’s reign, but rather as free invention inspired by a remarkable 

animal recently seen in action in the Flavian amphitheatre’. 
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such a mythical aura, epigrams had a narratological and iconographic value and 

provided a fitting form with which to promote the new Flavian dynasty. The urceus 

offers a visual and material parallel to Martial’s metaphorical operation of carving out 

meta-literary memorials for the arena stars and their ephemeral performances.247 

Martial’s literary strategy of self-memorialisation acknowledges a material 

counterpart in this Flavian cultic building. The prophetic transformation of the 

amphitheatrical Leander into a Leander marmoreus is counterbalanced by a real 

Carpophorus marmoreus and by a marble two-horned rhino. Engraved in marmoreal 

reliefs, they are permanently captured in the two-dimensional acme of their 

amphitheatrical exploits. Martial’s verses and the amphitheatrical heroes are 

symbolically transformed into marble reliefs. These epigrams encapsulate the 

competition between words and monuments, but are also embedded in the game of 

literary reminiscences between the Liber spectaculorum and the Apophoreta.248  

Imperial munera provide Martial with a fascinating venue in which to test the 

materiality and monumentality of his epigrams. As we have appreciated, epigram 

entertains a compelling dialogue both with monumental inscriptions and with ancient 

gladiatorial graffiti, in terms of authorship, visuality, and (monumental) ephemerality. 

2.6 Conclusions 

As Martial teaches his readership at the beginning of the Apophoreta, his poems ‘are 

trash and rubbish and anything worth less than that, if possible’ (14.1.7). Yet, at the 

beginning of the Liber spectaculorum, he presents himself as the new poet laureate, 

whose role is to celebrate the new Flavian monumentality and his own poetic opus. 

His introductory section to the Liber ingeniously reworks key themes of political 

propaganda and responds to the official messages spoken by the Amphitheatre’s 

authoritative epigraphic voice. 

 
247 Rimell (2008) 63 talks about epitaphic snapshots which preserve the disposable lives of the arena 

characters ‘(as if) in stone’. In the Templum Divi Vespasiani we could witness a double operation of 

memoralisation: the decoration preserves Martial’s perpetuation of the (otherwise ephemeral) 

amphitheatrical exploits of Carpophorus and the rhino. 
248 Rodríguez Almeida (1994) 203. That Carpophorus and the rhino are represented together in two 

contiguous registers on the same vessel seems to preserve a contamination that is also visible in the 

manuscript tradition: Spect. 26, dedicated to the rhino’s spectacle, contains a couplet on Carpophorus 

which has been possibly interpolated from another epigram and that should be therefore removed: 

Norica tam certo uenabula derigit ictu / fortis adhuc teneri dextera Carpophori, Spect. 26.7-8. See 

discussion in Coleman (2006) ad Spect. 26. 
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Within the Apophoreta Martial rewrites his Leander and makes him 

marmoreus, an unmistakable reference to an achieved (although double-edged) 

monumentality. Likewise, he reworks the enactments of Orpheus, Europa and the 

bull’s heavenward flight, bestowing a new (material) three-dimensionality on his 

spectacular verses. As I have discussed, the intra-textual links between the Liber 

spectaculorum and the Apophoreta illuminate this competition between word and 

marble and suggest that Martial was intentionally memorialising himself. Yet, he 

imperial munera and monumenta become cheapened and downsized in Martial’s 

verses. His prophecy to make his Leander metamorphosed into a marble objet d’art 

finds a fitting counterpart in the cultic vessel displayed on the Templum Divi 

Vespasiani, which preserves Martial’s Carpophorus and the two-horned rhino in a 

marmoreal relief.  

In the concluding section of the book, as we have appreciated, Martial plays 

with visual symbols from the gladiatorial world and aligns himself with the 

amphitheatrical graffiti writers, putting into play the visual and material qualities of 

his poems. Graffiti constitute a further form for Martial to stress and unbalance the 

epigrammatic tension between ephemerality and (contextual) monumentality. As 

Coleman argues, however, unlike graffiti and unlike static art, bound to a stationary 

physical location, Martial’s epigrams, carried around in book rolls or recited by his 

readers, can travel great distances, achieving a wide dissemination and creating a more 

durable and efficacious medium to preserve the transient nature of the spectacles and 

the lives that populated them.249  

 
249 Coleman (1998) 28-29: ‘If a mosaic or a fresco is a static artifact confined to a single location, so is 

an inscription: none of them is easy to reproduce quickly. […] But, given the skill and speed of copyists 

and the eminently portable nature of the papyrus roll, much of the greatest potential for dissemination 

lies in literary commemoration’. 
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Chapter Three 

Performing damnatio memoriae. Martial’s Epigrams Ten Second Edition 

3.0 Introduction 

As we have seen in Chapter Two, the Flavians’ renewed interest in Rome’s 

monumental landscape prompts Martial to produce his own monumental opus. By 

echoing the political messages of official inscriptions of the Amphitheatre and by 

reworking the tradition of Hellenistic epigram as a vehicle for flattering royal patrons, 

Martial showcases epigram as the ideal literary form to hail the ideological 

significance of the Flavian building programme. Martial’s celebratory representation 

and creation of a monumental Rome was halted by a major political upheaval at the 

turn of the century: the assassination of the last of the Flavians. In a political climate 

of increasing uncertainty, Martial appropriated the transformative powers of official 

political inscriptions in Book Ten to comment on the contemporary alteration of urban 

spaces. While Chapter One has demonstrated how Martial exploits the association with 

private epitaphs to defend and advertise his poetry and in Chapter Two we have seen 

Martial interacting with graffiti and official inscriptions, this chapter will illuminate 

the role of epigrams and inscriptions in the political scene. 

In response to the assassination of Domitian and regime change in 96-98, 

Martial withdrew the first edition of Book Ten, which, as he put it, had ‘slipped’ from 

his hands in December 95, in order to republish it in mid-98.1 As Domitian’s memory 

was being excised from public monuments, Martial tells us that he recalled his book 

(nunc revocavit opus, 10.2.2), polished it up (sed lima rasa recenti, 10.2.3) and 

reissued it with a blend of old and new poems (10.2.3-4). In an iconoclastic manoeuvre, 

he edited out the flattery addressed to Domitian and produced a Trajan-friendly 

edition.2 Some commentators have argued that Martial’s revision of Book Ten was 

motivated by the poet’s desire to reposition himself towards the new regime, seeking 

 
1 Friedlaender (1886) 62-65. Given that Book Nine was published in 94 and that in Book Ten Martial 

writes that he publishes a book per year (10.70), the first edition of Book Ten is conceivably dated to 

the Saturnalia of AD 95. Nevertheless, Martial presents the book as a second edition. Both the addresses 

Trajan in epigrams 10.6; 10.7; 10.34 and the reference to the second consulship of Frontinus in epigram 

10.48 date the second edition to mid-98. See also discussion in Sullivan (1991) 44-52 on the chronology 

of Books Ten, Eleven and Twelve. See also Mart. 12.4, where the poet acknowledges the existence of 

different versions of Books Ten and Eleven in abridged form. On the palace conspiracy see Jones (1992) 

193-198. 
2 Rimell (2008) 65-82 and (2018a); König (2018). 
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to cancel the memory of his previous association with the Flavian regime.3 

Nevertheless, this interpretation fails to appreciate the irony entailed in Martial’s 

assertion at the beginning of Book Ten that his poetic monuments have and will always 

survive, despite political changes (superstes, 10.2.8).4 At Domitian’s downfall, the 

epigrams of Book Eleven, published during the Saturnalia of 96, apparently celebrate 

a (poetic and political) freedom under Nerva.5 Yet, as we have learnt in the Liber 

spectaculorum, there cannot be forgetting without remembering. Precisely as the 

memory of the Neronian past always lurks behind the Flavian Amphitheatre, so the 

image of the disgraced ‘Lord and God’ (10.72.3) is destined to be recalled, albeit in an 

altered form.6 Performing a transition between the Domitianic past and Nervan-

Trajanic present, divided between the exhausting city and dreamy Spanish 

countryside, Book Ten guides the reader through the complex dynamics of damnatio 

memoriae. Martial leads his audience through old and new fragments of a revised 

(textual and physical) Rome, where the latest monuments challenge and ‘efface’ the 

significance of earlier ones.7 By exploring the associations between epigrams and 

inscriptions as creative agents in the processes of monumental revision initiated by 

Nerva and Trajan, Book Ten performs its own kind of damnatio memoriae, exposing 

and creating the palimpsestic layers of a post-Flavian Rome.8   

 
3 Sullivan (1991). 
4 See Rimell (2018a) 77-79; König (2018) esp. 241: ‘Martial did not need to republish Epigrams 10; he 

had already published Book 11, whose opening few poems hail Nerva’s accession, and he could have 

left 10, as he left Books 1 to 9, to fade from view (or continue to circulate) in its original state. Arguably, 

his republication draws attention not to his new Trajanic identity but to the very difficulty of forging 

one, to the challenge that faced authors who ended up straddling these two, supposedly distinct political 

eras. Indeed, it draws attention to Martial’s (deliberate?) failure (after the tentative efforts of Epigrams 

11) to reinvent/re-present himself substantially. Even as it introduces a revised, Trajanic-era edition, 

10.2 reminds readers that traces of the old will (always) linger amid the new’. Martial’s epigram 10.2 

draws attention to the difficulty of tracing a hard line of separation between old and new political eras. 

On Book Ten’s role in defining distinctions or similarities between Flavian and Nervan/Trajanic times 

see also Henderson (2001) 81-82; Fitzgerald (2007) 158-160; Rimell (2008) 67-68. 
5 For the dating of the book see Kay (1985). On Book Eleven and Martial’s relation with Nervan politics 

see Fearnley (2003) 622-626; Rimell (2008) 162-164; Fitzgerald (2018).  
6 Mart. 10.72.3: dicturus dominum deumque non sum. In this epigram, Martial warns Rome to speak 

differently from the past. See Rimell (2008) 67. See also Fearnley (2003) esp. 626-627 on the 

implication that rustica Veritas (10.72.11) and Trajanic Rome ‘may be incompatible’. See Mart. 12.6.1-

4 on the explicit contrast between Domitian’s tyrannical times and Nerva’s freedom: Contigit Ausoniae 

procerum mitissimus aulae / Nerva: licet toto nunc Helicone frui: / recta Fides, hilaris Clementia, cauta 

Potestas / iam redeunt; longi terga dedere Metus. See also 12.15 on Martial’s criticism of Domitian’s 

excessive architecture. 
7 As Fowler (2000) 203 following Edwards (1996) writes, ‘Since monuments commemorating the old 

and the new are found side by side, we are also led to the equally familiar image of the Roman city as 

a multi-layered palimpsest. […] But the relationship between old and new can also be antagonistic, with 

the latest monuments ever attempting to efface those of earlier times’. See Prop. 3.11.67-72. 
8 König (2018) 241. 
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Close examination of Martial’s revisions indicates that the architectural 

substance of Rome, Martial’s poetry and his epigrammatic city fabric were deeply 

revised in the context of damnatio memoriae, which prompted the poet to create an 

alternative narrative of Rome. Monumental spaces across the city and empire were 

being transformed, as a consequence of the senatorial decree of what has come to be 

known as damnatio memoriae.9 While smaller-scale monuments such as statues and 

inscriptions were being destroyed or effaced, larger-scale buildings were being re-

invented to serve new political meaning.10 Nerva and Trajan claimed numerous 

uncompleted projects which literary sources and archaeological evidence ascribe to 

Domitian.11 They wiped Domitianic political connotations away from monuments and 

set up new inscriptions to celebrate themselves as builders.12 Inscriptions played a 

crucial role in the ongoing transformation of monumental spaces and in the process of 

appropriating Domitian’s monuments. More specifically, major infrastructure projects 

and monumental buildings, such as the Via Domitiana and the Forum Nervae, were 

later taken over by Nerva and Trajan and transformed in their political and symbolic 

associations via inscriptions.13 The name of Domitian was erased to leave space for 

that of the new emperors.  

 
9 Suet. Dom. 23; Dio 67. Despite the misleading form of a Latin iunctura, the term is a modern one, 

dating back to 1689 and it stands for ‘the condemnation of memory’. Damnatio memoriae encompasses 

a system of post-mortem sanctions, ranging from the proclamation of the condemned individual’s dies 

natalis as dies nefas to the active destruction, manipulation and alteration of his statues and inscriptions. 

It was originally intended to publicly condemn an individual as hostis publicus, charged with crimen 

maiestatis or perduellio. See Pailler and Sablayrolles (1994) 11-55; Hedrick (2000) xii; Varner (2000) 

46; Varner (2004) 1; Flower (2006). 
10 A clear example is the Domus Flavia: Nerva’s decision not to dismantle the Palace, but rather to 

preserve it, conveyed an even more powerful political message to all citizens. The same building, 

layered with diverse and contrasting political messages, a palimpsest of old and new, was now charged 

with new political authority. Pliny stresses how the icon of Domitian’s inaccessibility, the Domus 

Flavia, at the centre of court intrigues, had become the symbol of political renewal (Plin. Pan. 47.5-49; 

50). By inscribing the words aedes publicae on the palace, Nerva proclaimed his discontinuity with 

Domitian, by reversing the rhetoric of tyrannical inaccessibility: Griffin (2000) 92; Roche (2011) esp. 

46-47. Furthermore, many imperial possessions were sold and made public: see, for instance, Mart. 

12.6.9; 12.15; Plin. Pan. 51.2. 
11 Griffin (2000) 107-108. Domitian’s architectural projects later ascribed to Trajan include the Circus 

Maximus, the Domus Flavia, the Odeon and the Baths of Trajan; the Forum Transitorium was later 

claimed by Nerva. Griffin (2000) 98-100 draws attention to the fact that the literary tradition emphasises 

the discontinuity between Domitian’s and Trajan’s reigns. Nevertheless, this ‘heightens the tension 

between Trajan’s repudiation of the example of Domitian and the continuity with his reign in building 

projects, in foreign policy, even in the celebration of the Capitoline Games’.  
12 Flower (2001) and (2006); Griffin (2000); Roche (2011) 46 ff. 
13 As Roche (2011) 46 notes, such intense revision of physical monuments and the ‘concerted attempt’ 

to ‘impose upon them more of the desired aspects of his successors’ identity’ were motivated by the 

necessity to claim a clear fracture with Domitianic past. 
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In this climate, Martial makes his epigrams as active as inscriptions in the 

political alteration of monumental spaces. He produces an alternative narrative of 

monumental Rome, which intervenes into the revision of the city initiated by Nerva 

and Trajan.14  Martial averts his poetic gaze away from those monuments whose praise 

had been a means to celebrate Domitian along with his role of poeta vates.15 Instead, 

he represents Rome as an exhausting capital and imagines his return to the countryside. 

While Martial extensively writes about Domitian’s building programme in Books 

Eight and Nine, he refrains from focusing on monumental Rome in Book Ten, as a 

result of Trajan’s absence from the capital and in response to the contemporary 

political climate.16 Only four epigrams are addressed to the emperor, whose return 

from the Rhineland is longed for.17 The wary tone of the cycle of epigrams dedicated 

to Trajan arguably preludes Martial’s retirement from the political scene.  

Nevertheless, two extant monumental references in this collection allow the 

reader to interpret the transition between Flavian and Nervan-Trajanic eras. Epigrams 

10.18 and 10.28 refer to the Appian Way and the Temple of Janus Quadrifrons in the 

Forum Nervae respectively, both monumental projects which were imbued with 

connotations of Domitian and later claimed by Nerva and Trajan. Martial’s 

apostrophes to the Via Appia in epigram 10.18 and to Janus in epigram 10.28 present 

a stratification of meanings, which invites the reader to read them not only in 

connection with epigrams from previous collections, where those spaces were 

connected to praise of Domitian, but also alongside contemporary monumental 

transformations.18 My argument that Martial’s Book Ten intervened in the political 

discourses of monumental revision combines Roman’s path of inquiry on Martial’s 

 
14 See Chomse (2018) 389: ‘But in the world of epigram all is not what it seems, and the reality of 

Roman life – or the life in Rome – that Martial represents is as carefully constructed as his poetry. Each 

is subject to revisions, or renovations’.  
15 On the ‘emphatic criticism’ implicit in Martial’s panegyrics of Domitian and his architecture see 

Fearnley (2003), developing the works on emphasis and ‘figured speech’ in imperial literature by Ahl 

(1984a) 40-110 and (1984b) 174-208; see also Garthwaite (1993) and (2009) on the ironic interpretation 

of the cycle about Domitian’s building activity in Book Nine. 
16 Fearnley (2003) 629. Boyle and Dominik (2003) 58: ‘The ideological triumphalism of Libertas 

Publica and Libertas Restituta, inscribed respectively in 96 on coins and on the Capitol, and echoed in 

such canonic texts as the opening of Tacitus’ Agricola (3.1) and Pliny’s Epistles (9.13.4), seems less 

than attested in the ‘Trajanic’ Rome of Martial’. Rather, his silence invites us to reflect on the potential 

similarities of two supposedly distinct political regimes: see discussion in Rimell (2018a) on the 

relationship between Book Ten and the Agricola and König (2018). 
17 Mart. 10.6; 10.7; 10.34; 10.72. See Fearnley (2003) 629. 
18 Fearnley (2003) argues that the Roman reader is an intertextual reader, a concept that I take as implicit 

in my argument. 
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‘topographical explicitness’ throughout the Domitianic collections with Fearnley’s 

suggestive interpretation that Martial’s ‘silence’ about Trajanic Rome is as politically 

telling as accusations of Domitian and a symbol of the poet’s disillusion with writing 

under the loudly proclaimed Libertas.19 By combining these two paths of enquiry with 

a close analysis of epigraphic evidence, this chapter will enable a richer understanding 

of the politics of damnatio memoriae. It will demonstrate how both epigrams and 

inscriptions are charged with the power to alter the connotations of places, while 

participating in the ideological construction of monumental spaces.  

In order to grapple with the distinctive ways in which Martial interprets the 

monumental cityscape in this revised edition, I shall first explore the monumental 

focus of Martial’s Books Eight and Nine (sections 3.1).20 After an excursus on 

Martial’s latest collections, which will illuminate the centrality of monuments to his 

relationship with the emperor, I shall turn to the political implications of references to 

Rome’s monumental spaces in Book Ten. A close reading of epigrams 10.18 and 

9.101, both referring to the Appian Way, and the erased inscription of Puteoli (AE 

1973, 137) on the Via Domitiana (a branch of the Appian Way) will reveal the role 

played by epigrams and inscriptions in the process of monumental revision (section 

3.2). Similarly, 10.28 will be read in juxtaposition with epigram 8.2 and contextualised 

in the inauguration of the Forum Transitorium, a Domitianic project which was later 

credited to Nerva through the inscription CIL VI 31213 (= CIL VI 953 = AE 2015, 

106) (section 3.3). In epigram 10.28 Martial reveals the palimpsestic nature not only 

of the Forum Transitorium, but of his whole collection, further exploring the re-

labelling power of inscriptions and epigrams. Martial investigates the ways in which 

his epigrams can be erased and manipulated to create new political meaning and tests 

how he can re-write both epigrammatic and urban spaces. 

 

 

 

 
19 Fearnley (2003) 629: ‘There are only four epigrams in the tenth book that address Trajan and none of 

these are at the opening of the book. But Martial’s silence is not just a rejection of the emperor; it is a 

rejection of the city’s imperial ideology of which he had been the exemplary commentator in previous 

books’; Roman (2010) 90. 
20 Roman (2010). 
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3.1 Martial’s Narrative of Domitianic Monumentality  

From the outset of his production, Martial interprets Domitian’s urban renewal through 

the epigrammatic form.21 Understanding the prominence of the emperor in the latest 

collections and the increasing focus of Martial on imperial building activity is crucial 

to revealing his distinctive move in Book Ten.22 While imperial cycles gain new 

prominence in the triad of Books Seven to Nine, the so called ‘Kaisertriade’, Book 

Ten offers a drastically different picture of Trajan, whose ‘absent presence’ from Rome 

is mirrored in Martial’s epigrammatic silence about the emperor and the city.23  

Domitian’s building programme brought about a metamorphosis of the Roman 

monumental cityscape, which Martial epitomises in epigram 5.7:  

Qualiter Assyrios renovant incendia nidos, 

   una decem quotiens saecula vixit avis, 

taliter exuta est veterem nova Roma senectam 

   et sumpsit vultus praesidis ipsa sui. 

iam precor oblitus notae, Vulcane, querelae 

   parce: sumus Martis turba, sed et Veneris: 

parce, pater: sic Lemniacis lasciva catenis 

   ignoscat coniunx et patienter amet. 

                                                       Mart. 5.7 

Even as fire renews Assyrian nests, when the one and only bird has lived ten cycles, so now has 

a new Rome thrown off her ancient length of days and taken on the countenance of her ruler. 

Now, I pray, forgetful of your well-known grievance, Vulcan, spare us. We are Mars’ people, 

but Venus’s too. Spare us, father: so may your wanton consort forgive the chains of Lemnos and 

love in moderation.  

Martial praises Domitian’s monumental renovation of Rome after the fire of 80. As 

the phoenix is reborn from the ashes after having lived ten cycles, so Rome has been 

resurrected from fire, taking the likeness of the emperor who has given it a new 

monumental garment: et sumpsit vultus praesidis ipsa sui, 5.7.4.24 As Canobbio 

observes, the juxtaposition of ipsa (Rome) with sui (the emperor) suggests ‘l’idea 

 
21 Roman (2010) 109 demonstrates that Martial deploys epigram as a medium to praise Domitian and 

his building activity. Yet, epigram’s celebration of Domitian’s building programme can be double-

edged: see Garthwaite (1993) and (2009).  
22 Henriksén (2012) 18. 
23 On the division of Martial’s twelve books into triads and on the term ‘Kaisetriade’ see Holzberg 

(2002) 124-151; Fearnley (2003) 628. 
24 Note that praeses similarly occurs in Spect. 2.2.11 so as to oppose the nature of Titus’ more 

enlightened government to Nero’s tyrannical power: Reddita Roma sibi est et sunt te praeside, Caesar, 

/ deliciae populi, quae fuerant domini. 
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dell’assoluta somiglianza tra l’Urbe e l’Imperatore che l’ha ricostruita, per così dire, a 

sua immagine’.25 Martial compares the urban renewal promoted by the emperor, who 

restored Rome to a new monumental splendour, to the rebirth of the phoenix. Amongst 

the Flavians, Domitian pursued a particularly rich architectural activity in Rome and 

the provinces.26 He restored old temples and built new ones (6.4.3; 9.3) and enriched 

the city with new edifices, amongst which the Palatine residence (7.56, 8.36; 8.39) and 

the temple of the Gens Flavia (9.1; 9.20; 9.34) deserve special attention. While 

Domitian’s earlier projects such as the reconstruction of the Capitoline Temple after 

the fires of 80 were informed by Vespasian’s policies, his residence on the Palatine 

Hill suggests an expansive turn in his building programme.27 

Statius celebrates the scale of the Domus Domitiana, alluding to the 

impossibility of comprehending the heavenly limits of the imperial palace: longa supra 

species fessis uix culmina prendas / uisibus auratique putes laquearia caeli, ‘you 

could scarcely take in the roof with your tired gaze and you would think it the ceiling 

of gilded the heaven’, Stat. Silv. 4.2.30-31.28 Statius’ tired gaze (fessis uisibus) 

expresses the viewer’s inability to comprehend the ‘heavenly’ boundaries of 

Domitian’s architecture.29 A pair of epigrams in Book Eight, namely 8.36 and 8.39, 

celebrates the magnificence of the Palatine residence.30 The palace is defined by the 

epic syntagm Pharrasia aula in epigram 8.36, where pharrasius (Il. 2.608) would have 

recalled the Arcadian origins of Evander, the first to settle on the Palatine. Martial 

represents the Palace as being as great as the Amphitheatre, by explicitly comparing it 

to the wonders of the world: Regia pyramidum, Caesar, miracula ride; / iam tacet 

Eoum barbara Memphis opus, ‘Laugh, Caesar, at the royal marvels of the pyramids; 

barbarous Memphis no longer talks of eastern work’, 8.36.1-2.31 By outdoing the 

Temple of Jupiter (7.56), the imperial residence embodies imperial values and 

 
25 Canobbio (2011) 131. 
26 On Domitian’s building programme see Jones (1992) 79-98; Roman (2010). 
27 On the development of the Palatine from the Republican era to Late-Antiquity see LTUR IV s.v. 

Palatium (G. Tagliamonte et al.) 14-50; Packer (2003) 194.  
28 My emphasis. Text and translation of Statius’ Silvae 4 throughout are from Coleman (1988). 
29 For the ekphrasis of the Palatine residence which extols its scale and luxury, see Coleman (1988) ad 

Stat. Silv. 4.2.18-31. Newlands (2002) 266-271 on Statius’ ekphrasis of Domitian’s palace. 
30 See also Mart. 7.56, a panegyric of Rabirius, architect of the Domus Flavia. 
31 There are numerous symmetries between Spect. 1.1 and 8.36: in both epigrams the pyramids, which 

occur in the same metrical position, are defeated by the grandiosity of respectively the Flavian 

Amphitheatre and Domitian’s palace (pyramidum miracula, Spect. 1.1; 8.36.1). In both instances the 

verbs ridere, silere and tacere convey a sense of ridicule against the pyramids. See Citroni (2019) esp. 

134: ‘Il nuovo edificio è così posto in parallelo e emulazione con l’altra più grandiosa realizzazione 

dell’architettura Flavia’. 
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magnificence.32 Even though the Palace equals the skies, it cannot, however, compete 

with Domitian’s magnificence: Haec, Auguste, tamen, quae vertice sidera pulsat, par 

domus est caelo sed minor est domino, ‘Yet, Augustus, this mansion, whose top strikes 

the constellations, though it equal heaven, is less than its lord’, 8.36.11-12.33 Such an 

explicit blurring of the boundaries between earthly and celestial spaces is foregrounded 

in the representation of Domitian as (outdoing) Jupiter. The god himself would be 

tempted to visit the Palatinae convivia mensae, 8.39.1. 

Martial’s encomium of the imperial ‘architectural ideology’ reaches its climax 

in Book Nine.34 Upon his return from the Sarmatian campaign in 93, Domitian gave a 

new impetus to his building activity. The opening of the new Temple of the Gens 

Flavia (9.1; 20; 34), the Temple of Hercules on the Appian Way (9.64) and the Temple 

of Iuppiter Optimus Maximus (9.3) prompted Martial to focus increasingly on the 

Domitianic cityscape.35 Epigram 9.101 represents ‘an imperial panegyric unmatched 

in Martial’s production’, where the emperor is presented as urban renovator: templa 

deis, mores populis dedit, otia ferro, / astra suis, caelo sidera, serta Iovi, ‘he gave 

temples to the gods, morals to the people, peace to the sword, heaven to his kindred, 

stars to the sky, garlands to Jupiter’, 9.101.21-22.36 

Nevertheless, by juxtaposing epigrams about patrons who spend their fortunes 

on building activities (9.22; 9.46) with epigrams celebrating Domitian’s monuments, 

Martial parodies the excessive cost and extent of the imperial architectural 

programme.37 Ironically, the patron Pastor does not offer money to his client, who 

would use it to ‘offer gifts and build’: Vt donem, Pastor, et aedificem, 9.22.16.38 The 

patron Gellius frenetically builds (aedificat semper, 9.46.1) so that he could reject the 

 
32 Galàn Vioque (2002) ad 7.56; Roman (2010) 109: ‘The Palatine residence comes to function as 

metonym for the emperor himself, and the emperor’s virtues and greatness manifest themselves in 

concrete works of monumental building and urban restoration’. 
33 Stat. Silv. 4.2.25, et tantum domino minor, with Coleman (1988) ad loc. 
34 Fearnley (2003) 621 and Henriksén (2012) 17. The Book can be dated to the late summer or autumn 

of 94. 
35 LTUR II s.v. Gens Flavia, Templum (F. Coarelli) 368-369; Garthwaite (1993) 81. For the temple of 

Hercules Pusillus see Darwall-Smith (1996) 133-136. 
36 Henriksén (2012) 19 n. 15. 
37 Garthwaite (1993) 100: ‘Suetonius (Dom. 12), for example, insists that the emperor was ‘drained of 

money by the cost of his buildings and shows’ (exhaustus operum ac munerum impensis), and relates 

that someone scrawled ARCI on one of Domitian’s many arches, punning on the similarity between 

arcus (‘arch’) and the Greek arkei (‘enough’). Plutarch (Publ. 15) describes Domitian’s temple-building 

as a symptom not of piety but of sickness (nosori), and compares his mania for building with Midas’ 

insatiable craving for gold’. See also Fearnley (2003) esp. 620-621 on the bitter criticism encoded in 

the panegyrics of Domitian’s moral legislation and building activity. 
38 See Garthwaite (1993) 96 and Fearnley (2003) 621. 
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financial requests of his clients. Why? ‘Aedifico’, ‘I am building’ (9.46.6).39 In a book 

which is so heavily focused on Domitian’s architectural programme, these epigrams 

invite a more critical interpretation of Domitianic monumentality.40 Martial’s double-

edged attitude towards the emperor highlights how epigram can escape serious 

political interpretations and offers an opportunity for the poet to reinvent himself 

across regime changes. 

  At the outset of the book, Martial focuses on Domitian’s erection of new 

temples and restoration of old ones. Epigram 9.1 is occasioned by the newly finished 

Templum Gentis Flaviae. The epigram compares the eternity of the temple with the 

immortality of Rome’s institutions.41 Martial articulates the ideological connection 

between the temple intended as a mausoleum devoted to the Flavians and the 

mausoleum Augusti set up for the Julio-Claudians through an imperial genealogy 

which associates the divine progenitor Janus, who presides over the cosmic order, with 

Augustus and Domitian (9.1.1-4).42 The emperor’s divine nature, which is 

encapsulated in his monumental programme (invicta quidquid condidit manus, caeli 

est, ‘Whatever an unconquered hand has founded, belongs to heaven’, 9.1.10), 

provides a link with the adjacent epigram 9.3, whose mocking vignette undercuts the 

previous adulatory tone.  

Quantum iam superis, Caesar, caeloque dedisti 

 si repetas et si creditor esse velis, 

grandis in aetherio licet auctio fiat Olympo 

coganturque dei vendere quidquid habent, 

conturbabit Atlans et non erit uncia tota 

decidat tecum qua pater ipse deum: 

pro Capitolinis quid enim tibi solvere templis, 

quid pro Tarpeiae frondis honore potest? 

quid pro culminibus geminis matrona Tonantis? 

Pallada praetereo: res agit illa tuas. 

quid loquar Alciden Phoebumque piosque Laconas? 

 
39 Mart. 9.46.5-6: oranti nummos ut dicere possit amico / unum illud verbum Gellius ‘aedifico’. See also 

9.102 on the theme of debts and debtors, which follows the grandiloquent celebration of Domitian’s 

architecture in 9.101. 
40 Garthwaite (1993) 96. 
41 Henriksén (2012) ad loc. on the precedent of Hor. Carm. 3.30.8-9. 
42 Henriksén (2012) ad loc.; Roman (2010) 111-112. 
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addita quid Latio Flavia templa polo? 

Expectes et sustineas, Auguste, necesse est: 

nam tibi quod solvat non habet arca Iovis. 

                                                                   Mart. 9.3 

If you were to claim back what you have already given to the High Ones and the heavens, Caesar, 

and choose to be their creditor, though a grand auction be held in Olympus and the gods obliged 

to sell whatever they possess, Atlas would go bankrupt and there would not be a full twelfth for 

the Father of the Gods himself to make a settlement with you. For what can he pay you for the 

temples of the Capitol and the honour of the Tarpeian wreath? Or what the Thunderer’s lady for 

her twin towers? Pallas I leave aside: she is your business manager. Why speak of Alcides and 

Phoebus and the loving Laconians? Or the Flavian temple added to the Latin sky? Augustus, you 

must need wait in patience: for Jove’s coffer doesn’t have the wherewithal to pay you.43 

The epigram wittily extols the expenditure and scale of Domitian’s monumentalisation 

of Rome. With the restoration and creation of new temples, an achievement which 

suggests that Domitian could lay claim to superiority even over the gods, the emperor 

is represented as having financially drained the opulent Olympus. Jupiter will not be 

able to pay back his debts to the emperor, nam tibi quod solvat non habet arca Iovis, 

9.3.14. While Jupiter is in debt for the great temple of Iuppiter Optimus Maximus and 

the temple of Iuppiter Custos on the Capitol, Juno is in debt for the restoration of the 

temple of Iuno Moneta.44 Likewise, Hercules is mentioned in the list for his new 

temple on the Appian Way, Apollo for the temple on the Palatine and the Dioscuri in 

the Forum Romanum.45 Even the Flavians receive their mention as indebted to 

Domitian, who had erected the dynasty’s mausoleum. A different and more sarcastic 

light is cast on the altum Flaviae decus gentis of 9.1, in terms which evaluate 

Domitian’s monumentality with threatening pointedness and allow Martial to critique 

the Domitianic past in Book Ten.46 

Throughout the book, a minor imperial cycle praises Domitian’s realisation of 

a new temple for Hercules (9.64; 9.65) which rises in a crescendo in 9.101, the epigram 

that par excellence represents Martial’s most complex panegyric of Domitian.47 

Martial’s focus on Hercules’ temple is key to understanding the poet’s intervention in 

post-Domitianic urban spaces in the context of damnatio memoriae. The new Temple 

of Hercules Pusillus on the Appian Way features in Book Nine as charged with such 

 
43 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
44 LTUR III s.v. Iuno Moneta, Aedes (G. Giannelli) 123-125; LTUR III s.v. Iuppiter Optimus Maximus 

Capitolinus, Aedes (S. de Angeli) 148-153. 
45 Henriksén (2012) ad loc.  
46 Mart. 12.15 explicitly criticises the excessiveness of Domitian’s building activity in comparison with 

Nerva’s and Trajan’s moderation.  
47 Darwall-Smith (1996) 133-136. 
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an ideological message that Martial’s reference to the Via Appia later in Book Ten 

(10.18) cannot be interpreted as purely coincidental. Despite Martial’s apparent silence 

on the monumental cityscape and the revision that it was undergoing, both the 

reference to the Appian Way and to the Forum Transitorium where Domitian’s new 

Temple of Janus Quadrifrons was erected become highly suspect, if one considers that 

both were spaces with strong Domitianic connotations, whose political meaning was 

altered and transformed by Nerva and Trajan.48   

Hercules, who is presented as one of Domitian’s debtors in epigram 9.3, 

features in a pair of epigrams which develops an encomiastic comparison between 

Domitian, maior Alcides, and Hercules, minor Alcides (9.64.6; 9.101.11).49 

Herculis in magni vultus descendere Caesar 

 dignatus Latiae dat nova templa viae, 

qua Triviae nemorosa petit dum regna, viator 

 octavum domina marmor ab urbe legit. 

ante colebatur votis et sanguine largo, 

 maiorem Alciden nunc minor ipse colit. 

hunc magnas rogat alter opes, rogat alter honores; 

 illi securus vota minora facit. 

                                                              Mart. 9.64 

Deigning to descend into the countenance of great Hercules, Caesar gives a new temple to 

the Latin Way, where, as he seeks the bosky realms of Trivia, the traveller reads the eighth 

milestone from the imperial city. Alcides used to be worshipped with vows and unstinted 

bloodshed; now he, the lesser, himself worships the greater. Him one asks for wealth, another 

for honors; to the other unconcerned they make lesser vows.50 

Domitian’s superiority towards the other gods is now made explicit, maiorem Alciden 

nunc minor ipse colit, 9.64.6. Minor Hercules will now worship greater Alcides, 

Domitian. As in epigram 9.65, Domitian’s supremacy manifests itself in the statue of 

Hercules situated within the temple erected on the Appian Way (Latiae … viae, 2), to 

which the emperor has generously lent his facial features.51 The second epigram 

dedicated to Hercules’ temple, 9.65, further emphasises the hero’s association with the 

 
48 Griffin (2000); Flower (2006); Roche (2011). 
49 Henriksén (2012) ad 9.64 explains that the temple, never mentioned before, should have been finished 

in AD 94. Extant scarce archaeological evidence cannot, however, locate the temple with certainty. On 

the temple of Hercules Pusillus on the Appian Way see Darwall-Smith (1996) 133-136 and Rodríguez 

Almeida (2014) 76. 
50 My emphasis. 
51 Mart. 9.64.1-2: Herculis in magni vultus descendere Caesar / dignatus Latiae dat nova templa viae; 

Mart. 9.65.2: postquam pulchra dei Caesaris ora geris. Henriksén (2012) ad loc. 
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emperor. Martial directly addresses the statue to praise its likeness to Domitian: had 

Hercules acquired the likeness of Domitian, he would have escaped his mythical 

sufferings.52 In epigrams 9.64-65 Domitian’s divine nature materialises in marble, 

offering his celestial qualities to both his own bust and to that of Hercules as a god. 

The emperor’s immanence in his architectural programme, in the city’s marbles, even 

in the statues of gods, accounts for both Nerva’s and Trajan’s interventions in the 

Roman monumental landscape.53 The concluding epigram of the imperial cycle, 9.101, 

pursues the comparison between Domitian and Hercules: 

 

Appia, quam simili venerandus in Hercule Caesar 

 consecrat, Ausoniae maxima fama viae, 

si cupis Alcidae cognoscere facta prioris, 

 disce: Libyn domuit raraque poma tulit, 

peltatam Scythico discinxit Amazona nodo, 

 addidit Arcadio terga leonis apro, 

aeripedem silvis cervum, Stymphalidas astris 

abstulit, a Stygia cum cane venit aqua, 

fecundam vetuit reparari mortibus hydram, 

Hesperias Tusco lavit in amne boves. 

Haec minor Alcides: maior quae gesserit audi, 

sextus ab Albana quem colit arce lapis. 

adseruit possessa malis Palatia regnis, 

prima suo gessit pro Iove bella puer; 

solus Iuleas cum iam retineret habenas, 

tradidit inque suo tertius orbe fuit; 

cornua Sarmatici ter perfida contudit Histri, 

sudantem Getica ter nive lavit equum; 

saepe recusatos parcus duxisse triumphos 

victor Hyperboreo nomen ab orbe tulit; 

templa deis, mores populis dedit, otia ferro, 

astra suis, caelo sidera, serta Iovi. 

Herculeum tantis numen non sufficit actis: 

 
52 Henriksén (2012) ad loc.  
53 Roman (2010) 109. 
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Tarpeio deus hic commodet ora patri. 

                                                Mart. 9.101 

Appia, whom Caesar, to be worshipped in a portrait of Hercules bearing his features, 

hallows, greatest glory of an Ausonian way, if you desire to know the deeds of the earlier Alcides, 

learn them: he tamed Libya, carried off the rare apples, ungirt the target-bearing Amazon of her 

Scythian belt, added the lion’s skin to the Arcadian boar, took the brazen-footed stag from the 

forests and the Stymphalian birds from the heavens, came with the hound from the waters of 

Styx, forbade the fecund Hydra to renew herself by her deaths, bathed Hesperian oxen in the 

Tuscan river. So much did Alcides the Lesser achieve. Here now what the Greater has 

accomplished he whom the sixth stone from Alba’s height worships. He freed the Palatine held 

under evil dominion, and in boyhood waged his first war for his Jupiter; though he alone already 

held the Julian reins, he gave them up and became third in the world that was his own; three 

times he smashed the treacherous horns of Sarmatian Hister, three times he bathed his sweating 

steed in Getic snow; sparingly celebrating triumphs often rejected, he bore victorious a name 

from the Hyperborean world; he gave temples to the gods, morals to the people, peace to the 

sword, heaven to his kindred, stars to the sky, garlands to Jupiter. Hercules’ divinity does not 

match such exploits: let this god lend his features to the Tarpeian Father.54  

Domitian’s monumental achievements, which Martial has singled out throughout the 

collection, are here mentioned in first place amongst the defining aspects of his reign 

(9.101.21). In its closural position, epigram 9.101 represents the acme of Martial’s 

panegyrics to the emperor.55 As Henriksén has argued, this epigram happens to 

conclude the last book written under Domitian’s reign and stands out not only in the 

triad of Books Seven to Nine, but also in the corpus as a whole.56 As we shall see 

below, the reader coming from Book Nine to Book Ten would have been struck by 

Domitian’s absence from the collection and the different epigrammatic picture of 

Trajanic Rome. The epigram combines the praise of Domitian with an elaborate 

account of Hercules’ deeds. Precisely as in epigram 9.64, the facta Domitiani prove 

Domitian the maior Alcides, capable of overshadowing Hercules’ mythical sufferings: 

Herculem tantis numen non sufficit actis: / Tarpeio deus hic commodet ora patri, 

‘Hercules’ divinity does not match such exploits: let this god lend his features to the 

Tarpeian Father’, 9.101.23-24. 

The epigram can be divided into two sections, each devoted respectively to 

Hercules (lines 4-10) and Domitian (lines 11-22). To introduce the catalogue of deeds, 

Martial addresses the Via Appia (lines 1-3), providing a strong connection with 9.64-

9.65, both related to the new Temple of Hercules. The apostrophe Appia, quam simili 

venerandus in Hercule Caesar / consecrat, syntactically recalls the opening line of 

9.65.1 (Alcide, Latio nunc agnoscende Tonanti). While in 9.65 the divine nature of 

 
54 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. The 

OCT reads raraque (β) instead of aurea (γ). 
55 Garthwaite (1993) 82; Henriksén (2012) ad loc. 
56 Henriksén (2012) ad loc. following Lorenz (2002). 
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Domitian was represented by Hercules’ statue bearing the emperor’s facial features, in 

this epigram it is the Appian Way which is imbued with the god-like influence of 

Domitian, quam...consecrat, 9.101.1-2.57 The personified Via Appia is made to listen 

to a catalogue of endeavours of the two Alcides. Domitian, who is presented as a 

mythical warrior, is praised as builder and moral legislator, a magnanimous statesman, 

who rejuvenates Roman customs, 9.101.21-22.58 As in epigrams 9.1 and 9.3 Domitian 

is commemorated as the emperor who built temples for the gods; his moral legislation, 

apparent in 9.5 and 9.7, resounds in the hemistich mores populis dedit; the 

katasterismos of the Flavians, to which he had erected the Templum Gentis Flaviae 

finds expression in astra suis, caelo sidera.  

When the reader turns to Book Ten from Book Nine, full of explicit references 

to the monumental topography of Rome, he perceives a radical change. That vivid 

depiction of Rome’s marmoreal landscape fades away in this new collection, divided 

between Rome, the city which robs the colour from skin, and Spain.59 Martial 

represents Rome as a chaotic capital that causes weariness and repeatedly expresses 

the desire to escape the officia of the poet-cliens: nunc nos maxima Roma terit. / Hic 

mihi quando dies meus est? iactamur in alto / urbis, et in sterili vita labore perit, ‘Now 

mightiest Rome wears us out. When do I have a day to call my own here? I am tossed 

in the city’s ocean and life goes to waste in fruitless toil’, 10.58.6-8.60 The opposition 

between city and countryside, Rome and Bilbilis dominates the book. Numerous 

epigrams in the book anticipate the poet’s imminent return to Spain, while many others 

praise the countryside or address friends who are about to leave Rome.61 As Merli 

emphasises, the countryside represents ‘the positive antipode to draining city life’ in a 

way that is entirely new to Martial’s poetics.62 Although Martial is apparently reticent 

about the plot to assassinate Domitian, the focus on the Appian Way and the temple of 

Janus Quadrifrons, which were dense with Domitianic connotations and key targets 

 
57 Henriksén (2012) ad loc.  
58 See Henriksén (2012) ad loc. especially concerning Domitian’s refusal of the triumphs following the 

Second Pannonian War, 9.101.20. 
59 Mart. 10.12.11-12: sed via quem dederit rapiet cito Roma colorem, / Niliaco redeas tu licet ore niger.  
60 See discussion in Merli (2006); Martial represents himself as a weary client in 10.70.1-4: Quod mihi 

vix unus toto liber exeat anno / desidiae tibi sum, docte Potite, reus. / iustius at quanto mirere quod 

exeat unus, / labantur toti cum mihi saepe dies; Mart. 10.74.1-2: Iam parce lasso, Roma, gratulatori, / 

lasso clienti. 
61 See discussion in Fearnley (2003) and Merli (2006). Epigrams on Martial’s homeland: 10.13; 10.78; 

10.92; 10.103; 10.104; epigrams addressing friends who are leaving Rome and praises of country 

residences in contrast with Rome: 10.12; 10.30; 10.51; 10.58; 10.96. 
62 Merli (2006) 261. 
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of Nervan-Trajanic urban transformation, redirects the reader’s attention to recent 

events of damnatio memoriae. By ascribing to his epigrams the revisionist power and 

the power of re-labelling demonstrated by inscriptions, Martial suggests how his 

epigrams, precisely like erased and newly set up inscriptions, transform perception of 

both epigrammatic and urban spaces. Furthermore, by exposing the palimpsestic 

nature of those monuments, Martial invites reflection on the elements of continuity 

between two (apparently) different political eras. 

3.2 The Political Connotations of Altering Roads: the Via Appia and Via 

Domitiana in the Urban and Epigrammatic Spaces 

Martial’s increasing detachment from Rome’s monumental landscape in Book Ten 

coincides with his final return to Spain and his estrangement from the political scene.63 

Despite the different narrative of monumental spaces, epigram 10.18, with its direct 

address to the Appian Way, invites us to re-read this topographic reference not only in 

juxtaposition to Book Nine, but also alongside contemporary monumental 

transformations. In this political upheaval, Martial responds to the events with a 

striking epigrammatic silence that becomes politically loaded.64 In what follows, I 

shall argue that Martial was commenting on and contributing to the ongoing changes 

within material culture.  

It sounds highly suspect that Martial directly addresses the Appian Way, last 

mentioned in a highly celebratory epigram for Domitian, in this revised edition. 

Furthermore, epigram 10.18 appears even more remarkable when contextualised 

within the contemporary transformation of the Via Domitiana, a branch of the Appian 

Way. By reading epigram 10.18 alongside an erased inscription from Puteoli, we shall 

reconsider the distinctive ways in which both epigrams and inscriptions actively 

intervened in the political game of monumental revision taking place in the aftermath 

of Domitian’s assassination. Simultaneously, we shall appreciate how Martial’s Book 

Ten might offer powerful insights into the political manipulation of the material 

landscape. After briefly discussing Statius’s Silvae 4.3, which intermeshes 

 
63 Fearnley (2003) 635. 
64 See Fearnley (2003); Rimell (2018a). 
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imperialistic visions with poetic panegyrics of the Via Domitiana, I shall examine the 

completely erased inscription from Puteoli and then turn to epigram 10.18.65 

As Roman discusses, Martial’s second edition presents a Janus face, constantly 

looking backwards and forwards, between past and future, Domitianic and post-

Domitianic Rome.66 Janus, the god who presides over transitions, plays a fundamental 

role in the book. The god, whom Domitian worshipped by erecting the Forum 

Transitorium, later dedicated by Nerva, is explicitly mentioned in epigram 10.28, 

offering the reader a means of understanding both the architectural and political 

transformations taking place in Nervan-Trajanic Rome. By removing or destroying 

inscriptions commemorating Domitian and by setting up new ones recording their role 

as builders, Nerva and Trajan initiated a programme of monumental revision that 

altered the meaning of urban spaces and cast a new political light on Domitian’s 

architecture.67 

Major architectural and construction projects, including improvements to road 

networks, had a wide impact on local communities and displayed imperial 

euergetism.68 Domitian’s latest and greatest project was the Via Domitiana, completed 

in 95.69 Connecting Sinuessa to Puteoli, it abridged the journey between Rome and 

Naples cutting the Appian Way at Capua.70 To celebrate this newly achieved 

speediness, Statius hyperbolically writes: illic Appia se dolet relinqui, ‘there the Appia 

grieves at being abandoned’, Silv. 4.3.102.71 As Newlands puts it, building roads 

represented ‘an amazing technological achievement; it was a civic act that brought 

social and economic benefit to Rome’s citizens; above all, the building of roads created 

the Empire by imposing on foreign, often inhospitable territory a visible sign of Roman 

mastery over both nature and alien peoples’.72 The Via Domitiana brought about 

 
65 On Statius’ Silv. 4.3 see Coleman (1988); Newlands (2002) 284-325; Smolenaars (2006) 225-244; 

Rimell (2018b). 
66 Roman (2010) 112; Rimell (2008) 81. 
67 Griffin (2000); Roche (2011). 
68 Coleman (1988) ad Stat. Silv. 4.3; Flower (2001) 633. 
69 As reported by Dio 67.14.1: see Coleman (1988). 
70 Coleman (1988) 102-103; Newlands (2002) 284. 
71 Text and translation of Statius’ Silvae 4 throughout are from Coleman (1988). On Statius Silvae 4.3 

see Coleman (1988) and Newlands (2002) 284-325; Smolenaars (2006) 225-244; Rimell (2018b) 280-

283. 
72 Newlands (2002) 284.  
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numerous economic and logistic advantages and became a symbol of Domitianic 

power.73 

Statius’ Silvae 4.3 pays a long homage in swift and elegant hendecasyllables to 

the Via Domitiana, which showcased absolute imperial power by representing a 

promise of speediness and subjugated rivers.74 The poem aptly conveys the impressive 

engineering of Domitian through a complex array of images and personifications. The 

river Volturnus, who directly owes thanks to Domitian as ‘mighty controller and 

everlasting conqueror of his bank’, speaks volumes about the political value of such a 

marvellous technology:75                   

sed gratis ago seruitusque tanti est 

quod sub te duce, te iubente, cessi,  

quod tu maximus arbiter meaeque  

uictor perpetuus legere ripae.  

                         Stat. Silv. 4.3.81-84 

‘But I owe you thanks and my servitude is worthwhile because under your guidance and at your 

command I have yielded, and your name will be read as mighty controller and everlasting 

conqueror of my bank’. 

Imperial power is performed through the river’s enslavement via bridges and channels 

(servitus, 81).76 By making the river cease to flood (cessi, 82), the identity of Domitian 

is reinforced as divine, capable of exerting his prodigious and ‘civilising influence’ 

over nature.77 Statius praises the expansive force of the empire on the natural 

landscape, while – as Newlands puts it – the highway functions as a ‘trope for the 

exercise of imperial power’ and as a means to explore the effects of spatial 

 
73 Stat. Silv. 4.3.7-8 with Coleman (1988) ad loc., who explains how ‘Nero’s neglect of useful public 

works was a topos of Flavian propaganda’. Nero’s attempts to construct a canal that linked Ostia with 

Lake Avernus and his Stagnum Neronis (form Misenum to Lake Avernus) are parodied by Statius. As 

Coleman (1988) notes, the road brought about considerable advantages: ‘transport, drainage, and 

propaganda’. Flower (2001) 634. 
74 On the reception of Statius’ poem see Coleman (1988), who argues that we might interpret the poem 

as being composed for the inauguration of the road and perhaps recited during the opening ceremony. 

This might suggest that the poem was commissioned by Domitian. On Volturnus’ speech see Newlands 

(2002) 302-309. 
75 Coleman (1988) ad Stat. Silv. 4.3.72-94 with the companion piece of Xerxes’ bridge over the 

Hellespont (Hdt. 7.21, 33). For discussion see Newlands (2002) 301-309; Rimell (2018b) 280-283. 
76 The formula of gratitude pronounced by the river echoes Virg. Aen. 8.726-8 and Hor. Carm. 2.9.21. 

The celebration of human miraculous powers in subjugating rivers is a literary topos: see discussion in 

Coleman (1988) ad loc. and Newlands (2002) esp. 301-304. While nature is normally represented as 

resisting and voicing resentment against human actions on the landscape, Volturnus’ eulogy of 

Domitian’s intervention seems particularly flattering. Nevertheless, he clearly speaks from a position 

of subjugation and represents ‘safe courtly speech’: see Newlands (2002) 308. 
77 Newlands (2002) 304; see also Coleman (1988) ad loc. 
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compression.78 Domitian trumps a multitude of exemplary rulers, who represent 

negative exempla of transgressive interventions over nature.79 At lines 55-60, Xerxes, 

Julius Caesar, Caligula and Nero’s deeds are all eclipsed by the experienced workers 

of Domitian, potentially able to bridge the Hellespont and cut canals through the 

Isthmus, fulfilling previously unsuccessful projects.80 

hae possent et Athon cauare dextrae 

et maestum pelagus gementis Helles 

intercludere ponte non natanti. 

his paruus, nisi †deuiae† uetarent, 

Inous freta miscuisset Isthmos. 

                   Stat. Silv. 4.3.56-60 

These hands could tunnel through Athos and shut off moaning Helle’s sad sea with a bridge that 

did not float. Ino’s Isthmus, a trifle for these labourers, would have mingled the waters if … did 

not forbid it. 

Along Statius’ highway, travellers enjoy a brand-new rapidity (uelocior acriorque 

cursus, 103); the laurels of the east are exhorted to come faster (citius uenite, 110). 

Even the Sibyl glorifies ‘with chaste lips’ (uirgineo ore, 123) this symbol of civic 

benefactions and of Rome’s dominance over foreign lands.81 People from all over the 

empire can now travel the Via Domitiana, which represents an icon of imperial 

technology and a symbol of ‘the imperial vision’.82 As Newlands argues, Domitian’s 

road, conceived as a ‘well-travelled highway’, subverts the Callimachean aesthetics of 

the poetic narrow, unworn path (Aetia, 25-28).83 While Callimachus rejects the high 

road as metaphor for epic bombast and lack of refinement, Domitian realises his own 

epic enterprise, engineering a portentous highway. Simultaneously, Statius creates a 

sophisticated memorial to this imperial achievement, which nonetheless plays with 

Callimachean poetics. Swift hendecasyllables allow Statius to design his own ‘narrow 

track’ along which readers-travellers can move rapidly and ‘which asserts his 

independence from the emperor’s needs’.84 By shortening distances, this technological 

 
78 Newlands (2002) 285. On the disruptive force of this project on the landscape of Campania see 

Newlands (2002) esp. 293-298: see Stat. Silv. 4.3.61 (feruent litora mobilesque siluae) and the 

implication of the Virgilian image of Carthage’s shores at the departure of the Trojans (Virg. Aen. 

4.409). On Statius’ representation of Campania in Silv. 3.5 see Newlands (2012) 136-159. 
79 See Coleman (1988) ad loc.; Newlands (2002) 291-293.  
80 Coleman (1988) ad Stat. Silv. 4.3.59-60 for the numerous attempts to cut a canal through the Isthmus; 

Rimell (2018b) 281-282. 
81 Coleman (1988) ad loc. and Newlands (2002) 309-325. 
82 Newlands (2002) 299. 
83 Newlands (2002) 299; Rimell (2018b) 283. 
84 Newlands (2002) 300. 
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highway alters the perception and conception of space, which is compressed (septem 

montibus admouere Baias, Silv. 4.3.26), and of time, which is reduced from one day 

to just two hours (at nunc quae solidum diem terebat, / horarum uia facta uix duarum, 

Silv. 4.3.36-37). The time of technology, seeking out velocity, rapidity, shortcuts and 

accessibility, challenges the concept of time in poetry and the time for poetry, which 

claims its own rhythms and its own dimension of otium. 

Along this cutting-edge highway, statues, arches and inscriptions stood as 

visual reminders of Domitian’s role as road constructor and imperial benefactor.85 

Archaeological evidence, however, suggests that part of this monumental context was 

manipulated. Nerva and Trajan, conscious of the ideological resonance of such 

projects, sought to ‘dissociate Domitian’s name from the road’.86 In his short reign, 

Nerva had begun a road project to continue the Via Domitiana to Naples, thereafter 

completed and inaugurated by Trajan in 102.87 By setting up new milestones, which 

functioned as icons of imperial authority across the empire, and by removing those 

commemorating Domitian, the emperors took over the whole road project:   

X / Imp(erator) Caesar divi / Nervae f(ilius) Nerva / Traianus Augustus / 

Germanicus pontifex / maximus tribunicia / potestate VI imp(erator) II / 

co(n)s(ul) IIII pater patriae / incohatam a divo Nerva / patre suo peragendam / 

curavit.   CIL X 6928 

10th mile. Imperator Caesar Nerva Trajan Augustus Germanicus, son of the deified Nerva, chief 

priest, in the sixth year of his tribunician power, imperator for the second time, consul for the 

fourth time, father of the country, took care of the completion of the road initiated by his father, 

the deified Nerva. 

 

Disseminated across major highways, easily visible by passers-by, these official 

inscriptions were important vehicles for circulating official political messages and for 

establishing imperial dynastic authority empire-wide.88 The representation of Nerva as 

deified emperor and father of Trajan articulates a precise propagandistic manoeuvre, 

one which emphasises the euergetic interventions of both emperors in the construction 

of an important road network and, figuratively, of the imperial space. Trajan’s 

 
85 Laurence (1999) on the road projects as ‘political acts’ and esp. 46-47 on the Via Domitiana. The 

process of damnatio memoriae erased and manipulated the memory of Domitian as a road constructor 

in Italy. 
86 Griffin (2000) 107; Flower (2001) 634. See also Laurence (1999) 47-48 on Nerva’s and Trajan’s road 

construction. Inscriptions along the Via Appia, Via Flaminia, Via Salaria, Via Tiburtina et Valeria, Via 

Latina and the Via Julia Augusta demonstrate that Trajan and Nerva improved road networks in Italy.  
87 Coleman (1988) ad Stat. Silv. 4.3.40-48; Flower (2001) 634. 
88 Laurence (1999). 
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inauguration of the Via Antiniana, which continued a project started by Nerva to 

connect the Via Domitiana to Naples, is well attested by numerous milestones from 

the original construction.89 Conversely, Domitian’s milestones along the Via 

Domitiana are completely absent, suggesting that they were intentionally removed as 

a consequence of damnatio memoriae. It is therefore evident that emperors sought to 

credit themselves with important infrastructural projects, in order to establish their 

image as benefactors and bind their subjects to loyalty. In this climate of monumental 

revision and manipulation of the road’s political connotations, Puteoli, the endpoint of 

the Via Domitiana, plays a key role. Between 13th September 95 and 12th September 

96 the colony set up a statue with an inscribed base to thank Domitian for this 

grandiose project. After the emperor’s assassination, the stone was completely 

chiselled out, removed from sight and subsequently turned around to be reused in a 

Trajanic arch delimiting the start of the Via Antiniana.90 Given the political importance 

ascribed to roads and milestones, it is plausible that this iconoclastic process was part 

of a major concerted plan emanating from local authorities, who wished to erase the 

uncomfortable memory of the colony’s protection by and political proximity to the 

disgraced emperor.91 Despite its palimpsestic nature, Flower has restored the original 

text as follows:92 

IMP CAESARI 

DIVI VESPASIANI F 

DOMITIANO AVG 

GERMAN PONT MAX 

TRIB POTEST XV IMP XXII 

COS XVII CENS PERPET P P 

COLONIA FLAVIA AVG 

PUTEOLANA 

INDULGENTIA MAXIMI 

DIVINIQUE PRINCIPIS 

VRBI EIUS ADMOTA 

 
89 See also CIL X 6926-6927; CIL X 6931. See Laurence (1999) 47-48. 
90 Coleman (1988) 128; Flower (2001) 627. 
91 Flower (2001) 634. 
92 I am very grateful to Professor Flower, who kindly offered me the opportunity to see her squeezes of 

the Puteoli marble block and who generously provided me with guidance on how to use a raking light 

to read the inscription. Thanks to the support of HRC at Warwick, I was able to analyse the Puteoli 

Marble Block which is now on display in the Museum of Archaeology at Pennsylvania University. 
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To Imperator Caesar Domitian Augustus Germanicus, son of the deified Vespasian, high priest, 

in the fifteenth year of his tribunician power, imperator for the twenty-second time, consul for 

the seventeenth time, perpetual censor, father of the country, the Flavian Augustan Colony of 

Puteoli [dedicates this] having been moved closer to his city by the indulgence of the very 

great and divine leader.93 

                                                       

The inscription represents a unicum in the extant epigraphic record. One side of the 

stone shows a thoroughly erased inscription of Domitian from AD 95/96, while the 

other presents a relief of three Roman soldiers of the Praetorian Guard. As Flower 

explains, the Praetorian relief conjoins a further relief depicting a Roman soldier, 

found in Puteoli in 1801 and preserved in Berlin. The two fragments, which together 

create the corner of a great public monument in Puteoli, were matched together in 1938 

on occasion of the Mostra Augustea della Romanità. A plaster cast of the conjoined 

reliefs is currently kept in the Museo della Civiltà Romana in Rome.94 The Puteoli 

marble block, inscribed with a panegyrist text on the occasion of the inauguration of 

the Via Domitiana, provides us with exemplary evidence of iconoclastic strategies. At 

Domitian’s downfall, the stone became the target of a fierce reaction. It was first erased 

 
93 Flower (2001) 629. 
94 Flower (2001) 626. 

 

Figure 6. Side B of the Puteoli Marble 

Block. Relief representing Trajan’s 

Praetorian Guard. University of 

Pennsylvania, Museum of Archaeology, 

MS4916A. 

 

Figure 7. Side A of the Puteoli Marble Block. 

Erased inscription honouring Domitian. 

University of Pennsylvania, Museum of 

Archaeology, MS4916A. 
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in situ. The erasure was displayed for a short time. Finally, the marble block was turned 

around and re-used in an arch which was possibly delimiting the start of the via 

Antiniana. 

The inscription extends across eleven lines. Lines 1-6 enumerate the standard 

honorific titles of Domitian in the dative case; at lines 7-8 the Colony of Puteoli, 

emphatically termed as Colonia Flavia to stress its existing connections with the 

imperial dynasty, appears in slightly larger letters; the concluding lines, however, host 

an unusual dedication formula, which glorifies Domitian’s indulgentia for moving the 

Colony of Puteoli closer to the city of Rome, indulgentia maximi diuinique principis 

Urbi eius admota (9-11). This exceptional formula also captures the way in which the 

road facilitates Rome’s imperialistic expansion by linking ‘Rome to the world and the 

world to Rome’, making travel easier and faster and Rome accessible to a multitude of 

travelers.95 

Likewise, Statius articulates the political significance of Domitian’s project 

through a similar metaphor of spatial compression: gaudens Euboicae domum Sibyllae 

/ Gauranosque sinus et aestuantis / septem montibus admouere Baias, ‘delighting to 

bring the Euboean Sibyl’s home, the inlets of Gaurus, and steaming Baiae closer to the 

seven hills’, Silv. 4.3.24-26.96 Both texts enclose in the verb admouere praise for the 

newly acquired geographical contiguity between Rome and Puteoli.97 Only a god-like 

emperor (divinique principis, 10), who had made a powerful mark on the monumental 

fabric of Rome, so that the capital is called eius Urbis, would have made such a cosmic 

intervention, one able to move one town closer to another, via a sophisticated feat of 

engineering.98 The encomiastic nature of the text, imbued with contemporary political 

messages and symbolically flooded with the divine nature of the emperor, was targeted 

as inappropriate following Domitian’s downfall and accounted for the colony’s move 

to efface thoroughly the memory of the emperor. 

That roads were central to the exploration of political power has been proved 

by Martial, who, in Book Nine, parades Domitian’s triumphs along an epic Appian 

Way, where the praise of the emperor is inseparable from the glorification of his 

 
95 Newlands (2002) 284-298 at 284. 
96 Coleman (1988) ad loc.; Flower (2001) 633. 
97 Ibid.  
98 See Stat. Silv. 4.3.67-94 in which Volturnus praises Domitian as engineer and 114 ff. for the eulogy 

spoken by the Sibyl, where Domitian is hailed as dux hominum et parens deorum (139). 
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building activity. When Martial newly addresses the Via Appia in epigram 10.18, the 

tone and content are completely different from 9.101, so that the reader is bound to ask 

its significance in this new revised edition. 

Saturnalicio Macrum fraudare tributo 

 frustra, Musa, cupis: non licet: ipse petit; 

sollemnesque iocos nec tristia carmina poscit 

et queritur nugas obticuisse meas. 

mensorum longis sed nunc vacat ille libellis. 

Appia, quid facies, si legit ista Macer? 

                                           Mart. 10.18 

In vain, Muse, do you desire to cheat Macer of his Saturnalian tribute. You cannot; he asks for 

it himself. He demands the customary jests and merry verses, complains that my trifles have 

fallen silent. But now he has only time for the lengthy reports of surveyors. What will you do, 

Appia, if Macer reads my poems?99 

The epigram, dedicated to Macer, to whom Martial offers his epigram as a Saturnalian 

gift, facetiously plays with the topos of the busy patron, whose negotia will prevent 

him from dedicating time to Martial’s nugae: the Appian Way will be neglected, if 

Macer takes to reading Martial, Appia, quid facies, si legit ista Macer?, ironically 

concludes the poet in 10.18.6. The Muse, invoked at line two, will in vain (frustra, 2) 

attempt to deprive Macer of his Saturnalicium tributum, which he insistently claims: 

ipse petit (2), poscit (3), queritur (4).100  

Macer wishes poetry to delight him on the jocular occasion of the Saturnalia, 

to whose trivial spirit Martial’s nugae are tailored. The litotes nec tristia carmina refers 

to a thematically serious poetic production, not suited for the fumoso mense Decembri 

(Ov. Tr. 2.491). The nexus closely engages with Ovid’s Tristia 2, the poet’s famous 

apologia for his Ars Amatoria:101 

talia luduntur fumoso mense Decembri, 

 quae damno nulli composuisse fuit. 

his ego deceptus non tristia carmina feci, 

 sed tristis nostros poena secuta iocos. 

                                     Ov. Tr. 2.491-494 

 
99 My emphasis. 
100 See Henriksén (2018) 403 and discussion throughout (397-406) on intra-textual links in Book Ten. 
101 Citroni (1989) 201-226 on Ovid’s rhesis on the Saturnalian literature (Tr. 2.471-497). 
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Such playful verses such as these are written in smoky December, but nobody had been ruined 

for composing them. Beguiled by such as these I wrote verses lacking in seriousness, but a 

serious penalty has befallen my jests.102 

In his defence, Ovid describes the light poetry production which typifies the month of 

December, with its festive climate of the Saturnalia. While many writers of light verses 

had avoided ruinous punishments (damnosos canes, Tr. 2.474), he had been persecuted 

by a fierce sanction for his own innocent love poetry (tristis poena, Tr. 2.494). 

Macer, who does not require sophisticated poetry, is here complaining about 

the silence of the poet’s nugae (obticuisse, 4). Yet, Martial’s intertext with Ovid might 

prompt us to investigate why the customary jests were still silent for these Saturnalia. 

The verb obticesco applied to the personified nugae covertly alludes to the conditions 

of poetic speech and links back to epigram 10.3, where a poetaster circulates nasty 

verses under the name of Martial, who concludes: cur ego laborem notus esse tam 

prave, / constare gratis cum silentium possit?, ‘Why should I strive for such evil 

notoriety, when silence can be had free?’, 11-12.103 Martial, who had ascribed his 

revision of Book Ten to festinatio, will not openly strive to acquire a nigra fama, when 

silence can speak even more in the context of damnatio memoriae. While Ovid’s 

decision to write verses lacking in seriousness resulted in a tristis poena, Martial has 

(only apparently) silenced (a certain type of) his usual nugae (obticuisse meas, 4). 

Unlike Ovid, he has been able to recall a first edition and edit it to suit a new political 

climate.104 

Because of its Saturnalian setting, this epigram has been ascribed to the first 

edition of Book Ten, published in December 95.105 Although the epigrammatic frame 

stages Martial’s typical sending of the liber to a patron, the epigram arguably 

celebrates Macer’s newly acquired magistracy as curator Viae Appiae: mensorum 

longis sed nunc vacat ille libellis, 10.18.5.106 Nunc reveals the occasional and 

encomiastic nature of Martial’s verses, for Macer is now devoting himself to longis 

 
102 My emphasis. 
103 Rimell (2008) 71-72. As Sullivan (1991) 46 notes, the book is particularly concerned with ‘forgeries’ 

passed under the name of Martial: see 10.3; 10.5; 10.80; 10.100. This preoccupation might well reflect 

the political climate and the conditions of poetic speech, while voicing the poet’s anxieties about his 

political allegiances. 
104 Rimell (2008) 71-72. 
105 Given that the epigram explicitly refers to the Saturnalia and that the first edition of Book Ten is 

commonly dated to the Saturnalia of 95, critics have argued that this epigram is a leftover of the first 

edition. For the chronology see Friedlaender (1886) 50-67; Citroni (1975); Sullivan (1991). 
106 My emphasis. 
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libellis, the overly long and tiresome reports of the mensores of the Appian Way, while 

still being attracted by Martial’s witty and short post-Catullan libelli. By playing on 

the double meaning of libellus, the poet’s promise to be a short, handy edition, libellus 

ero, reverberates here, creating a humorous contrast between the epigrammatic 

brevitas of epigrammatic libelli and the somewhat epic length of the mensorum libelli: 

Si nimius videor seraque coronide longus / esse liber, legito pauca: libellus ero, ‘If I 

seem too large and long a book with colophon that comes too late, read a few items 

only: I shall then be a little book’, 10.1.1-2.107 

Martial’s direct address to the Appian Way at line 5 suggests that his nugae 

might not only divert Macer’s attention from his duties of curator Viae Appiae, but 

that the jocular and Saturnalian character of the epigram could itself permeate the 

Appian Way and transform its symbolic connotations. Yet, the Appian Way has 

already been altered within the epigrammatic landscape, drastically metamorphosed 

from a Domitianic and triumphal road in Book Nine to a post-Domitianic road and 

from an epic to an epigrammatic structure. The Appia, which was made to listen to 

somewhat tristia carmina (in the sense of epic in tone and serious in subject-matter), 

namely the epic deeds of the two Alcides, permeated by Domitianic connotations in 

epigram 9.101, has here been metamorphosed into a road whose destiny depends upon 

a curator potentially interested in Martial’s trivial jokes. As discussed earlier, epigram 

9.101, a real climax to the entire output of Martial’s imperial panegyric, ingeniously 

combines praise of Domitian, presented as a magnanimous statesman and renovator of 

religious customs, with an elaborate account of Hercules’ mythical sufferings.108 But 

Domitian outdoes his mythical ancestor: he is the maior Alcides. While topographic 

references in Book Nine were intrinsically related to Domitianic eulogies, Book Ten, 

where the monumental landscape is almost absent, reveals the palimpsestic nature of 

a politically meaningful monumental space such as the Via Appia. By reconfiguring 

the road, Martial investigates the possibilities opened up by the erasure, political 

manipulation and alteration of epigrams and inscriptions in the context of damnatio 

memoriae. In this collection Martial tests the revisionist power of inscriptions, imbuing 

his epigrams with the same transformative potentialities. 

 
107 My emphasis. 
108 Garthwaite (1993) 82; Henriksén (2012) ad loc. 
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On a syntactical level, the Via Appia, addressed in 9.101 in the first hexameter, 

is resituated in the last distich of epigram 10.18. The epic tone of the apostrophe, in 

which Appia listens to the prodigious acta of the divine Domitian (disce, 9.101.4), is 

overshadowed by 10.18, where a rhetorical question leaves the fate of the road 

uncertain. This question might not only mirror real events altering the political 

connotations of the Via Domitiana, but also offer Martial the occasion to intervene 

actively and participate in that political game of the monumental revision of the city. 

Martial demonstrates that he has the power to refashion the monumental semiotics of 

spaces and places within his epigrammatic book, by representing the Via Appia in 

triumphal terms, testimony of Domitian’s powerful deeds (Book Nine), yet potentially 

subjected to an epigrammatic manipulation (Book Ten). The road appears 

miniaturised, epigram-like. Reading Martial’s nugae might not only result in the road 

never being completed, but also in it being transformed from a mythical and epic road, 

to a post-Callimachean, epigrammatic, narrow path. The dimension of poetic time, in 

this case the Saturnalia with its own distinctive climate of festivity and otium, threatens 

to disrupt, invade and subvert the speedy time of negotia alongside the reduced and 

compressed time of road technology. Furthermore, Martial distinctively plays with 

time: what can we infer when we think that the poem is a ‘left-over’ of Epigrams Ten 

first edition? Has Macer decided to ignore his negotia to dedicate himself to Martial? 

By challenging the notion of time for poetry versus time for technology, Martial 

creates a temporal suspension between edition one and edition two of Book Ten, in 

which the poet demonstrates how his epigrams might be able to alter the coordinates 

of space, for the Appian Way threatens to be altered by the Saturnalian content. 

Moreover, his epigrams can challenge the coordinates of time, since the time of otium 

invades the time of negotium. The syntagm longis libellis together with the broad epic 

Appia hint at that kind of mythological and epic poetry which Martial repeatedly 

rejects in his books in favour of occasional verses, which taste of real life: hoc lege, 

quod possit dicere vita ‘meum est’, 10.4.8.109 The epigrammatic metamorphosis of the 

road might be read as forecasting a pseudo-Callimachean configuration of the empire 

together with a different engagement with political authority. The destiny of the Via 

Appia, ideological site of Rome’s great past and symbol of Roman identity, runs the 

risk here of being turned upside down by the Saturnalian atmosphere of Martial’s 

 
109 Citroni (1968) 274-275; Höscele (2007) 341; Rimell (2018a). 
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nugae. While the Via Domitiana was being reinvented in its political significance, 

Martial was strategically reconfiguring an un-politicised Appian Way. No sign is left 

of Caesar, Domitianic connotations of 9.101 are wiped away and no mention is made 

of the temple of Hercules, one of the projects dearest to Domitian. Epigram 10.18 

offers an alternative image of the same road, one which captures the differences 

between Domitianic and post-Domitianic eras. In this collection the Appia presents a 

Janus face looking both at his glorious Flavian past and at its present political and 

epigrammatic revisions. It is new, altered, uncertain. The tone of 10.18 sounds comic: 

the invocation to the epigrammatic Muse who amuses herself in depriving Macer of 

his gift and the ironic rhetorical question to the Appian Way create one of Martial’s 

humorous innocui ioci. This joke is not entirely innocuous, however.  

In light of the attentive revision of the monumental landscape in Book Ten, the 

address to the Appian Way, mentioned last in the climactic Domitianic collection, 

demonstrates how Martial’s epigrams actively manipulate the road’s political 

connotations. By promoting the original association of the epigram with inscriptions, 

Martial explores the ‘revisionist power’ of his poetry, able to reform the political 

significance not only of epigrammatic, but also of urban spaces. Within this dense 

epigram, layered in political meaning and dedicated to a curator viae, whose role in 

repairing and maintaining roads is hinted at, Martial orchestrates an ironic self-

censorship of his Saturnalian jests, making these verses a sharp commentary on post-

Domitianic Rome and poetic freedom, in an era in which we are bound to ask whether 

the nec mane timenda libertas (‘frank speech that gives no anxiety the morning after’, 

10.48.20-21) merely coincides with the possibility to chat freely about chariot 

racing.110 

Martial’s reconfiguration of his epigrammatic Rome is therefore an energetic 

reaction to Nerva’s and Trajan’s interventions in the monumental city fabric in 96-98. 

Despite Martial’s silence on the monumental cityscape, 10.18 with its transformation 

of the Appian Way, previously related to Domitian’s praise and now potentially 

flooded with Saturnalian nugae, urges the reader to read it against the grain of the 

contemporary political manipulation of the Via Domitiana. While Nerva and Trajan 

and local magistrates alter inscriptions to obliviate Domitian and commemorate their 

role as great builders, Martial changes the political connotations of his epigrammatic 

 
110 On the role of curatores viarum see Laurence (1999). See König (2018) and Rimell (2018a). 
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spaces, which are themselves suggestively monumental. Having partially erased his 

collection of inscription-like epigrams, by chiselling out the name of Domitian, Martial 

transforms Domitianic into post-Domitianic spaces within his epigrammatic 

landscape. He exposes palimpsestic strata of monumental spaces altered by the 

Nervan-Trajanic regime, while demonstrating the powerful intervention epigram 

makes in this political game of revision.  

3.3 Janus Quadrifrons in the new Forum Nervae, Martial 10.28 

The epigraphic and epigrammatic ideological construction of spaces and the power to 

re-label monuments and buildings surface later in Book Ten, where the reader finds 

the last explicit topographical reference to a monumental space. Significantly, after the 

Appian Way, Janus comes to the epigrammatic stage, with all his symbolic 

implications. The god is the icon of this double edition, the metonym for the whole 

process of political and monumental transitions in the aftermath of Domitian. In order 

to multiply the meanings of Janus, Martial doubles the number of his faces, ‘splintering 

off’ the gaze of the god into many different directions and monumental spaces.111 

Epigram 10.28 praises the new Janus Quadrifrons in the Forum Transitorium, a 

Domitianic project that became central to the political propaganda of the new 

regime.112 Projected by Domitian as early as 92-93, the temple was later claimed by 

Nerva in 97, when he officially inaugurated the Forum.113  

Martial’s reference to Janus in previous collections was intimately connected 

to Domitian’s praise. Intra-textual allusions to Janus’ temple in Books Eight and Ten 

redirect the attention of the reader to a further monumental space which was 

undergoing transformation. Domitian’s memory as its creator was overshadowed by 

Nerva, who was recorded as its official dedicator. This is a further example of the role 

of epigraphy in re-naming (what we could term as ‘power of re-labelling’) and giving 

new political connotations to spaces, for the Forum projected by Domitian started to 

be referred to as Forum Nervae in the post-Domitianic Rome.  

 
111 Roman (2010) 109 discusses how the epigrammatic book splinters off into multiple directions, 

outdoing Horaces’ and Ovid’s poetic portability. 
112 LTUR III s.v. Ianus, Aedes (apud Forum Holitorium, ad Theatrum Marcelli) (F. Coarelli) 90-91; 

LTUR III s.v. Ianus, Concordia, Salus, Pax, Sacellum, Statuae et Ara (D. Palombi) 91-92; LTUR III s.v. 

Ianus Imus, Medius, Summus (E. Tortorici) 93-94; LTUR III s.v. Ianus Quadrifrons (F. Coarelli) 94.  
113 LTUR II s.v. Forum Nervae (H. Bauer and C. Morselli) 307-311; Rodríguez Almeida (2014). 
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Martial’s epigram 10.28, which intra-textually echoes 8.2, reveals and 

comments on the altered nature of this monumental place. 

Annorum nitidique sator pulcherrime mundi, 

 publica quem primum vota precesque vocant, 

pervius exiguos habitabas ante penates, 

 plurima qua medium Roma terebat iter: 

nunc tua Caesareis cinguntur limina donis 

 et fora tot numeras, Iane, quot ora geris. 

at tu, sancte pater, tanto pro munere gratus 

 ferrea perpetua claustra tuere sera. 

                                                   Mart. 10.28 

Begetter most fair of the years and the bright universe, first to be invoked by public vows and 

prayers, formerly you lived on a passage in a tiny dwelling, where Rome in her crowds trod the 

thoroughfare. Now your threshold is encircled by Caesar’s gifts, and you number as many 

forums, Janus, as you have faces. But do you, holy father, grateful for such munificence, keep 

your iron doors fast with bolt never drawn.114 

The epigram plays on the opposition between past and present: ante (lines 1-4), which 

describes the ancient temple of Janus Geminus in the Forum Romanum, and nunc 

(lines 5-6), which eulogises the newly erected temple of Janus Quadrifrons within the 

now completed Forum Transitorium.115 The final couplet asks Janus to reward Rome 

for his new Temple (tanto pro munere gratus, 7) with eternal peace, by eternally 

locking its gates: ferrea perpetua claustra tuere sera, 10.28.8. 

Layered with Augustan reminiscences, the epigram resounds with a clear 

political ideology. The closure of the gates of Janus’ temple in peacetime had an 

ideological significance, hailed by the Augustan poets as a manifestation of the 

emperor’s ability to offer peace to the city of Rome.116 When Augustus repeatedly 

closed the doors of the Temple during his reign, a gesture dense with propagandistic 

value, the Augustan poets celebrated the event as a real prodigy.117 In Ovid’s Fasti the 

 
114 My emphasis. 
115 For the Temple of Janus and its development from Janus Geminus (an arched gate in the Argiletum 

which linked the Forum Romanum to the Subura) to Janus Quadrifrons in the Forum Transitorium at 

the juncture between the Forum Romanum, Iulii and Augusti see LTUR III 92-94; Rodríguez Almeida 

(2014) esp. 207-215 and 359-367.  
116 See Cooley (2009) ad RGDA 13. According to the Augustan version of its origins, the shrine of Janus 

was probably built by the second king of Rome, Numa, who established the tradition to shut the temple’s 

gates when Rome was not at war. Augustus seemingly revives this ancient custom to celebrate his role 

as pacificator. Indeed, this paragraph of the RGDA follows a section devoted to the erection of the Ara 

Pacis Augustae. 
117 Augustus explicitly recognises the political and symbolic value of the closure of the gates in RGDA 

13: [lanum] Quirin[um, quem cl]aussum ess[e maiores nostri voluer]unt, cum [p]er totum i[mperium 
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god offers a straightforward political explanation for the opening and closure of his 

doors: 

‘Ut populo reditus pateant ad bella profecto, 

  tota patet dempta ianua nostra sera. 

pace fores obdo, ne qua discedere possit;   

  Caesareoque diu numine clausus ero.’ 

                          Ov. Fast. 1.279-282. 

“My gate, unbarred, stands open wide, that when the people hath gone forth to war, the road for 

their return may be open too. I bar the doors in time of peace, lest peace depart, and under 

Caesar’s divine will I shall be long enclosed”.118 

Janus promises to lock his door Caesareo numine, stressing the propagandistic and 

symbolic value attached to it, a sign of a new time of peace and political rebirth.119 

Martial’s construction of Janus as custos pacis responds wittily to Ovid. Critics 

have argued that through Ovidian reminiscences Martial celebrates the emperor Trajan 

as a new Augustus, restorer of peace. As Roman points out, ‘emulation, however, also 

functions as differentiation’.120 The epigram’s last line differentiates itself from its 

Augustan models, inasmuch as the closure of the temple’s doors can be interpreted as 

double-edged. The prayer to Janus indirectly recalls both epigrams 10.6 and 10.7, 

addressed to the distant Trajan: here Martial represents the emperor as absent from the 

Roman political scene and his return as awaited for, quando eques et picti tunica 

Nilotide Mauri / ibitis et populi vox erit una ‘Venit’?, ‘When shall the cavalry ride and 

the painted Moors in their tunics of Nile, and one of the people be heard: “He comes”’, 

10.6.7-8. Martial addresses the Rhine in epigram 10.7, asking the river to send Trajan 

back to Rome. Strikingly, the metaphor that both banks of the river might become 

Roman (sic et cornibus aureis receptis / et Romanus eas utraque ripa, ‘so may you 

 
po]puli Roma[ni terra marique es]set parta victoriis pax, cum, pr[iusquam] nascerer, [a condita] 

u[rb]e bis omnino clausum [f]uisse prodatur m[emori]ae, ter me princi[pe senat]us claudendum esse 

censui[t]. Before Augustus, the gates were closed by Numa and after the First Punic War against 

Carthage in 235 BC. Under the Principate, the gates were shut on 11 January 29 to celebrate the victory 

against Antony and Cleopatra and a second time in 25 BC to signal the end of the Cantabrian War. It is 

debated whether the doors were actually closed the third time between 8/7 and 1 BC: see discussion in 

Cooley (2009) ad loc. The closure of the gates of the temple are celebrated by Hor. Carm. 4.15.8-9; Ep. 

2.1.250-256; Suet. Aug. 22.1. Roman (2010) 112. 
118 Text is from the Teubner edition (1978) and translation from the Loeb (1989) second edition. The 

translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1989). My emphasis. 
119 Roman (2010) 112. 
120 Roman (2010) 112. 
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flow with your golden horns recovered, Roman on either bank’, 10.7.6-7) suggests that 

freedom and peace are still longed-for, rather than accomplished.121 

The praise for the monumental context in which Janus is situated represents the 

thematic focus of epigram 10.28. Lines 4-6 celebrate the new setting which surrounds 

the Temple of Janus Quadrifrons, namely the Forum Transitorium. Janus, who 

presides over time and space (annorum and mundi reside respectively in prominent 

positions at the beginning and at the closure of verse 1), was an arched passageway 

between the Forum Romanum and Iulium.122 The temple of Janus Bifrons was 

commonly described by literary sources as pervium and exiguum, a crossing point, 

where people used to walk (plurima qua medium Roma terebat iter, 10.28.4).123 By 

doubling the number of his faces, Janus has now doubled his fora: et fora tot numeras, 

Iane, quot ora geris, 10.28.6. Martial’s Janus Quadrifrons, now simultaneously 

looking at four fora, rivals Ovid’s Janus Bifrons, which was at the junction point of 

only two fora. By praising the temple for surpassing previous architectural projects for 

Janus, Martial plays his own literary game. As Domitian was outdoing Augustus’ 

architectural achievements, so Martial outstrips Ovid’s model.124  

Although it is not possible to ascribe the epigram with certainty to either the 

first or second edition of Book Ten, arguably the formal inauguration of the Forum 

Palladium in 97 occasioned Martial’s celebratory verses. The Forum, dedicated to 

Minerva, also called Forum Transitorium or Forum Nervae, is praised here together 

with Janus’ new temple. After the fire of AD 64, the Curia and the ancient temple of 

Janus were destroyed. Domitian started to re-monumentalise the area of the Argiletum, 

projecting a new temple with four doors, each looking at one of the four fora, the 

Forum Iulium, Forum Transitorium, Forum Romanum and Forum Augustum.125 That 

part of the Argiletum was already being monumentalised into the future Forum 

Transitorium under Domitian can be inferred by reading epigram 8.2:126 

 

 

 
121 See Fearnley (2003) esp. 628. 
122 Ov. Fast. 1.257-258: ‘cum tot sint iani, cur stas sacratus in uno, / hic ubi iuncta foris templa duobus 

habes?’; see Rodríguez Almeida (2014) 207-215 and 359-367. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Roman (2010) 112. 
125 Griffin (2000) 91; Rodríguez Almeida (2014) 360. 
126 Shöffel (2002) ad loc. 
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Fastorum genitor parensque Ianus 

victorem modo cum videret Histri, 

tot vultus sibi non satis putavit 

optavitque oculos habere plures: 

et lingua pariter locutus omni 

terrarum domino deoque rerum 

promisit Pyliam quater senectam. 

Addas, Iane pater, tuam rogamus. 

                                       Mart. 8.2 

When Janus, progenitor and parent of our annals, lately saw Hister’s conqueror, he thought his 

many faces too few and wished to have more eyes. And speaking with all his tongues in unison, 

he promised the Lord and God of the world four times the Pylian length of days. We ask you, 

Father Janus, to add your own.127 

In order to celebrate Domitian’s return from the Sarmatian campaign, Martial invokes 

Janus, who presides over war, to reward the emperor with immortality for his triumphs, 

addas, Iane pater, tuam rogamus, 8. Praise for Domitian’s successes in war and for 

his architectural achievements, i.e. the newly erected temple of Janus Quadrifrons and 

the monumentalisation of the Argiletum in the new Forum Transitorium, ingeniously 

intertwine in this epigram. Janus’ desire to have tot vultus (3) and oculos plures (4) in 

order to glorify Domitian’s victories appropriately and the promise to lengthen the 

emperor’s life four times (quater, 7) have spurred scholars to argue that the temple had 

been erected as early as 92-93, if not earlier, if one considers Martial’s reference to the 

Forum Palladium in Book One (1.2.7-8).128 Epigram 10.28 confirms that the Forum 

Transitorium, along with the new temple of Janus, had already been completed under 

the reign of Domitian, between 95 and 96 (nunc tua Caesareis cinguntur limina donis, 

10.28.5).129  

 
127 My emphasis. 
128 Rodríguez Almeida (2014) 361. 
129 LTUR II 307-310: ‘Le fonti attribuiscono a Domiziano in maniera concorde, ma generica dal punto 

di vista cronologico, la costruzione del foro, menzionandolo sia con il nome, probabilmente ufficiale di 

forum Nervae (Suet. Dom. 5.1; [Lyd. Mens, 4.1]) sia con quello di forum Transitorium … che ne 

sottolinea esplicitamente la funzione di raccordo, per la sua posizione topografica, tra il Foro 

repubblicano a S, i quartieri NE dell’Argiletum (v.) e della Subura (v.) e i primi fori imperiali. Tuttavia, 

un epigramma di Marziale, che cita il complesso con il termine di forum Palladium (Mart. 1.2.7-8; [cfr. 

f. Caesaris 1.117.10]), accezione poetica del tutto isolata, ma fortemente indicativa della presenza del 

culto di Minerva, ne suggerisce l’esistenza già intorno agli anni 85-86 d.C. Ancora da un passo dello 

stesso autore (Mart. 10.51.11-12 fora iuncta quater; [cfr. 10.28.6]), da riferire al 95-96 d.C., traspare 

chiaramente l’avvenuta fusione, resa possibile proprio dalla trasformazione domizianea dell’antico 

percorso dell’Argiletum in piazza monumentale, tra il foro Romano e i fori di Cesare e Augusto’. 
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Although literary sources ascribe the completion of the Forum Transitorium or 

Palladium to Domitian, probably in 95, its dedication is ascribed by epigraphic sources 

to Nerva, whose formal inauguration dates to 97.130 The event is recorded by a now 

lost inscription affixed on Minerva’s temple architrave within the Forum 

Transitorium:  

Imp(erator) Nerva Caesar Aug[ustus Germanicus] pont(ifex) max(imus) 

trib(unicia) potest(ate) II imp(erator) II co(n)s(ul) [III p(ater) p(atriae) aedem 

Mi]nervae fecit  CIL VI 31213 (= CIL VI 953) 

The inscription, now lost, is a palimpsest. The restored honorific title Germanicus, 

which Nerva never acquired during his brief reign, reveals that the present inscription 

substituted an earlier one, precisely one commemorating Domitian’s role as dedicator 

both of the Forum Palladium and of Minerva’s Temple.131 Rodríguez Almeida 

convincingly argues that the inscription on Minerva’s temple had been re-edited, the 

name of Domitian erased to be metamorphosed into that of Nerva:  

‘Essa [i.e. the inscription] ha preso il posto di quella di 

Domiziano, incisa precedentemente, la cui prima riga era di 

questo tenore: Imp Caesar Domitianus Aug Germanicus, con 

le stesse 39 lettere e relativi spazi. Si tratta della dimostrazione 

definitiva che alla morte dell’ultimo Flavio il foro era pronto 

per l’inaugurazione; la titolatura, rifatta, dice che essa avvenne 

solo alcuni mesi dopo, cioè nel 97 d.C.’.132 

Rodríguez Almeida’s hypothesis confirms that Nerva appropriated one of the latest 

Domitianic projects, the erection of Janus Quadrifrons and the Forum Palladium, both 

conceived and projected by Domitian in AD 92-93, as epigram 8.2 suggests. The re-

engraved inscription, which edited out the name of Domitian, permanently attached 

the name of Nerva to the Forum, so that it was referred to as Forum Nervae since his 

official act of inauguration in 97. Epigraphy’s ‘power of re-labelling’ is here all the 

more evident and all the more powerful. While Domitianic associations and political 

 
130 It is not clear, however, whether Nerva completed the works of monumentalisation of the Forum or 

whether it had already been completed by Domitian and officially inaugurated by Nerva. On the now 

lost inscription of the official dedication, which can be reconstructed thanks to paintings of the temple 

of Minerva from the XV-XVII centuries and from archaeological remains, see LTUR III 309: 

‘L’iscrizione di Nerva, che occupava non solo il fregio ma anche l’architrave levigato, tramandataci 

quasi interamente, sostituiva probabilmente quella di Domiziano ed è databile al 97-98 d.C. [CIL VI 

953= 31213]’. See Griffin (2000) 91; Rodríguez Almeida (2014) 360. 
131 Mart. 1.2.8: limina post Pacis Palladiumque Forum, ideologically places the book-store of Secundus 

where his work is purchasable in the Forum Palladium as a praise to Domitian.  
132 Rodríguez Almeida (2014) 361 n. 21. 
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connotations were being wiped away, the Forum was being re-named after his 

successor, whose role in the completion of the work is unattested by archaeological 

evidence. As in the case of the Via Domitiana, where no milestones record Domitian’s 

role in the road’s construction, but along which Nerva and Trajan are commemorated 

as road builders, the Forum leaves no trace to celebrate the memory of Domitian. As 

we have seen, epigraphy plays a key role in the Nervan-Trajanic appropriation, 

manipulation and transformation of monumental spaces previously imbued with 

Domitianic authority. While erased inscriptions relegate the emperor to oblivion, 

newly established inscriptions are able to change the connotations, ideological 

resonance and imperial authority of spaces. When we think how monumental spaces 

were altered and how Trajan and Nerva obscured the memory of their predecessor and 

claimed his projects as their own, this was mainly achieved through the ideological 

use of the epigraphic power of re-labelling. Because of the ideological importance of 

Janus, it is easy to infer the reasons behind Nerva’s efforts to credit himself with such 

a valuable and ideologically powerful monumental space, one which gave a new 

residency to the god presiding over war and peace, governor of time and space. By 

dedicating the Forum in 97, Nerva wished to project for himself the image of custos 

pacis. Martial’s intentional reference to this monumental space, therefore, arouses the 

suspicion that this was a clue for his reader to use in interpreting a further act of spatial 

manipulation. Throughout his corpus, Janus is related to Domitian’s praise in highly 

significant passages. In particular, 10.28 contains verbal echoes of epigram 8.2 and de 

facto celebrates a Domitianic architectural achievement, while commenting politically 

on Nerva’s inauguration. Retrospectively, Janus is intimately connected to Domitian’s 

triumphs in 8.2, presented as wishing to have had more faces to praise the terrarum 

dominus, 8.2.6. Both in 10.28 and 8.2 Janus is addressed as pater: sancte pater, 10.28.7 

and fastorum genitor parensque Ianus, 8.2.1. Janus believed his faces too few to 

celebrate Domitian in epigram 8.2 (tot vultus, 8.2.3) and wished to have more eyes 

(oculos plures, 8.2.4) to see the victorem Histri (8.2.2). In epigram 10.28 tot vultus 

becomes fora tot (6), oculus plures metamorphose into the plurima Roma (4).133 The 

final prayer of 8.2 in which Martial asks the god to give Domitian immortality (Addas, 

Iane pater, tuam rogamus, 8) is twisted in the final line of 10.28, where the poet writes: 

 
133 See Shöffel (2002) ad loc. My emphasis. 
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ferrea perpetua claustra tuere sera, 8. The linguistic echoes between the two epigrams 

are too evident to be coincidental. 

Later in Book Eight, epigram 8.8 fosters further connections between Domitian 

and the god, who indirectly celebrates Domitian’s return in 93 from his campaign 

against the Sarmatians:  

tu tamen hoc mavis, Latiae quod contigit urbi 

   mense tuo reducem, Iane, videre deum. 

                                                     Mart. 8.8.5-6 

Yet more to you than all this is the fact that in your month, Janus, the Latian city had the 

happiness of seeing our god return. 

When Martial invokes Janus in Book Ten to celebrate his new monumental setting, 

one that was conceived and already completed before Domitian’s death, as epigram 

8.2 demonstrates, it is tempting to interpret this epigram, which looks backwards to 

Book Eight, as explicitly revealing the palimpsestic nature of both Martial’s Janus 

Quadrifrons and the real-life temple in the Forum Transitorium. The epigram is 

palimpsestic as it celebrates the architectural achievement of Domitian in a new post-

Domitianic edition by referring to it as Caesareis donis (5): the ambiguous plural 

invites the reader to reflect upon the altered nature of this monumental space, the 

Forum Transitorium. Martial’s epigram, plausibly occasioned by the inauguration of 

the Forum in 97, suggests that the god’s shrine has experienced more than one political 

intervention. Precisely the plural Caesareis donis is left as a memento of Domitian’s 

role in its construction and of Nerva’s later inauguration.134 Martial’s intratextual links 

with the highly encomiastic epigram 8.2, where Janus’ wish to have had tot vultus and 

oculos plures becomes real (fora tot … quot ora, 10.28.6) reveal an unmistakable 

Domitianic presence. Janus himself doubles the number of his fora, looking at both a 

Domitianic yet post-Domitianic Rome.135 

 

 

 

 

 
134 Compare with the singular in Spect. 1.7: Caesareo amphitheatro. 
135 See Roman (2010) 112 n. 102.  
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3.4 Conclusions 

Martial’s new configuration of his epigrammatic Rome reacts to Nerva’s and Trajan’s 

process of manipulating monumental space after Domitian’s death and the consequent 

decree of damnatio memoriae. Epigrams 10.18 and 10.28, the only two explicit 

topographical references surviving in this new revised edition, encourage the reader to 

consider that those monumental spaces were being radically transformed. In Martial’s 

epigrammatic world, the Appian Way and Janus Quadrifrons in the Forum 

Transitorium were central spaces through which the poet had forged his ideological 

proximity with Domitian. In Book Ten those spaces, so intimately related to Domitian, 

survive altered. Martial’s reconfiguration of his epigrammatic Rome serves on the one 

hand to redefine his relationship with political power, while further exploring the 

political potentialities of his epigrams in the game of monumental revision. On the 

other, it offers the reader a means to interpret these massive processes of post-

Domitianic urban renovation and alteration. The Via Domitiana and the Temple of 

Janus Quadrifrons were both monumental spaces manipulated by Nerva and Trajan at 

the time. The Via Domitiana was an arena of political competition: while the Puteoli 

inscription testifies the fierceness of memory sanctions against Domitian, the new 

milestones dedicated to Nerva and Trajan demonstrate the power of re-labelling via 

inscriptions, through which the new emperors could claim previous Domitianic 

projects as their own. Simultaneously, epigram 10.18, addressed to an altered Appian 

Way, previously permeated by Domitian’s celestial and divine nature (9.101), 

demonstrates how his epigrams not only transform the connotations of monumental 

spaces within his epigrammatic context, but threaten, as inscriptions, to intervene 

actively in the semiotics of actual urban spaces. Similarly, the Forum Nervae, 

projected and completed by Domitian, was claimed by Nerva through a re-edited 

inscription. Epigram 10.28, with its patent allusions to 8.2 and 8.8, which are both 

highly encomiastic of Domitian, stands as a palimpsestic memorial of the extent to 

which that space has been re-worked and appropriated by the new regime. 

This chapter’s analysis of epigrams and inscriptions gives rise to a richer 

understanding of the political upheaval of the years 96-98, with its literary and 

epigraphic implications. Reading epigrams alongside inscriptions in this particular 

climate prompts us to reconsider Martial’s relationship with the new regime in his 

latest production and to grapple with the complex dynamics of political appropriation 
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and transformation of monumental spaces in the climate of damnatio memoriae. 

Furthermore, this allows us to appreciate how Martial’s revised edition explores in 

distinctive ways the association of epigram with inscriptions and participates in 

inscriptions’ characteristic ‘revisionist power’ or ‘power of re-labelling’ in the wake 

of Domitian’s downfall.
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Chapter Four 

Compressing and Distilling, Quoting and Fragmenting. The Poem-Objects of 

Martial’s Xenia and Apophoreta 

4.0 Introduction 

As I discussed in Chapter Two, epigram is a munus offered to the emperor in return 

for his amphitheatrical munera. Yet, it is also an ideal medium with which to celebrate 

the monuments of Rome. In the Saturnalia Martial pushes to extremes the 

interchangeability of epigram and munus and imagines all sorts of reductions, 

compressions and materialisations of literature. By intentionally associating epigrams 

with urban poetic graffiti and by envisioning epigram as quasi-graffito, the poet 

performs a radical experiment with materiality in the Xenia and Apophoreta.  

The Xenia and Apophoreta, collections of verse food-items and gift-tags 

composed to accompany munera distributed at dinner feasts and lotteries, bring the 

reader into the festive atmosphere of the Roman Saturnalia. Epigram lays claim to the 

spaces of Saturn’s festival, whose carnivalesque inversion of societal norms affords a 

tempting premise for ‘new jests’ (novos sales, 13.1.4).1 The suspension of everyday 

negotia allows for exaggeration, over-eating, drunkenness and, most importantly, for 

the composition and performance of epigrams, which, unlike epic and tragic bombast, 

provide the Roman public with light entertainment.2 Saturnalian gift-giving offers an 

appropriate background to producing and consuming tipsy nugae as well as for further 

exploring the already amphitheatrical relationship between epigram and munus.3  

 
1 The poetic metaphor sal introduces the topic of the book, i.e. food-items: see Gowers (1993) 261. See 

also Stat. Silv. 1.6.6: et ridens Iocus et Sales proterui. See Newlands (2002) 239. 
2 In Book Eleven personified pilleata Roma guarantees a sacred space for epigrammatic poetry: versu 

ludere non laborioso / permittis, puto, pilleata Roma. / Risisti; licet, ergo, non vetamur, 11.6.3-5. 

Epigram 11.3 problematises the question of Augustan otium, which made it possible for poets to write 

victuras chartas and the new system of patronage, which does not allow for the composition of lasting 

poems, for labor limae, but rather encourages the production and circulation of light-hearted epigrams 

(festinatio). On the idea that Martial’s epigrams are suitable for otia, when the everyday life curae are 

set aside, see 4.82.3-4: immemor et paulum curarum operumque suorum / non tetrica nugas exigat aure 

meas. 
3 Citroni (1989) argues that Books Four, Five, Seven, Eleven are Saturnalian libelli. Roman (2010) 94 

for the interchangeability of epigrams and munera; Rimell (2008) 140. Munus is found in the Liber 

spectaculorum in Spect. 2 with reference to Titus’ baths, presented as gifts to the people of Rome; 

nevertheless, munera are referred to the amphitheatrical shows in Spect. 8.3 (post tua munera) and 

Spect. 27.2 (cui lux prima sacri muneris ista fuit). 
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In these object-obsessed collections, Martial stresses the material aesthetics of 

epigram and creates an innovative experiment with materiality. He embeds epigrams 

in the material world in unprecedented ways and rethinks poetry through the lens of 

materiality. Epic finds itself reduced by epigrammatic brevitas, compressed into 

portable book rolls and exchangeable distiches. The epic works of Homer, Virgil and 

Ovid are not only fragmented into multiple material copies and codex editions (14.180-

196), but also distilled, quoted, fragmented and compressed into two-word clausulae, 

syntagms and hemistichs in a way that invites comparison with an ‘aesthetic of 

fragmentation’ typical of both an élite culture of quotation and  urban graffiti.4 Quoting 

poetic clausulae in debased contexts dismantles sophisticated literary ‘categories’ in 

ways that evoke the symbolic reversals of the Saturnalia.5 Simultaneously, through the 

engagement with the graffiti art of quotation, dislocated citations draw attention to the 

more pressing questions of the role, production and consumption of poetic works in 

the Flavian age.6 In this chapter, I shall explore strategies of intertextual allusions and 

investigate parallel techniques of compression, quotation, distillation and 

fragmentation of epic works in both the epigraphic tradition and graffiti culture. The 

ambiguity between text and object that characterises graffiti frames Martial’s fiction 

of poem-gifts. Despite the long-standing tradition of poems as objects, scholars have 

focused on Martial’s interaction with high literary models, overlooking his 

engagement with a wider writing culture. This tendency has limited our appreciation 

of Martial as simultaneously a sophisticated literary artist and a writer fascinated by a 

much wider culture of writing and by the mimetic associations of epigram with objects. 

The scholarly debate, which has situated Xenia and Apophoreta in relation to 

sophisticated poetic traditions, has so far underplayed the ways in which the inherently 

materialistic dimensions of Martial’s poetic experiment and the conceptualisation of 

poems as material commodities are achieved through his interaction with epigraphic 

texts.7 An almost exclusive literary approach and the search for poetic models in these 

collections have neglected Martial’s engagement with a wider culture of writing, 

 
4 On the ‘aesthetic of fragmentation’ see Milnor (2014) 236; Roman (2001) esp. 134-135 on Martial’s 

materialistic focus on epic poetry in the section 14.183-186; Hinds (2007) on Martial’s appropriation 

Ovid in the Xenia and Apophoreta. See Hinds (1998) 129-135 on Martial’s poetic allusions to Ovid’s 

Ars Amatoria. 
5 As noted by Newlands (2002) 254 on Silv. 1.6 and the overturning of ‘élite categories’ on a literary 

level. 
6 Newlands (2002) 257-259 on Stat. Silv. 4.9. 
7 See Newlands’ discussion (2002) esp. 258 on Stat. Silv. 1.6.  
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especially in a public, urban context, hindering our understanding of the innovative 

take on the relationship between poem and object, the materialities of writing and the 

concept of embodied poetry, which are already crucial issues within epigraphic poetry. 

Epigram’s materialist aesthetics call for an interdisciplinary perspective that refocuses 

the debate about these Saturnalian collections.8 I suggest that, by opening up Xenia 

and Apophoreta to a material-culture oriented approach and by re-considering the 

traditional association of small-scale poetry with the ‘aesthetics of leptotes’, as Porter 

notes, we can truly appreciate Martial’s ironic conception of epigrams as throwaway 

things and rethink what Roman calls a ‘sub-literary conception of literary activity’.9 In 

the Saturnalian context, Martial disrupts literary hierarchies: his experiment with sub-

literariness is a highly sophisticated literary game.  

Starting from Citroni, scholars have emphasised that the function of these 

collections as literary substitutes for Saturnalian festive activities underpins a 

materialist vision of poetry that is entirely appropriate to Martial’s own forging of 

epigram as ephemeral entertainment.10 Substitution and inversion are key to 

understanding the poetics of Martial’s Saturnalian project. In this mundus inversus, 

epigram can compete with and, ultimately, overthrow epic: sed quid agam potius 

madidis, Saturne, diebus, / quos tibi pro caelo filius ipse dedit? / vis scribam Thebas 

Troiamve malasve Mycenas? / ‘Lude,’ inquis, ‘nucibus’: perdere nolo nuces, ‘But 

what better have I to do in your tipsy days, Saturn, which your son himself gave you 

in return for the sky? Do you want me to write of Thebes or Troy or wicked Mycenae? 

“Play with nuts,” you say. But I don’t want to lose my nuts’, 14.1.9-12.11 As Saturn is 

offered control over the world order for a specific timeframe during the year (pro 

caelo), so too epic narratives, whose tone and content are inappropriate to the spirit of 

the festival, yield to and are replaced by epigram’s witticism. Saturnalian sardonic 

doubleness and (potentially politically dangerous) licensed free speech afford Martial 

the possibility to experiment with ‘mixed tones, expressions and idioms which would 

violate the decorum appropriate to most other narrative situations’.12 Epic themes and 

 
8 See Porter (2011) for the deconstruction of the aesthetics of λεπτότης in the Hellenistic epigram. A 

similar approach, which recognises the materiality and object-oriented nature of poetry, is avowed for 

Martial’s epigram. 
9 Porter (2011) 271-312; Roman (2010) 138. 
10 Citroni (1989); Leary (1996) and (2001); Roman (2001); Stroup (2006). 
11 My emphasis. 
12 Bernstein (1987) 456. 
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styles are revised in epigrammatic fashion; the boundaries between poem and object 

become porous and material epigrams take the place of physical munera.13 An 

obsessive accumulation of food-items and gifts reveals an epic enterprise of reducing 

and embodying the whole (literary as well as material) world in two-line distiches. 

Small-scale poetics unexpectedly achieve epic and cosmic grandeur and in the context 

of Saturn’s days epigram becomes ‘epi(c)gram’.14 In both collections, Martial 

recreates the ambiguities of the festival, positioned between utopian unrestrained 

freedom and imperial censorship, or between excess and moderation, by piling up 

paradoxes on top of paradoxes. At every turn, everything becomes reversible and 

slippery both within and outside the book. Socio-political as well as literary hierarchies 

are overturned, epigram comes to resemble epic and vice versa; voice is given to 

unheard and under-represented strata of society and humble objects; where we find the 

literary we are bound to seek the sub-literary, while epigraphic and poetic traditions, 

graffiti and Hellenistic sophistication equally play their chaotic role in Saturn’s satire. 

In this excessive experiment with embodied poetry and materiality, we are bound to 

ask how far epigram can become material and throwaway, before we are tempted to 

actually discard it as worthless.  

If substitution is essential for unveiling Martial’s poetic agenda, dynamics of 

‘fragmentation’ run across the books and take different directions. Hinds has 

investigated techniques of intertextual allusions between Martial’s Apophoreta 

(14.170-182) and Ovid’s Metamorphoses, highlighting how the poet invokes ‘proto-

epigrammatic moments’ in the Ovidian corpus and compresses long narratives by 

means of epigrammatic brevitas.15 He demonstrates how even such a fleshy project of 

materialisation is inherently indebted to high poetic models. What has been missed out 

so far, however, is that Martial’s experiment with poem-objects closely engages with 

material culture and epigraphic texts. This allows the poet to morph poetry into the 

most disparate objects, ready for the readers’ perusal. Epigram not only identifies with 

 
13 Citroni (1989) 209 and 212; Roman (2001) 131-132: ‘The status of the book as substitute is an 

important literary idea: in advertising its capacity to create and sustain an involving discourse through 

the mimesis of a sphere of reality, in this case the Saturnalia, without requiring any of the material 

objects or incurring any of the material consequences of that reality, the literary text vaunts its 

autonomy. The work of literature, through its status as substitute, is able to engage the pleasures of 

mimesis without adhering to the particular game rules of the reality it evokes and re-invents. The motif 

of the text’s ‘poverty’, by this reading, conceals a boast of radical self-sufficiency’; Stroup (2006) 299-

313; Rimell (2008) esp. 148. 
14 The word is borrowed from Dinter (2005) 156-158. 
15 Hinds (2007) 136-146. 
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wax tablets, paper and books, but also transforms into comestibles, objets d’art and 

humble utensils to ironically serve the consumer’s most practical purposes. As 

Newlands highlights, Statius’ emphasis on the ‘expensive physical appearance’ of his 

booklet over its ‘literary content’ at Silvae 4.9 mirrors the changing role of patronage 

and literary exchange in the consumerist culture of the Flavian empire, a time when 

‘poetry has lapsed into commodity’.16 Poems, Statius provocatively suggests at the end 

of Silvae Book Four, have morphed into an interchangeable part of the ‘culture of 

display’ promoted by the Flavians, whereby outer appearances outmatch inner 

qualities and imperial power and image are negotiated through lavish arena shows.17 

By overcoming disciplinary boundaries, which have led literary scholars to interpret 

Martial’s Xenia and Apophoreta as the exclusive products of literary sophistication, 

and by considering epigraphic and literary texts as interrelating with one another to a 

much greater degree than is traditionally acknowledged, I aim to reposition Martial’s 

epigrams in a fluid relationship with the Roman lettered world lato sensu. A ‘street 

literature’ coexisted alongside manuscripts, graffiti responded to each other at every 

turn in ancient streets and writing was embodied in every imaginable shape.18 The 

collection of the Xenia, I argue, where strategies of intertextual allusion have largely 

been overlooked, deserves further attention in the light of epigraphic culture, where 

inscribed foodstuffs and the category of ‘perishable writing’ on edible materials 

constitute a tempting premise for Martial’s food-poems.19 The indeterminate nature of 

Martial’s poems as both texts and embodied units and the Hellenistic heritage of poetry 

on/as objects make both the Xenia and Apophoreta closely comparable to stone 

epigrams and graffiti. 

Critics have traditionally classed epigraphic poetry as sub-literary, dismissing 

the deployment of poetic hemistichs and clausulae in verse inscriptions as proof of 

scarce literary originality.20 By investigating strategies of intertextual allusions both in 

Martial’s poem-objects and the epigraphic context, I aim to further our understanding 

of the culture of dislocated quotations in the context of the Saturnalia and graffiti alike, 

 
16 Newlands (2002) 258. On Stat. Silv. 4.9.7-10 see also Coleman (1988) ad loc. 
17 See Boyle and Dominik (2003). 
18 See Benefiel (2011) 20-48 on the dialogues between graffiti in the ‘Casa dei Quattro Stili’ at Pompeii; 

Kruschwitz (2016) 28.  
19 See Kruschwitz (2016) 36-41 on forms of ‘perishable inscriptions’ and ‘living texts’ at the fringes of 

Roman epigraphic habits; see also Kruschwitz (2010) on the category of ‘living inscriptions’ carved on 

trees. 
20 See Cugusi (1985). On the CLE see Kruschwitz (2015) 721-744 and Schmidt (2015) 764-782. 
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while promoting a dialogue between Martial’s poem-objects and material culture. 

Within the Xenia and Apophoreta, on the one hand, Martial’s mimicry of graffiti and 

epigraphic culture points to a re-materialisation of literature which allows him to 

emphasise the poetic worthlessness and practical usefulness of his epigrams as 

commodities. Simultaneously, by interacting with epigraphic texts, Martial performs 

an extreme poetics of fragmentation.21 On the other, intertextual allusions and 

quotations are also products of literary sophistication, through which Martial claims 

poetic worth and coherence for collections which present themselves as a practical 

guide to festive games.  

While it has been suggested that Martial’s epigraphic brevitas makes these 

epigrams well-suited to be inscribed as gift tags (lemmata, 14.2) and that the tradition 

of dedicatory epigram plays a key role in both collections, I suggest that the poet’s 

interaction with epigraphy is far more complex.22 Martial’s compression of epic is 

comparable to the graffiti culture of tags, which involves the tactile dimension, 

materiality and physicality of poetry. Framing Martial’s re-reading of epic poetry with 

the epigraphic tradition and its distinctive practice of reinventing, parodying and re-

shaping literary models, furthers our understanding of the poet’s experiments with 

literary materiality. Graffiti, which preserve their material context, offer verses a three-

dimensional character which is particularly fitting for Martial’s project of 

materialising literary tags. Furthermore, just as graffiti mix up literary excerpts with 

every-day messages in the urban environment, so Martial creates miscellaneous 

collections where objects of every kind and literary works mingle together. 

After an introductory sequence on the tradition of the imperial Saturnalia as a 

space for imagining poetry as munus (4.1), I shall explore how Martial’s witty 

deployment of epic formulae and epitaphic rhetoric in the book of the Xenia enhances 

the humour of soon-to-be-eaten food-poems. A comparative reading of epigrams 13.25 

and 13.33 with Virgil’s pseudo-epitaph and graffiti will allow us to understand the 

mechanisms and aims of intertextual allusions (4.2). Section 4.3 delves into the 

 
21 Roman (2001) 136. 
22 Leary (2001) 14-15 notes that dedicatory epigrams provide a good model for Martial’s poems of 

Books Thirteen and Fourteen for linguistic features, brevity and the parallels between religious and gift-

giving contexts. Linguistic features include explicit reference to the act of gift-giving. Besides, I argue, 

the first-person speaking objects which feature in Martial’s collections are clearly indebted to votive 

and funerary talking monuments and the Hellenistic innovative take on such tradition. See infra for 

further discussion. See also discussion in Leary (2019). 
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analysis of literary quotations in the Apophoreta in comparison with poetic attestations 

in Roman and Pompeian graffiti, to demonstrate how Martial’s materialisation of 

poetry in epigram-objects intersects with the practice of fragmenting literary works 

into moveable tags.   

4.1 Saturnalibus, optimo dierum!, Catull. 14.15 

The Xenia and Apophoreta, composed respectively in the years 83/84 and 85, engage 

in Saturnalian gift-exchange.23 By the time was Martial writing, Saturnalian didactic 

poetry and catalogue poems were a well-known genre and dedicatory epigram 

provided a fitting model for short poems posing as lemmata (14.2).24 As Citroni argues, 

Martial’s collections, with their vivid interest in the costs, materials and physical 

qualities of objects to be exchanged, partake in the mock-didactic strand of literature 

which served as a practical guide to the festival.25 

That playful didactic verses freely circulated in the Saturnalia is confirmed by 

Ovid’s Tristia 2, which lists poems on the art of playing dice, tali and ludus 

latrunculorum, treatises on balls, swimming and hoops, verses on entertaining and 

hospitality, on storing wine and forging cups:26 talia luduntur fumoso mense 

Decembri, / quae damno nulli composuisse fuit, ‘Such playful verses as these are 

written in smoky December, but nobody had been ruined for composing them’, Tr. 

2.490-491. Ovid suggests that unlike his light-hearted Ars Amatoria (non tristia, 493), 

which incurred Augustus’ punishment, (tristis poena, 494), jocular didactic poems on 

illicit and disreputable activities circulated uncensored and unpunished during the 

Saturnalia.27 Ovid’s rhesis poses the political question of free speech and censorship 

in the imperial Saturnalia. And yet, despite Ovid’s narrative, according to which the 

erotic verses of the Ars amatoria, which he aligns with Saturnalian didactic poetry, are 

punished by Augustus’ judgment, Saturnalian licensed speech can have dangerous 

consequences. Festive laughter is charged with politically challenging and almost 

sinister powers.28 ‘Saturnalian poetry’ – Bernstein writes – ‘is political in the deepest 

 
23 See Leary (1996) 9-12 and (2001) 12-13 on the chronology of the books. On gift-exchange in Martial 

see Spisak (1998); Gold (2003). 
24 Leary (2001) 14-16, who notes how catalogues were primarily a generic feature of epic and didactic 

works.  
25 Citroni (1989) 201-226.  
26 Ov. Tr. 2.471-494 with Ingleheart (2010) ad loc. Part of the enlisted games appears at Ars am. 3.353-

368, whose knowledge is invoked for those women who wish to play the game of love; Citroni (1989). 
27 Ov. Tr. 2.491-494. 
28 Bernstein (1987). 
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sense’, for it plays with ‘power and servitude’ and with notions of hierarchies and 

power.29 The temporary constraints and ‘state-sponsored’ nature of the festival, 

however, undermine the same concept of libertas and highlight the paradoxes 

clustering around the imperial cultural appropriation of the Saturnalia as a vehicle for 

validating imperial power: as Newlands puts it, ‘the Saturnalia is strikingly called the 

emperor’s Saturnalia (Saturnalia principis, 82), a paradoxical resignification of the 

festival that buttresses the emperor’s power over his people and calls into question the 

very notion of popular liberty. Control of the Saturnalia gave the Flavian dynasty the 

ultimate form of cultural legitimacy’.30 A short-lived liberty comes only at the expense 

of maintaining the established socio-political order.31 Participants are ‘licensed to be 

free’ only for the time-span of a few glasses of wine.32  

Starting from Horace’s Satires 2.7, where, in the role reversal afforded by the 

festival, the slave Davus questions Horace’s poetic integrity and independence, 

authors exploit the double-edged nature of the Saturnalian licence of speaking freely.33 

The paradoxes of a constrained liberty become a politically meaningful stage through 

which to voice serious anxieties, concerns and pressing questions about the precarious 

equilibrium between individual independence and political authority, calling for a less 

celebratory re-evaluation of Saturn’s mundus inversus.34 As we shall see later in the 

chapter, Seneca’s Apocolocyntosis offers a wry reflection on the imperial carnival and 

its association with tyrannical extravagances. 

With this background in mind, as Citroni notes, the parallelisms between the 

games catalogued by Ovid and those within the epigrammatic collections make us 

suspect that Martial was intentionally rewriting Tristia 2, damno nulli (492), enjoying 

precisely that poetic creative freedom which cost Ovid his exile.35 In a kind of poetic 

agon Martial escapes the Ovidian carmen et error: he composes two books on the art 

 
29 Bernstein (1987) 542. 
30 Newlands (2002) 236 on Stat. Silv. 1.6; see also Newlands (2003) 499-522. See Bernstein (1987) 453-

454: ‘A joy that is confined, as the very condition of its existence, to a preordained timetable must seem 

trivial, and an officially sanctioned reversal of conventional hierarchies must appear more like a parody 

than a genuine instance of liberation’. 
31 Rimell (2008) 144. 
32 Bernstein (1987) 453. 
33 Bernstein (1987) 467-469. 
34 Bernstein (1987) 473: ‘The self-accusation in a phrase like ‘o totiens servus’ implicates author and 

audience alike in the most permanent of political questions: in the search for a liveable space between 

the rival needs of a stable social order and the individual’s longing to locate his identity and sense of 

worth in a domain that is not thoroughly saturated by the dictates of hierarchy and power’. 
35 Citroni (1989); Rimell (2008) 160-161. 
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of hospitality, hic epulis leges hospitioque dedit (488) and on the types of Saturnalian 

light-hearted activities, while playing dice (sunt aliis scriptae, quibus alea luditur 

artes, 471) becomes a metaphor for the composition of the Xenia.36 By alluding to the 

Ovidian damno nulli (Tr. 2.492), this whole literary game comes without either 

damnum or lucrum, 13.1.8, reminding us, however, that no absolute upturning of rules, 

or a ‘prelapsarian world of unfettered communication and social equality’ can be 

achieved in the imperial Saturnalia.37 The intrusion of imperial discourse in the Xenia 

and Apophoreta spells out the underlying paradox of the emperor’s autocratic gaze 

over the festival’s liberties.38 Statius’ oxymoronic Saturnalia principis (Silv. 1.6.82) 

captures the ambiguities inherent in Domitian’s transformation of the celebration of 

popular liberties into an ‘instrument of official authority’.39 Despite the panegyrical 

aims of Silv. 1.6, by bending literary topoi and creating a humorous contrast between 

hendecasyllabic metre and epic themes, Statius realises the festival’s inversions in the 

literary realm. Furthermore, as Newlands writes, he claims ‘a degree of freedom in his 

representation of a day of libertas that seems so firmly in the emperor’s control’.40 In 

Martial’s Saturnalia the art of quotations and debasement of epic can be interpreted as 

a means of resisting the imperial authority and exercising the poet’s power over festive 

(poetic) rebellions. Nevertheless, the evocation of amphitheatrical scenarios 

emphasises the instability of Saturnalian carnivals, whose realisation summons the 

memory of the oppressive nature of imperial power.41 In these collections, we wonder 

about the extent to which we should really feel free in Martial’s Saturnalia, or rather 

bound to a much stricter preordained structure, both within and outside the book. 

Paradoxically, the reader’s agency translates into the possibility to both re-use the 

epigrams and reinsert them into the physical world, but at the same time remaining 

bound to Martial’s literary world. 

As the public cry ‘Io Saturnalia’ resounds in the streets as a promise for 

merrymaking and gambling, parting presents and lotteries, drinking and obscene jokes, 

Martial’s epigrams constitute a ‘safe’ poetic companion to but also substitution for 

 
36 Citroni (1989) notes the various correspondences between Ovid’s Tristia 2 and epigrams within Xenia 

and Apophoreta.  
37 Bernstein (1987) 452. 
38 Roman (2001) 133 with reference to the rose garlands in epigram 13.127. 
39 Newlands (2002) 237. 
40 Newlands (2002) 254. 
41 Seemingly, the story of Saturn evokes the unconstitutional and illegitimate ways in which the Flavians 

came to power: see Newlands (2002) 252. 
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Saturnalian ludic activities. The introduction of Saturn’s worship in Italy, which 

probably had agricultural origins, remains obscure.42 The story of this mysterious god 

is that of an exiled god, who, fleeing from Jupiter, descends to Latium, gives it laws 

and its name and restores the bounty and justice of the mythical Golden Age.43 There 

are, however, more unsettling sides to Saturn’s myth, who, in the attempt to preserve 

his divine power, castrates his father and devours all his children but Jupiter, who 

comes to power by force.44 Such a sinister aetiology of the Saturnalian festival not 

only reveals anxieties about imperial (violent) rulership, but is also at odds with the 

utopian prosperity of the restored Golden Age.45 The paradoxical tensions between 

freedom and constraints, relaxation and oppression, alongside the dystopic inversions 

that inform the spirit of the festival, are already inscribed in Saturn’s ambiguous 

legend.46  

A controlled suspension of rules and inverted socio-political hierarchies 

dominate the yearly festival, which lasted from three to five days in mid-December.47 

A sacrifice and a convivium were publicly held at the Temple of Saturn, letting 

celebrations flow lavishly thereafter.48 Liberty and licence manifested themselves in 

every aspect of social life, but always under the aegis of imperial authority.49 Senators 

and equestrians dismissed their toga to wear the festive synthesis (14.2); slaves were 

allowed to party with their masters in a temporarily acquired social equality (14.1.3-4; 

14.79);50 free-born citizens and even the emperor adopted the pilleum, the liberty cap 

 
42 Leary (1996) 1-9; (2001) 4-9. In Numa’s calendar, the Saturnalia were placed between the celebration 

of Consualia (Consus, ‘god of the corn bin’) and Opalia (Ops, ‘personification of abundance’). 
43 Leary (2001) 5. Verg. Aen. 8.320-323: arma Iovis fugiens et regnis exsul ademptis. / is genus indocile 

ac dispersum montibus altis / composuit legesque dedit, Latiumque uocari / maluit, his quoniam 

latuisset tutus in oris. 
44 As Newlands (2002) 252 rightly observes, ‘The particular occasion of the Saturnalia permits attention 

to be drawn to a sore point in imperial ideology, the myth that Jupiter came to power by violent and 

irreverent means through the brutal deposition of his father Saturn’. This aspect is particularly 

problematic for Domitian, who wants to be identified with Jupiter, de facto highlighting the violent and 

autocratic aspects of his power. 
45 See Rimell (2008) esp. 143-144. 
46 Ibid.  
47 Leary (2001) 5; Rüpke (2011) 113-114 and 119-120. The Saturnalia, which were originally confined 

to one day (19 Dec.), lasted three days in Republican times (17-19 Dec.); the festival was extended to 

five days by Caligula. Sometimes seven days are mentioned: see Mart. 14.72.2. 
48 Leary (1996) 3; Leary (2001) 5. 
49 See Newlands (2002) 236-237. See also Bernstein (1987) 455; Nauta (1987) 91-92. 
50 On the inversion of power relationships between slave and master and of ‘norms relating to role-

specific behaviour’ see Hor. Sat. 2.7.4; Anth. Lat. 395; Mart. 14.79 (flagra): Ludite lascivi, sed tantum 

ludite, servi: / haec signata mihi quinque diebus erunt. The epigram specifies the temporal constraints 

and ephemerality of the achieved equality. See Nauta (1987) 84. 
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which recently freed slaves used to wear.51 In such a festive season, when schools were 

closed and law-courts were adjourned, banquets thrived and gifts, often accompanied 

by epigrams, riddle poems and trivial verses were exchanged according to the 

conventions of patronage and the dynamics of Roman amicitia.52  

 Already Catullus 14 had suggested that besides suitably accompanying 

physical gifts at the Saturnalia, poetry, however bad and satirical, could serve as a 

worthy present for friends.53 By the early empire, catalogue-poems, listing Saturnalian 

gifts in a satirical tone, came into fashion. Statius Silvae 4.9 takes the Saturnalia as a 

stage upon which to satirise the exchange of poetic libelli and to complain ironically 

about the unequal reciprocity between amici and the lost profit entailed in the 

Saturnalian (literary) transactions.54  

 Throughout his production, Martial reinvents the relationship between poetry 

‘as’ or ‘instead of’ munus.55 Catalogue-poems find their place across Martial’s 

Saturnalian books as a satirical representation of the practice of gift-giving and become 

a setting for lampoons against patrons’ stinginess: praeter libellos vernulas nihil misi, 

/ fortasse avarus videar aut inhumanus. / odi dolosas munerum et mala artes, ‘Perhaps 

I seem stingy or ungracious in that I have sent you nothing except home-bred little 

books. I hate the wily, wicked tricks of presents’, 5.18.4-6.56 This epigram satirises the 

game of reciprocity between poor client and rich patron in a profit-aware manner, 

suggesting that Martial’s vernulae libelli can be sent off as a worthy substitute for more 

expensive Saturnalian presents.57 

 
51 Mart. 14.1.1-2: Synthesibus dum gaudet eques dominusque senator / dumque decent nostrum pillea 

sumpta Iovem. 
52 Citroni (1989) 206-207; Leary (2001) 14-15. 
53 Stroup (2006) 306. Catullus is the first to explicitly draw the connection between poetry and munus 

in the Saturnalian gift-exchange: Ni te plus oculis meis amarem, / iucundissime Calue, munere isto, / 

odissem te odio Vatiniano, Catull. 14.1-3. 
54 Petron. Sat. 56, where pittacia are punning substitutes which accompany take-away gifts 

(apophoreta); Suet. Aug. 75 too testifies the deployment of ‘auction lottery tickets’ accompanying gifts 

and offering a model for Martial’s lemmata. From the Hellenistic age, epigrams were commonly sent 

off alongside with presents. Leary (2001) 14-15. See Newlands (2002) 257-259 on Statius’ Silvae 4.9 

and the poet’s reflection about the different role of poetry in the Flavian age. 
55 Rimell (2008) 148. 
56 Mart. 4.14; 4.46; 4.88; 5.18; 5.30; 7.28; 7.53; 7.72; 9.94; 10.18; 11.15; 12.62 on poetic munera in the 

context of the Saturnalia. See Nauta (1987) 69-96 for discussion on the occasional function of Seneca’s 

Apocolocyntosis. 
57 Within the Xenia, the cost-value of food-items is repeatedly stressed to the advantage or disadvantage 

of the recipient: see 13.9; 76; 105; 111; 117; 122. 
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 Such an idea of economic interchangeability is emphasised in the Xenia and 

Apophoreta, for foods and objects of all kinds morph into poetic artifacts, potentially 

detachable and three-dimensional distiches, to be exchanged at dinner feasts and 

lotteries.58 Nevertheless, these verses are closely linked within the book form. 

Simultaneously, epigrams about soon to be eaten foods and perishable objects recall 

the deathly context of amphitheatrical shows, which is evoked throughout through the 

imagery of agonising foods and the shades of morning venationes and wild animals. 

Similarly, the Apophoreta reduce and compress the most geographically exotic objects 

into the smallest poetic quantity.59 Rich and poor gifts, which alternate in the lottery 

distribution of the Saturnalia, along the works of Catullus and Ovid, Homer and Livy, 

all become interchangeable elegiac couplets, putting on show epigrammatic 

materiality and techniques of poetic reification.60  

 Therefore, the occasion of the Saturnalia represents for Martial a further crucial 

context in which to investigate the associations between epigram and material munus. 

Poetic artifice and sophistication give a more durable existence to perishable objects. 

Yet, epigrammatic materiality transforms literary texts into exchangeable apophoreta: 

epic formulae are uttered by personified foods and literary snippets are materialised 

into gift-tags. Within this fiction we can grapple with the meaning of epigrammatic 

materiality, while appreciating the ways in which Martial pushes to extremes the 

identification of texts and material objects. 

 

 

 

 

 
58 The conceptualisation of poem as munus is not entirely new to the Xenia and Apophoreta, but is 

already well established in the context of the Liber spectaculorum, premised on the negotiation between 

imperial and poetic munera. Spect. 35; Mart. 1.5. 
59 As Newlands (2002) 241 argues, Statius’ emphasis on the geographic origins of the gifts offered by 

the emperor to the people (Silv. 1.6.12-19) can be read as a compliment towards both Domitian and the 

rich resources of the empire. Similarly, Martial’s focus on the diversity of objects and foods recreates 

the complexities of the empire and can be interpreted as a motif of veiled imperial panegyric.  
60 Roman (2001) 135: ‘The presence of Virgil in Martial’s text does not consist in the incorporation of 

Virgilian themes, language, and motifs into the fabric of the poetry, but in a two-line description of 

Virgil’s text as a physical object. ‘Virgil’, in Martial’s epigrammatic materiality, becomes a gathering 

of animal skins, not a repertory of figures and poetic structures’. 
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4.2 ‘Speaking Objects’ and Epitaphic Rhetoric. Strategies of Self-Representation 

As we have seen, Saturn’s mundus inversus allows all kinds of (epigrammatic) 

paradoxes to proliferate. Books can be sent off ‘instead of’ / ‘as’ physical presents; 

poems potentially become detachable and exchangeable; speaking objects comment 

on their imminent death and show great erudition. Most importantly for Martial’s 

fiction, however, epigram can claim parity with, but also overthrow epic in the literary 

hierarchy. The Xenia provide a fertile terrain for grasping with strategies of 

epigrammatic resignification of epic through the material and the epigraphic, the range 

and scope of which go far beyond what has so far been appreciated. Although scholars 

have recognised that these poems play with being objects in a way that wittily engages 

with canonical texts, through the project of dislocated citations Martial ‘subverts 

common concepts of genre’ and accomplishes a temporary inversion of literary 

hierarchies.61 By recalling the traditional association between epitaph and epigram, 

Martial plays with the deathly associations of amphitheatrical munera.62 Furthermore, 

by mimicking the first-person speech acts of ‘speaking objects’ of dedicatory and 

sepulchral inscriptions, Martial deploys epitaphic rhetoric to enhance the humorous 

depiction of food-poems on the point of expiring. Recalling the original epigraphic 

convention of the talking μνῆμα, Hellenistic epigrammatists explored the controversial 

relationship between voice and marble, sound and vision and exploited the absence of 

the original monumental context of epigrams in order to explore new dimensions of 

poetic materiality.63 In this collection Martial ironically rewrites the ‘paradoxical 

 
61 Lorenz (2019) 534 writes so à propos Martial’s creation of a literary twelve-book opus out of short 

poems: ‘Martial’s Epigrammaton libri duodecim are much smaller than grand poetical works and, at 

the same time, a worthy rival to epic poetry. By arranging short poems into an impressive literary 

oeuvre, Martial subverts common concepts of genre’. 
62 The tradition of first-person speaking objects originates in Greek verse inscriptions in the contexts of 

funerary and votive texts: see Burzachechi (1962) for a thorough discussion on the tradition of ‘oggetti 

parlanti’ in Greek epigraphy and for its heritage in Roman archaic inscriptions. See also the thorough 

study by Svenbro (1993) 26-43 on first-person speaking funerary and dedicatory inscriptions in the 

Greek world (see the category of ‘ego-centric’ inscriptions) and the relationship between the ‘I’ of 

inscriptions and their written status. Amongst the so called ‘egocentric objects’, there are votive objects, 

Nestor’s cup, stelae, vases, gems and coins, boundary markers. See also Day (1989) 16-28; Scodel 

(1992) 57-76; Steiner (1993) 159-180; Wachter (2010) 250-260 on the origin of speaking objects. 
63 Porter (2011) 273. For the Hellenistic aesthetisation of the epigraphic tradition of first-person talking 

objects in ekphrastic epigrams and the separate circulation of texts from their art objects: see Gutzwiller 

(2002) 85-112; Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004) esp. 306-328; Porter (2011) 273. The epigraphic tradition 

of the talking mnema is exploited in both sepulchral and votive epigrams by numerous Hellenistic poets, 

who play with the ambiguities created by the absence of the monumental context: some examples 

include dedication of arms (Anth. Pal. 6. 97; 122; 125; 128; 123); Callimachus exploits the epigraphic 

conventions of talking dedicatory monuments and their dialogues with passers-by to highlight the 

paradoxes of speaking objects, which are clearly endowed with the words of the dedicator: Anth. Pal. 

6.147; 149; 351; Anth. Pal. 7.317. 
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fantasy of speaking objects’ by endowing unpredictable and perishable foodstuffs with 

the power of speech.64 Martial exploits the festive context of the Saturnalia, which is 

an occasion where voice is offered to groups of low social standing, to make 

substandard foods and objects utter poetic words and epic clausulae in propria 

persona, pushing to extremes the Hellenistic experiments with ‘embodied poetry’ and 

virtually ‘inscribing’ epigrams upon the most perishable supports.65 Although 

personified foodstuffs are entirely in keeping with Saturnalian carnival, the paradox of 

texts carved upon perishable foods and the category of ‘edible inscriptions’ already 

inhabited the epigraphic world.66 As Kruschwitz suggests, various foodstuffs, from 

loaves of bread to moulds for cakes discovered at Pompeii and Herculaneum, were 

commonly inscribed with short texts, which played on the notion that they were to be 

ingested by the recipients.67 Despite the attempt to create a broader picture of the 

Roman lettered world, the article blends real and imaginative writing practices with 

epigraphic and literary sources. By comparing epigrams and graffiti and by examining 

the use of epitaphic rhetoric in poems describing foods to be eaten, we can see 

Martial’s poetic programme engaging in a much more dynamic dialogue with the full 

range of Roman writing habits than literary critics have recognised. Furthermore, 

epigrammatic and epitaphic use of the pseudo-Virgilian epitaph will shed light on 

different techniques of literary allusion. In this section, I shall be exploring how epic 

formulae uttered by speaking objects in compressed and fragmented forms exemplify 

Martial’s Saturnalian disruption of poetic hierarchies. 

 The Xenia represent a collection of short epigrams describing the food-items 

which were traditionally offered by hosts to guests in the context of the Saturnalia. 

Martial’s crowd of (poetic) parting presents rewrites the rules of Homeric hospitality 

(ξεινήια) and serves up a collection full of (elegiac) edibles to a public of diner-

readers.68 An artful progression of food-types in the rhythmic succession of gustatio, 

 
64 Gutzwiller (2002) 106-107. 
65 Porter (2011) 273: ‘In presenting themselves as inscriptions on monuments, Hellenistic literary 

epigrams do not merely evoke materiality: they embody it – inscribe it – in their very substance. 

Hellenistic poets were fond of exploiting these ambiguities. In doing so, they were playing with the 

materialities of poetry’. 
66 Kruschwitz (2016) 26-41. 
67 Ibid.  
68 Leary (2001) 1-3. Xenion is given a new twist in Latin by Martial, who alone uses the world in a 

Saturnalian and literary context. Rarely found in Latin poetry, the word appears in Plin. Ep. 6.31.14 and 

Ap. Met. 2.11.3 with reference to food, gifts, amicitia and departure. See also Stroup (2006) 304. 
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mains and comissatio, evokes the courses of a lavish Saturnalian feast.69 Incense and 

pepper (4-5) lead into a selection of appetisers (6-60), followed by fowls (61-78) and 

fish (79-91), game (92-100) and wines (106-125). From beans to beets, onions to 

cabbage sprouts, Chian figs to pinecones, all kinds of (poetic) titbits pile up on 

Martial’s ‘loaded table’, ready to delight literary (as well as real) appetites. Martial 

glosses the epigrammatic banquet with an introductory sequence in 13.1-3 that sets up 

the rules for the forthcoming (literary) Saturnalian game of reciprocity. 

Ne toga cordylis et paenula desit olivis 

   aut inopem metuat sordida blatta famem, 

perdite Niliacas, Musae, mea damna, papyros: 

   postulat ecce novos ebria bruma sales. 

Non mea magnanimo depugnat tessera telo, 

   senio nec nostrum cum cane quassat ebur: 

haec mihi charta nuces, haec est mihi charta fritillus: 

   alea nec damnum nec facit ista lucrum. 

                                                      Mart. 13.1  

That tunny-fry may not lack a gown and olives an overcoat, nor the foul bookworm fear 

penurious hunger, waste some papyrus from the Nile, ye Muses – the loss is mine. See, tipsy 

midwinter calls for new jests. My dice do not contend with highhearted knucklebones, nor do 

dice and ace shake my ivory. This paper is my nuts, this paper my dice box; such gambling brings 

neither loss nor gain.70 

The Xenia are presented as a substitute for Saturnalian ludic activities. Dicing for nuts 

becomes a self-disparaging metaphor for writing trivial literature; hazardous gambling 

is replaced by the harmless game of epigrammatic nuts (mihi charta nuces) and dice 

box (mihi charta fritillus).71 As in the matching collection of the Apophoreta (14.1.12), 

Martial chooses to write light-hearted poetry over the risky game of nuts, where ludere 

programmatically anticipates the verbal games and techniques of mimicry of various 

styles, tones and registers that characterise the collections.72 

 
69 Leary (2001) 10-12. 
70 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
71 For the metaphor of trivial poetry and nuts see Mart 5.30.8; see also 14.185, where reading trivial 

poetry and dicing for nuts are compared: 14.185. Vergili Culix. / Accipe facundi Culicem, studiose, 

Maronis, / ne nucibus positis ARMA VIRUMQUE legas. 
72 Mart. 14.1.12: ‘Lude’, inquis, ‘nucibus’. perdere nolo nuces. For such a programmatic use of lusus 

and ludere see O’Gorman (2005) 96 n. 2 referring to Seneca’s satiric take on the art of literary allusions. 
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  Instead of Saturnalicias nuces (5.30.8), precious Egyptian papyrus, scribbled 

with poems that Martial ironically defines mea damna, will go to waste (perdite), 

either equipping tuna and olives with a cloak, or, rather, ending up as food for 

bookworms.73 The post-Catullan and post-Horatian tag ne toga cordylis, which recasts 

the traditional joke on worthless poetry as wrapping olives and cooking mackerels, 

becomes synonymous with Martial’s poetic agenda.74 While Volusius’ Annales 

become wrapping for mackerels (et laxas scombris saepe dabunt tunicas, ‘and will 

often furnish a loose wrapper for mackerels’, Catull. 95.8), Horace’s writings will end 

up as wastepaper for incense and perfumes (Hor. Ep. 2.1.269-270). Olives, incense 

and pepper, Martial admits, threaten the very existence of (bad) epigrammatic verses, 

unless they find protection in the hands of powerful patrons, ne nigram cito raptus in 

culinam / cordylas madida tegas papyro / vel turis piperisve sis cucullus, ‘lest hustled 

off to a sooty kitchen you wrap sprats in your sodden papyrus or become a cowl for 

incense or pepper’, 3.2.3-5. Precisely the kind of bad poems rejected by Catullus and 

Statius will be here served to readers, who can safely play with Martial’s nuts. In 

keeping with the allusive remake of bad-quality poetry as wastepaper, incense and 

pepper embody the first two items of the Xenia: 13.4, tus and 13.5, piper.75 At the 

threshold of the book, the flattering poem 13.4 introduces the ghostly presence of a 

dominating Germanicus, who, compared to Jupiter, reminds us that we are entering 

the controversial realm of Saturnalia principis, which casts a less humorous light on 

the expressive freedom of Martial’s poems.76 

For now, Saturn’s tipsy winters (ebria bruma) require novos sales, post-

Catullan salty and pungent epigrams, which can lift the spirit of the holiday.77 Sapor 

 
73 Mart. 6.64.22-23 mocks a poetaster for writing verses against himself and uses the image of wasting 

precious paper: Audes praeterea, quos nullus noverit, in me / scribere versiculos miseras et perdere 

chartas. The idea already appears in Catull. 22.5-7, whose invective is against Suffenus, who writes 

overly long bad verses not on palimpsests, but on new, expensive paper: …nec sic ut fit in palimpseston 

/ relata: cartae regiae, noui libri, / noui umbilici, lora rubra membranae. 
74 See also Pers. 1.43; Martial imagines the ill-fated end of his poems in a smoky kitchen in epigrams 

3.2; 3.50; 4.86. Similarly, Statius Silv. 4.9.11-13 with Coleman (1988) ad loc. Rimell (2008) 145. 

Barchiesi (2005) 327-328 notes how the Catullan tunica becomes a toga, which is normally replaced 

during the Saturnalia with the synthesis. Ne toga cordylis intertextually anticipates 14.1.1. 
75 Barchiesi (2005) 328 with reference to Horace Ep. 2.1.269-270. 
76 Stat. Silv. 1.6.82. See Mart. 14.1.2 for the identification of Domitian with Jupiter. See Leary (2001) 

ad 13.4. For the discussion of poetic autonomy and imperial ideology see Roman (2001) 133-135. On 

‘political’ references in the Xenia see 13.74; 13.91; 13.99; 13.127. 
77 Catull. 16.7 salem ac leporem; salt and vinegar are metaphorical for Martial’s poetics at 7.25. 

Salemme (2005) notes how the juxtaposition of poems 13.23 (ficus chiae) and 13.24 (cydonea) appears 

meta-poetically reworked in poem 7.25. Sal defines jocular poetry at 3.99.3-4; 4.23; 5.2; 7.25; 8.3; 10.9. 

See Gowers (1993) esp. 246-248; Fusi (2006) ad 3.99. 
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takes central stage in Martial’s game of conviviality and becomes a metaphor for the 

flavour of his epigrammatic poetics. Shiny beccafico and tasteless beets demand salt 

and wine in order to be edible (si sapis, adde piper, 13.5.2; Vt sapiant fatuae…betae, 

13.13.1). Interestingly, betae (13.13) and brassica (13.17) appear juxtaposed in a wall 

graffito in Pompeii, scratched upon the atrium wall of VI.xiv.37: G(aius) Hadius 

Ventrio / eques natus Romanus inter / beta(m) et brassica(m), ‘Gaius Hadius Ventrio, 

knight, was born a Roman between a beet and a cabbage’, CIL IV 4533.78 Although 

the political interpretation of the graffito remains ambiguous, the joke is seemingly 

embedded in the name Ventrio, which may allusively refer to venter (belly).79 This 

wall graffito, which perhaps mocks the humble origins of the equestrian or teases the 

etymology of his cognomen, is indicative of the (unexpected) ways in which 

inscriptions already played with ephemeral foodstuffs, namely beta and brassica, here 

metrically arranged in a senarius.80 

Despite their similarity in taste (sapor idem est, 13.76.1), an expensive 

partridge is preferable to a woodcock, while the flamingo’s tongue is ‘a treat to 

epicures’ (lingua gulosis / nostra sapit, 13.71.1-2). The notion of consuming tasty 

food-poems which can satiate literary and literal appetites already had a long-standing 

tradition in Roman satire, yet suggests an overlooked parallel in the Roman epigraphic 

context. As Kruschwitz demonstrates, the epigraphic world, which is traditionally 

associated with durability over time and a stable physical presence, is inhabited by 

forms of ‘more perishable and less durable writing’ than critics acknowledge.81 Several 

carbonised bread loaves from Herculaneum which bear short inscriptions have shown 

the exceptional existence of ‘inscribed foodstuffs’ in the ancient world.82 The 

inscription [C]eleris Q. Grani / Veri s(ervi) (‘Of Celer, the slave of Quintus Granius 

Verus’, CIL X 8058.18) is impressed upon several bread loaves, while a bronze 

signaculum, where the name Granius is spelled differently, has been found in Rome 

(AE 1994, 206).83 This extraordinary evidence highlights a relationship between 

 
78 Translation from Milnor (2014) 120. 
79 See Milnor (2014) 120. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Kruschwitz (2016) 26-41. 
82 Kruschwitz (2016) 29. 
83 Translation from Kruschwitz (2016) 29. See Manganaro (2001) 189-196 on stamps to mark breads, 

cakes and cookies either with pictures or short texts. ‘Questi stampi dovevano essere utilizzati dai 

panificatori, che erano anche pasticcieri, come ancora oggi nei piccoli paesi siciliani, prima di 

consegnarlo al forno, che sarà stato pubblico, onde poterlo riconoscere dopo la cottura. […] In epoca 

romana, e poi bizantina, […] deve essersi generalizzato il bisogno di marcare con uno stampo di bronzo 
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inscriptions and perishable materials, epigraphy and ephemerality, which is often 

neglected, and opens up the possibility of the actual physical consumption of 

epigraphic texts.84 Although baked goods were marked with either symbols or short 

texts for practical purposes (i.e. to make the products recognisable after baking), or 

stamped with religious formulae, these inscriptions were often made ‘to be consumed 

and digested’ alongside their edible supports.85 Despite the fact that the text impressed 

upon the Herculaneum carbonised bread does not include a verb, the genitive case 

might suggest that it was modelled after the convention of first-person speaking 

objects.86 If this assumption is correct, the bread, which, talking in propria persona, 

declares itself to be the (edible) product of Celer the servant, would offer an epigraphic 

model for Martial’s speaking foodstuffs.87 It is in epigram 13.47 that we are tempted 

to detect a trace of the ancient practice of inscribing dough, for Martial offers his 

readerships Picene bread loaves, impressed with a two-line distich: 13.47. Panes 

Picentini. Picentina Ceres niveo sic nectare crescit / ut levis accepta spongea turget 

aqua, ‘13.47. Picene loaves. Picene bread grows bigger with its white nectar, as a light 

sponge swells when it has taken water’. Martial exploits the actual epigraphic practice 

of marking dough to produce an epigrammatic morsel which we can digest alongside 

or instead of physical bread. Further evidence exists for such ‘edible inscriptions’: 

from cake moulds accompanied by gladiatorial scenes and palm leaves to ‘alphabetic 

cakes’ used for pedagogic purposes,88 from stamped breads to price tags for 

vegetables, the imagery of eating and ‘consuming texts’ had already achieved a wide 

currency in the Roman writing habit.89 Embodied writing and inscribed perishable 

 
(signaculum), inscritto col nome del dominus, il pane ancora crudo, prima di affidarlo a un forno 

pubblico, al fine di poter riconoscere tra altre partite quello proprio’ (193). 
84 See Kruschwitz (2016) esp. 26-32. 
85 Kruschwitz (2016) 30. See Manganaro (2001) 194-195 on bronze stamps which were used to impress 

religious formulae on bread and baked goods produced for religious festivals. 
86 See Svenbro (1993) 31 who demonstrates that from the Greek standpoint the expression tode sema 

tou deinos does not necessarily imply a verb in the third person. Similarly, in the case of the bread 

loaves from Herculaneum, the genitive case of the bread maker allows us to infer an expression like ‘I 

am the product/bread of Celer’. It is not possible to discard the alternative ‘this is the product/bread of 

Celer’. 
87 See Svenbro (1993) 32 for funerary and votive first-speaking person formulae: tou deinos eimi mnema 

(‘I am the funerary monument of so-and-so’); ‘so and so dedicated me’. 
88 Accipio annum novum felicem, CIL III 8831; Miscenius Ampliatus facit Salonas, CIL III 8831. 
89 Kruschwitz (2016) 30-32 on moulds for cakes, see esp. CIL III 8831 for gladiatorial scenes impressed 

onto moulds; ‘alphabetic cakes’, which take the shape of the letters of the Roman alphabet, were 

probably used by school children to learn how to write (possible evidence for this custom has been 

inferred from a passage from Hor. Sat. 1.1.25-26). Recent excavations in Germany have demonstrated 

the existence of lead price tags for vegetables, while inscribed apples inhabit the literary imagery. 
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food-items provide a fitting material counterpart for Martial’s food-poems, which can 

be consumed alongside or in place of edible gifts:  

14.70. Priapus siligineus. 

Si vis esse satur, nostrum potes esse Priapum; 

  ipsa licet rodas inguina, purus eris. 

14.70. Priapus made of flour. 

If you want a full stomach, you can eat our Priapus; though you gnaw his very genitals, you will 

be clean.90 

Like Petronius 40.4 and 60.4, where flour takes respectively the shape of a piglet and 

a Priapus, Martial moulds his own pastry Saturnalian sigillum, a Priapus, inscribes it 

with a pointed epigram and serves it up to his consumerist public.91 The baked god 

satisfies any sort of pleasures from hunger to sexual desires, given the inherent 

ambiguity of the adjective satur and the double-entendre embedded in inguina.92 

Nevertheless, while devouring a Priapus might look impious, the present epigrammatic 

lusus prevents the reader from being defiled.93 Martial’s edible Priapus virtually re-

interprets the convention of marking baked goods with short ownership formulae, 

which morph into more complex – but equally edible – epigrams. Despite their 

intrinsic ephemerality and materiality, inscribed foodstuffs, like graffiti, have achieved 

a paradoxical durability. Martial’s Xenia reproduce the very instability of these writing 

forms and restages the tension between the disposable nature of the support and 

endurance of texts over time.94 Moreover, while the ‘very consistencies’ of many 

foodstuffs ‘lend themselves rather less easily to the purpose of inscribing’, in Martial’s 

textual world each morsel can bear a short epigram which, unlike palatable and 

perishable inscriptions, renews itself at each new reading.95 To an extent, as Stroup 

emphasises, Martial’s transformation of foodstuffs in the Xenia into (material and 

potentially detachable) epigrammatic replicas implicitly suggests that poetic titbits 

 
90 My emphasis. 
91 See Leary (2001) 8 on the traditional gift of sigillaria. They could be of various materials and even 

edible statuettes were exchanged. Romans too, Martial admits, were skilled and artful creators of pastry 

in different shapes, Mille tibi dulces operum manus ista figuras / extruet, 14.222.1-2. 
92 As Leary (1996) ad loc. points out Martial refers to pastry genitalia also in epigram 9.2.2-3. 
93 See Leary (1996) ad loc. who suggests that, as in epigram 1.4.8, Martial opposes his wanton page to 

his blameless life: lasciva est nobis pagina, vita proba. Similarly, the reader of epigram 14.70 is allowed 

to eat pastry genitals, read obscene poems and still remain purus.  
94 For the existing parallels between inscribed foods and graffiti see discussion in Kruschwitz (2016) 

32. 
95 Kruschwitz (2016) 31.  
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‘can replace and even improve upon the stuff of the physical world’, inasmuch as, 

unlike real food, they regenerate themselves, providing an ongoing Saturnalian 

divertissement.96 Nevertheless, as the poet suggests, even these epigrams, which are 

‘use-oriented’ and bound to the specific occasion, can equally expire in performance.97 

 Martial’s epigrams, he tells us, are as sour as vinegar, spicy as Chian figs and 

luxurious as boar’s meat.98 In most of his programmatic epigrams, Martial harks back 

to the convention of deploying ‘food-metaphors to advertise the poet’s style’ and plays 

with the identification between text and food, food as text and symbolic comestibles 

in a way that is already well codified by Roman poetics.99 As in epigram 10.59, Martial 

sets up a lavish banquet for his diners to be consumed by the reader who is not satisfied 

without bread, sine pane satur (10.59.6): 

dives et ex omni posita est instructa macello  

  cena tibi, sed te mattea sola iuvant. 

                                      Mart. 10.59.3-4 

A sumptuous dinner furnished from every market is served you, but you care only for a tidbit.100 

Martial scorns the public in search for delicacies and dainties, for epigrammatic 

brevitas and λεπτότης.101 Mattea, indeed, can be an edible subtlety within the Xenia: 

13.92. Lepores. Inter aves turdus, si quid me iudice certum est, / inter quadripedes 

mattea prima lepus, ‘13.92. Hares. Among birds the thrush, if anything I decide is 

certain, is the prime delicacy; among quadrupeds, the hare’. Nevertheless, at the very 

end of the introductory sequence, Martial proclaims that he wants a public which 

prefers vinegar to wine, a boar to a hare and sinks its teeth into meat:   

  

 

 

 

 

 
96 Stroup (2006) 310. 
97 Roman (2001) 123. Stroup (2006) 309-310 notes, however, that the perishable foods are offered a 

more durable existence into the poetry-book, where each poem ‘can be savoured again and again’.  
98 Mart. 13.23.2: ipsa merum secum portat et ispa salem; Mart. 10.45.3-4: hoc tu pingue putas et costam 

rodere mavis, / ilia Laurentis cum tibi demus apri. 
99 Gowers (1993) 247.  
100 My emphasis. 
101 See Gowers (1993) 247-248. 
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 non potes in nugas dicere plura meas 

ipse ego quam dixi. Quid dentem dente iuvabit  

 rodere? carne opus est, si satur esse velis. 

                                                        Mart. 13.2.4-6 

But you can’t say more against my trifles than I have said myself. Why gnaw tooth with tooth? 

You need flesh if you want to fill your stomach.102  

Let the large-nosed critic fall silent (nasutus, 1), Martial writes, since there is no 

pleasure in criticising worthless nugae, which, he admits, are worth even less than 

nothing, nos haec novimus esse nihil (8).103 These are epigrams for a stomach that 

wants to be full, satur, to savour real meat. Such poems will be a little more than 

nothing for a post-Ovidian candidus lector who will approach the epigrams with a 

suitably playful attitude (13.2.9-10).104  

  As we have seen in Chapter One, the identification of poetry with food allows 

Martial to stress the ephemeral and small-scale poetics of epigram as entertainment for 

convivia.105 While in Book Ten Martial directs invectives against the reader who is 

content with breviora epigrammata, in the Xenia he ironically excuses the one who 

will not digest the whole book:  

Omnis in hoc gracili XENIORUM turba libello 

   constabit nummis quattuor empta tibi. 

Quattuor est nimium? poterit constare duobus, 

   et faciet lucrum bybliopola Tryphon. 

Haec licet hospitibus pro munere disticha mittas, 

   si tibi tam rarus quam mihi nummus erit. 

Addita per titulos sua nomina rebus habebis: 

    praetereas, si quid non facit ad stomachum. 

                                                            Mart. 13.3 

The entire assembly of Mottos in this slender little book will cost you four sesterces to buy. Is 

four too much? It could cost two, and bookseller Trypho still make a profit. You can send these 

couplets to your guests instead of a gift, if sesterces are as scarce with you as they are with me. 

You will find each item identified by its title; if anything is not to your taste, just pass it by.106 

 
102 My emphasis. 
103 The reminiscence of Catullus is evident: totum ut te faciant, Fabulle, nasum, Catull. 13.14. 
104 Mart. 13.2.9-10: non tamen hoc nimium nihil est, si candidus aure, / nec matutina si fronte venis. 
105 Gowers (1993) esp. 246-250; see, for instance, Mart. 9.81; 12.48. 
106 My emphasis. 
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Materialistic poetics and arithmetical calculations come to the fore in the opening 

sequence of the Xenia. A crowd of poetic food-gifts (xeniorum turba) converges into 

a small liber, which you can buy for four sesterces at Trypho’s shop. Is four too much, 

quattuor est nimium? It could cost two, constare duobus, a more appropriate price for 

two collections, each made up by pairs of verses, (versibus duobus, 14.1.2). The word 

turba, reminiscent of Ovid’s poetic crowds, shows that Martial is engaging in the 

literary textualization of perishable food-gifts.107 Yet, a numerous crowd of prawns, a 

more material squillae maxima turba, potentially undercuts the literary reading of 

turba, alerting us to the constitutive ambiguities of these collections, made up of 

tensions between the literary and the material (13.83.2). 

As we have seen so far, the familiar metaphor of poems as foods, which had a 

wide currency in Roman satire, plays a crucial role within the Xenia. Throughout the 

collection, however, Martial innovatively interacts with epigraphic texts, wittily 

deploying epitaphic rhetoric and summoning amphitheatrical scenes, where foods are 

executed for the pleasures of readers-consumers. A significant category of epigrams 

in the book of the Xenia reworks the epigraphic convention of first-person speaking 

poems and evokes the original material associations of epigrams and objects.108 Verbs 

such as accipere, mittere and dare emphasise the act of gift-giving in the context of 

the Saturnalia and stress the do ut des relationship which is not only the premise for 

social exchange in Roman amicitia, but also a constitutive part of the religious sphere 

of dedicatory epigrams.109 While readers are allowed to send off distiches as gift-

surrogates – disticha mittas – epigram 13.6 satirises the exchange between poor client 

and rich patron and stresses the consumerist value attached to such transactions: 13.6. 

Alica. Nos alicam, poterit mulsum tibi mittere dives. / si tibi noluerit mittere dives, 

emes, ‘13.6. Spelt water. I can send you spelt water, a rich man will be able to send 

you mead. If the rich man won’t send it, then buy!’. In a juxtaposed epigram, alica 

becomes a favourable comparison for the gift of a lentil, which is less expensive than 

 
107 Stroup (2006) 304-305; Rimell (2008) esp. 21-26 points out that Martial uses twice ‘turba’ to 

describe the crowd of his epigrammatic booklets, in 4.29 and 13.3.1: ‘We can never forget that whilst 

they represent and get us to imagine the thrilling, dirty, claustrophobic turbae of Rome’s streets, these 

poems themselves make up a ‘crowd’ jostling within their literary frame’ (22). 
108 Stroup (2006) 307-308 divides the poems in three categories: 1. Didactic or gnomic (description of 

the poetic object); 2. Dedicatory or munificent (the act of exchange is explicit); 3. Personified or illusory 

distiches (the gift speaks for itself in the context of its own giving). On the epigraphic tradition of 

speaking dedicatory poems see esp. Burzachechi (1962) 3-54; Svenbro (1993) 26-43; Wachter (2010) 

250-260. 
109 Leary (2001) 14-15. 
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beer, but dearer than beans: 13.9. Lens. Accipe Niliacam, Pelusia munera, lentem: / 

vilior est alica, carior illa faba, ‘13.9. Lentils. Receive Nile lentils, a present from 

Pelusium; they’re cheaper than spelt, dearer than beans’. Some epigrams later, another 

valuable gift is offered to the recipient, the garum of the allies, a prestigious fish sauce 

made from the blood and entrails of mackerel: 

 13.102. Garum sociorum. 

Expirantis adhuc scombri de sanguine primo 

   accipe fastosum, munera cara, garum. 

13.102. Garum of the allies. 

Receive lordly garum, an expensive present, from the first blood of a mackerel still breathing its 

last.110 

The syntagm accipe munera, which occurs in epigram 13.9, is now in apposition with 

the fastosum garum, munera cara.111 The juxtaposition of the dying mackerel 

(expirantis), its bloodshed (de sanguine primo) and munus gives the epigram a grim 

tone and brings to life the links between blood and amphitheatrical shows (munera) 

which characterise the sanguinea harena of Spect. 13.1. As the victims of the 

Amphitheatre offered an enjoyable spectacle, so too the expirans scomber provides the 

recipient with a pleasurable munus. Ironically, live mullets die slowly, putting into 

play the opposition between life (mulli vivi, vivum) and death (spirat… mullus, 

languescit, 13.79.1-2); murexes lament how their own blood colours cloaks (Sanguine 

de nostro tinctas, ingrate, lacernas, 13.87.1) and the scarus, eroded by the waves, is 

worth eating only for its entrails (adesus ab undis, 13.84.1); does (13.94) and oryx 

(13.95), gazelle (13.99) and wild ass recall the violent morning beast shows of the 

arena (matutinarum…ferarum, 13.95.1; venatio, 13.100.1).112 Amphitheatrical scenes 

evoke Domitian’s control over the spheres of public enjoyment, from arena shows to 

the popular liberties of the Saturnalia, and suggest a more bitter interpretation of these 

Saturnalian celebrations, which are not entirely liberated from political oppressions 

and punishments. As a leitmotif, Martial makes the concepts of freedom and 

 
110 My emphasis. 
111 In a similar ironic tone, monimenta Vatini / accipe occurs in poem 14.96.1-2 with reference to a 

Vatinian cup.  
112 Rimell (2008) esp. 158 draws attention to Martial’s evocation of amphitheatrical munera within the 

Xenia. 
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constraint, transgression and oppression, poetic and political authority, established and 

overturned hierarchies, collapse into one another and become reversible at each turn.113  

The image of tortured foodstuffs, which contradicts the Saturnalian suspension 

of capital punishments, evokes the setting of the amphitheatrical games and produces 

a humorous effect. Martial evokes the equation munus-death not only via arena 

snapshots, but also through allusions to epitaphic formulae. Accipe munera, which the 

reader finds scattered throughout the collection, evokes the traditional offerings to the 

tomb. Numerous metrical epitaphs invite the viator to shed tears, offer flowers or 

edible presents, marking off the distance between the living and moving reader, who 

can still perform acts of sympathy towards the deceased, and the mortal remains 

preserved by the physical rootedness of the tombstone.114 More frequently, relatives 

establish a yearly gift-giving (annua vota) to honour the memory of the dead: accipe 

merentes lacrimas pia munera fratris, ‘accept the deserving tears of the brother as 

benevolent offers’, AE 2006, 1653; accipe, kara mihi coniunx, pia munera mortis, 

‘accept, my beloved wife, the pious tributes of death’, CLE 1981.4.115 As we can see 

from these verse inscriptions, pia munera conjure up a feeling of devotion with a clear 

memorialising function. In the Xenia, through ironic inversion, we are also reminded 

of Catullus’ famous munera mortis, ‘death-gifts’.116 Martial’s epigrams play on the 

perishable nature of food-items and draw from both epitaphic and amphitheatrical 

scenarios to heighten the wittiness engendered by poems which will expire as soon as 

they are uttered.  

As we have seen, the murices of epigram 13.87, which scorn the disrespectful 

recipient who exploits them as both dyeing material and edible delicacy, belong to a 

series of personified food-poems which present themselves in the context of their own 

offering. In line with the tradition of dedicatory epigrams, they anticipate their 

forthcoming sacrifice in the mouths of diner-readers. Martial reworks the epigraphic 

convention of inscriptions that ‘talk’ to passers-by in the first-person to make foods 

comment on their imminent death or to represent themselves in aggrandising and 

 
113 See Rimell (2008) 157-158 on the political meaningfulness of amphitheatrical reminiscences in 

Martial’s Xenia. 
114 See Feldherr (2000) on Catull. 101 and its interaction with funerary rituals. 
115 See also, accipe, P[h]oebe, pre[cor] / Tirynthia munera pro me, CLE 1841.1. On the convention of 

laying gifts on the tomb see Lattimore (1962). 
116 Catull. 101.2-3: aduenio has miseras, frater, ad inferias, / ut te postremo donarem munere mortis. 

See also Catull. 101.8: tristi munere. 
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quasi-epic terms, in a way that is appropriate to Saturn’s inversion of the natural 

order.117 An erudite flamingo, whose name derives from ruddy feathers, as it explains, 

and whose tongue represents a great delicacy, challenges the reader to stomach a 

garrula lingua:118 

13.71. Phoenicopteri. 

Dat mihi pinna rubens nomen, sed lingua gulosis 

   nostra sapit. Quid si garrula lingua foret? 

13.71. Flamingoes. 

My ruddy wing gives me a name, but my tongue is a treat to epicures. What if my tongue were 

to tell tales? 

The hard grapes unfit for harvesting, paradoxically promise to become an irresistible 

nectar, if spared by avid appetites, sed non potanti me tibi nectar ero, 13.22.2. We can 

almost overhear the grapes’ pleas to be spared and the irony encapsulated in the 

personified ero. A few epigrams later, however, pinecones, whose voice evokes 

epitaphic models, warn the disrespectful passer-by: 

13.25. Nuces pineae. 

Poma sumus Cybeles: procul hinc discede, viator, 

 ne cadat in miserum nostra ruina caput. 

13.25. Pine cones.  

We are Cybele’s fruits; go hence, traveller, last our fall come down upon your luckless head.119 

Pinecones qualify themselves as the fruits of Cybele, poma sumus Cybeles, which 

could be either eaten or used as a game. According to Ovid’s version of the myth, 

Cybele’s lover was metamorphosed into a pine-tree after he had broken an oath of 

fidelity.120 Since then, the tree and its fruits were associated with her cult. 

Paradoxically, pinecones threaten to pelt anyone who passes by. The admonition 

procul hinc discede viator not only reverberates with religious overtones, but also 

mimics the typical address of tombstones to passers-by.121 Nevertheless, the ironic 

deployment of the epigraphic discede viator uttered by fruits speaking in the first 

 
117 Leary (1996) ad 13.71. 
118 Martial plays on the etymology of foodstuff also at 13.49 (ficedulae); 13.60 (cuniculi); 13.72 

(phasiani); 14.43 (candelabrum corinthium); 14.121 (coclearia). On the possible sexual double 

entendre of 13.71 see Leary (2001) ad loc.    
119 My emphasis. 
120 Ov. Met. 10.104; see Leary (2001) ad loc.  
121 See also 14.47 and 14.173. 
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person, reminds us of two satirical graffiti in Pompeii, dated to the first century AD, 

which similarly parody epitaphic rhetoric:  

Otiosis locus hic non est, discede morator. 

                               CLE 333 (CIL IV 813) 

This is not a place for the lazy; go away, lingerer.122 

Written upon the doorstep of a caupona, this hexametric graffito is found on a wall 

painting depicting two snakes and an altar, situated in the street between VII.xi.12 and 

13. It reworks the common epitaphic request to the reader-passer-by of not desecrating 

the physical and religious existence of tombstones.123 The depiction of snakes and altar 

reinforces the production of spatial authority and is found repeatedly in Pompeii in 

association with the tag cacator, cave malum.124 Such signs, which are normally 

located near tombstones and crossroads, recall the original function of sepulchral 

inscriptions of protecting tombs from physical violations by cursing potential 

trespassers, while demonstrating the close relationship between epitaph and 

epigram.125 As discussed in Chapter One, prohibitions against excretions, written 

defacement and illegal appropriation, alongside threats of ‘physical discomfort’ and 

satirical memento mori are directed against disrespectful and neglectful readerships.126 

While the graffito satirises the original idea that tombstones and street corners are a 

space for the lazy by spatially re-contextualising the formula, Martial’s pinecones of 

Cybele metaphorically demarcate their own sacred space, the violation of which would 

bring ruin (ruina) on the heads of trespassers.127 

 
122 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of Milnor (2014) 58. 
123 See Milnor (2014) esp. 58; a parallel is drawn with Pers. 1.111-114 also in Buecheler and 

Lommatzsch (1895-1926): nil moror euge omnes, omnes bene, mirae eritis res. / hoc iuuat? ‘hic’ inquis 

‘ueto quisquam faxit oletum.’ / pinge duos anguis: ‘pueri, sacer est locus, extra / meiite.’ discedo. 
124 Milnor (2014) 55 ff. Concerned about the integrity of his tombstone, Trimalchio requires a freedman 

to prevent passers-by from excreting on his tombstone: Petron. Sat. 71: praeponam enim unum ex 

libertis sepulcro meo custodiae causa, ne in monumentum meum populus cacatum currat. See also 

Fowler (2000) 201-211.  
125 Lattimore (1962) 108-125. For instance, CIL VI 37529: stercus intra cippos qui fecerit, aut violarit, 

nei luminibus fruatur.  
126 Lattimore (1962) 123. 
127 See Mart. 1.12 and 82 on Aquilius Regulus’ escape from a fatal collapse of a roof, significantly 

called ruina. Death for injury appears as a literary topos in Hor. Carm. 2.13. 
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  The second graffito, which is depicted on a wall between a shop and a house 

along Via dell’Abbondanza (III.v.3 and 4), distorts epigraphic prohibitions and plays 

with its own ambiguous status as epitaph, graffito and monument:128    

Hospes, adhuc tumuli ne meias, ossa prec[antur] 

 Nam, si vis (h)uic gratior esse, caca.  

Urticae monumenta vides, discede, cacator.  

 Non est hic tutum culu(m) aperire tibi. 

                                                  CIL IV 8899 

Traveller, the bones beg you, do not urinate against this tomb, for if you want to be dearer to this 

man, defecate. You look at the monument of Urtica, leave, defecator. It is not safe for you to 

open your ass here.129 

The speaking voice of the graffito wittily prevents potential intruders from 

approaching and excreting near the tomb/wall. Similarly, Martial’s pinecones threaten 

the reader-viator to stay away from the sacred space which their authoritative utterance 

has symbolically marked off. While the first half of the graffito looks contradictory, 

since the hospes is required to perform one type of effacement (caca) instead of 

another (ne meias), the second half encapsulates the humour: Urtica, speaking from 

the dead and mimicking the epitaphic discede morator, urges the cacator to leave her 

monument. As Milnor argues, the joke resides in the fact that this is not a funerary 

monument, but rather a monumentum lato sensu, a graffito chiselled on a stretch of 

wall which is (mis)appropriating epigraphic authority.130 It is relevant that the graffito 

spatially interacts with three tags (cacator, cave malum) and represents the ironic 

version of the more serious Otiosis locus hic non est discede morator, which stands a 

few walls apart. Similarly, by deploying the epitaphic admonition discede viator, 

epigram 13.25 evokes a fictional epitaph, which figuratively claims authority over both 

the physical space of pine trees and the literary space of a two-line distich. The 

deployment of epitaphic rhetoric results in both instances in ironic subversion.  

  Therefore, as it becomes clearer, the graffiti counterparts afford us an 

interesting comparison with which to further our understanding of Martial’s comic 

allusion to epigraphic themes of voice, authority and the violation of space. By 

 
128 For a thorough interpretation and translation of the graffito see Courtney (1995) 369-369 and Milnor 

(2014) 64-69. 
129 My emphasis. 
130 Milnor (2014) 66-68.  
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remaking epigraphic admonitions, the poet seemingly reveals a more threatening 

strand of the Saturnalia, one which foreshadows the implications entailed in the 

subversion of the governing authority, whether that of pinecones over their pseudo-

epitaph, of Martial over his poetic Saturnalia or of Domitian over the festival. 

Furthermore, the mechanisms of spatial interaction between graffiti provide a fitting 

parallel to the ways in which food-poems interrelate with one another within and 

across the collections. 

  In the following epigram, 13.26, a group of sorb apples reflects on their 

astringent function and advises a master to hand them over to a slave.131 The opening 

statement sorba sumus and the concluding poma dabis, which emphasise the act of 

gift-exchange, create a sarcastic link with poma sumus of the preceding epigram 13.25. 

A constipated stomach, however, can find relief in the plums of epigram 13.29, which 

counterbalance the constrictive properties of sorb apples – molles nimium tendentia 

ventres – with their laxative powers (13.29. Vas Damascenorum. Pruna peregrinae 

carie rugosa senectae / sume: solent duri solvere ventris onus, ‘13.29. Jar of damsons. 

Take plums wrinkled by shrivelling old age in foreign parts; they are wont to dissolve 

the load of a constipated stomach’).132 Ironically, these epigrams mirror the festival’s 

ambiguous tension between astringent and laxative properties, freedom and 

constraints. Although in Saturn’s days societal tensions can be released and anxieties 

about the established hierarchies can be voiced (solvere ventris onus, 13.29.2), we are 

nonetheless invited to constrain an excessive festive looseness and control molles 

nimium… ventres, 13.26.1. As we learn from Britannicus’ ill-fate, taking temporary 

licences too seriously (nimium) might have dreadful consequences.133 

 The next four epigrams introduce the common Saturnalian gift of cheese, each 

from a different geographical area (13.30-33).134 Etruscan cheese will make lunches 

for slaves (13.30); the Vestine one will offer a valid alternative to meat for breakfast 

(13.31), while among smoky cheeses, the Velabran is by far the tastiest: 13.32. Caseus 

 
131 For the use of transferring unwanted gifts from masters to slaves, patrons to clients or children see 

Leary (2001) ad 13.26. Mart. 5.19; 6.75; 7.53; 13.107; 13.121; 14.70. 
132 My emphasis. 
133 Tac. Ann. 13.15 recounts the episode of Britannicus, slaughtered by Nero for having used the 

Saturnalia as a setting for political agitation and for lamenting his exclusion from political power before 

the emperor: see Nauta (1987). On the reflection about festive looseness and excesses and Martial’s 

warnings against immoderation see Rimell (2008) esp. 154-155. 
134 For cheese as a common Saturnalian gift see Stat. Silv. 4.9.36; Mart. 4.46.11. Leary (2001) ad 13.30. 
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fumosus. Non quemcumque focum nec fumum caseus omnem, / sed Velabrensem qui 

bibit, ille sapit, ‘13.32. Smoked cheese. The cheese that has imbibed not just any 

hearth, not every smoke, but Velabran, that cheese has savor’.135  

Smoke and fire, which metonymically evoke the Saturnalian fumoso mense 

decembri and its fireplaces around which guests and hosts could exchange gifts, 

provide the setting for Trebula cheeses, whose culinary ‘tortures’ in either flames or 

water not only guarantee taste, which links epigram 13.32 with 13.33, but also remind 

us once again of the amphitheatrical shows:  

13.33. Casei Trebulani. 

Trebula nos genuit; commendat gratia duplex, 

 sive levi flamma sive domamur aqua. 

13.33 Trebula cheeses. 

Trebula gave us birth. A double attraction commends us, whether we are lightly toasted or soaked 

in water. 

Speaking in the first person, these erudite cheeses, whose geographic origin elevates 

their prestige, present themselves to the reader-diner: either steeped in flames or 

soaked in water, their delicacy is twofold, commendat gratia duplex. Trebula cheeses 

boastfully introduce themselves in a way that increases the impression of a pseudo-

epitaph. The specification of their homeland, Trebula nos genuit, is a key element in 

the structure of epitaph, which traditionally includes the name of the deceased, 

patronymic, genealogy, geographic origin and the circumstances of death.136 The ways 

in which Trebula cheeses express their own origin alludes to a famous syntagm: 

Mantua me genuit, Calabri rapuere, tenet nunc 

   Parthenope: cecini pascua rura duces.  

Mantua gave me birth, Calabri snatched me, now Parthenope holds me. I sang of shepherds, 

pastures and heroes. 

Geographic specifications condense the poet’s biography with epigrammatic brevitas: 

his homeland (Mantua) and his burial (Parthenope) recreate Virgil’s life and death.137 

His literary activity is metonymically embedded into pascua, rura, duces which 

respectively refer to Eclogues, Georgics and Aeneid. Composed by an anonymous 

 
135 My emphasis. 
136 Walsh (1991) 88. 
137 Jerome’s Chronicon and the vita Probiana report Virgil’s epitaph. See discussion in Bettini (1977) 

439-448 and Cugusi (1985) 200-217. 
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poet, as the intertextual echoes with Virgil’s literary portrait in the Georgics reveal,138 

the inscription develops a very popular epitaphic theme, i.e. the motif of death in a 

foreign land.139  

The syntagm me genuit is well-known throughout the Carmina Latina 

Epigraphica and is evocative of the pseudo-Virgilian epitaph.140 The formula x me 

genuit, y tenet, which is found in different combinations, expresses the theme of birth 

and death in different places.141 The topos was already well-known to Greek and 

Hellenistic epigrams. Book Seven of the Greek Anthology develops the motif of 

‘conveying the message’ in several cenotaphs for those who had died in shipwrecks. 

Such epigrams, where the patronymic and homeland of the deceased are specified, 

request anyone who passes by to send the message of death to the relatives of the dead 

man.142 Nevertheless, numerous verse epitaphs in the Roman world demonstrate how 

the pseudo-Virgilian take on the motif of dying in a foreign land came into fashion and 

exerted great influence:  

Hic situs est iusti iu[dex] laudator et aeq[ui, / Sassina quem genuit / nunc 

Aquileia tenet, / s]eptimae qui cohortis centuriam reguit / praetoriae fidus, non 

barbaricae legioni[s, / C. Manlius hic Valerianus nomine dictus. / Sentilius 

fratri, quia meritus, posuit. 

                                                                           CLE 1320 (CIL V 923) 

Here is buried the judge of what is just and eulogiser of what is right, whom Sassina bore, now 

Aquileia holds, who guided the century of the seventh cohort, faithful to the praetorian, not to 

the barbarian legion, Gaius Manlius named Valerianus. Sentilius set this monument up for his 

brother for his merit. 

Manlius’ epitaph, which can be dated to between the third and fourth centuries AD, 

shows clear parallels with Virgil’s inscription.143 His homeland, Sassina quem genuit, 

recalls Mantua me genuit, while nunc Aquileia tenet is modelled on tenet nunc 

Parthenope. Not surprisingly, the phrasing shows Virgilian inspiration. It seems clear 

that uttering words reminiscent of Virgil would have enhanced the self-representation 

 
138 Verg. G. 4.563-566: Illo Vergilium me tempore dulcis alebat / Parthenope, studiis florentem ignobilis 

oti, / carmina qui lusi pastorum, audaxque iuuenta, Tityre, te patulae cecini sub tegmine fagi. 
139 The theme is identified by Cugusi (1985) 200-217. 
140 CLE 407; CLE 479; CLE 1175 (CIL VI 29896); AE 2005, 161; Zarker 59. CLE 474; 476 (CIL VI 

3452); 478 (CIL VI 9240); 479; 1264, 1265 (CIL IX 3337); 1266 (CIL V 7127); 1277 have been possibly 

influenced by Virgil’s epitaph. 
141 See, for instance, CLE 77 (CIL III 9733); 407; 474; 476 (CIL VI 3452); 478 (CIL VI 9240); 479; 523 

(CIL VIII 696); 589 (CIL III suppl. 8836); 728; 1175; 1245; 1264; 1265 (CIL IX 3337); 1266 (CIL V 

7127); 1268; 1276 (CIL XII 5026); 1277;1312 (CIL III suppl. 6618); 1320 (CIL V 923); 1945. 
142 On these epigrams see Taràn (1979) esp. 132-149. 
143 See Buecheler and Lommatzsch (1895-1926) ad loc.: Mommsen identified Manlius’ legion with the 

XI Claudia legio, which performed military service in Aquileia between the III and IV centuries AD. 
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of the deceased and the projection of his own image to posterity would have resounded 

with greater poetic authority.144  

While the clausula from the pseudo-Virgilian epitaph is uttered by the deceased 

speaking through the tombstone to increase pathos, to add a sense of emotion and as a 

means of self-aggrandisement, in epigram 13.33 the epitaphic expression, which is 

nonetheless aimed at enhancing the food item’s self-representation, adds humour to 

the imminent expiration of the cheeses in the mouth of the diner-readers. While 

inscriptions quote Virgil’s me genuit in order to invest their words with authority, 

Martial’s cheeses utter the syntagm in an inappropriate context and with dislocated 

meaning. Epigram 13.33 demonstrates Martial’s strategies of Saturnalian 

misappropriation of citations, for Virgil’s clausula is de-authorised and culminates in 

ironic inversion when spoken by Trebula cheeses, embodying the festival’s parodic 

spirit (13.33).145 Like Trebula cheeses, in uttering their geographic provenances, 

learned speaking foods deploy epic overtones in order to aggrandise their status. Such 

is the case of the anthropomorphised Lucanian sausages, which offer the reader epic 

patronymics and culinary directions: 13.35. Lucanicae. Filia Picenae venio Lucanica 

porcae: / pultibus hinc niveis grata corona datur, ‘13.35. Lucanian sausages. I come, 

a Lucanian sausage, daughter of a Picene sow; hence is given a welcome garnish to 

white porridge’. In a quasi-epic patronymic, the personified sausages, which will 

create a delightful crown to snow-white porridge, ironically present themselves in a 

grand and inappropriate tone which engenders laughter in the reader-recipient.146 The 

chiasmus between the mother sow (Picenae porcae) and the Lucanian daughter (filia 

Lucanica) underscores intentional humour. This kind of personifications is by no 

means unique in Martial, since the epigram takes us back to another 

anthropomorphised sow: the wild sus which, as a result of the emperor’s miraculous 

presence, gave birth to her piglet while being hunted in the amphitheatre (Spect. 14-

16). Once more, the Amphitheatre discloses an unsettling interpretation of Saturnalian 

 
144 See also CLE 1175 (CIL VI 29869) which displays numerous intertextual links with Propertius and 

Virgil: Gallia me genuit, nomen mihi diuitis undae / concha dedit, formae nominis aptus honos, 1-2. 
145 Similar strategies of ironic quotations and allusions appear in Seneca’s Apocolocyntosis, where the 

context in which Claudius deploys Homeric lines results in parodic inversion and lost authority: see 

discussion infra. 
146 Note how corona increases the humour. A garland of winter roses is used in the concluding epigram 

of the collection, 13.137, as a metaphor for poetic closure and integrity with allusion to Hor. Carm. 1.38 

and in adulatory context to Domitian. It is here transformed into an edible crown. Similarly, a rose 

crown is discarded in favour of one of thrushes in 13.51. See Leary (2001) ad loc.  
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fun, for it recalls how animals, beasts and human alike can be executed in the arena at 

the will of the emperor. Similarly, a magniloquent jar of muria confesses to being 

daughter of an Antipolitan tunny: 13.103. Amphora muriae. Antipolitani, fateor, sum 

filia thynni: / essem si scombri, non tibi missa forem, ‘13.103. Jar of muria. I am the 

daughter, I admit it, of Antipolitan tunny. Had I been of mackerel, I should not have 

been sent to you’. As the hemistich essem si scombri highlights, this is the cheaper 

version of the paired expensive fish sauce, the garum, ‘son’ of mackerel (scombri, 

13.102). Despite the apparent apologetic tone for its scarcer value, the epic patronymic 

conveys grandeur to this jar. Such epic-like formulae create an ironic effect and stress 

Martial’s intentional debasement of epic models in the days of Saturn, when epigram 

can and, to an extent, does overturn the primary role of epic. ‘The high and the 

formidable’ are transformed into ‘the low and the ridiculous’, while epic authority and 

epitaphic seriousness are turned upside-down.147  

  By suggesting two alternative ways of being consumed, the cheese in epigram 

13.33 publicises its own death, which, it assures us, will be extremely pleasurable. The 

juxtaposition of the destructive forces of water and fire through which cheese will be 

dominated and offered to hungry palates exploits both the arena context and literary 

precedents. As we have seen in the Liber spectaculorum, fire and water feature in the 

arena as ruinous agents. The enraged two-horned rhino runs across the amphitheatre 

goaded by flames (Spect. 11; 22), while igniferos tauros appear as easily beatable 

enemies for Carpophorus (Spect. 32.7).148 Conversely, Leander’s fatal swim, 

naumachiae and the aquatic displays elicit the wrecking powers of Caesaris unda, 

merciless as it might seem (Spect. 27; 28; 29; 31; 34). Therefore, flames and water 

appear as amphitheatrical tortures inflicted upon the soon to be dominated cheese and 

the spectacle of the cheese’s death affords an equally enjoyable pleasure.     

This elegiac couplet presents a stratification of literary allusions, which reveals 

a possible metaliterary reading of the epigram. As we have seen at the beginning of 

the Xenia, bad poetry was scornfully relegated to wastepaper (13.1.1-3).149 Here, the 

presence of fire and the juxtaposition with the smoke of epigram 13.32 seemingly 

 
147 Nauta (1987) 93. 
148 Mart. Spect. 11.3: o quam terribiles exarsit pronus in iras; Spect. 22.1: Qui modo per totam flammis 

stimulatus harenam. 
149 Consumption by worms was the common fate for inferior or unfashionable literature: see Mart. 

14.37; 6.61.7; 11.1.14; see also Stat. Silv. 4.9.10. 
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prefigure the fate of Martial’s poetry which, soaked in smoke, will soon die (3.2). 

Nonetheless, destruction by fire summons as well as parodies literary images and the 

epic gesture of consigning the poet’s name to the flames. In epigram 1.107, which puts 

on stage the agon between epic and epigram, Martial ironically confesses that he would 

have snatched his name from flames, had he been supported by a patron like Maecenas: 

condere victuras temptem saecula curas / et nomen flammis eripuisse meum, ‘Then I 

would try to write works that would live through the centuries and snatch my name 

from the funeral fires’, 1.107.5-6. Satiric inversion and financial profit are 

superimposed on Augustan recusationes, according to which epic poets burnt 

unfinished poems.150 In the Tristia, Ovid explains that he has burnt Metamorphoses to 

flames, presenting them as incomplete and mutilated: haec ego discedens, sicut bene 

multa meorum, / ipse mea posui maestus in igne manu, ‘These verses upon my 

departure, like so much that was mine, in sorrow I placed with my own hand in the 

fire’, Tr. 1.7.15-16. Martial, whose income relies upon poetic production, will not 

waste his booklets, which, as he comments, are ‘thumbed everywhere’.151  

Although fire will not menace Martial’s poetic existence, the watery 

amphitheatrical punishments inflicted upon Trebula cheeses threaten his books too. As 

has become clear from Chapter One, repeated touches, which nonetheless indicate 

Martial’s worldwide renown, damage its pages,152 while water, either in the form of a 

naumachia, heavy rain or the Nymphs’ aquatic punishments, threatens to submerge its 

chartae and leave them blank.153 In such passages, Martial self-disparagingly imagines 

the dissolution of his poetry into fire or water and reinvents the traditional equation 

between bad poetry and wastepaper. When compared with the Greek epigrammatic 

model of Lucillius, Anth. Pal. 11.214, which mocks a painter depicting Deucalion and 

 
150 On Virgil’s gesture see Gell. NA 17.10.7: Itaque cum morbo obpressus aduentare mortem uiderat, 

petiuit orauitque a suis amicissimis inpense, ut Aeneida, quam nondum satis elimauisset, adolerent. 
151 On Ovid’s representation of the Metamorphoses in the Tristia see Farrell (1999) 139-141. Mart. 

8.3.4: teritur noster ubique liber.  
152 Mart. 11.3.4: a rigido teritur centurione liber. 
153 Mart. 1.5.2: vis, puto, cum libro, Marce, natare tuo; Mart. 3.100.2: carmina quem madidum nostra 

tulisse reor; Mart. 9.58.7-8: ‘Nympharum templis quisquis sua carmina donat, / quid fieri libris debeat 

ipse monet’. For the fate of bad poetry see also: Mart. 5.53.3-4, materia est, mihi crede, tuis aptissima 

chartis / Deucalion vel, si non placet hic, Phaethon; Mart. 14.196. 
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Phaethon, the humour of poems/cheeses thrown into water or burnt into fire is 

enhanced.154 

However, although epigram 13.33 is a highly allusive, literary poem, it also 

confirms how Martial’s foodstuff is much more positioned in and interactive with the 

material world than critics are traditionally inclined to admit. The epigram introduces 

the same ambiguity between text and object, or between the literary and the material 

that is typical of graffiti. The erudition of Trebula cheeses, however, betrays a further 

literary game of intertextual allusion. This reinforces the suspicion that Martial’s 

epigrams allusively interact with epitaphs to heighten the humour of food-poems 

approaching annihilation, while subverting epic clausulae in a debased context. From 

a literary perspective, established orders and hierarchies are challenged, while 

sophisticated literary formulae are turned into the object of laughter through the 

categories of the sub-literary, material and epigraphic.155 Such is the case, as we shall 

see later in the chapter, of the Ululitremulus graffito (CIL IV 9131), which ironically 

reinvents the Virgilian tag arma virumque in a new spatial context.  

In order not to miss the point of Martial’s Saturnalian experiment, which is 

about subversion of literary canons, cross-fertilisation between highly literary and sub-

literary forms and collapsing categories, the audience should not fail to recognise 

parodies of epic, tragic and epitaphic styles and to identify quotations from standard 

authors.156 The project of dislocated citations in Saturn’s days not only allows Martial 

to achieve his own inversion of literary hierarchies, by overturning high literary genres 

through the lens of the material written world, but also potentially promotes a more 

sinister and serious interpretation.  

Throughout the book Martial subversively engages in a literary competition 

with epic by misappropriating quotations and by playing with the logics of scale. 

Martial’s compression of a world of objects into a gracilis libellus underpins an epic 

enterprise. Small-scale poetics coexist and overthrow the large-scale, for an epigram 

can contain an entire epic work in two lines and still claim a competition; a small bird 

 
154 Γράψας Δευκαλίωνα, Μενέστρατε, καὶ Φαέθοντα / ζητεῖς τίς τούτων ἄξιός ἐστι τίνος. / τοῖς ἰδίοις 

αὐτοὺ τιμήσομεν· ἄξιος ὄντως / ἐστὶ πυρὸς Φαέθων, Δευκαλίων δ’ ὕδατος. For the passage comparison 

see Neger (2014) 338-339. 
155 Similarly, Statius questions the ‘élite categories’ and ‘the themes of epic’ in Silvae 1.6: see Newlands 

(2002) 254-257, esp. 254. 
156 Nauta (1987) 73 specifies that the intended audience of Seneca’s Apocolocyntosis should have had 

a working knowledge of historiography, epic and tragedy to recognise standard citations.  
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can bear the name of a giant (13.78); a lentil can be more expensive than the bigger 

bean (13.9); humble piglets and gammons are preferable to valuable boars and hams, 

that the rich can have (13.41; 13.54); hyperbolically, mushrooms represent a more 

sought-after gift than shiny silver and gold, than precious cloaks and gowns (13.48) 

and the edible crown of thrushes overcomes a refined one made of roses and rich nard 

(13.51).157 Epigram 13.78 exemplifies the diminutive poetics of epigram in 

comparison with magniloquent epics and hints at the possibility for epigram to achieve 

nomen magni gigantis, despite its size. 

13.78. Porphyriones. 

Nomen habet magni volucris tam parva gigantis? 

 et nomen prasini Porphyrionis habet. 

13.78. Porphyrions. 

Has so small a bird the name of a great giant? It also has the name of Porphyrion of the Green.158  

However small, this bird bears the name of the giant Porphyrion, whose endeavour to 

overthrow the Olympic gods is as magnificent as his size. The oxymoronic 

juxtaposition of parva and gigantis captures the notion of incorporating and 

overcoming epic during the inversion afforded by Saturn’s festival. Even a little bird, 

the epigram, can win its own nomen (both ‘name’ and ‘fame’) and become as big as 

the greatest of giants. Retrospectively, Porphyrion’s engagement in a battle with the 

greater gods may prefigure the epigrammatic enterprise to conquer the spaces of epic 

and the lands of its fame with Callimachean poetics. This reading finds support in 

epigram 10.20, where regal eagles and tinier eaglets engage in a metaphorical 

representation of literary genres. While Pliny’s epic avemque regis (8) in the lacus 

Orphei evokes facundia and doctrina, Albinovanus Pedo’s aquilae minore pinna (11) 

alludes to epigrammatic poetics, the brevis labor which is a product of Hellenistic 

Callimacheanism.159 And it is no coincidence that Martial accommodates Lesbia’s 

passer in a delicate ivory cage, which is reminiscent of neoteric small-scale poetry 

(14.77).160 The competition between epic and epigram emerges anew in epigram 

 
157 For the costly present of mushrooms see also 14.101: Boletaria. Cum mihi boleti dederint tam nobile 

nomen, / prototomis – pudet heu! – servio coliculis. 
158 My Emphasis. 
159 See Henderson (2001) on epigram 10.20 and Plin. Ep. 3.21.  
160 Mart. 14.77: Cavea eborea. Si tibi talis erit, qualem, dilecta Catullo / Lesbia, plorabas, hic habitare 

potest. Even Catullus’ passer is seemingly evocative of neoteric poetics: deliciae (Catull. 2.1); in sinu 

tenere (Catull. 2.2); circumsiliens (Catull. 3.9); pipiabat (Catull. 3.10); see Leary (1996) ad loc. Martial 
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14.186, where Virgil finds his gigantic epic works miniaturised in the tiniest of the 

poetic forms: Quam brevis inmensum cepit membrana Maronem, 14.186.1. The 

materialisation, distillation and fragmentation of literary works into elegiac distiches 

and multiple material copies are not confined to the section of Apophoreta, but spread 

across both collections.161 Within the Xenia, epic clausulae and epigraphic 

conventions are reworked in a way that stresses the humour embedded in the foods’ 

(epitaphic) presentations.  

  Within the Xenia and Apophoreta, tituli (13.3) and lemmata (14.2) arguably 

undermine any professed ordering principle – namely, a sequence of courses in a 

Roman dinner and an alternation of rich and poor gifts for a Saturnalian lottery – and 

(sarcastically) encourage a desultory consumption of the book. Praetereas, si quid non 

facit ad stomachum, ‘if anything is not to your taste, just pass it by’, 13.3.8 is echoed 

by the ironic lemmata sola legas, ‘you may read the headings only’, 14.2.4.162 As 

Barchiesi highlights, the fiction of embodied distiches ready for individual distribution 

threatens the integrity of the book and unveils the potential for internal fragmentation: 

‘As soon as they – the Saturnalian readers – perform the book, the book will dissolve 

into a myriad of little cards and the order will be reshuffled in performance’.163 And 

yet, as we have seen in Chapter One, the reader’s agency is crucial, for the public 

decides what to make of webs, juxtapositions and contiguities between epigrams.164 

More than a coherent continuum, the Xenia and Apophoreta self-deprecatingly 

configure themselves as ‘anti-collections of slips of paper’, ‘the total of a forthcoming 

fragmentation’, where each fragment, as Martial seemingly suggests, can be broken 

up, reordered and exchanged as an independent gift-label.165 The instability of the 

totality in both collections and the freedom offered to the reader to disrupt and create 

new sequences of epigrams is an underlying paradox, which recreates the ambiguities 

of the Saturnalian controlled liberties. Order and structure are provided to be 

potentially turned into festive chaos, chance and canonical mixing up. While the Xenia 

 
alludes to Catullus’ passer with sexual innuendos in various epigrams: 1.7; 1.109; 7.14; 11.6.16. On the 

possible erotic connotations of the passer in 4.14 see Moreno Soldevila (2006) ad loc.  
161 Roman (2001) and Hinds (2007) are crucial in this respect.  
162 For the epitaphic connotations of the verb praeterire see my discussion in Chapter One. 
163 Barchiesi (2005) 326. 
164 See Fitzgerald (2007). 
165 As noted by Barchiesi (2005) 329. On the internal order, which seems already precarious, see Rimell 

(2008) esp. 156-157 who emphasises how the poet already suggests alternative ways of ordering the 

collections and already mixes up the order of courses (i.e. 14; 36; 88). 
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arguably reproduce a succession of courses, the reader is challenged to find different 

connections between epigrams, which lead to alternative structures of the book. Like 

in a Saturnalian game, the reader potentially re-fashions hierarchies and pre-

established structures and takes on the festival’s freedom to challenge literary as well 

as political constraints.166 Despite its professed structure, the succession of epigrams 

in the Xenia is more similar to the games of chance described in the Apophoreta and 

might well constitute a key to interpreting the chaotic ways in which Martial inserts 

his epigrams into the physical world as independent, three-dimensional and material 

entities. 

  Several epigrams mirror the controversial relationship between totality and 

single units, desultory and coherent consumption.167 In these passages, Martial 

ironically invites us to pick up single food-types, or even their tastiest and most 

pleasurable parts, and ignore the totality. A whole duck can be served (tota), but only 

breast and neck are tasty (sapit).168 The rest (cetera) can be returned to the cook 

(13.52). Of an entire scarus, only the entrails provide tasty pleasures, while the 

remaining parts do not taste any good (visceribus bonus est, cetera vile sapit, 13.84.2). 

If the banquet provides a luxurious turtledove (pinguis…turtur, 13.53.1), no more need 

is there for lettuce (13.14) and snails (14.121), since appetites should not go to waste, 

perdere nolo famem, 13.53.1.169 Despite the literary fiction that the public is entitled 

to browse and select items in a collection that pretends to be a gift-catalogue rather 

than a coherent literary work, each unit should be savoured in order for the whole rich 

feast to be enjoyed by the reader who wants to be satur (10.59.6).170 And only the 

literal-minded, as Fowler suggests, would take such undermining invitations at face 

value.171 The artfully constructed sequence of epigrams, their parallelisms, symmetries 

 
166 See discussion in Rimell (2008) esp. 156-167: ‘Again, epigram neatly performs the contradiction of 

ordered disorder, or disordered order that epitomises the Saturnalia. We too, with Martial, can exercise 

quasi-imperial power to manipulate and relabel: Domitian can transfer roses from spring to winter, while 

we can fast-forward to any point in this collection, and return to Martial’s literary carnival time at any 

season’. 
167 See Rimell (2008) 157. 
168 The poem seemingly brings to life the praetereas, si quid non facit ad stomachum of epigram 13.3 

and the satirical pretence that we can read only the tastier bits. 
169 The theme of loss and gambling occurs inflected in different contexts throughout the Xenia and 

Apophoreta: perdere nolo famem (13.53.2) is reminiscent of perdere nolo nuces (14.1.12). The verb 

perdere, which entails loss and Saturnalian game playing occurs many times. 
170 Stroup (2006) 309: ‘And in spite of the poet’s coy suggestion that the headings alone will suffice for 

perusal, the very structure and skill with which this dinner is organised – with which thus Collection is 

perfected – requires that the whole must be sampled in order for the whole to be enjoyed to its full’. 
171 Fowler (1995) 54-56. 
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and juxtapositions go against the pretence that we can only read what appeals to our 

taste and undercut the utopia of unrestrained liberty during Saturn’s days. Indeed, 

epigram 13.75 contradicts Martial’s suggestions that we are allowed to overturn the 

established order of the book and that we are encouraged to take up only limited 

liberties in the Saturnalia. While the loss of one of Palamedes’ cranes invalidates the 

comprehension of a whole line, which will flee incomplete in the air, the waste of one 

food-poem only might compromise the intelligibility of Martial’s poetic convivium: 

13.75. Grues. Turbabis versus nec littera tota volabit, / unam perdideris si Palamedis 

avem, ‘13.75. Cranes. You will confuse the lines and the writing will not fly complete, 

if you lose one of Palamedes’ birds’.172 Through the scrutiny of the birds’ flight, 

Palamedes invented the alphabet, or at least the letters V and U.173 Martial’s humour 

resides in the word versus, which evokes a poetic line. The point of the epigram is that, 

if we lose one crane, i.e., a U or a V, not only will Palamedes’ alphabet be disturbed, 

but the comprehension of the poem and, more widely, of the book, which is irreducible, 

would be endangered.174 The tension between ordering principles and desultory 

consumption, literary unicum and single fragments, captures the contradictions of the 

imperial Saturnalia.175 Simultaneously, it foregrounds the related questions of the 

collapsing boundaries between objects and poems. Despite Stroup’s and Fowler’s 

suggestions that these distiches have no existence outside Martial’s collection, it is 

precisely the three-dimensionality, materiality and independent separability of his 

epigrams that the poet wants us to believe in.176  

  This interpretation is encouraged by epigram 13.3, where haec licet hospitibus 

pro munere disticha mittas (5) becomes the slogan for the creative powers of poetry, 

through which Martial produces edible gifts, whose boundaries with actual foods are 

blurred. As I have discussed in Chapter Two, the double-edged word pro occurs 

repeatedly within Martial’s earliest collections, entailing not only substitution, but also 

the reciprocity inherent to Roman amicitia. The intentional ambiguity of unum pro 

cunctis Fama loquetur opus, Spect. 1.8, the two-fold significance of pro as both ‘in 

place of’ and ‘on behalf of’ alongside epigram metaphorically presented as (epic) opus, 

reverberate in the hemistich pro munere disticha. Martial’s poetic titbits can both 

 
172 Stroup (2006) 310. 
173 See Leary (2001) ad loc. 
174 Leary (2001) ad 13.75 and Rimell (2008) esp. 156.  
175 Rimell (2008) 156-157. 
176 Fowler (1995) 54-56; Stroup (2006) 299-313. 
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substitute real gifts and serve ‘as’ presents, while his Saturnalia, poetic liberties and 

licence can be reiterated throughout the year, reinvented with their repertory of gifts 

at each new reading.177  

  It is no coincidence that the fiction of exchange stretches to Saturn, whose 

control over the world order in the time-span of the festival results from Jupiter’s 

usurpation of power: sed quid agam potius madidis, Saturne, diebus, / quos tibi pro 

caelo filius ipse dedit?, ‘But what better have I to do in your tipsy days, Saturn, which 

your son himself gave you in return for the sky?’, 14.1.10.178 And it is in the mundus 

inversus of Saturn’s holiday, when slaves achieve parity with their masters, that 

Martial introduces more explicitly the competition between epigram and epic, which 

was already foreshadowed in the Liber spectaculorum. In a role-playing game, 

epigram embeds and subverts epic: 

Quo vis cumque loco potes hunc finire libellum: 

    versibus explicitumst omne duobus opus. 

                                                    Mart. 14.2.1-2 

You can finish this book at any place you choose. Every performance is completed in two 

lines.179 

The poetic agon between epigrammatic light-verses (libellum) and literary masterpiece 

(opus) enhances the humour in these lines, where Martial both stresses and effaces the 

literary worthiness of his work. The poet suggests that each couplet is comparable to 

an epic enterprise (opus), while blurring the boundaries between word and object, text 

and material thing. The quasi-epic statement at the outset of the Liber spectaculorum 

(Spect. 1.8) is satirically recontextualised in a collection that Martial ironically 

presents as a practical guide for the Saturnalia, where epigrams are and are not poems. 

They are nugae, worthless compositions, apinae tricaeque, 14.1.7.  

  The ambiguities between epic and epigram, hierarchies and chaos and the 

separation between Martial’s and Domitian’s Saturnalia are made visible anew at the 

end of the Xenia. While epigram 13.4 encapsulates imperial panegyric, by wishing a 

long-lasting rule to Domitian, at the end of the collection (13.127), Martial offers post-

Hellenistic epigrammatic festinatas coronas to the emperor, whose power over nature 

 
177 Stroup (2006) 310; Rimell (2008) 144-148.  
178 My emphasis. 
179 Translation by Leary (1996). My emphasis. 
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is manifested in the extraordinary presence of winter roses.180 This epigram indirectly 

suggests that the poetic integrity claimed by Horace’s Odes 1.38 is now lost and that 

even Martial’s poetic authority over his work yields to imperial control, for he 

‘dramatises the subordination of literary to imperial discourse’.181 As we shall see in 

the Apophoreta, the project of dislocated quotations offers Martial a means through 

which to investigate the changed role of poetry in the Flavian age and the loss of 

Augustan poetic autonomy. 

4.3 Arma virumque (cano)? Martial, Greek Ekphrasis and Graffiti Tags 

The pairs of poem-objects in the Apophoreta create an alternation of expensive and 

cheap presents, paradoxically regulating the aleatory games of Saturnalian lotteries.182 

Yet desultory readings of the collection potentially undermine the intended structure 

of the book. As discussed throughout, the structuring principles of both collections and 

the paradoxical liberties that we are (apparently) given to reshuffle poems into a new 

disordered order, emphasise the chaotic dynamics of the Saturnalia and hint at the 

idiosyncratic ways in which epigram embeds itself into the physical world, morphing 

into the most material things.183 Although the Xenia seemingly reproduce the courses 

of a feast, we are (apparently) offered alternative paths and juxtapositions to create a 

different order. Similarly, the Apophoreta more explicitly present this game of 

alternations between poor and rich gifts and, metaphorically, between the material and 

the literary, the sophisticated and the sub-literary, urbanus and rusticus. As Stroup 

emphasises, Martial equalises disparate objects into ‘quantitatively commensurate 

distiches’, versibus duobus (14.2.2).184  

As we have appreciated in the Xenia, Martial exploits the Saturnalian 

relaxation of societal norms to experiment with the literary consequences of 

fragmentation as subversion and inversion. In the Apophoreta, the project of dislocated 

quotations is charged with new meaning. Martial’s fragmentation and materialisation 

of literature into gift-tags and clausulae entertains a dialogue with poetic fragments 

and tags in graffiti which has yet to be explored.185 The material presence of literary 

 
180 Mart. 13.4: Serus ut aetheriae Germanicus imperet aulae / utque diu terris, da pia tura Iovi. 
181 Roman (2001) 134; see also Barchiesi (2005); Rimell (2008) 150. 
182 Mart. 14.1.5: divitis alternas et pauperis accipe sortis. 
183 See Milnor (2014) 63: ‘Indeed, one way of reading the Xenia and the Apophoreta is as an extended 

joke on the phenomenon of collapsing epigram with object’. 
184 Stroup (2006) 310-313. 
185 Milnor (2014) 236. 
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citations upon the walls of ancient cities, whereby graffiti embody and appropriate 

literary authority and make poetry material, visible and touchable, provides a fitting 

parallel to Martial’s Saturnalian project of citation.186 Such a comparison is even more 

tempting, when we consider that the graffiti evidence of the Vesuvian cities, preserved 

for us by the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79, is present only less than a decade before 

Martial writes. Furthermore, as I discussed in the introduction and in Chapter Two, 

Martial himself invites us to contrast and compare epigram and graffiti.187 Epigram 

12.61 is highly significant, inasmuch as Martial explicitly contrasts the written 

materiality, physical presence and durability of epigram and graffiti in urban 

environments. Martial draws our attention to the written materiality of texts through 

the verbs of writing and reading (versus, carmen, carmina, scribit, legunt, notanda) 

and presents himself and graffiti composers as writers (scribit, poeta).188  

Therefore, as I have argued throughout, the search for cultivated poetic models 

in the Apophoreta proves to be insufficient to address the complex synergies of these 

poem-objects with both the literary and the material world, which are equally crucial 

for understanding Martial’s experiment with materiality.189 The distinctiveness of his 

project resides in a fluid interaction with the (fringes of) the lettered world. In the 

slippery frame of the Saturnalia, every literary allusion can turn into the sub-literary 

and when we are spurred to look for the poetic, we are nonetheless reminded of the 

epigraphic. Epigrammatic compression of poetry in clausulae, syntagms and 

hemistichs, I argue, interact not only with an élite quotation culture, but also with the 

‘aesthetic of fragmentation’ that dominates the graffiti art of quotation.190 When the 

poet reduces Virgil’s Aeneid into the gift-tag arma virumque (14.185), he engages both 

with literary techniques of fragmentation and, interestingly, with the practices of the 

graffiti preserved for us at Pompeii. Fragmentary citations of the Aeneid on walls invite 

a desultory and materialistic consumption of poetry, one which, attuned to the culture 

of fleeting spectacles and festivals, privileges literary snippets over a complex poetic 

 
186 For the art of quotation in graffiti see Milnor (2014) 233-272. 
187 See Zadorojnyi (2011); Morelli (2018) esp. 11 and n. 60 on the relationship between epigrammatic 

poetry and graffiti in the introductory sequence of the Carmina Priapea. 
188 On the material aspects of graffiti texts and the self-representation of graffiti composers as writers 

see Milnor (2014) esp. 240-241 and n. 27. 
189 Hinds (2007) 113-154. 
190 Milnor (2014) 236. 
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continuum and which extols financial profit over literary worth.191 Two interesting 

case-studies found in Pompeii, namely CIL IV 2361 and CIL IV 9131, will be explored 

here as crucial for understanding the true meaning of the material aesthetics underlying 

the Apophoreta. After exploring Martial’s engagement with Greek epigrammatic 

tradition, where Roman rusticitas overcomes a post-Callimachean aesthetics of 

refinement (14.58), I shall turn to the analysis of epigrams 14.183-196 and Virgilian 

graffiti tags in Pompeii.  

With their different geographical origins, 223 elegiac couplets of low and high 

economic value offer the reader a gift-catalogue ready for perusal on the days of the 

Saturnalia. Martial the poor poet-cliens offers the verses of Book Fourteen to his 

companions, while opening the collection to readers who can browse, select and 

distribute gifts (or the poems describing them) according to their financial 

possibilities.192 The slogan pro munere disticha of Xenia 13.3 survives in this matching 

Saturnalian gift-giving, which associates rich patrons with expensive gifts, low-class 

clients with cheap presents.193 Martial subordinates his literary creations to games of 

chance. His epigrams are diminutively labelled as sortes, which, as we shall see 

shortly, superimposes an ironic twist on Callimachean poetics of delicacy and 

fineness.194 From dice to nuts, toothpicks to earpicks, politically-loaded Chattan hair 

to post-Virgilian breast-band, dumbbells to opobalsam, all these objects textually 

reproduce the multifaceted mosaic of imperial consumer culture.195 Epigrammatic 

lenses zoom onto the smallest and most un-poetic units of the physical world.196 At the 

outset of the book, in a post-Callimachean attitude, Martial seemingly rejects epic 

bombast and magnitude: 

 

 

 
191 See Newlands (2002) 257-259 at 258 in relation to Stat. Silv. 4.9: ‘Statius’ book on the other hand is 

represented as a valuable economic commodity within the new culture of imperial consumerism. It costs 

ten asses, it is expensively decorated, and it is written on new papyrus (7-9). With novus (7) he hints at 

the innovative nature of his poetry. Nonetheless, abandoning his customary rhetoric of self-depreciation, 

he promotes here the material value of his poetry book over its literary value’. 
192 Mart. 14.1.6: praemia convivae dent sua quisque suo. 
193 Leary (1996) ad loc. 
194 On Martial’s reception of Callimachean poetics see Cowan (2014) 345-372; Neger (2014) 327-344. 
195 Stroup (2006) 307 on the geographical provenances of food-items in the Xenia and Roman (2010) 

96-97 on Xenia and Apophoreta alike as key to understanding Martial’s topographical materialist focus 

on the city of Rome. 
196 Roman (2001) esp. 95 on the idea that the accumulation of objects assumes ‘quasi-encyclopaedic 

proportions’. 
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vis scribam Thebas Troiamve malasve Mycenas? 

 ‘Lude,’ inquis, ‘nucibus’: perdere nolo nuces. 

                                                Mart. 14.1.11-12 

Do you want me to write of Thebes or Troy or wicked Mycenae? “Play with nuts,” you say. But 

I don’t want to lose my nuts. 

The poet (apparently) dismisses magniloquent and serious epic cycles, unsuited for the 

Saturnalia, which require tipsy jokes and playful activities: lude, ‘play’, underscores a 

programmatic stance in Martial’s poetry, which eschews epic seriousness and 

embraces epigrammatic (thematic and stylistic) levity.197 As in 14.63, epigrammatic 

narrow pipes (tibicina) played by a drunk Saturnalian pipe-girl (ebria) with well-

soused cheeks (madidis buccis) provide a fitting entertainment for the occasion, 

outmatching the bombast of epic trumpets.198 Indeed, when Martial rejects epic themes 

and stylistic excesses in favour of a down-to-earth genre, he not only suggests a ‘cross-

fertilisation’ of two genres at the poles of literary hierarchy, but also a subversive 

engagement with its contents and forms.199 Epic metamorphoses and tragic scenes 

appear throughout: Philomela the nightingale sings melodiously (14.75), Jupiter 

seduces Danae in the form of golden rain (14.175) and, disguised as a bull, abducts 

Europa (14.180). Simultaneously, the myths of Orpheus (14.165-166), 

Hermaphroditus (14.174), Hyacinthus (14.173) and Leander (14.181) are 

metonymically encapsulated within portable figurines. Therefore, by embracing epic 

in this opening sequence, Martial draws connections between epigram and epic, which 

is irreverently reduced, fragmented and mis-appropriated throughout. We not only find 

epic episodes distilled into evocative clausulae in the section dedicated to the 

sigillaria, but also epic syntagms are applied with ‘deliberate incongruity’ to everyday 

humble objects.200 As we have seen in the Xenia, the pervasive tension between epic 

style, metre and content allows Martial to realise the festival’s socio-political 

inversions on a literary level, by making invisible objects utter epic syntagms and 

 
197 As in 13.1, Martial prefers to compose witty epigrams over the not equally safe activity of playing 

with nuts (lude). Similarly, Stat. Silv. 1.6.1-8 rejects the high style embodied by the Muses, Apollo and 

Minerva to welcome personified Ioci and Sales, more apt for the occasion of Caesar’s tipsy Saturnalia. 

See Lovatt (2005) 8. 
198 Epigram 14.63 recalls the sympotic occasion of the Saturnalia and the drunkenness of the festival: 

ebria and madidis evoke 13.1 (ebria bruma) and 14.1 (madidis diebus). See Leary (1996) ad loc. Mart. 

8.3: in a comparable situation, the Muse invites Martial to write tragedy and epic poetry, but he rejects 

them in favour of epigrammatic sales: angusta cantare licet videaris avena, / dum tua multorum vincat 

avena tubas’ (21-22). See also 9 Praef. 7: maiores maiora sonent: mihi parva locuto. 
199 Dinter (2019) 156. 
200 See O’Gorman’s discussion (2005) of dislocated quotations in Seneca’s Apocolocyntosis.  
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humble epigrams compete with refined epic poetry. Like Statius, Martial 

decontextualises clausulae and re-imagines poetic traditions in order to claim his own 

poetic freedom in the representation of the emperor’s Saturnalia.201 Literary formulae 

and tags are dislocated from their original poetic context in a game of subverting 

authority and original meaningfulness, providing the readership with strategies of 

poetic quotation that can be simultaneously fun and serious in the days of Saturn’s 

celebrations. Although many of these quotations must have been familiar to a broad 

public, some of them may have relied on the understanding of a cultivated audience, 

who would have not failed to recognise the inversion of cultivated epic.202 In epigram 

14.66, for instance, a bra is introduced to the recipient via a Virgilian reminiscence: 

14.66. Mamillare. 

Taurino poteras pectus constringere tergo: 

 nam pellis mammas non capit ista tuas. 

14.66. Breast-band. 

You might have constrained your bosom “with a bull’s hide.” For this skin is not large enough 

for your breasts.203 

A large breast, whose excess is compatible with the exuberant Saturnalian atmosphere, 

cannot be contained within a bull’s skin. Taurino…tergo ironically reminds the reader 

of Virgil’s taurino quantum possent circumdare tergo, Verg. Aen. 1.368, which occurs 

in the same metrical position.204 With intentional inappropriateness, the woman’s 

breast size is compared to the measurement scale of a land, namely Carthage.205 

Similarly, in epigram 14.71, the Virgilian spumans aper, which Anchises longs for in 

Aen. 4.158-9, comes paradoxically to enhance the status of a fattened porcus, fed 

amongst post-epic foaming boars: 206   

 
201 Newlands (2002) 253-269, esp. 254. 
202 See Nauta (1987) on the bonding function of language for an intended audience. He argues that the 

intended audience of Seneca’s Apocolocyntosis needed to have a secondary education to understand the 

kind of parodic quotations and mimicry of different genres; see also Newlands (2002) on Statius’ 

reliance on the knowledge of a cultivated audience. On the question of the audience’s reception and 

understanding of modern quotations see also Morson (2011) esp. 42: ‘Some quotations are meant to be 

heard precisely as unmarked: they are spoken or written with no clear clue to their status so that most 

will miss them and only the properly educated will recognize them for what they are. The speaker or 

writer shares a secret with one part of his or her audience at the expense of the rest. Those who do 

understand form a special bond of shared superiority’. 
203 My emphasis. 
204 Leary (1996) ad loc.  
205 Leary (1996) ad loc. 
206 See Leary (1996) ad loc. 
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14.71. Porcus.  

Iste tibi faciet bona Saturnalia porcus,  

 inter spumantes ilice pastus apros. 

14.71. Pig. 

This pig will make you a good Saturnalia; he fed on acorns among the foaming boars.207  

Moreover, the religious cry ite procul, spoken by the mouth of a ball, gives an ironic 

twist to the Virgilian ‘procul, o procul este, profani’ (Aen. 6.258):  

14.47. Follis. 

Ite procul, iuvenes: mitis mihi convenit aetas: 

  folle decet pueros ludere, folle senes. 

14.47. Follis. 

Go away, young fellows. A gentle age suits me. The follis is for boys to play with, likewise old 

men.  

Martial experiments with playful misappropriations of epic throughout the book, 

making the agon between epigram and epic flourish in the fertile terrain of the 

Saturnalian mundus inversus. Taken out of context, Virgil’s quotations are de-

authorised. Simultaneously, they acquire new poetic meaning when inserted into 

different contexts. Like the psittacus of epigram 14.73, which intrudes on political 

themes and on imperial discourse in the collection, Martial evokes the fragmentation 

of literary texts which is typical of an élite culture of quotation but also of urban 

graffiti, mimicking graffiti’s materiality.208 Élite and highly cultivated epic is re-

conceived through the lens of material graffiti, in a typically carnivalesque manner. 

The paradigm for an (extreme) experiment with Saturnalian carnivals as a 

space for poetic subversion and (political) transgression is represented by Seneca’s 

Apocolocyntosis, a satirical booklet about the unachieved apotheosis of the emperor 

Claudius.209 As Nauta argues, internal textual elements suggest that the booklet was 

 
207 My emphasis. 
208 Mart. 14.73: Psittacus. Psittacus a vobis aliorum nomina discam: / hoc didici per me dicere CAESAR 

HAVE. The epigram emphasises the supernatural power of Caesar, whose presence inspires the psittacus’ 

natural learning.  
209 On Seneca’s Apocolocyntosis and the question of literary quotations see esp. O’Gorman (2005) 95-

108; Roncali (2014) 673-686. References to the Saturnalian composition of the book are to be found in 

Saturnalicius princeps (8.2) and non semper Saturnalia erunt (12.2). See Nauta (1987) 84: ‘The 

implication is the same as that of the previous passage: Claudius’ principate has been one long period 

of misrule, which has ended only with his death’; Roncali (2014) 682. On the interpretation of this 

Menippean satire see esp. Coffey (1976) 165-177; Nauta (1987) 69-96; O’Gorman (2005) 95-108; 

Roncali (2014) 673-686. 
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primarily meant to be circulated within Nero’s court and that it was not intended as a 

vehicle for public anti-Claudian propaganda. Rather, it had an edifying function, more 

similar to the De Clementia.210 With the death of Claudius, who is depicted throughout 

as ‘the parody of a ruler’ (Saturnalicius princeps, 8.2), his government of misrule, 

which is identified with the festival’s disorder, is finally over.211 Seneca displays a 

negative attitude towards the chaotic force of the Saturnalia, whose end constitutes an 

instance of true liberation (from Claudius’ mis-government).212 This work is 

particularly interesting for its interaction with and reduction of classical literature into 

fragmentary tags which open questions about the role and meaningfulness of 

dislocated citations in the politically loaded time of the Saturnalia. Seneca’s political 

satire exploits all kinds of linguistic games, poetic quotations, citations, proverbial 

lines and Greek formulae. It plays with high and low registers, mixing poetry and 

prose, genres and styles and mimicking historical, epic and tragic registers.213 As 

O’Gorman puts it, ‘much of what goes on in the Apocolocyntosis is language at play, 

and even when quotation and allusion make a wider point, there is still a strong sense 

of fun underlying the verbal play here’.214 Precisely the ‘wider point of quotations’ is 

an important precedent for Martial’s manipulation of poetic tags. Seneca explores the 

art of quotation as a space to satirise Claudius, engage with the past and negotiate 

poetic authority, while exploring the wider issue of the relationship between the words 

of others and epistemological truth.215 Quoting the words of others in the Saturnalian 

satire avoids taking authorial responsibility and does not offer the speaker the longed-

for auctoritas.216 The discrepancies between present and original contexts of citations 

and between speech act and conveyed message undermine the intended meaning, 

engendering a politically sinister response in the audience.217 Incongruous contexts 

 
210 Nauta (1987) 75-76. Moreover, the congruences of the charges against Claudius both in the 

Apocolocyntosis and in the speech of Nero’s accession seemingly reinforces the hypothesis that the text 

was intended for Nero and that it had an ‘admonitory function’. While the Apocolocyntosis offers Nero 

a counterexample of the good ruler, the De Clementia is a more positive text, which instructs Nero on 

the figure of the bonus princeps. 
211 Nauta (1987) 88-89. See Seneca’s reference to the end of the Saturnalia which coincides with 

Claudius’ funeral, non semper Saturnalia erunt (12.2). As Nauta argues, Seneca’s attitude towards the 

festival looks essentially negative, while the return to normality and the end of Saturnalian inversions 

are welcomed.  
212 Nauta (1987).  
213 Nauta (1987) 73. 
214 O’Gorman (2005) 96. 
215 Ibid. 
216 O’Gorman (2005) 101. 
217 O’Gorman (2005) esp. 106-107. 
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and dislocation of meaning are the main characteristics of Seneca’s deployment of 

poetic quotations. The Virgilian passibus non aequis (Aen. 2.724), originally 

describing young Iulus following his father in the escape from Troy, is satirically 

misappropriated by Seneca to attack Claudius’ limping. Moreover, the emperor’s 

propensity towards verbatim citations from Homer is put into play.218 Even the gods, 

reunited in assembly to deliberate on Claudius’ afterlife, fail to understand his 

(apparently sophisticated and full of citations) language, non intellegere se linguam 

eius, nec Graecum esse nec Romanum nec ullius gentis notae, Sen. Apocol. 5. 

Throughout the work, Claudius’ ill-suited deployment of Homeric tags in 

inappropriate contexts results in an open satirical attack against his foolishness and 

reveals a detachment between citations and what they actually stand for, between 

words and truth.219 In the frame of the Saturnalia, learned literary quotations uttered 

by a Saturnalicius princeps achieve a completely opposite effect from the desired one. 

For instance, when Claudius presents himself as emperor in response to Hercules, he 

utters the Homeric tag ’Ιλιόθεν με φέρων ἄνεμος Κικόνεσσι πέλασσεν (Hom. Od. 

9.39). The gap between the Homeric context and the present one produces laughter 

and reveals the emperor’s ingenuity in misappropriating a quotation that, rather than 

showing erudition and attaining auctoritas, unveils tyrannical and illegitimate aspects 

of his power.220 Moreover, in Claudius’ mouth, ‘Homer becomes de-authorised’.221 

Seneca creates a witty mismatch between citations and actual meaning, original and 

present contexts, intended authorisation and actual de-authorisation, by making 

Claudius speak poetic tags whose significance he is after all unable to understand. 

Seneca’s word games and the intentional misappropriations of quotations from 

canonical authors reveal the imbricated relationship between Saturnalian subversions 

and political authority and invite reflection on the inner mechanism of citations and 

(un)achieved authority. Indeed, as readers, we are challenged to find the ‘truth about 

Claudius not in words or in what lies behind them, but in what stands in for them – pro 

verbis, proverbium’.222 The result is that, by taking Homeric lines out of their original 

context, Claudius achieves an unwanted ironic effect, which, rather than aggrandising 

 
218  Sen. Apocol. 1: idem Claudium vidisse se dicet iter facientem “non passibus aequis”. 
219 O’Gorman (2005) 95-108.  
220 Coffey (1976) 174 points out that quoting Homer’s lines in incongruous contexts with a dislocation 

of meaning was already a well-established practice amongst Hellenistic sillographers. See also 

O’Gorman (2005). 
221 O’Gorman (2005) 101.  
222 O’Gorman (2005) 106. 
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his self-representation, undermines it. In the context of the Saturnalia, the emperor’s 

favourite occupation, i.e., playing dice, becomes, in the end, his eternal damnation. Ill-

chosen Homeric tags depict him as a fool, while the ‘reversal of the slave-master role’ 

and ‘the alternation rex-fatuus’ deliberately proliferate.223  

Seneca’s satiric Apocolocyntosis provides a close poetic antecedent in context 

and theme for Martial’s quotations of epic clausulae: detached from their original 

poetic environment and misapplied to different settings, they accomplish a humorous 

subversion of literary canons.224 Nevertheless, as Seneca shows, quotations can take 

on a more serious and politically sinister nuance and become a means for indirect 

political criticism. Martial’s relationship with tradition and ephemera is negotiated 

through the re-imagining of clausulae and quotations from classical literature. He 

exploits the Saturnalian setting to play with all kinds of dislocations, incongruities and 

de-authorisation of poetic quotations. Yet, unlike Seneca, Martial looks at literary 

citations through the lens of the material world. By engaging with the physical 

presence of tags, Martial materialises poetry in order to generate a more unsettling 

reflection upon the new conditions of poetic consumption and production, for poetry 

is explicitly represented as an object of consumption.225 Even the literary tradition is 

reduced to material tags, whose poetic worth is lost in the Flavian culture of gift-

exchange and personalistic relationship between poets and patrons. By paralleling the 

materialised and fragmentary circulation of poetic texts in graffiti, Martial makes 

quotations portable, material and almost throwaway, in a project that collects 

epigrams, objects and poetic traditions alike in interchangeable distiches.  

Martial’s miniaturist effort in this collection reworks the ‘contrastive logics of 

scale and size’ which characterise Hellenistic poetry.226 Such playful tensions between 

small and large-scale, which already feature in the Xenia, pervade this collection anew, 

bringing to the fore the contradiction between epigrammatic miniaturisation and 

aggrandising mechanisms. In a word play, Martial’s quasi epic opus can be trimmed 

 
223 Roncali (2014) 682. 
224 See Coffey (1976) 174. 
225 As Newlands (2002) 258 notes with regards to Silv. 4.9, ‘Statius’ poetry now participates in the 

superficial culture of display, where appearance alone seems to matter, and from which, so he seems to 

suggest at the end of Silvae, he wishes to withdraw’. 
226 Porter (2011) 286: ‘As the background recedes and the object intrudes upon our field of vision, the 

object also grows in a way that is disproportionate to its actual size; it becomes magnified, it fills our 

visual field, and at the limit it assumes colossal proportions. What was once tiny is now gigantic, even 

grand’. 
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down to epigrammatic and pseudo-epigraphic lemmata (14.2). Ironically commenting 

on the bad literature traditionally circulated in the Saturnalia, the (nasty) poet’s gift of 

‘empty’ (vacuae) chartae maiores will not be considered munera pusilla, for the 

recipient will be spared long horrific verses (14.10).227 Short hunting knives will kill a 

huge boar and large gold-inlaid dishes will not be insulted with a small mullet (brevis 

ingentem, 14.31.2; Grandia ne viola parvo chrysendeta mullo, 14.97.1). Metaliterary 

girdles which are ‘long enough’ can become too short for a swelling stomach, which 

has had too many poem-objects (14.151. Zona. Longa satis nunc sum; dulci sed 

pondere venter / si tumeat, fiam tunc tibi zona brevis; ‘14.151. Girdle. I am long 

enough at present; but if your stomach should swell with a sweet burden, I should then 

be too short a girdle for you’). Furthermore, a sense of claustrophobic accumulation 

and excess runs throughout the book, where oversized breasts cannot be contained by 

a fascia pectoralis (Fascia crescentes dominae compesce papillas, 14.134.1), while 

the amictorium fears busty women and asks for a tender girl (Mammosas metuo; 

tenerae me trade puellae, 14.149.1).228 Conversely, belts can girdle recipients (Det 

tunicam locuples: ego te praecingere possum, 14.153.1), while a bookcase threatens 

to admit tineas and blattas, unless the books are not tightly packed (constrictos): 

14.37. Scrinium. 

Constrictos nisi das mihi libellos, 

admittam tineas trucesque blattas.229 

14.37. Bookcase. 

Unless you cram me with books, I shall admit moths and savage bookworms.230 

The joke here rests on the paradox that a scrinium packed full of books would not be 

able to contain even the tiniest creatures, such as bookworms.231 Furthermore, the 

allusion to tinae and blattae casts a humorous light on Martial’s forthcoming operation 

of reducing entire works of literature into miniature texts, which, thanks to their new-

found handy and portable codex format, can be accommodated in Martial’s library: 

 
227 For blank papyrus as a Saturnalian gift see Mart. 5.18; Stat. Silv. 4.9.26 with Leary (1996) ad loc. It 

seems possible that chartae maiores might contain references to the works of literature enlisted at 

14.183-196. 
228 See also 14.66 quoted above. 
229 Text from Loeb Edition (1993). The OCT reads selectos (α). 
230 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
231 Leary (1996) ad loc. Lectio facilior: selectos (α); lectio difficilior: constrictos (β γ). As Leary points 

out, the double-edged meaning of constrictos, as both ‘crammed full’ and ‘packed tightly’, suitably 

applies to this context. 
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14.190. Titus Livius in membranis. Pellibus exiguis artatur Livius ingens, quem mea 

non totum bibliotheca capit, ‘14.190. Titus Livius on parchment. Vast Livy, for whom 

complete my library does not have room, is compressed in tiny skins’.232 Meta-

poetically, Martial’s compression (artatur) of immense Livy within tiny skins 

underscores the epigrammatic programme of transforming the entire cosmos into 

interchangeable distiches, bringing every literary as well as physical entity within the 

realm of material and portable epigrams. And, most importantly for my discussion, 

Virgil, Ovid, Homer, alongside Catullus, Menander, Tibullus, Propertius, Frontinus, 

Sallustius, Lucan and Cicero, all the (epic) works morph into ‘commensurate and 

equalised distiches’, undermining not only the differentiations between literary genres, 

which are all transformed into epigrams, but also their inner character and content.233 

In the fiction of Saturn’s gift-giving and in the context of elegiac metamorphosis, 

Martial’s Tibullus can be exchanged for a Homer, a Catullus for a Menander, a 

Propertius for a Virgil:  

14.186. Vergilius in membranis.  

Quam brevis inmensum cepit membrana Maronem 

ipsius vultus prima tabella gerit. 

14.186. Virgil on parchment. 

How small a quantity of parchment has comprised vast Maro! The first leaf bears his own 

countenance.  

The immense Virgil is compacted into a codex edition, brevis membrana, and into the 

epigrammatic brevitas of Martial’s distich.234 Ironically, only a few epigrams later, 

Martial’s page is not sufficiently long to narrate the adventures of a Gallic lapdog, 

while an elegiac couplet, or even a clausula, is more than enough to contain the twelve 

books of the Aeneid.235 The desultory reading which Martial suggests for Virgil, as we 

shall see, closely recalls the poet’s fragmentary circulation on the walls of Pompeii in 

the form of tags and quotations. 

 
232 My emphasis. 
233 This is a point persuasively made by Stroup (2006) 311-312: ‘[…] (sc. The goal) That of the 

Apophoreta is that the two-line lemma, in its single-minded goal of reducing complete works of 

literature to the smallest imaginable poetic quantity, does not only homogenise but in fact utterly 

destroys the inherent character – which is to say, the object-specific value – of all other literature’. 
234 Martial ascribes the flattering epithet magnus to Virgil in 4.14.14; 11.48.1; 12.67.5 and summus in 

12.3.1 with reference to his poetic success: see Moreno Soldevila (2006) ad 4.14. 
235 Mart. 14.198: Catella gallicana. Delicias parvae si vis audire catellae, / narranti brevis est pagina 

tota mihi. Ironically, a 23-line epigram in hendecasyllables engages with the story of Issa the dog (Mart. 

1.109). 
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Before I discuss the central section of the book, which deals more explicitly 

with art and poetic works (14.170-196), I shall explore Martial’s materialistic vision 

of the literary act, his parodic deployment of epic clausulae and his (satirical) 

engagement with the Hellenistic aesthetics of λεπτότης. In a mini-series of epigrams 

about cosmetics and toiletries, we find a talking toothpaste complaining about 

scrubbing the false teeth of an old lady. In outraged tone, it would prefer to be offered 

to a young woman: 14.56. Dentifricium. Quid mecum est tibi? Me puella sumat: / 

emptos non soleo polire dentes, ‘14.56. Dentifrice. What have you to do with me? Let 

a girl take me. I am not in the habit of polishing purchased teeth’. A distich about a 

prestigious perfume follows: 

14.57. Myrobalanum. 

Quod nec Vergilius nec carmine dicit Homerus, 

hoc ex unguento constat et ex balano. 

14.57. Ben nut.  

This, which neither Virgil nor Homer mentions in his poems, consists of unguent and ben 

nut.236 

Martial finds an inventive solution to write about the unmetrical myrobalanum, which 

could not be otherwise included in the verses. The periphrasis adopted in this epigram 

can be read as revelatory of Martial’s poetic programme. He will sing of potentially 

unpoetic and anti-epic subject matters, opening up a literary space for the unseen 

material realities of the early empire, which neither Virgil nor Homer has sung in their 

poems (carmine dicit). Yet, Martial’s periphrasis entails a poetic agon with his epic 

predecessors: the myrobalanum is an expensive gift, which only Martial has been able 

to reduce into epigrammatic form. On the one hand, epigram brings to the surface both 

the world’s smallest entities, offering them an otherwise unexperienced poetic life; on 

the other, it reduces epic, tragedy and myth to material tags and exchangeable 

(souvenir-like) figurines of favourite mythical heroes. Significantly, Homer (183-184) 

and Virgil (185-186) appear juxtaposed a few epigrams later, encouraging a 

metaliterary reading of this epigram. It is in the following epigram, however, that 

Martial’s position towards Greek sophistication becomes more patent and reveals a 

playful engagement with the graffiti art of quotation. The first-person speaking Greek 

aphronitrum mocks an anonymous addressee for his lack of (poetic) urbanitas: 

 
236 My emphasis. 
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14.58. Aphronitrum. 

Rusticus es? nescis quid Graeco nomine dicar: 

spuma vocor nitri. Graecus es? aphronitrum. 

14.58. Saltpetre. 

You are a peasant? You don’t know my Greek name: I’m called froth of nitre. You are a Greek? 

aphronitrum.237 

In a fictional dialogue with the reader, this substance, which was used in cosmetic 

preparations or medical uses, ironically explains its etymology to both the rusticus 

addressee, who does not know its Greek name (spuma vocor nitri), and to the 

cultivated recipient, educated in both Greek and Latin languages (aphronitrum).238 The 

symmetrical hemistichs rusticus es and Graecus es are located in emphatic position, 

drawing attention to the spiteful attitude against the one who does not know Greek and 

a more compliant approach towards the learned addressee. Nevertheless, as Leary 

points out, the epigram can be taken as a ‘sneer against both the uncultivated bumpkin 

and the pretentious show-off’.239  

However, I would argue that the accusation rusticus es already constitutes a 

learned gesture, charged with poetic reminiscences: “rusticus es, Corydon; nec 

munera curat Alexis, / nec, si muneribus certes, concedat Iollas”, ‘“Corydon, you are 

boorish! Alexis cares naught for gifts, nor if with gifts you were to vie, would Iollas 

yield”’, Verg. Ecl. 2.56-57.240 In his amatory monologue, the pastor Corydon, who 

sings his love for the formosus Alexis, enlists a series of rural munera to attract his 

beloved from the city (o tantum libeat mecum tibi sordida rura / atque humilis habitare 

casas et figere ceruos, 28-29). However, the urbanus Alexis is deaf to the fascination 

of the pastoral world and rusticitas proves to be inadequate in erotic affairs.241 The 

entire eclogue plays on the contrast between rus and urbs and Matrial’s aphronitrum 

seems to be well aware of its literary predecessor. The syntagm rusticus es is now 

converted from Corydon’s love sufferings to a talking cosmetic, while the charge of 

 
237 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
238 See Leary (1996) ad loc. Ov. Medic. 73-74.  
239 Leary (1996) ad loc.  
240 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1999). My emphasis. 
241 Cucchiarelli (2012) ad loc. notes that rusticitas represents a ‘disvalore’ in erotic poetry also in Ov. 

Am. 3.4.37, rusticus est nimium, quem laedit adultera coniunx; Calp. Ecl. 2.61, rusticus est, fateor, sed 

non et barbarus Idas. 
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rusticitas, previously attributed to the pastoral context, now relates to the ignorance of 

Greek language.  

Remarkably, Martial’s aphronitrum already had a model for the fragmentation 

of the Virgilian line quoted above. Upon the walls of Pompeii, two loci of Eclogue 2 

survive in fragmentary tags, namely mille meae Siculis errant (in montibus agnae) 

(2.21) and rusticus est, Corydon (2.56), which transforms es into est.242 The quotation 

Rusticus es(t) Corydon appealed a larger audience and thereafter became a detached 

tag which circulated across the city independently of its original context.243 Amongst 

its several adaptations, where either Corydon or Rusticus appears standing on its own 

in a shortened allusion to Virgil’s original locus, the line is curiously contaminated in 

the form Corusticus in the graffito CIL IV 4660 (VI.xv.9, written upon a door).244 

Across the city, fragments of the Eclogues live on: the Theocritean (Id. 4) Dic mihi 

Damoeta, cuium pecus? an Meliboei? (Ecl. 3.1), which opens the third Eclogue, is 

(mis)appropriated by the graffito-writer Zosimus, who proclaims his own authority 

over his Virgilian remake,245 while the verse carminibus Circe socios mutavit Olyxis 

(reminiscent of Ecl. 8.70) was congruently written on the northern wall of what has 

been identified with the Chalcidicum of Eumachia (VII.ix.1).246 Similarly, in epigram 

14.58, Martial engages in a playful fragmentation of Virgil’s text, which evokes the 

epigraphic practice of quoting literary works in short tags and independent clausulae. 

Rusticus Corydon morphs into a rusticus addressee, who, if he does not have 

knowledge of Greek, should perhaps be able to spot (the already popular circulation 

of) Latin poetic models and references. Yet, the tension between rusticus and Graecus 

is weakened by the fact that Virgil’s second Eclogue draws its own inspirations from 

the Greek pastoral model of Theocritus Id. 11, which displays a parallel opposition 

between the rural world of Polyphemus and the marine realm of the nymph Galatea. 

As Martial paradoxically acknowledges, there cannot be a rusticus without a Graecus, 

nor (Roman) epigram without its Greek and Hellenistic predecessors. We cannot 

 
242 Verg. Ecl. 2.21 has two attestations: CIL IV 8625 and AE 1992, 279; Ecl. 2.56 occurs in different 

forms 5 times across the city: CIL IV 1527; 1524; 9208 (rusticus); 4660 (Corusticus); 8801 (Corydon). 

See Gigante (1979) 166-168; Cucchiarelli (2012) ad Verg. Ecl. 2.56 and Milnor (2014) 270-272 for a 

thorough appendix on the loci virgiliani of the Eclogues in Pompeian graffiti. 
243 Gigante (1979) 166-168; Cucchiarelli (2012) ad Verg. Ecl. 2.56-57. 
244 Gigante (1979) 166; Milnor (2014) 271. 
245 CIL IV 5007: det mihi Damoeta, felicior quam Pasiphae. Haec omnia scripsit Zosimus. On the 

colloquial character of the incipit of Ecl. 3, which reminds the reader of Theocritus Id. 4.1 and mimics 

the language of comedy, see Cucchiarelli (2012) ad loc. 
246 CIL IV 1982. See Gigante (1979) 167-168 and Milnor (2014) 272. 
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imagine the literary without the sub-literary, the poetic without the epigraphic within 

Martial’s Saturnalia.  

The (metaliterary) charge of rusticitas extends beyond the case of the 

aphronitrum. A talking pila trigonalis, a poor gift, denigrates the incompetent 

recipient:  

14.46. Pila trigonalis.  

Si me mobilibus scis expulsare sinistris, 

 sum tua. Tu nescis? rustice, redde pilam.  

14.46. Triangle ball.  

If you know how to drive me off with nimble lefthanders, I am yours. Don’t you know? Clod, 

return the ball.247  

The trigon ball, whose name derives from the Greek trigon, asks to be returned to its 

giver (redde pilam), if its addressee does not know the game-rules.248 In both instances, 

the humorous apostrophe rusticus, rustice, connected with the Greek origins of two 

cheap gifts, can be read in conjunction with Martial’s satirical take on Callimachean 

aesthetics. In a long recusatio, Martial rejects both the themes and inflated style of 

mythic poetry (vana ludibria) and the excessive poetic doctrina of Callimachus’ Aetia, 

which are unsuitably removed from real life (10.4).249 Moreover, Martial gives the 

palm of poetic victory to the unknown epigrammatist Brutianus over the famous 

Callimachus in epigram 4.23.250 Therefore, the accusation of rusticitas spoken by 

Greek talking-poems (14.46; 14.58) raises suspicion that there is a programmatic 

statement lurking beneath these satirical attacks. Martial’s humble poem-objects, 

which translate the mundanities and tiniest constituents of Roman popular every-day 

life into poetry and parallel the graffiti practice of citation within a wider quotation 

culture, are in stark opposition to neo-Callimachean and Hellenistic poems as dainty 

collectibles. As Cowan aptly observes, Martial ‘retains the Callimachean aesthetic of 

the humble and the small-scale, but presses that aesthetic into symbolic service as 

representing his humble and small-scale subject-matter’.251 While Hellenistic 

 
247 My emphasis. The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). 
248 Leary (1996) ad loc.  
249 Neger (2014) esp. 330-336. 
250 See Cowan (2014) 352. 
251 Cowan (2014) 352 commenting on Martial’s 10.4: ‘It is an expression of the paradox that he wishes 

to reject one aspect of Callimacheanism, its remoteness from real life, while simultaneously not only 

retaining the Callimachean aesthetic of the humble and the small-scale, but pressing that aesthetic into 

symbolic service as representing his humble and small-scale subject-matter’. 
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epigrams experiment with how monuments and sculpture sound, forging witty 

dialogues between funerary inscriptions or talking statuettes and viewers, Martial 

gives an ironic twist to the Hellenistic poetics of the diminutive and makes the most 

sordid and un-monumental objects speak.252 Martial’s poetry of objects interacts with 

Hellenistic epigrammatic sophistication and yet is also materialistic and embedded in 

real life. By engaging with the material world of graffiti, the poet takes to extremes the 

poetics of fragmentation and inversion afforded by the Saturnalia, while stressing a 

use-directed and occasional consumption of poetry, which, as in the graffiti context, is 

embodied in tags. Hellenistic material poetics and aesthetics are pushed to their 

farthest extremes, up to the point that literary topoi break before our very own eyes.  

Like Prometheus, Martial is a poeta creator who plays with saturnalicio luto 

to produce little material things rather than élite collectibles: 

14.182. Sigillum gibberi fictile. 

Ebrius haec fecit terris, puto, monstra Prometheus: 

Saturnalicio lusit et ipse luto. 

14.182. Clay figurine of a hunchback. 

Methinks Prometheus was drunk when he made these Monsters for the earth. He too jested with 

Saturnalian clay.253 

As we have appreciated throughout, ludere versus is synonymous with the production 

of trivial poetry for the Saturnalia (‘Lude’ inquis, ‘nucibus’, 14.1.12). As craftsmen 

amuse themselves in creating grotesque comic masks (Sum figuli lusus russi persona 

Batavi, 14.176), so too a drunk Prometheus (et ipse), who, according to myth, 

fashioned man from clay, gives life to earthenware hunchbacks (monstra).254 On closer 

examination, this tipsy Prometheus creator can be equated with Martial the irreverent 

author, who subverts Greek refinement and transforms urbanitas into rusticitas, while 

 
252 See discussion in Gutzwiller (2002); Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004); Porter (2011). 
253 My emphasis. 
254 Mart. 14.176: Persona Germana. Sum figuli lusus russi persona Batavi. / quae tu derides, haec timet 

ora puer. A Batavian chief repressed the revolt in Germany in AD 69. For political themes and flattery 

expressed by poem-objects see esp. 14.26 (crines), 14.170 (signum Victoriae aureum) which evoke 

Domitian’s victory over the Chatti; 14.73 (psittacus) who learns how to hail the emperor; 14.99 

(bascauda) recalls Agricola’s battle of Mons Graupius in AD 84 and the recent annexation of Britain; 

14.124 (toga) which openly praises Domitian for making the people of Rome rerum dominos gentemque 

togatam, associating the emperor with Jupiter. The formula patently quotes Verg. Aen. 1.281-2. See 

Leary (1996) ad loc. On the intrusion of political eulogy into Martial’s poetic realm see also 13.137 

(coronae rosae) and discussion in Roman (2001). 
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mixing marble with clay figurines and making Hellenistic small-scale poetics invest 

not only in form but also the contents of its material poem-things. 

Indeed, the aphronitrum’s phrase – nescis quid Graeco nomine dicar (14.58.1) 

– playfully evokes Martial’s engagement with the Greek ekphrastic tradition in 

epigram 9.44:  

Alciden modo Vindicis255 rogabam 

esset cuius opus laborque felix. 

Risit, nam solet hoc, levique nutu 

‘Graece numquid’ ait ‘poeta nescis? 

inscripta est basis indicatque nomen.’ 

Λυσίππου lego, Phidiae putavi. 

                                            Mart. 9.44 

I recently asked the Alcides of Vindex whose work and happy labour he was. He laughed, for 

that is his way, and with a slight nod, “Poet,” he said, “don’t you know Greek? The base is 

inscribed and shows the name.” I read Lysippus. I thought it was Phidias’s.256  

In Book Nine, Martial encounters the speaking statuette of Hercules Epitrapezios 

which the learned Novius Vindex owns. The epigram, inscribed within the tradition of 

Greek epigrammatic ekphrasis on works of art, stages a dialogue between Hercules 

and Martial, who is about to write a flattering poem about the statuette and asks the 

artist’s name. Alcides mocks the poet because he (pretentiously) fails to read the 

inscribed base upon which he stands and humorously charges him of ignorance of 

Greek language: ‘Graece numquid’ ait ‘poeta nescis?’, 9.44.4. The sculptor, whom 

Martial had flatteringly mis-recognised as the great Phidias, turns out to be Lysippus. 

Martial represents himself as an uncultivated poet, a rusticus who is not able to identify 

the paternity of an objet d’art at first glance and whose knowledge of Greek is 

amusingly questioned by the speaking statue.257 This epigram exemplifies Martial’s 

denial of excessively refined poetics and his debasing interaction with the Hellenistic 

tradition. While in the ekphrastic genre, speaking works of art direct the viewer’s 

interpretation of the image, by ‘narrativising’ visual elements and by dramatising ‘the 

 
255 On the textual variants Vindicis (β) and Vindicem (γ) see Henriksén (2012) ad 9.44. Statius Silv. 4.6 

is about Novius Vindex’s Hercules Epitrapezios.  
256 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of the Loeb Edition (1993). My emphasis. 
257 Henriksén (2012) ad loc.; Neger (2014) 327-328.  
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moment of seeing meaning’, Hercules teases the poet’s ignorance in this epigram.258 

Martial is portrayed as being incapable of deciphering even the easiest features of the 

statuette, i.e. the inscription which states the name of the artist or the dedication of the 

object. The language of sophistication, through which ekphrastic epigram ‘constructs 

the viewing subject’ and imagines the onlooker’s response, by contrasting the stillness 

of art with the movement of words, is here debased into a playful dialogue, which is 

removed from the more complicated research on and exploitation of the paradoxes 

embedded in talking statues.259 Once again, Martial distances his own literary aims 

and subjects from excessive Hellenistic doctrina and λεπτότης. 

Greek engraved objects, which appear in the Apophoreta at epigrams 14.93-

95, evoke both the epigraphic origins and the sympotic context of epigram, which 

stretch back to the famous examples of the speaking Korakos’ vase, Nestor’s cup and 

the Dipylon vase.260 As Burzachechi notes, Greeks endowed many objects with the 

power of speech, from anthropomorphised ἀγάλματα to lifeless cups, vases, funerary 

inscriptions, stones, coins and weight measurements.261 Martial reworks this 

epigraphic tradition and inscribes vessels with short epigrams. The speaking engraved 

pocula archetypa, made of precious silver, take pride in their manufacturer, the Greek 

chaser and silversmith Mentor (Non est ista recens, nec nostri gloria caeli: / primus in 

his Mentor, dum facit illa, bibit, 14.93); humble engraved glassware professes to be 

indestructible (Non sumus audacis plebeia toreumata vitri, 14.94.1). Finally, a 

prestigious golden bowl glories in its craftsmen: the famous fourth-century vessels 

show awareness of their Greek masters and craftsmen and utter their own eulogies, 

recalling precisely those types of inscriptions indicating the name of the cup’s 

creator/owner which Martial pretends not to know in epigram 9.44. Indeed, Martial is 

self-conscious of his Greek inscribed and literary antecedents. Moreover, engraved 

 
258 Goldhill (1994) 197-223 at 202 and 204-205. Exemplar of Greek refined ekphrasis is the so-called 

Kairos epigram (Anth. Plan. 275), which offers the reader elements through which to interpret and read 

the meaning and point of its artistic representation. 
259 Goldhill (1994) passim. 
260 See Burzachechi (1962) 3-54 on the ancient tradition of inscribing vases and pinakes, which are the 

most numerous ‘speaking objects’ alongside sepulchral inscriptions; Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004) 285-

287. Mantiklos’ epigram is the most ancient talking dedicatory inscriptions. While Burzachechi explains 

that speaking objects are the result of an animist tendency in Greek culture, which gave soul and speech 

to ‘oggetti inanimati’, Svenbro (1993) 41-42 discards this animist explanation in favour of a linguistic 

one, that shows the relationship between the ego and the writtenness of the object-inscription: ‘By 

denying the ego any psychological depth, one can understand why, when the earliest inscriptions were 

produced, the first person was chosen to refer to the object bearing the inscription. For as long as the 

inscription can be read, the object will be there’. 
261 Burzachechi (1962) 3-54. 
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cups and new-year’s oil lamps, which may have been exchanged as souvenirs during 

banquets, might have provided a ready-made model for Martial’s own forging of 

talking vessels. Carpe diem, convivial motifs and wishes of all kinds appear on these 

objects, which bring to life the ambiguous status of ‘objects inscribed with writing’ 

and ‘writing inscribed on objects’.262 Pottery cups wish long life to those who drink 

from them: viva (‘live’), pleri (‘fill up’), pie zeses (‘drink and long life’), felix, vivas 

cum tuis pie zeses (‘long life to you and yours. Drink, long life to you’).263 

Furthermore, glassware and drinking vessels bear the name of their owners, while new 

year’s oil lamps normally wish a prosperous year to the recipient in the formula annum 

novum faustum felicem tibi (CIL XV 6202). While speaking drinking vessels are 

uncommon in the Anthologia Palatina, Callimachus writes an epigram about the 

dedication of a lamp, which speaks in propria persona: Τῷ με Κανωπίτᾳ Καλλίστιον 

εἴκοσι μύξαις / πλούσιον ἁ Κριτίου λύχνον ἔθηκε θεῷ / εὐξαμένα περὶ παιδὸς 

Ἀπελλίδος· ἐς δ᾿ ἐμὰ φέγγη / ἀθρήσας φάσεις “Ἕσπερε πῶς ἔπεσες;”, ‘To the god of 

Canopus did Callistion, daughter of Critias, dedicate me – a lamp enriched with twenty 

nozzles: a vow for her child Apellis. Looking on my light thou wilt say, “Hesperus, 

how art thou fallen?”’ (Anth. Pal. 6.148). The poem complicates the epigraphic 

tradition and exploits the absence of the object to create a witty dialogue between the 

lamp and the onlooker.264 In such cases, Martial mimics both the epigraphic tradition 

and Callimachus alike, for both these traditions are inextricable from one another. 

Therefore, the collapse of epigram into object and the twofold nature of epigram as 

text and material thing is inscribed all over the genre. Martial seemingly mimics the 

epigraphic talking inscriptions in order to make his epigrams potentially inscribable 

onto objects. Similarly, the cups from Boscoreale might have constituted a rich source 

for Epicurean-inspired pointed expressions on the ephemerality of life and the 

invitation to enjoy its pleasures.265 Although Martial’s inscribed speaking vessels do 

not explicitly develop such motifs, they nevertheless put into play the controversial 

relationship between (epigraphic and epigrammatic) text and object, where the 

boundaries between the literary and material are blurred.  

 
262 Porter (2011) 273. 
263 All these inscriptions are from the Ashmolean Latin Inscription Project Catalogue – Cooley (2019): 

see cat. AshLI 396 (pie zeses); AshLI 405 (pie zeses); AshLI 426 (vivas cum tuis pie zeses); AshLI 451 

(pleri); AshLI 452 (viva). 
264 See also Callimachus Epigram 5 on a talking nautilus shell with Selden (1998) 309-314.  
265 Gigante (1979) 103-109. See the thorough study by Dunbabin (1986) on the Boscoreale cups. 
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A quasi-ekphrastic interest in mythological figurines and poetic endeavours 

emerges anew at the heart of the Apophoreta, in epigrams 170-196, which deal with 

sigillaria and gift-copies of literary works. Amongst these statuettes, a prestigious 

Hercules Corinthius and a cheap Hercules fictilis are juxtaposed. The expensive bronze 

Hercules intertextually alludes to and gains prestige from the Virgilian verses at Aeneid 

8.697, which refer, however, to the imminent death of Cleopatra: the Virgilian necdum 

etiam geminos a tergo respicit anguis is evoked by Martial’s elidit geminos infans nec 

respicit anguis, ‘The infant strangles two snakes without looking at them’, 14.177.1.266 

The juxtaposed representation of Hercules in clay engenders laughter, since he 

counterintuitively presents himself as fragilis:  

14.178. Hercules fictilis. 

Sum fragilis: sed tu, moneo, ne sperne sigillum: 

non pudet Alciden nomen habere meum. 

14.178. Hercules in clay. 

I am fragile, but I warn you, do not scorn the figurine. Alcides is not ashamed to bear my name.267  

Despite its cheap value and fragility, which creates a humorous contrast with the 

strength of the hero in the previous epigram, magniloquent epic Hercules (Alciden) is 

not ashamed of being embodied in such a humble (epigrammatic) statuette. The 

juxtaposition between fragilis and the patronymic Alcides produces a parodic 

dissonance between Hercules’ greatness and his humble representation.268 To an 

extent, the hero excuses not only his low-quality material rendering, but also his 

literary representation and his metamorphosis from an epic to an epigrammatic hero. 

Like Hercules, Martial’s earthenware epigrams are fragile, sometimes even rustici, and 

yet they are not ashamed of treating, misappropriating and reapplying epic themes and 

style throughout. As discussed in Chapter Three, Martial had already transformed an 

epic Appian Way into an epigrammatic via, while making epic Hercules become a 

minor (epigrammatic) Alcides in comparison with the greater one, Domitian.269 This 

earthenware Hercules, contiguous to the epic-reminiscent and bronze one, is therefore 

evocative of the tension between humble epigram and grandiloquent epic. 

 
266 Leary (1996) ad loc. 
267 My emphasis. 
268 Leary (1996) ad loc. 
269 Mart. 9.101.11: Haec minor Alcides: maior quae gesserit audi. 
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Although Hinds demonstrates that the figurines of the section 14.170-182 show 

an intertextual awareness of their epic models, this search for sophisticated literary 

models within Martial’s poetry of objects has underplayed his unprecedented 

engagement with epigraphic texts, while overlooking the Greek epigrammatic 

tradition.270 In order to understand Martial’s innovative materialisation of literature in 

this book, it is crucial to turn our attention to the epigraphic context, where viewers 

are invited to consume literature in the form of fragmentary tags.271 Snippets of 

literature inhabit the spatial environment of the ancient city, mixed up with all other 

kinds of pragmatic forms of written communication. While we cannot deny Martial’s 

sophisticated engagement with literary works, his condensation of poetry into gift-

tags, fragmentary clausulae and material copies seemingly suggests a desultory 

consumption of poetry that invites a comparison with the world of graffiti. 

In the sequence of epigrams 14.183-196 literary works are reduced to 

epigrammatic couplets. The bulk of the fifteen volumes of the Metamorphoses is 

compacted into a codex edition and, more to the point, an elegiac couplet (14.192). A 

multiplex tabella, which numerically evokes the multitude of morphing bodies and the 

complex stratification of literary meanings and images in Ovid’s model, now wraps up 

the epic about mutatae formae.272 Martial’s materialistic focus on the physical format 

and on the imminent fragmentation of literary works into gift-copies highlights the 

transient nature of poetry over its transcendent aspirations.273 Nevertheless, not only 

are these works about to be fragmented into multiple book copies, but also into 

multiple clausulae which the reader is challenged to hunt for. In these epigrams, 

Martial publicises the advantages of codex editions (such as portability and light 

entertainment). In a chiastic disposition, Homer’s Batrachomyomachia (183) 

corresponds to Virgil’s Culex (185), while Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey (184) are paired 

with Virgil’s Aeneid (186).274 Not only are Homer’s and Virgil’s epics reduced to 

codex editions, enclosed and even hidden within ‘layers of skin’ and ‘small quantity 

of parchment’, but the Aeneid is reduced to its two opening words. In this way, Martial 

 
270 Hinds (2007) esp. 141-144. 
271 Gigante (1979); Milnor (2014). 
272 Ov. Tr. 1.1.117 and 3.14.19: sunt quoque mutatae, ter quinque uolumina, formae; see Leary (1996) 

ad loc. 
273 Roman (2001) 135. 
274 Roman (2001) 134 ‘The works are described more in terms of their physical format than their literary 

qualities, but there are nonetheless, embedded in these descriptions, elegant metaliterary observations, 

often revolving around issues of the large and the small, the trivial and the ambitious’. 
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recalls the materialisation of literary fragments in urban graffiti, where poetic tags 

become touchable by and visible to passers-by. Martial introduces the gift of Virgil’s 

minor poetic production, the Culex, in 14.185. 

14.185 Vergili Culix. 

Accipe facundi Culicem, studiose, Maronis, 

ne nucibus positis ARMA VIRUMQUE legas.                                         

14.185 Virgil’s “Gnat” 

Accept, studious reader, the “Gnat” of eloquent Maro; no need to read “Arms and the Man,” 

when you put away your nuts.275 

The light verses of the Culex are here provided for an ironically defined studiosus 

lector, who, occupied with the Saturnalian game of nuts, should not turn his attention 

(ne…legas) to Virgil’s Aeneid, whose epic tone and content alike are inappropriate to 

the festivities.276 The juxtaposition of nucibus and arma virumque emphasises the 

contrast between nugatory games and weighty literature. Provocatively, rather than 

offering any thematic reference to the Culex, Martial provides the reader with a 

negative comparandum, Virgil’s Aeneid, which takes on the role of sophisticated 

literature in opposition to light-hearted entertainment. The tag arma virumque creates 

a thematic connection between Homeric (184) and Virgilian epics (186). Although 

identifying a literary work with its opening words or with its main characters was a 

literary convention, Martial’s fragmentation of the Aeneid in the Saturnalian context 

makes it tempting to detect an intentional mimicry of graffiti tags.277 The contiguity of 

the epigrams dedicated to epic Homer and Virgil’s Culex underscores the intertextual 

connections between the two poets. Indeed, arma virumque already entailed a game of 

poetic reminiscences and condensation of Homeric epics. Perhaps of Ennian 

inspiration, the Virgilian incipit thematically and stylistically conjures up both the 

Iliad’s martial themes (arma) and the Odyssey’s heroic peregrinations (virumque).278 

While the hexameter now hosts the Culex, arma virumque (cano) is confined to the 

 
275 My emphasis. 
276 Leary (1996) ad loc. 
277 Hinds (1998) 104-121, esp. at 117 on literary allusions to the opening lines of the Aeneid 1-5 in Met. 

14.476-479; Borgo (2007) 133-147. Virgil’s Aeneid is referred to either with the opening words or by 

the main character. See for instance Ov. Ars am. 3.337: profugum Aenean: Tr. 2.533: Aeneidos auctor. 

Martial refers to the Iliad by calling it Ilias, while the Odyssey is identified with Vlixes (14.184).  
278 Paratore and Canali (1978) ad loc. Virum responds to ἄνδρα within the incipit of the Odyssey, while 

arma thematically invokes the opening line of the Iliad, where Achilles’ μῆνιν responds to the virtus in 

arms of Aeneas. The nexus arma virumque is inflected throughout his works many times. See also Ecl. 

6.3: cum canerem reges et proelia, which introduces the themes of the Virgilian epos. See Cucchiarelli 

(2012) ad loc. 
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pentameter and the verb cano, replaced by legas, produces all sorts of ironic 

comments.279 Strategically, Martial’s legas draws attention to the material existence 

and circulation of the text, either in book format, or as a tag, materialised in further 

spatial contexts. Martial, I argue, achieves the materialistic equation between poetry 

and thing and the fragmentation of the Aeneid by provocatively evoking the world of 

graffiti. Both the emphasis on the verb legere, which stresses the material forms of the 

text and the act of collecting (quotations), as much as the address to an ironically 

defined cultivated reader (studiosus), whose knowledge of Virgil’s epos might have 

been reduced to its incipit, invite us to compare Martial’s fragmentation with the 

graffiti culture of quotation and to interpret his reader as an occasional consumer of 

(literary) graffiti.280 

When we turn to the material world, the opening line of the Aeneid, which is 

often reduced to the fragment arma virumque, appears to have achieved a ubiquitous 

presence in the streets of ancient cities as a consequence of the almost proverbial status 

that it had taken on across centuries. The bulk of quotations in graffiti of the incipit 

from Aeneid Books One and Two suggests that the epos circulated and was consumed 

by the wider public in the form of moveable tags, which interacted with more popular 

forms of writing. Temptingly enough, Martial’s project of materialising the literary 

world into exchangeable distiches and exposing it to all sorts of reductions, 

compressions and fragmentations, finds an interesting parallel in the (fragmentary) 

ways in which literature circulated on the walls of ancient cities. Pompeii, where 

selected lines of the Aeneid became popular quotable citations, provides us with a 

fruitful case-study.  

As Milnor demonstrates, the graffiti culture of quotation entails ‘an aesthetics 

of fragmentation’ according to which ‘tags were repeated and recombined in different 

ways to express different ideas’.281 Such is the case of the graffito CLE 354 (CIL IV 

1520), which, conflating Propertian and Ovidian reminiscences, reverberates like a 

refrain in different spatial settings: Candida me docuit nigras odisse puellas. / Odero 

si potero, si non, inuitus amabo. / scripsit Venus Fisica Pompeiana, ‘A fair girl taught 

 
279 On a similar word game, which opposes poem as song and written poetic act see Juv. 4.34-36: Incipe, 

Calliope. licet et considere: non est / cantandum, res uera agitur. narrate, puellae / Pierides, prosit 

mihi uos dixisse puellas. 
280 Note how Martial ironically addresses a studious lector in the opening poem of Book One: cui, lector 

studiose, quod dedisti / viventi decus atque sentienti, / rari post cineres habent poetae, Mart. 1.1.4-6. 
281 Milnor (2014) 236. See also Cugusi (2008) 43-95. 
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me to hate dark girls. I will hate if I can, if not, I shall love unwillingly. Venus Fisica 

Pompeiana wrote this’.282 This text, which results from the contamination of two 

elegiac models, demonstrates an innovative and original take on poetic strategies of 

allusion. While the first line represents a variation of Propertius’ donec me docuit 

castas odisse Puellas (‘until (the villain) taught me to shun decent girls’, 1.1.5), the 

second line constitutes a verbatim quotation from Ovid, odero si potero; si non, inuitus 

amabo (‘I will hate, if I have strength; if not, I shall love unwilling’, Am. 3.11.35).283 

On Pompeian walls, poetic citations, which range from Ennius to Lucretius, Propertius 

to Ovid, stimulate responses from the viewer/reader.284 Graffiti often quote the 

opening words of poetic works, or rather lines which had acquired a quasi-proverbial 

status. Therefore, Lucretius circulates on the walls of Pompeii in the proemial tags 

Aeneadum genetrix and ductores Danaum (1.86);285 Propertius’, Tibullus’ and Ovid’s 

love poems are embodied into clausulae and hemistichs or adapted within new elegiac 

couplets;286 while Virgil, who deserves the palm of victory as far as poetic citations 

are concerned, mostly appears in the fragmentary tags arma virumque (1.1) and 

conticuere omnes (2.1).287  

The widespread presence of Virgilian syntagms in Pompeii has been 

conventionally ascribed to the primary role of the Aeneid in schools and rhetorical 

education.288 The selective status of Pompeian Virgilian quotations has led critics to 

 
282 The translation here provided is my own adaptation of Milnor (2014) vii. Prop. 1.1.5; Ov. Am. 

3.15.35 and Tr. 2.365. See Cugusi (2008) 74-75. It often appears abbreviated in the form candida me 

docuit nigras: CIL IV 1520; 1526; 1528; 3040; 1523. See Milnor (2014) 89 ff. Other repeated graffiti 

are CLE 928 (CIL IV 1227): Venimus hoc [uiui, iam festin]o magis ire, cupimus / ut liceat nostros 

uisere, Roma, lares; CLE 45 (CIL IV 2360): Amat qui scribit, pedicatur qui legit / qui oscultat prurit, 

pathicus est qui praeterit. / ursi me comedant, et ego uerpa(m) qui lego. 
283 See Gigante (1979) 188-190. 
284 Gigante (1979) 153-178; Benefiel (2011). 
285 CIL IV 3072; 5020. 
286 Gigante (1979) 192-193 on the presence of elegiac poetry on the walls of Pompeii. 
287 See Gigante (1979) on the poetic tags in Pompeii. Ennius: CIL IV 3135; 7353; Propertius CIL IV 

1520; 1894; 4491; 9847; Ovid: CIL IV 1324; 1893; 1895; 1520; 3149; 9847. See Milnor (2014) 

appendix for a thorough list of Virgilian loci in Pompeian graffiti. The Aeneid is the most quoted poem, 

but there are attestations from Eclogues, Georgics, Pseudo-Virgilian Copa and Culex. See Wallace 

(2005) 80-83 on literary quotations in wall graffiti in Pompeii. 
288 Virgilian tags in graffiti are widespread in the Roman empire: see two graffiti on the Palatine Hill in 

Rome, one in Dura Europos (AE 1954, 263) and one on ostracon at Mons Claudianus. The Vindolanda 

tablets corroborate the idea that Virgil was studied in schools. See Quint. Inst. 9.3.52-53: arma 

uirumque – multum ille et terris – multa quoque.’ Aduerbia quoque et pronomina uariantur; 11.3.36-

37: Suspenditur ‘arma uirumque cano’, quia illud ‘uirum’ ad sequentia pertinet, ut sit ‘uirum Troiae 

qui primus ab oris’, et hic iterum. Nam etiam si aliud est unde uenit quam quo uenit, non distinguendum 

tamen, quia utrumque eodem uerbo continetur ‘uenit’. In both instances the Aeneid seems to have 

played a crucial role in rhetorical education. Milnor (2014) 261 argues that the graffiti quotations from 

the Aeneid might suggest a rhetorical interest in acts of spoken communication: ‘Rather than seeing the 
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interpret them as cultural products of a school environment, rather than evidence for a 

thorough engagement with Augustan epos.289 However, a certain number of graffiti 

shows a more productive take on Virgil’s Aeneid, which enjoyed a popular material as 

much as literary afterlife.290 Images of the story of Aeneas were inflected in numerous 

material media and inhabited the lettered environment through various graffiti. The 

poem’s first line, arma uirumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris, occurs in Pompeian 

graffiti seventeen times, often compressed into the shortened tag arma virumq.291 The 

evidence suggests that at least the incipit of the poem was well known and that it might 

have come to indicate, as in literary sources, the title of the work.292 Scattered 

throughout the city in different physical settings, from houses to shops, atria to 

peristyles, the Virgilian tag moved across space, creating productive interactions with 

juxtaposed graffiti.293 Two graffiti deserve a closer investigation. Both CIL IV 2361 

and CIL IV 9131 embed arma virumque and combine it with new hemistichs, showing 

how the graffiti culture of quotation is far from unoriginal or ‘sub-literary’.294 

Carmina(m) / communemne / arma virumque cano Tro(iae) 

                                                                              CIL IV 2361 

This now lost graffito, which was found scratched on the door on the western wall of 

a taberna (IX.i.4), emphasises the popular reception and consumption of the Aeneid in 

Pompeii.295 Arguably, while carmen commune ne draws attention to the interaction 

between practical and literary inspired forms of writing, both essential in the co-

production of the literary space of Pompeii, the juxtaposition between communem and 

arma virumque elicits the inference that Virgil’s poem (or, at least, its opening line) 

was conceived as a ‘popular song’, whose popularity graffiti contributed to increase 

 
quotations from the Aeneid on Pompeian walls as merely the tip of a vast iceberg of knowledge about 

Virgil – interest in and grasp of the whole story of Aeneas and his founding of the Roman race – I 

suspect that we should view their bias towards the spoken in more prosaic terms, as evidence of interest 

in the meaning and mechanics of oral communication’. 
289 Milnor (2014) 237 n. 13 with reference to Harris (1989) 261. 
290 On Virgil’s presence in Pompeii see Gigante (1979) 163-183. Gigante (1979) 163 quoting Joly 

(1976) 99: ‘A Pompei, Virgilio è nelle memorie, nelle vie, nelle case. […] Il Virgilio scolastico diviene 

un Virgilio popolare e i graffiti sono l’espressione di questa popolarità e, ad un tempo, la garantiscono 

e la diffondono’.  
291 Gigante (1979) 169. 
292 Gigante (1979) 169. 
293 On the importance of spatial interaction and the idea of three-dimensional dialogue amongst graffiti 

see Benefiel (2011) 20-48 and Milnor (2014) 238-242. See also Baird and Taylor (2011) 1-19 for an 

overview on graffiti. 
294 See Milnor (2014) esp. 250-251. 
295 Milnor (2014) 242. 
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and spatially disseminate.296 The physical location of the Virgilian quotation is telling. 

It implies that people might consume this literary snippet, embedded in everyday life 

contexts, before entering a more entertaining environment, that of a taberna. 

Strikingly, as Milnor notes, the presence of the verb cano in graffiti, which often stress 

the material aspects of their written production and authority through verbs such as 

scribo accompanied by the composer’s signature and which explicitly refer to 

themselves as written texts, creates a dissonance between its content and context.297 

When the graffito author deploys cano, he deliberately detaches his poetic act from the 

‘written materiality’ of graffiti and points towards a sophisticated literary creation, 

which identifies poem as song (cano).298 As Milnor writes, ‘the idea of a sung poem 

is, within the context of the graffiti, anomalous, so that the use of cano necessarily 

invokes the high literary tradition represented by Virgil rather than the general 

discourse of graffiti’ and makes the poetic quotation immediately identifiable by the 

public.299 To an extent, Virgil’s arma virumque is devoid of its original meaning and 

acquires significance as an erudite gesture.300 This seems to be particularly confirmed 

by electoral notices, where the tag arma virumque becomes integral to ‘the discourse 

of advertisement’ and enhances the representation of the political candidate, who is 

invested by an aura of erudition.301  

While in electoral programmata Virgilian citations acquire a meaningfulness 

as part of a new physical setting, there are further contexts in which the phrase arma 

virumque is recontextualised in a parodic way.302 Outside the ‘House of Fabius 

Ululitremulus’ (IX.xiii.5), we find an interaction between a painting of Aeneas 

carrying Anchises and Ascanius away from Troy, the figure of Romulus and a 

Virgilian-inspired graffito, scratched on the outside wall near the door:303  

 

 
296 Gigante (1979) 163-183 on the popular reception of Virgil in Pompeian graffiti. At 164: ‘Il Virgilio 

scolastico diviene un Virgilio popolare, e i graffiti sono l’espressione di questa popolarità e, ad un 

tempo, la garantiscono e la diffondono’; Milnor (2014) 240 and 245 on the interaction between ‘two 

very different kinds of writing practice, what we may term the pragmatic and the literary’.  
297 Milnor (2014) esp. 240-247. 
298 Milnor (2014) esp. 240-242. 
299 Milnor (2014) 247. 
300 Milnor (2014) 247. 
301 See discussion of the significance of Virgil’s quotation within the electoral notice supporting Gaius 

Cuspius Pansa for aedile (CIL IV 7129) in Milnor (2014) esp. 242-245. 
302 Milnor (2014) 245. 
303 See Gigante (1979) 170; Cooley and Cooley (2004) 71-72; Milnor (2014) 248-251. 
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Fullones ululamque cano, non arma virumq(ue)  

                                                          CIL IV 9131 

I sing of the fullers and the screech owl, not of the arms and the man. 

The graffito satirically neglects the traditional epos of war and men in favour of a 

humbler popular epic, which sings (cano) of the deeds of fullones and screech owls. 

Woolworkers, the new heroes of Pompeii, paradoxically replace old mythic Aeneas. 

Non embeds the negation of Virgil’s epic, which is reduced to the familiar tag arma 

virumque and misplaced at the end of the verse. The incipit of the hexameter now 

accommodates the poetically innovative subject, fullones ululamque, while cano, 

borrowed from Virgil, is misappropriated by the written environment of the graffito. 

The humble line negotiates a poetic competition with Virgil’s song and avenges the 

space of poetic production for its own more quotidian topics. No one will sing either 

of men and arms or fullones and ululam. The pun, rather, resides in the opposition 

between cano, which evokes refined poetic production, the song produced by the owl 

(ulula) and the material context of the graffito.304 The building bears a further graffito, 

which stands beneath inscription mocking Virgil, whereby Ululitremulus, paired with 

Sulla, features in as a supporter of Cuspius Pansa and Popidius Secundus as aediles, 

C(aium) Cuspium Pansam et / L(ucium) Popidium L(uci) f(ilium) Secundum aed(iles) 

o(ro) v(os) f(aciatis) / Fabius Ululitremulus cum Sul(l)a rog(at) (CIL IV 7963).305 The 

identification of house-owners in Pompeii from this sort of programmata has generally 

proven to be unreliable.306 Nevertheless, the interaction of the fullones ululamque 

graffito with Aeneas’ painting enhances the humour of this Virgilian adaptation. The 

line teases the fuller’s cognomen, which, as a nomen-omen, the ‘owl-fearer’, 

encapsulates the inscribed joke on ululam cano. Therefore, the graffito writer 

ingeniously combines knowledge of the Virgilian tag, metrical abilities and spatial 

awareness to bring to life an original line, which proactively interacts with literary as 

well as spatial contexts.307 By denying the Virgilian epos and replacing it with a new 

popular song about woolworkers, the hexameter offers a parodic written response to 

 
304 Milnor (2014) 251 aptly observes: ‘The point is that in neither case is anyone actually singing; cano 

is funny here because it evokes a world of elite literary performance – perhaps in contrast with the 

‘song’ of the owl which gave the ulula its name – while its written form reminds us that even Virgil’s 

song had long since been circulating as a material text’. See also Gigante (1979) 170: ‘L’autore si rivela 

quasi una civetta che cerchi di emulare un cigno nel foggiare il verso graffito nella fullonica di Fabio 

Ululitremulus’. 
305 See Milnor (2014) 248-249. 
306 See discussion in Milnor (2014) esp. 249. 
307 Milnor (2014) 248-252. 
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Aeneas’ depiction next to the door of the House. Moreover, the graffito author shows 

awareness of the literary qualities of his product: in a metrically correct hexameter, the 

Virgilian hemistich is postponed to a closural position and replaced by a new parodic 

hemistich, which now gains prominence at the beginning of the line. This specimen, 

therefore, pushes against the traditional conception of epigraphy’s sub-literary 

engagement with literature. Far from being a verbatim quotation, the graffito interacts 

with Virgil’s text in a creative way and shows a witty take on poetic quotations. 

Virgilian-inspired graffiti tags, which are well-attested in Pompeii, are widespread 

across the empire, from Rome to Dura Europos, where an ostracon bears the Aeneid’s 

opening lines.308 This is particularly important, for it demonstrates that the patterns of 

literary distribution and circulation that we are able to reconstruct for Pompeii can find 

their validation in Rome, despite the available evidence being scarcer. 

Similarly, Martial exploits metrical adaptations, literary fragmentations and 

surrounding context to depict the Aeneid as embodying a sophisticated poetic activity, 

which is inappropriate to the playful occupations of the Saturnalia. As in the graffiti 

examined above, Martial removes arma virumque from its original initial position in 

the hexameter, by provocatively delaying it to the pentameter. Such a metrical move, 

however, had its own literary tradition, for both Ovid in Tristia 2 and Seneca in the 

Letters dislocate the hemistich arma virumque from its opening position.309 As a result, 

light-hearted Culex inhabits the (more epic) hexameter, ironically surrounded by the 

oxymoronic facundi and studiose, which might otherwise more fittingly apply to the 

Aeneid. Newly confined to the punchline, Virgil’s poem becomes synonymous with 

learned and prestigious poetry, opposed to the game of nuts (nucibus positis), to the 

entertaining Culex and, by extension, to epigrammatic distiches. When Martial 

addresses a studiosus lector, he parodies a desultory engagement with the Aeneid 

which, as in graffiti contexts, rarely goes (or should go) beyond its opening clausula. 

Martial’s reduction of the Aeneid to the tag arma virumque, therefore, recalls the 

fragmentary circulation of poetry across the walls of Pompeii, where the poem’s incipit 

is misappropriated and reinvented in various spaces. Literary inspired graffiti, which 

quote poetry in memorable lines and fragments, provide Martial with a model for the 

 
308 Rome: Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) cat. 166; Solin and Itkonen-Kaila (1966) cat. 41; Dura 

Europos: AE 1954, 263. 
309 Ov. Tr. 2.1.534; Sen. Ep. 113.25.8; see also Sil. Pun. 9.100. 
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transformation and fragmentation of literature into (gift)-tags and hemistichs to be 

parodically deployed in inappropriate contexts.  

A further intentional parody is at play in Martial’s citation of the Aeneid: arma 

virumque cano morphs into arma virumque legas.310 Legas creates a satirical contrast 

with Virgil’s cano, making paradoxes about poetic production and consumption 

proliferate, reinvigorating Martial’s desired equation between poetry and (material) 

thing. As we have appreciated, within the context of graffiti, the verb cano clashes 

with the materiality of the inscribed texts and creates a discrepancy between the 

sophisticated conceptualisation of poem as song and the material realities of graffiti. 

Martial replaces cano with legas to emphasise the processes whereby poetry 

materialises into gift-copies and detachable tags and he highlights the transformation 

of the refined conceptualisation of poetic production as song into embodied experience 

of poetry. Either folded into mini editions, compressed into exchangeable and material 

epigrammatic couplets or fragmented into two-word clausulae quotations, Virgil’s text 

has already experienced all sorts of materialisation, fragmentation, embodiment and 

compression, both in the literary and in the material worlds. Martial offers a Virgil in 

fragments to his readers, who can read the tag arma virumque amongst all the other 

distiches provided in the Apophoreta. As 14.188 suggests, we might also step outside 

the book – carpere te longas cum Cicerone vias – and hunt for Virgilian tags in the 

three-dimensional urban environment of Pompeii (and Rome). Nonetheless, legas, 

whose metrical position recalls lemmata sola legas of epigram 14.2, might also mean 

‘collect’, unveiling Martial’s game of collecting readable as well as material poems. 

Precisely because we are invited to read/collect only the headings of each poem 

(lemmata), arma virumque, which traditionally indicates the title of the Aeneid, might 

be enough for the lazy reader. Like Juvenal’s non est cantandum (Sat. 4.34-35), legas 

here emphasises a more ‘use-directed’ and material conceptualisation of a literary act. 

We can read or collect Virgilian tags across space and time, within the literary as well 

as material worlds, and be satisfied with such a desultory consumption. The idea of 

collection is important for Martial’s project, which collects epigrams, objects and 

poetic fragments alike. As Morson writes, ‘an anthology of quotations is a museum of 

utterances. It collects and displays masterpieces of phrase and thought in a small space. 

Unlike art museums, of course, anthologies of short literary works have no unique 

 
310 My emphasis. 
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original that leaves only mere substitutes for rivals. Verbal art is infinitely reproducible 

with no copy more genuine than the others’.311 Martial’s Apophoreta can be read as a 

museum of poetic highlights, reproduced and re-contextualised for the reader’s 

perusal.  

In Martial’s collection of couplets, we are tempted to exchange our collected 

(fragment of) Virgil’s arma virumque for a sexually ambiguous auriscalpium (arma 

damus tantis apta libidinibus, 14.23.2); a parazonium (arma tribunicium, 14.32.2); or 

a barber’s gear (Tondendis haec arma tibi sunt apta capillis, 14.36.1).312 These are all 

every-day material ‘arms’ which Martial translates into poetry and which can equally 

replace Virgil’s arma in his textual game. Even before Martial’s poetic experiment 

with the Apophoreta, graffiti had already fragmented Virgil into a selection of quotable 

tags and individual fragments which circulated almost independently from the 

Virgilian corpus, taking on new meanings according to their spatial settings. Martial 

exploits the graffiti model and encourages the consumption of works of literature in 

the form of gift-tags and fragments rather than as coherent poetic endeavours, 

privileging the material and pragmatic over a more transcendent conceptualisation of 

the literary act. This is the kind of consumption that he proposes for his own Xenia and 

Apophoreta, ‘museums of great verbal artworks’, which we are entitled to consume as 

such.313 In Martial’s Flavian era, there is no space for mighty singers of wars, not only 

because poetic patronage no longer guarantees the secure space of otium, but also 

because Martial, who firmly proclaims the importance of the epigrammatic genre, 

would always choose to be a Marsus over a Maro:  

Temporibus nostris aetas cum cedat avorum 

   creverit et maior cum duce Roma suo, 

ingenium sacri miraris desse Maronis 

   nec quemquam tanta bella sonare tuba. 

sint Maecenates, non derunt, Flacce, Marones 

   Vergiliumque tibi vel tua rura dabunt. 

iugera perdiderat miserae vicina Cremonae 

   flebat et abductas Tityrus aeger oves: 

 
311 Morson (2011) 34-35. 
312 My emphasis. 
313 Morson (2011) 35. 
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risit Tuscus eques paupertatemque malignam 

   reppulit et celeri iussit abire fuga. 

‘Accipe divitias et vatum maximus esto; 

   tu licet et nostrum’ dixit ‘Alexin ames.’ 

adstabat domini mensis pulcherrimus ille 

   marmorea fundens nigra Falerna manu, 

et libata dabat roseis carchesia labris, 

   quae poterant ipsum sollicitare Iovem. 

excidit attonito pinguis Galatea poetae 

   Thestylis et rubras messibus usta genas; 

protinus ITALIAM concepit et ARMA VIRUMQUE, 

   qui modo vix Culicem fleverat ore rudi. 

quid Varios Marsosque loquar ditataque vatum 

   nomina, magnus erit quos numerare labor? 

Ergo ero Vergilius, si munera Maecenatis 

   des mihi? Vergilius non ero, Marsus ero. 

                                                     Mart. 8.55 

Since our grandsires’ epoch yields to our own times and Rome has grown greater with her 

Leader, you wonder that sacred Maro’s genius is lacking and that no man sounds of wars with 

so mighty a trumpet. Let there be Maecenases, Flaccus, and we shall not want for Maros: your 

own countryside will give you a Virgil. Grieving Tityrus had lost his acres close to hapless 

Cremona and was bemoaning his ravished sheep: the Tuscan knight smiled and drove back 

malignant Poverty, telling her be off and quickly. “Take riches and be greatest of poets,” he said; 

“you may even love my Alexis.” That beauteous lad was standing by his master’s board pouring 

the dark Falernian with a hand as white as marble and offering goblets tasted by rosy lips, lips 

that might stir Jove himself. The astonished poet forgot buxom Galatea and Thestylis with her 

red cheeks tanned by the harvests. Forthwith he conceived Italy and “Arms and the man,” though 

his prentice lips had but lately with difficulty mourned the Gnat. Why should I speak of Varius 

and Marsus and other names of poets made rich, whom it would be great labour to enumerate? 

Well then, shall I be a Virgil if you were to give me the gifts of a Maecenas? I shall not be a 

Virgil, I shall be a Marsus. 

The patronage of a new Maecenas would not turn Martial into a Maro, but rather, into 

a Marsus. As Nauta writes, ‘this must imply that the epigrams that Martial would write 

have a seriousness and relevance that make them a fit alternative to the Aeneid’.314 As 

we have seen throughout, Martial engages in a competition with epic with Virgil’s 

epos in particular, both linguistically and thematically. Martial’s fragmented literary 

world represents the new Flavian epic. It plays on the paradoxical interaction with non-

 
314 Nauta (2007) 12; see also discussion by Byrne (2004) esp. 257-260. 
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literary written texts, yet it is imbued with high poetic tradition and Hellenistic 

refinement. It is rusticus and yet cultivated, embodying all kinds of ephemera; but it 

proclaims that it is more monumental than the Flavian Amphitheatre.315 

At the end of the Apophoreta, through a further game of allusion to the great 

Virgil, the reader is invited to resume his quotidian occupations, for the Saturnalian 

festival, with all its inversions, parodies, excesses and freedoms, has come to an end:316 

14.223. Adipata. 

Surgite: iam vendit pueris ientacula pistor 

 cristataeque sonant undique lucis aves. 

14.223. Children’s Dainties. 

Rise. Already the baker is selling boys their breakfast, and the crested birds of daybreak sound 

from every side.317 

As a closural device, epigram 14.223 echoes the Virgilian surgamus of Ecl. 10.75, 

where the end of the day signals the impossibility for the pastoral song to continue and 

announces the conclusion of the entire collection. Similarly, when the sun rises, the 

Saturnalia, the reader’s experience and Martial’s poetic divertissements, which are 

envisaged as coextensive with the temporal duration of the festival, expire.318 With 

this final game of intertextuality, Martial brings to an end all the Saturnalian literary 

inversions and parodies, which are replaced by a post-holiday reality. As in the 

matching collection of the Xenia, 13.127, where Martial subverts Horace’s 

proclamation of poetic independence and autonomy by mis-quoting Odes 1.38, so too 

in this final poem, by alluding to Virgil’s surgamus, Martial reminds us that poetry 

cannot be disentangled from political discourse and that, either within or outside the 

fiction of the Saturnalia, Domitian’s controlling gaze is the most obvious truth. 

 

 

 

 

 
315 See Nauta (2007) 14-15.  
316 Citroni (1989) 220-221; Barchiesi (2005) 328. 
317 My emphasis. 
318 See Roman (2001) 132. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

As we have seen throughout, Martial’s collections of edible gifts and objects are far 

more than catalogues to dip into. They bring into question the relationship between 

units and totality, internal fragmentation and coherence, occasion and epigram, 

ephemerality and durability, the material and the literary, the sophisticated and the sub-

literary. This is poetry that reflects on the political and poetic possibilities of inversion 

and subversion afforded by the Saturnalia, a literary space that further explores the 

interchangeability of poetry and munus, as either amphitheatrical, epitaphic or poetic. 

A close reading of poems in the Xenia has revealed how Martial constructs material 

and three-dimensional food-poems, which are ephemeral and coextensive with the 

festival, but also more durable thanks to their repeatable nature. As we have 

appreciated in the Liber spectaculorum, poetic materialisation and monumentalisation 

can and should always be considered as integral to epigram, which, despite its size, 

can become even more monumental than epic. The obsessive epigrammatic attention 

to the smallest detail makes objects and poems alike become colossal in the reader’s 

eyes.319 Martial’s project can overthrow epic in Saturn’s mundus inversus. Yet, epic is 

also recast and parodied in the mouths of speaking objects, which play on the blurred 

boundaries between text and object, in a way that recalls the epigraphic origin of 

epigram and satirises Hellenistic interest in the paradoxes of singing monuments. 

Epigrams are virtually inscribed upon foodstuffs, re-elaborating the trope of the 

‘edible’ inscriptions that survive from the ancient world. Erudite flamingos present the 

etymology of their name, Lucanian sausages and jars of muria introduce themselves 

with grandiloquent patronymics. These poems deal with issues of voice and authority 

which are also thematised in inscriptions. As discussed, the deployment of epitaphic 

rhetoric in epigram 13.25 illuminates a humorous relationship between epigram and 

epitaph that recalls graffiti, bringing to prominence questions of space and authority, 

spatial interactions and voice. Epigram 13.33 suggests how similar strategies of 

intertextual allusion in both epigrams and epitaphs may nonetheless afford completely 

opposite results. In this collection Martial uses epitaphic form and amphitheatrical 

allusions to explore how the relationship between poetic, edible and funerary munera 

gives new life to Saturnalian inversions and delights the public of diners/readers. 

Nevertheless, amphitheatrical scenes also evoke the punitive nature of Domitian’s 

 
319 Porter (2011). 
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powers and invoke a less celebratory interpretation of the Saturnalia, paradoxically 

positioned between freedom and imperial authority.   

As I have argued, Martial deploys the art of quotation in the Apophoreta to 

reconfigure his relationship with the literary past, providing his readers with 

entertainment, but also drawing attention to changed poetic and political 

circumstances, for poetry is reduced to a new material entity. Dislocated citations and 

their materialisation into gift-tags allow Martial to subvert literary hierarchies in 

Saturnalian fashion and to remake élite epics through the material and the ‘sub-

literary’. Simultaneously, the project of citations invites a more bitter reflection on the 

lost Augustan otium and issues of poetic autonomy. Martial’s engagement with the 

graffiti art of quotation is crucial to his own project of morphing poetry into embodied 

tags and objects to acquire in the age of spectacles and consumerism. As post-

Augustan literary traditions and Pompeian graffiti demonstrate (CIL IV 2361; CIL IV 

9131), Virgilian texts had already experienced all kinds of fragmentations, 

compressions and materialisations, which Martial exploits in order to offer his reader 

an embodied experience of literature, which privileges the material and the transient 

over the durable and transcendent. 
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Conclusion 

In the early empire epigraphic poetry inscribed on tombstones, walls and utensils of 

all kinds, along with the innovations brought about by the book roll, reinforced the 

perception that poetry could be experienced as simultaneously text and object.1 At 

every turn, textuality and materiality coalesce in Martial’s poetry, bringing to the fore 

a fascination with texts as objects and objects as texts that begins for us in the 

Hellenistic era. Where we look for the literary in Martial we are bound to seek the 

material; where we encounter the highly poetic we are invited to search for the 

epigraphic. In Martial’s hands, epigram zooms in on the physical realities of the 

Flavian empire and thrives in the mimetic associations with material and epigraphic 

cultures.  

Epigram mimics inscribed foodstuffs (13.47; 14.70) and inscriptions on 

instrumentum domesticum (14.94-96). It configures itself as a palatable morsel 

(10.59), a distich engraved on Saturnalian vessels or a dedication chiselled on 

statuettes of mythical heroes (14.170-182). Its satiric mordacity has the potential to 

inflict indelible stigmata on the readers’ foreheads, an image that summons the 

epigraphic tradition of marking the bodies of slaves and criminals (6.64; 12.61).2 

Moreover, epigram showcases itself as an impromptu graffito scratched onto the 

marble surfaces of the Amphitheatre (Spect. 31), an epitaph which lazy readers pass 

by (1.1; 11.106), or a literary palimpsest (10.18; 10.28). Yet epigram also evokes the 

language of authoritative official inscriptions in order to disseminate political and 

ideological messages and to celebrate the role as poet laureate (Spect. 1-3; 9.101).  

Martial’s epigram moves between transcendence and materiality, durability 

and ephemerality. The success and survivability of epigrams are predicated on readers 

and patrons. If readers admire and carry Martial’s verses on their lips, his poetry will 

live on and achieve a virtually worldwide dissemination through oral recitation (1.1; 

8.3). Yet Martial repeatedly imagines his papyrus caught up by the worst of physical 

punishments, emphasising the materiality of poetry (e.g. 3.2). As we have appreciated 

throughout, Martial associates his verses both with ephemeral and with durable writing 

forms and media. His epigrams are simultaneously valuable poetic works sent to 

 
1 Milnor (2014). 
2 See Grewing (1997) ad 6.64. 
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patrons and waste papers. My thesis has explored how Martial’s epigrams mediate 

between the poles of transcendence and materiality in the light of epigraphic 

production. Simultaneously, by re-reading epigraphic poetry through the lens of 

Martial’s epigrams, this thesis has offered new understandings of poetic production 

and consumption across different media, illuminating concerns about paradox and 

literary worth that characterise inscribed texts. As I have discussed, Martial’s project 

engages in a dialogue with a wide variety of writing habits and forms, combining 

literary sophistication with materialist aesthetics. It is precisely by taking into 

consideration both the literary and the material that this thesis has grasped the 

innovations of Martial’s poetry and, in turn, has shed fresh light on epigraphic culture. 

Martial’s poetic experiment looks different from an interdisciplinary 

perspective. This thesis has explored the extent to which epigrams and epigraphic 

habits entertain a multifaceted dialogue in Martial’s poetry. Bridging the gulf between 

literary criticism and epigraphy, my combined analysis of literary epigrams and 

epigraphic texts and investigation of epigraphic strategies in Martial’s corpus have 

revealed a profound interaction between epigrams and epigraphic culture. My project 

has challenged the traditional scholarly interpretation of epigrammatic and epigraphic 

cultures as discrete phenomena and has disrupted traditional notions of directionality 

and hierarchies of influence. Instead, epigrammatic and epigraphic writings display 

interconnected conceptualisations of poetic monumentality and textual materiality and 

parallel interventions into and responses to socio-political phenomena, such as 

damnatio memoriae and Saturnalian carnival. 

At the same time, the study of Martial’s corpus alongside a variety of 

inscriptions has illuminated the literary wit and originality of epigraphic texts. 

Martial’s engagement with and exploitation of paradoxes and concerns that lie at the 

core of epigraphic poetry prompt us to reassess prejudices that see epigraphic verses 

as products inferior to the Latin literary canon. While nineteenth-century scholarship 

has approached epigraphic verses and graffiti as sub-standard literary products, 

examination of metrical epitaphs and poetic graffiti has revealed literariness and 

inventiveness which are generally overlooked.3 Furthermore, my thesis has 

 
3 Baird and Taylor (2011) and Milnor (2014) signal a turn in epigraphic scholarship. They have 

demonstrated the poetic worth of metrical graffiti and inscriptions and reconsidered them as integral to 

the literary communication of the ancient world. 
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demonstrated that intertextual connections between literary texts and metrical 

inscriptions, which scholars have tended to see as perpetuating discourses of 

directionality and hierarchies of influence, point to more complex issues which 

characterise both the literary and epigraphic contexts.4 As we have seen throughout, 

the preoccupation with the protection of literary and sepulchral spaces, the defence 

against trespassers, witty takes on and materialisations of literary traditions and the 

ideological production of space are constitutive features of both inscriptions and 

Martial’s poetry. As the Pompeian graffiti which parody Virgilian clausolae have 

exemplified, conventional assumptions that all epigraphic poetry is un-original, un-

inventive and often of poor metrical and stylistic quality in comparison with the 

literary canon should be reassessed.5 Moreover, as I have suggested, we can already 

observe a performative tension between ephemerality and monumentality in the 

epigraphic world. Both graffiti, which are instantaneous and concerned with the here 

and now, along with epitaphs, which are more directly preoccupied with their own 

survivability, display a marked concern about their own ephemerality, in a way that is 

brought to the fore and dramatized in Martial’s work. 

As I have discussed, Martial represents epigram as a multiform identity 

accompanying or substituting birthday presents and glossing the relationship between 

poets and patrons, but also as an aesthetic literary opus, which transcends its occasional 

nature. By evoking the original association of epigram as epitaph, Martial creates a 

poetic monumentum that, like stationary epitaphs, voices paradoxical concerns about 

poetic contamination, appropriation and violation. Simultaneously, epigrams and 

epitaphs imagine overcoming their physicality in the bodies of anonymous readers-

viatores, who eternalise the memory of the deceased and disseminate Martial’s fame. 

As I explored in Chapter One, Martial harnesses the potential of epitaphic rhetoric to 

investigate how to survive through and thanks to the reader. By performing typical 

dialogues between epitaphs on tombstones and readers on the move, Martial offers his 

own take on the Ennian prophecy of living on the lips of men, while recognising the 

impossibility of a complete transcendence. Nevertheless, Martial not only thanks his 

studiosus lector but also satirises lazy readers, who, like passers-by who have no 

 
4 As noted by Milnor (2014). 
5 See Baird and Taylor (2011) 5, especially on the perception of graffiti as ‘unsophisticated’ and Milnor 

(2014) esp. 250-251 on the ‘literary literacy’ at Pompeii and the ability of the graffitist to scan high 

quality hexameters which parody Virgil’s arma virumque. 
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interest in reading tombstones, halt their reading journey, satiated by the length of 

epigrams. Martial appropriates the construct of the lassus viator of epitaphs to 

represent satirically the need to fend off the reader’s tedium. Brevitas becomes a means 

of encouraging readers to engage with the act of reading epigraphic and literary texts. 

Nevertheless, while tired travellers find physical rest in reading inscriptions, epigrams 

are the cause of the reader’s boredom. A combined analysis of scenes of readerly 

reception has revealed that epigrammatic and epigraphic texts display parallel 

concerns about their own circulation and consumption. Nevertheless, discussion has 

also demonstrated that they maintain productive differences. Moreover, they also 

strive to protect the material realities of sepulchral and literary spaces by attacking 

potential trespassers and malignant interpreters. Although Martial defends his own 

literary monumentum, he also recognises the infinite possibilities of dissolution, the 

threat of imminent fragmentation and the ill-omened fate of bad poetry, which can and 

does die.  

Martial’s poetry displays the paradoxical contradiction of epigram as 

simultaneously associated both with durable marble inscriptions and with more 

ephemeral media, such as impromptu graffiti. As I explored in Chapter Two, by 

evoking the language of official inscriptions in the Amphitheatre, Martial celebrates 

the new Flavian monumentality and his own poetic opus in the Liber spectaculorum. 

Nevertheless, he also engages in a close dialogue with gladiatorial graffiti, which, 

preserved in the marble environment of the Amphitheatre, perform a memorialisation 

of the games and the lives of gladiators which is in stark opposition with traditional 

perceptions of graffiti as ephemeral, transient and occasional.6 Martial exploits this 

core paradox of graffiti in order to offer his new satirical take on the trope of poetic 

monumentality. In Flavian Rome’s spectacular culture, epigrams and graffiti, which 

are by nature impromptu, become monumental through association with the 

marmoreal context of the Amphitheatre. Epigram, which offers a new kind of 

fragmented epic, becomes more marmoreal and monumental than higher poetic 

genres.  

The agon between epigram and epic is a leitmotif in Martial’s poetry. Poetic 

graffiti offer Martial a fitting model for materialising the literary world into 

 
6 See Baird and Taylor (2011) 5 and Milnor (2014). 
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exchangeable distiches and for exposing it to all sorts of reductions, compressions and 

fragmentations. Martial’s project of dislocated quotations achieves a material 

conceptualisation of poetic activity that interlocks with the quotation culture of urban 

poetic graffiti as well as with rhetorical and philosophical uses of axioms and 

sententiae. In Saturn’s mundus inversus, epigram claims parity with epic, re-imagining 

it through the lens of the material and the epigraphic. Epic, tragic and epitaphic styles 

are recontextualised in new humorous contexts, while literary hierarchies are turned 

upside down. Martial mimics the ‘aesthetic of fragmentation’ typical of graffiti, where 

tags from canonical texts coexist alongside quotidian forms of writing and messages.7 

Fragmentary citations of the Aeneid on walls and in Martial’s catalogue poetry invite 

a desultory and materialistic consumption of poetry, one which, attuned to the culture 

of fleeting spectacles and festivals, extols economic value over literary worth. As I 

have demonstrated, it is only by opening Martial’s project to a perspective that speaks 

across disciplines that we can appreciate the existence of parallel strategies of allusion 

in literary and epigraphic contexts.  

The notion that poetic munera are interchangeable with amphitheatrical 

spectacles and Saturnalian gifts is central to Martial’s project and offers implicit 

commentary on the particular conditions of patronage and poetic production in Flavian 

Rome. A combined literary as well as material-culture-oriented perspective that 

focuses on parallel strategies in the literary as well as epigraphic context has revealed 

the complex synergies that Martial’s poetry creates with both literary and material 

worlds. Furthermore, this thesis has proved that epigraphic and literary discourses 

share not only generic and intertextual interactions, but also intersecting audiences, 

common concerns about paradox and an active role in the political scene.  

The Saturnalian experiment with overturning poetic hierarchies and 

transforming epic into ‘epi(c)gram’ that characterises the collections of the Xenia and 

Apophoreta permeates anew the second edition of Book Ten.8 As I investigated in 

Chapter Three, epigrams perform their creative role in the context of damnatio 

memoriae, morphing Domitianic into post-Domitianic Romes, epic highways (Via 

Appia and Via Domitiana) into narrow epigrammatic paths. Like official inscriptions, 

which were manipulated and erased as a consequence of post-mortem memory 

 
7 Milnor (2014) 236. 
8 See Dinter (2005) 156-158. 
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sanctions, epigrams imagine changing the political and ideological significance of 

urban and epigrammatic spaces. Martial manipulates his epigrams and appropriates 

the revisionist powers of inscriptions. His epigrams perform a transition between 

different political regimes, offering the reader a vehicle with which to interpret the 

complex dynamics of damnatio memoriae. By reading epigrams alongside official 

erased inscriptions, this chapter has demonstrated how epigrams and inscriptions 

actively respond to and intervene in the monumental revisions of Rome, transforming 

the political connotations of monuments.  

Although this interdisciplinary approach entails several methodological 

challenges, which reside, inter alia, in the nature and dating of epigraphic material, it 

has elucidated how the relationship between literature and epigraphy is much more 

complex than traditionally acknowledged and goes far beyond intertextual links. 

Martial’s engagement with the full range of Roman writing habits gestures towards a 

more horizontal and less hierarchised conception of Roman imperial writing culture 

which urges us to reconsider many typologies and disciplinary divisions that modern 

classicists take for granted. Martial’s interaction with highly sophisticated poetic 

traditions and epigraphic culture compels us to explore the interactive nature of 

different facets of the Roman lettered world and to re-evaluate Roman writing culture 

as dialectical and dynamic. 

Most importantly, Martial’s poetry invites us to reconsider the concept of ‘sub-

literariness’ that hinders our appreciation of epigraphic poetry. My analysis of a variety 

of Roman writing media and practices has suggested that epigraphic texts were an 

integral part of a lettered world, whereby literary and epigraphic communications were 

permeable to one another. As part of a major enterprise that seeks to integrate the study 

of epigraphic poetry into Latin scholarship, my project stimulates an interpretation of 

ancient writing culture that challenges conceptions of hierarchies in modern 

scholarship and invites us to appreciate the literariness of inscriptions. My analysis of 

Martial’s poetic experiment with the fringes of the Roman lettered world has spurred 

us to understand Roman epigrammatic and epigraphic poetry as part of a wider verbal 

and visual culture, which interact in a multi-faceted dialogue. This study invites us to 

re-evaluate poetry as a broader phenomenon, that involves not only sophisticated book 

cultures, produced by élite authors, but also a variety of writing media and practices, 

spread to non-élite sectors of the society. My project on Martial opens up new avenues 
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of research which, by bridging the gap between literature and epigraphy, fosters an 

expansive interpretation of writing culture lato sensu, showing a more interactive 

relationship between what we distinctively perceive as ‘poetic’ and ‘epigraphic’. 

Furthermore, this study has the merit of bringing into scholarly focus graffiti poetry 

and epigraphic texts, which have been unjustly overlooked in both literary and 

epigraphic discourses. 
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